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ABSTRACT

British attitudes to proliferation cannot really be
understood without reference to the historical, strategic
and economic background of Britain's own nuclear

programmes. The experiences and lessons learned during the
civil and military programmes in the 1950s and 1960s played
a crucial role in shaping British perceptions of, and
attitudes to, the proliferation issue. The relationship
between civil and military technology is important here
because nuclear energy cannot be used as a source of power

without simultaneous production of material suitable for
use in a bomb. Two issues are revelant here; first, the

actual relationship between the British civil and military

programmes; second, British conception of the longterm

proliferation implications of these relationships.

Successive British governments have regarded possession of
nuclear weapons as fundamental to British national

security, but they have also sought to prevent their

spread to other states. However, in the British case

American policies between 1946 and 1953, and subsequently,
were instrumental in encouraging independent nuclear

programmes. These sought to maintain the US monopoly over

nuclear materials and technology by making it illegal for
the US to provide either to other countries including
Britain. However, this only encouraged proliferation. US
unreliability and policies based on denial appear to have

persuaded successive British governments of the value of a

stable and predictable international non-proliferation

regime. Consequently it was considered important to
maintain stability and predictability in international
nuclear trade through assurance of supplies of nuclear

materials, equipment and information subject to legitimate

security considerations. This, it was thought, would
reduce states' incentives to build indigenous sensitive
fuel cycle facilities, and reduce hostility to the non-

proliferation regime.



British nuclear policies have remained basically unchanged,
and have been instrumental in moulding British attitudes to

proliferation.
In the

1950s the perceived unreliability of the coal industry

posed a threat to British energy security. This was the
context in which the first nuclear power programme was

launched. Nuclear power was thought to have potential
benefits for energy security since it could provide
reliable and predictable energy supplies.

Reactor and fuel exports have always been a major
objective of British nuclear policy notwithstanding the

potential proliferation implications. British governments
have never opposed the principle of nuclear exports on non-

proliferation grounds; on the contrary, British non-

proliferation policies have sought to defend UK commercial
interests. During the 1960s commercial objectives became

integrated with non-proliferation policy: there is no

contradiction between commercial objectives and security

requirements. They are mutually reinforcing.
It is necessary to examine the British civil-military

relationship; programme rationales and objectives; nuclear

export policy and the military programme, before seeing how
these have influenced British attitudes to, and policies

on, proliferation. Part 2 examines the relationship
between these factors and the British role in the Non-

Proliferation Treaty negotiations and its 1975 and 1980
Review Conferences; the IAEA and Euratom safeguards

systems; the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation;
the Nuclear Suppliers' Group; Multinational/Regional Fuel

Cycle Centres; International Plutonium Storage and the
Committee on the Assurance of Supply.
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Back-end of the cycle: "The part of the fuel cycle

following the removal of spent fuel elements
from the reactor" (1.)

British Electricity Authority
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British Nuclear Fuels Limited

British Nuclear Export Executive
"A measure of reactor fuel consumption. It is

expressed as the amount of energy produced per

unit weight of fuel in the reactor." (1)

Boiling Water Reactor
Canadian deuterium uranium reactor

Committee on Assurances of Supply

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

Committee on Disarmament
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Central Electricity Generating Board
Gesellschaft fur Centrifugentechnik mbh

centrifuge method of enrichment: "An enrichment process in
which lighter isotopes are separated from
heavier ones by means of ultra-high-speed

centrifuges." (1)
CFR: Commercial Fast Reactor

CNEA: Comision Nacional de Energie Atomica
COCOM: Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export
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COGEMA: Compagnie Generale des Matieres Nuclaires
coolant: "A substance circulated through a nuclear

reactor to remove or transfer heat. Common

coolants are light or heavy water, carbon
dioxide and liquid sodium" (1)

core: "The central portion of a nuclear reactor

containing the fuel elements and usually the

moderator, but not the reflector."(1)
CPRS: Central Policy Review Staff
CRO: Commonwealth Relations Office

CTB: Comprehensive Test Ban

denaturing :"The mixing of a fissile nuclide with an

isotopic non-fissile nuclide so as to render the
former unsuitable for nuclear weapons." (1)

DEN: Department of Energy
DFR: Dounreay Fast Reactor
DOE: Department of Energy (US)
DTI: Department of Trade and Industry
ENDC: Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee
ENEA: European Nuclear Energy Agency

enrichment :"A process by which the relative abundance of
the isotopes of a given element are altered,
thus producing a form of the element enriched in
one particular isotope." (1)

ERDA: Energy Research and Development Agency
EURATOM: European Atomic Energy Community
EURODIF: European Gaseous Diffusion Uranium Enrichment

Consortium

FBR: Fast Breeder Reactor

FCO: Foreign and Commonwealth Office
fissile material: "A material fissionable by neutrons; of

all energies, especial thermal neutrons: for

example, uranium-235 and plutonium -239." (1)
fuel cycle: "the series of steps involved in preparation

and disposal of fuel for nuclear power reactors.
It includes mining, refining the ore,

fabrication of fuel elements, their use

in a reactor, chemical processing to recover the
fissile material remaining in the spent fuel,
re-enrichment of the fuel material, and
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refabrication into new fuel elements."(1)
fuel element: "A rod, tube, plate, or other mechanical

shape or form into which nuclear fuel is

fabricated for use in a reactor." (1)
fuel fabrication: "The manufacture of fuel elements for use

in reactors." (1)
FSS: Full scope safeguards

gaseous diffusion: "A method of isotope separation based on

the fact that gas atoms or molecules with
different masses will diffuse through a porous

barrier (or membrane) at different rates. The

method is used to separate uranium -235 from
uranium - 238." (1)

GEC: General Electric Company (UK)
HEU: Highly Enriched Uranium
horizontal proliferation: "The spread of nuclear weapon

capabilities to non-nuclear weapon states." (1)
HSP: Hexapartite Safeguards Project
HTR: High Temperature Reactor
IAEA: International Atomic Energy Agency
INFCE: International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
IPS: International Plutonium Storage
irradiated fuel: "Nuclear fuel after it has been placed in

a reactor." (1)

isotopes: "Nuclides of the same chemical element but
different atomic weight, that is with the same

number of protons but different numbers of

neutrons." (1)

JCAEA: Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
LDC: Lesser Developing country
LEU: Low Enriched Uranium

LMFBR: Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
load factor: "The ratio of energy actually produced to that

which would have been produced in a given time
had the reactor operated continually at the
rated capacity." (1)

Magnox: "Magnesium alloy used to can the uranium in the
fuel elements of the UK second generation
nuclear reactors

MBA: Material Balance Area
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MBFR: Mutual Balanced Force Reductions

MDA: UK-US Mutual Defence Agreements, 1958, 1959
MFCC: Multinational Fuel Cycle Centre
MLF: Mutilateral Nuclear Force

moderator: "A material, such as ordinary water, heavy-

water, or graphite used in a reactor to slow
down fast neutrons to thermal energies." (1)

MOD: Ministry of Defence
MOS: Ministry of Supply
MOX: Mixed Oxide Fuel

MTR: Material Testing Reactor
MWD/te: Megawatt day per tonne

MW(e): Megawatts of electricity

MW(th): Megawatts of thermal power

Natural uranium: "Uranium as found in nature, containing
0.7 per cent of U-235, 99.3 of U.238, and a

trace of U.234." (1)

NIDC: Newly Industrialised Developing Country
NNA: Neutral and Non-Aligned
NNC: National Nuclear Corporation
NNWS: Non-Nuclear Weapons State
NPAB: Nuclear Power Advisory Board
NPC: Nuclear Power Consortium

NPT: Non-Proliferation Treaty
NPTRC: Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference
NSG: Nuclear Suppliers' Group
NWS: Nuclear Weapons State
OECD: Organisation for Ecomomic Co-operation and

Development
OEEC: Organisation for European Economic Co-operation

once-through cycle: "A nuclear fuel cycle in which the

spent fuel elements are not reprocessed for the

purpose of recovering the fissile materials U-

235 and PU-239." (1)
PAEC: Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission
PFR: Prototype Fast Reactor
PIPPA: Pressurised Pile Producing Power and Plutonium
Plutonium: (PU) "A radioactive, man-made, metallic element

with atomic number 94. Its most important

isotope is fissile plutonium-239 produced by
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neutron irradiation of uranium-238. It is

used for reactor fuel and in weapons."(1)
PNE: Peaceful Nuclear Explosions
PSA: Polaris Sales Agreement
PWR: Pressurised Water Reactor

RECOVER: Remote Continual Verification

reprocessing: The chemical and mechanical processes by
which plutonium and the unused uranium-235 are

recovered from spent fuel elements." (1)
research reactor: "A reactor primarily designed to supply

neutrons or other ionizing radiation for

experimental purposes. It may also be used for

training, materials testing and production
of radionuclides." (1)

RFCC: Regional Fuel Cycle Centre
SAAEC: South African Atomic Energy Commission
SAC: Strategic Air Command
SACLANT: Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic

safeguards: set of regulations, procedures and equipment

designed to deter through assurance of timely
detection the diversion of nuclear

materials for military purposes.

SAGSI: Standing Advisory Group on Safeguards

Implementation
SALT: Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (Talks)
SAM: Surface-to-Air Missile

SGHWR: Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor
SLBM: Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile

SSBN: Nuclear Powered Ballistic Missile Submarine

SSEB: South of Scotland Electricity Board
SSN: Nuclear-Powered Attack Submarine

SWU: "Separative Work Unit. A measure of the work

required to separate uranium isotopes in the
enrichment process. It is used to describe the

capacity of an enrichment plant." (1)
tails assay: The percentage of U-235 left in the depleted

uranium after passing through the enrichment

plant.
THORP: Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant
TNPG: The Nuclear Power Group
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UF6: Uranium Hexafluoride

UKAEA: United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
UNGA: United Nations General Assembly

U02: Uranium Oxide

URENCO: Uranium Enrichment Company

URG: United Reprocessors GmbH
vertical proliferation: The qualitative and quantitative

expansion of capacities of forces in

existing nuclear weapon states." (1)

weapons grade material: " A material with a sufficiently

high concentration of the nuclides uranium-233;
uranium-235 or plutonium 239 to make it suitable
for a nuclear weapon." (1)

WPI: Windscale Public Enquiry

(1) SIPRI, Internationalization to prevent the spread of
Nuclear Weapons; Taylor and Francis, London,
1980. Glossary ppxii- xvi.
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PART 1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1. BRITISH ATTITUDES TO NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION: THE WHY

AND WHEREFORES

It may be argued that the nuclear age really began for
Britain in February, 1940 when the Birmingham based refugee
scientists Rudolf Peierls and Otto Frisch produced their

memorandum "on the Properties of a Radioactive super-bomb".
As a consequence Britain became the first country to decide
to build an atomic bomb. However British atomic research

became part of the US Manhattan Project in late 1943. An

independent British atomic weapons programme did not emerge

until 1947. Margaret Gowing notes that Britain was the
'midwife of the bomb'.^) British officials, scientists
and politicians considered that since Britain had been

intimately involved with nuclear weapons from the very

beginning, this merited a pre-eminent position for Britain
in post war international affairs in general and nuclear

politics in particular. Nevertheless Britain was only the
third state to test an atomic bomb. Since then the British

have made a significant contribution to the development of
civil and military uses of nuclear technology. Forty years

after the Peierls/Frisch memorandum nuclear power continues
to play an important part in British defence and energy

policies. It is this apparently unique position which,

perhaps, sets British nuclear history apart from other
nuclear states.

The need to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons

capability to other states was recognised by the

participants in the wartime Manhattan Project.In 1943
the first non-proliferation agreement was concluded between
the UK and US at Quebec. As well as outlining the nature
of Anglo-American co-operation the Quebec Agreement also

sought to prevent the spread of nuclear information and
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technology.(^) The American 'Baruch' Plan of 1946 was

perhaps the second non-proliferation proposal. Since then
there have been several international attempts to constrain
the spread of nuclear weapons. The almost universally

accepted premiss is that the spread of nuclear weapons

would pose a grave threat to international stability and

security.In the thirty years between 1952 and 1982
there have been several national and international attempts
to confine nuclear weapons to the established nuclear

powers. However, the extent and nature of the British
contribution to the evolution of the international non-

proliferation regime and the worldwide spread of civil
nuclear power is not readily apparent. Furthermore, the
factors which have moulded British perceptions of the

proliferation question in general, and policies and

objectives for British internat-ional nuclear policy are

equally unclear.

Although there is a plethora of published material on

nuclear matters in general, there are no studies which deal

specifically with Britain and nuclear proliferation. It is

only referred to tangentially in studies which deal either
with the civil programme: Roger Williams, The Nuclear
Power Decisions. British Policies 1953 - 1978; or the

military programme, John Simpson, The Independent Nuclear
State. The United States, Britain and the Military Atom.

Margaret Gowing's official histories only cover the years

1939 - 1952.(5) por this reason this story begins in 1952.
However, these and other studies of British nuclear

politics and history discuss issues which are relevant to
an examination of British attitudes to proliferation; for

example, Lawrence Freedman makes some reference to British

obligations under the Non-Proliferation Treaty in Britain
and Nuclear Weapons. In Decision Making for Energy Futures.
A Case Study of the Windscale Inquiry, David Pearce et al

refer to the British interpretation of the NPT and UK

obligations.(^) Nevertheless there is no overview of
British attitudes to proliferation or how British non-
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proliferation policies are shaped. The literature on

nuclear matters is immense; for instance, by mid October,
1984 the Amalgamated Documents Lists of non-CEGB papers

submitted to the Sizewell Public Inquiry was 267 pages

long. Not all of this material is relevant. A paper

presented by Ridgway Consultants entitled, "Some
Similarities of Radium and Plutonium Toxity in the Beagle

and Man" has no immediate bearing on a study of Britain and

proliferation. Despite the enormity of the literature
there are several areas where work remains to be done. In

particular there are no published comprehensive studies of
British nuclear export policies. Those that are available
focus exclusively on reactor exports and ignore fuel cycle
services.Nor are there detailed examinations of the

British role in the negotiation of the Non-Proliferation

Treaty, and development of the IAEA safeguards system. In

short, although there are numerous American studies on

nuclear proliferation in general, and US policy in

particular, there is no equivalent for the British

experience• (^)

2. METHODOLOGICAL AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

In an area as sensitive as nuclear policy there are several

practical restraints on research. These necessarily limit
the scope of an examination of British nuclear policy.

Perhaps the principal difficulty is the Official Secrets
Act. Compared to the United States and Sweden the British

government process is distinctly secretive. Until

comparatively recently, for example, the blue-prints of the
men's ablutions at Windscale were classified*^) This

indicates the scale of the problem. Even leading
individuals in the 1945 - 1952 period knew very little
about crucial decisions until they read Margaret Gowing's
histories*(10) The "need to know" principle was probably
at the root of this. Even though Professor Gowing has said
she has had access to official papers up to 1964, she does
not know which papers and files have not been released* (H)
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Although the Fifty Year Rule was replaced in 1967 by a

Thirty Year Rule for access to "public" documents this does
not mean that all papers are released; on the contrary,

many are weeded and destroyed before they reach the 30 year

mark. Many are withheld under section 3(a) of the 1957
Public Records Act either for a further twenty or seventy

years. Indeed files can be 'retained by the department'

indefinitely. Files which are released are often

incomplete with individual folios missing. Butcher notes

that, "academic researchers ... have found it notoriously
difficult to surmount the barriers imposed by the closed

system of British civil government. The Thirty Year Rule

makes comparatively little difference to students of
M M O \

contemporary and recent history Indeed it has been

reported that many of the Suez papers have been

destroyed*() It would appear that only a partial picture
of events can be re-established and explained from the
limited access to official papers in sensitive areas like
defence and foreign policy. Nevertheless they may provide
a "snap shot" of reality which may allow a plausible
account or interpretation of past events to be made*^14^

The recollections of individuals who participated in the
decision making and policy execution process are available
from interviews. But as Richard Neustadt points out memory

lapses are compounded by discretion*(4^) Interviewees may

also wish to rationalise after-the-fact; that is, explain
the past with the benefit of hindsight or give a glowing
account of their own role in affairs. Garthoff notes that

remembrance is both selective and influenced by later

perceptions. Recollection of details from events over

thirty years ago, and even fifteen years, are not always
one hundred percent reliable. Lord Hinton's account of one

particular incident in the late 1950s was felt by some

UKAEA officials to be the product of an ailing memory*(16)
Nevertheless where information from interviews can be

cross-checked with other responses from relevant
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individuals and documentary evidence, interviews can

provide a useful insight and facilitate a greater

understanding of events.

One problem in an examination of British attitudes to
nuclear proliferation is deciding what constitutes
"British". For instance, "British" assumes a united view

reflecting the interests of a monolith despite the
existence of numerous bureaucracies with some responsibil¬

ity for nuclear affairs. In 1982 in the UK the most

important of these were the government departments: the

Foreign and Commonwealth Office, the Ministry of Defence
and the Department of Energy; and at a secondary level,

though no less important, British Nuclear Fuels pic, United

Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, National Nuclear

Corporation, Central Electricity Generating Board, South of
Scotland Electricity Board*(^7) Responsibility within the
Government departments is divided into smaller units. In

1984 the Nuclear Energy Department was the lead FCO

department on the NPT and nuclear exports, but the Arms

Control and Disarmament and Defence Departments would also

be involved. In the Department of Energy the Atomic Energy
Division is subdivided into four branches. Branch 2 and

the Safeguards Office are responsible for non-proliferation
issues. In the MOD the Assistant Chief Scientific Adviser

(Nuclear), Defence Nuclear Divisions and Defence
Secretariat Division 17, which dealt with arms control and

disarmament matters, for example, would represent MOD

interests• ( ^ )

Since FCO policies and statements are cleared with the MOD
and given the general concern to have a united Whitehall

view, it seems plausible to talk about a "British
view".^^ In his study of British nuclear power decisions

Roger Williams for example, treats the UKAEA as a monolith
even though he recognises that it was by no means a united

organisation* The Authority was divided into five
functional units; for example, Production, Engineering and
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the AWRE. In particular, interest groups emerged with the
various reactor designs, AGR, HTR, SGHWR and FBR. Each

W3S

team convinced that its own reactor was best suited to meet
S\

the requirements of the various nuclear power programmes.

Despite this it will be assumed that there is a "united"
British view on proliferation.

Whitehall views on major policy issues are co-ordinated

through the Cabinet Office via interdepartmental sub¬
committees. Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace proposals for

example were considered in the first instance by the Atomic

Energy Official Committee*) Representatives from
several government departments participated: the Foreign

Office, MOD, Cabinet Office, Commonwealth Office, Treasury,

Ministry of Supply, Ministry of Fuel and Power. Major

disputes would be settled by the full Cabinet as was MOS

opposition to proposals to give responsibility for
Aldermaston (AWRE) to the new UKAEA*^^^

3. APPROACH

British nuclear policy in general and non-proliferation

policy in particular touches on four inter-related

disciplines: international relations, political science,

strategic studies and contemporary history. Several areas

within these fields seem particularly relevant; for

example, theories of international relations and the
decision and policy making process. Some of these

theories, models and concepts may be helpful in an

examination of British attitudes to nuclear proliferation.

4. POLICY MAKING AND EXECUTION

John Simpson notes that:

There now exists a sizeable literature on the nature
of state policy-making and decision-taking which is
applicable to the development of nuclear energy.
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Although some writers feel that certain of the ideas
contained within it are too heavily conditioned by the
experiences of the US political system from which it is
mainly derived and thus not directly applicable to the

British attitudes to nuclear proliferation involve three

specific areas of policy making and implementation:

foreign, defence and energy.

Perhaps one of the more important studies of decision

making in defence and foreign policy is Graham Allison's
The Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile
Crisis. This describes several models of bureaucratic

behaviour. In the Government Politics Model Allison argues

the "leaders" of bureaucratic organisations are
viewed as a diversified group who act in terms of no
consistent set of strategic objectives but rather
according to various conceptions of national,
organisational and personal goals with decisions being
made not by a single rational choice but by the
pulling and hauling that is politics*' '

Thus decisions are the outcome of internal bureaucratic

in-fighting. Strobe Talbott's study of the arms control

policy process of the Reagan Administration is a case in

point*(25) inter-Agency disputes in Washington between
the State Department, Department of Defense, Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, National Security Agency, the
White House, Office of Secretary for Defense, and Joint
Chiefs of Staff eventually produces an arms control

"policy" of sorts. Walter Patterson's unofficial history
of civil nuclear power paints a similar picture of British
civil nuclear decision-making. In particular, the
conflict within the nuclear industry over reactor choice

doubt that it offers

that:
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suggests that decisions are outcomes of bureaucratic
battles rather than rational choice. (26) Bu-j- as Garthoff

notes in his study of American Soviet relations from Nixon
to Reagan: "Domestic political interests and factional

political manouevering, the cybernetic and institutional
roles of constituencies and interest groups, and the

political needs of policy makers may all be as important in

shaping actual policy and action in world politics as

ideological, geopolitical, world-order, economic or other

foreign policy interests and objectives of those decision¬
makers. This seems a suitable caveat for a study of

British attitudes to proliferation.

5. POLICY MAKING AND IMPLEMENTATION IN TECHNOLOGICAL

AREAS

In the British government policy process decisions are,

theoretically, a matter for ministers. Politicians are

required to preside over complex scientific and

technological subjects. The quality of these decisions and
the role of the civil service has been criticised, the

generalist tradition in particular. According to Butcher
the classic indictment of the civil service "generalist"

philosophy was made by Thomas Balogh. He argued in 1959
that in a planned economy, the crossword puzzle mind,
reared on mathematics at Cambridge or greats at Oxford has

only a limited outlet.(^8) Christopher Herzig, Head of the
DEN's AED in the mid 1970s, had a degree in classics.
Civil servants are thus dependent on the advice of the
scientific staff of the UKAEA and MOD. Roger Williams

quite properly points out that nuclear decisions in common

with others in technology emphasise the contrast between
the horizon of decision makers, measured at best in years,

and the time scale of the technology measured in
decades. (29) no-(- ciear that the long term potential

proliferation implications of the Atoms for Peace programme

were fully considered by the Americans or British.
Eisenhower's original proposals of December 1953
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were made without any clear idea of what was required or

involved.

Politicians are called upon to make decisions on highly

complex technical subjects. Joel Barnett, Chief Secretary
to the Treasury during the Labour Governments 1974 - 1979,

highlighted Eric Varley's 1974 decision to opt for the
SGHWR in preference to the PWR for the Third Nuclear Power

Programme as an example of the non-specialist politician

required to choose between two reactor systems with no

real qualifications to do so other than his office*(^0)
Sir Martin Ryle has remarked that Ministers may have,

"inadequate technical background to appreciate the

proposals they recommend.. must simply rely on what they
are told by their permanent civil servants. These civil
servants may in their turn be inadequately qualified to

» / qi \
advise on such complex issues* However ministers and

civil servants draw on the specialist advice of their
scientific staff. Both the MOD and DEN have sections

responsible for nuclear matters, ACSA(N) and the

Safeguards Office for instance. Although the FCO is the
lead department on arms control and non-proliferation
issues it has no scientific staff of its own and is thus

dependent on the MOD and DEN. Advice on civil nuclear
mattes comes almost entirely from the UKAEA and BNFL;

indeed many of the nuclear scientists in the DEN are

former UKAEA personnel *'^2)

During the early 1950s before formation of the UKAEA the
scientists and engineers responsible for nuclear

programmes at the MOS were practically the only source of
nuclear knowledge in the UK. Sir John Cockcroft, Head of
AEE Harwell provided the AE(0) Committee and the Cabinet
Defence Committee with advice on nuclear exports, on the

potential production of significant quantities of fissile
material in particular. However, scientists and engineers

may advise the government, and offer technical opinions if
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called upon to do so, but non-proliferation policy is not
made by the UKAEA or BNFL. Policy is reserved for

government. At the end of the day neither the Authority
or BNFL's views "matter a row of beans" as governments may

choose to ignore their advice*(33) In other words

decisions may be taken for "political" rather than sound

"technical" reasons; for example, the AGR may have been
chosen instead of the PWR in 1965 because it was a British

design.

However, this does not exclude the possibility that the

UKAEA, BNFL or the NNC have their own corporate interests
■F <~orri

which may differ^or conflict with government policy. On
matters of exports neither the NNC or BNFL are in a

position to export materials without Government approval.
There have been occasions when the nuclear industry was

keen to go ahead with contracts but were prevented by the
Government. On reactor choice, however, the UKAEA's views
have had a decisive impact on government policy. Illust¬

rating the inadequacies of technical decision making in

complex technological areas in the British government

process is to say nothing fundamentally new; however, how
nuclear decisions are made and implemented is relevant to
an examination of British attitudes to nuclear

proliferation*(^4)

6. DECLARATORY DOCTRINE AND ACTUAL POLICY

In defence and foreign policy there is not necessarily a

direct correlation between public ministerial or official
statements and actual policy. There may be several

'policies' or attitudes. Indeed as Dunworth notes, "the
truth about the events and arguments leading to decision-

taking has, in many cases, only a modest resemblance to
published statements* (^5) professed unity may conceal

internal disputes and bureaucratic battles, or policy
execution may be diametrically opposed to declaratory
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policy. Recreating policies, perceptions and the context
of the past from published events has pitfalls. Desmond
Ball in his study of US nuclear war plans of the 1940s and

1950s notes a fundamental difference between the declared

policy of massive retaliation based on city-busting and
actual plans which reveal an emphasis on counterforce

targeting; that is, military and industrial targets.(36)
Rather than exlusive focus on Soviet cities US warplans

such as Trojan of May 1949 called for the destruction of
Soviet oil refineries, especially those producing aviation
fuel.(37) Furthermore, Ball observes that "senior

Administration" officials could still say in the 1970s
that targeting plans should be revised to include options
in addition to the indiscriminate mass destruction of

enemy civilians is a measure of the extent to which
realities of US strategic force employment/action policy
have generally not been appreciated. "(38) yg war pianSj^

targeting objectives and priorities have remained broadly
consistent since the late 1940s despite public utterances
which suggest frequent fundamental changes.

The research work of Ball and Rosenberg^39) on yg warplans
and nuclear forces provides a useful framework for a study
of British nuclear policy since it highlights the exist¬
ence of a clear distinction between'lde.c laratory doctrine"
and 'action policy'. A similar state of affairs may have
existed in the British case not just in targeting doctrine
but also between 'public policy' and actual non-

proliferation policy. However, published policy
statements by and large convey at least some real concerns

and objec-tives and often much of the underlying policy

approach.

It is also necessary to identify and to understand the
factors which shape the assumptions behind the policies.
Here the relationship between doctrine and technology is

particularly germane. For example, what factors were

instrumental in the expansion of the US nuclear stockpile?
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in
Was it an increase productive capacity, delivery system

A
and improved warhead design - technology, or revised

operational and targeting requirements - doctrine, which
was responsible? In the Soviet case can deployment of

heavy missiles with a counterforce potential be interp¬
reted as a direct consequence of a Soviet decision to

provide weapons for use rather than deterrence - doctrine,
or merely because Russian technology is incapable of prod¬

ucing smaller, more sophisticated systems - technology?
In other words, at one extreme technological determinism

propels the arms race whilst at the other doctrinal

imperatives are responsible. Conversely neither

interpretation may adequately explain decisions and
events. As an alternative David Holloway concludes in
relation to the Soviet case that, "in looking at the

relationship between doctrine and technology in Soviet

policy ... it should not be supposed that either the
formulations of doctrine, or the progress of technology,
have eliminated the human - the political, social and
cultural-factor from Soviet thinking about war* (^0) This

may equally apply to British thinking about nuclear

proliferation. Three areas of British nuclear history are

particularly relevant here: the nuclear weapons

programme, reactor policy, and export policy. All of
these have played their part in shaping British attitudes
to proliferation, though to what exent is unclear.

7. DEPENDENCE AND INTERDEPENDENCE

Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye attempt to describe the
international political system, in particular the
behaviour of states, in terms of the above concepts*)
Dependence is defined as a state of being determined or

significantly altered by external forces. Interdependence
most simply defined means mutual dependence"The key
to this particular paradigm seems to be that there are no

absolutes: no complete dependence and no complete self-
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sufficiency. States however try to minimise the impact of

dependence on external sources of vital raw materials,

energy especially. Two other concepts are relevant here:

vulnerability and sensitivity. Vulnerability suggests a

greater degree of dependence than sensitivity since, as

Keohane and Nye argue, "in terms of the costs of

dependence, sensitivity means liability to costly effects
from outside before policies are altered to try to change
the situation. Vulnerability can be defined as an actor's

liability to suffer costs imposed by external events after

policies have been altered.") These concepts might

help to explain why states embark on military and civil
nuclear programmes. For national security reasons a state

may seek to reduce dependence for its military and energy

security on an unreliable or potentially unreliable
external source. It may be possible to explain, in part,
British nuclear energy policies in these terms. If so,

this has implications for attitudes to proliferation

8 INTERNATIONAL REGIMES

Since there is much discussion in the relevant literature

of the "international non-proliferation regime", it is
worth touching, briefly, on the concept of "international

regime."(44) Most simply defined a regime is a set of
rules together with the administrative arrangements for
their implementation and enforcement. An international

regime, according to Mason however, "consists of rules

agreed between a number of states to regulate matters of
common concern. In the nuclear case the common

concern is the prevention of weapons proliferation without

jeopardising the continued use of civil nuclear power.

Mason goes on to note that, "international regimes may be

incorporated in formal interstate agreements. In the
international non-proliferation regime the foremost agree¬

ment is the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The British quickly

recognised that no one state could unilaterally impose its
views on the international regime without creating tension
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and instability, something which the British regarded as

inimical to the integrity and effectiveness of the emerging

non-proliferation regime. As Mason notes:

A further constraint on the effectiveness of regimes i.e
on the degree to which they bring about the outcomes
intended by the regime makers, is that regulation is an
arms-length management technique.... states do not,
however, abandon odjectives simply because they are not
completely attainable.... regime politics are accordingly
characterised by states' continuous attempts to improve
regime effectiveness.'

It is interesting to note the British contribution to the
evolution of the non-proliferation regime in light of this
observation. This will be looked at in greater detail in

chapters 8,9,10,11 and 12.

9 MAIN THEMES OF THE THESIS

The essential objective here is to identify and explain the
factors which have shaped British attitudes to nuclear

proliferation since 1952. Several of the approaches and

concepts outlined in the preceeding sections provided a

framework for analysis. A combination of historical

political, strategic and economic factors have shaped
British attitudes to nuclear proliferation.

The extent to which the early British military and civil
nuclear programmes shaped subsequent perceptions of the

proliferation issue is an important consideration. The

relationship between civil and military nuclear technology
is crucial here on three levels; first, the basic
technical connection; second, the actual physical

relationship in the British programme - dual purpose

plants, and third, British understandings of the long term
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proliferation implications of these relationships. This
raises questions on the level of British understanding of
the implications of nuclear technology. For instance it
is possible that the civil-military relationship was not

fully understood. Those involved may argue, possibly

retrospectively, that the civil military relationship and

proliferation risks were very much in mind. But this may

not be explicit in available documentary evidence.

Conversely those scientists and engineers involved may

have fully understood the problem, and there was no need
to state the obvious. To have done so would have been, as

one senior BNFIj official put it "to teach your grandmother
to suck eggs".

This could well be a rationalisation after the fact: an

attempt to justify or explain past policies in terms of
current knowledge and with the benefit of hindsight. This
is not inconceivable as Lord Hinton has remarked on the

state of knowledge in the early 1950s when he described
the Windscale Piles as "monuments to our initial

ignorance* (^8) j-j. pOSSit>ie that there were

differences of opinion within the nuclear community. The
nuclear consortia for example may have paid less attention
to the possible proliferation implications of reactor

exports. Furthermore, scientists at Harwell may have
favoured and indeed welcomed the lifting of the veil of

secrecy from nuclear technology occasioned by Atoms for
Peace. Conversely the staff of Risley may have preferred
to maintain secrecy for commercial rather than security
reasons.

It is not possible to discuss the British military

programme without considering the "special relationship"
between the US and UK. As Margaret Gowing notes in the
official history of the nuclear programme up to 1952
American policies played a decisive role in the emergence

of an independent British programme. The impact of the
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1946 McMahon Act on British thinking may have extended well

beyond the 1950s. The Act excluded the British from access

to American information and materials even though British
scientists had played a leading role in the Manhattan

Project. This suggested to successive British governments
that non-proliferation policies based on technology denial
were ultimately counter-productive: they did not prevent
the Russian or British nuclear programes; on the contrary,
in the British case US policies actually encouraged the

independent British programme. In short, if technology
denial did not work in the 1940s there was no reason to

suppose that it would in the 1950s,60s, 70s and 1980s.

Changes in US non-proliferation policies in the 1970s,
which tried to reintroduce tighter controls in contrast to
the "free trade" of the "Atoms for Peace" era, led to
considerable disruption to the international nuclear
market, and had a major effect on national decision making

processes in relation to energy policy. These developments

appear to have impressed upon successive British

governments the value of a stable and predictable inter¬
national non-proliferation regime. If states could not be
sure of access to the materials and technologies they
needed for their national energy programmes from foreign

supplies, they would be more likely to create their own

independent sources of supply. However, if uncertainty and

unpredictability in the international nuclear market could
be reduced, the incentives to "go it alone" would also be
reduced. In particular, it would be desirable if nuclear

fuel cycle plants could be confined to as few states as

possible, provided the owners of existing plants were

prepared to make fuel cycle services available to those who
had a legitimate need.

It is not clear how the rationales and objectives of the
civil and military programmes which emerged in the 1940s
and 1950s have influenced British attitudes to

proliferation. Initial observations of the 1952-1982
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period appear to show a continuity in British civil and

military nuclear policies. However it is important to
recreate the context of the/n^or decisions and perceptions
and assumptions which underpinned then it is important for

example, to ascertain what factors were brought to the
attention of the Cabinet when it considered the proposed
first nuclear power programme at the end of 1954. It seems

that availability of energy and a perceived inability of
the beleaguered coal industry to satisfy the demand
amplified the attractions of nuclear power. Much has been
written on energy security issues, again more so in the US
than UK.(^9) Energy is considered a security issue.
Secure energy supplies are closely linked to economic

development, thus any interruption to supply or uncertainty

poses a fundamental threat to a state's security. Nuclear

power was perceived to have potential benefits from a

security perspective. This appears to be the case with the
British fast reactor programme. Here the possibility of

energy self-sufficiency looms large.

Equally important was the desire to export nuclear

reactors, components and materials notwithstanding the
basic technical relationship between civil and military
nuclear technology. The extent to which commercial

objectives were balanced by, secondary to, or superseded

security considerations is particularly relevant to British
attitudes to proliferation. Consequently there may well be
an inherent contradiction in trying to prevent prolifer¬
ation whilst simultaneously encouraging the spread of civil
nuclear power. The usual line of analysis of British

export policy is to explain why British industry only

managed to export two power stations while the Americans,

Canadians, French and West Germans were more suc¬

cessful. Moreover, since several British participants

regard the real proliferation risk as the training of

foreign scientists, engineers, chemists, metallurgists and

physicists, the British contribution to the diffusion of

knowledge and expertise is clearly relevant to any study
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of Britain and proliferation.

It is necessary to look at the British civil/military

relationship; programme rationales and objectives; nuclear

export policy and the military programme before seeing how
these have influenced British attitudes to, and policies

on, nuclear proliferation. Part I discusses these issues.
Part II examines the relation between these factors and the

British role in the negotiations on the NPT between 1965
and 1968; the 1975 and 1980 Review Conferences; the IAEA

and Euratom safeguards systems; the International Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Evaluation; the Nuclear Suppliers' Group;
International Plutonium Storage, Regional/Multinational
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Centres and the Committee on the
Assurances of Supply. This thesis covers the period 1952 -

1982.
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CHAPTER 2

BRITAIN AND THE CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONSHIP

IN THE 1950s: PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES AND

RATIONALES

1. INTRODUCTION

In September 1945 Attlee observed that:

the successful manufacture of bombs from plutonium
shows that the harnessing of atomic energy as a
source of power cannot be achieved without the
simultaneous production of material capable of being
used in a bomb. This means that the possible
industrial uses of atomic energy cannot be
considered separately from its military and security
implications. ^ ^

This central factor has to be taken into account in any

non-proliferation strategy. The relationship between civil
and military nuclear technology is, however, only part of
the problem. Political considerations are equally

important. Two questions arise here: why do states embark
on civil and military nuclear programmes? An analysis of
British attitudes to nuclear proliferation must first take
into account not only the British understanding of the

civil-military relationship, but also the objectives and
rationales for the domestic programmes. It is necessary to
establish exactly why the British embarked on a civil

programme of nuclear power. Furthermore, the civil

programme's relationship to the military programme is also
relevant. The 1950s are of particular interest since the
British approach to the control of nuclear technology in
the Atoms for Peace era corresponds to the same period
which witnessed the launch of the British civil programme,

and the expansion of the military programme. These
interrelated factors may have proved fundamental in the
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shaping of subsequent British attitudes to proliferation.
In 1945 it appears as if the basic technical connection
between civil and military technology was clearly

understood by the political leadership. However, it is not
clear from the 1950s that the same level of understanding
was evident. In 1953 the British enthusiastically

supported the Atoms for Peace programme. This called for
the worldwide diffusion of the benefits of the atom for

peaceful purposes. Subsequently Atoms for Peace was

criticised because it had not considered the long-term

proliferation implications, and seemed to mark a retreat
from the Acheson-Lilienthal report which pointed to the

inseparability of civil and military nuclear technology.
In the eyes of subsequent commentators the political

leaderships of both the US and UK willfully ignored
this•(^)

It is, therefore, necessary to establish whether the

"security implications" of this policy were adequately

considered, and if they were why was Atoms for Peace
endorsed given the civil-military relationship. The

objectives and underlying motives of such a policy also
need to be established. These can only be understood with
reference to the British civil and military programmes. To
this end this chapter will cover three interrelated topics:

(i) the nature and extent of the civil-military

relationship in Britain and whether the

implications of this were taken into account;

(ii) the extent to which proliferation was considered as

a major problem and how this affected international

co-operation and nuclear exports;

(iii) the rationales for the civil programme, reasons for
the 1954 decision, and influencing factors.

These questions will be discussed with reference to two key
documents of the early British civil nuclear programme:

the Waverley Report - the future organisation of the atomic
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energy programme; and the Trend Report which was an

evaluation of the economics and objectives of a civil
nuclear power programme.

2. THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE CIVIL-MILITARY

RELATIONSHIP IN BRITAIN.

Once the military programme had successfully produced an

atomic bomb in October 1952, resources were made available

for a civil programme. This sequence of events was to have
an important bearing on British attitudes. The plutonium

production piles at Windscale wasted the heat produced by
the fission process. However, in 1952 it was proposed to

proceed with a full-scale design study of a natural uranium

pilot power reactor - PIPPA (Pressurised Pile Producing
Power and Plutonium)•^) Final approval was not given
until March 1953. Although originally specified to

"produce plutonium as a by-product of power it became a

reactor producing power as a by-product of plutonium*
The need to satisfy the Chiefs of Staff's increased demands
for plutonium was the principal reason for the switch (see

Chapter 3).

Responsibility for design and construction of PIPPA was

handed over to Risley with Christopher Hinton in charge*
The first reactors were officially opened in October 1956
at Calder Hall. The Magnox reactors at Calder Hall in
addition to producing weapons grade plutonium also provided
a test bed for the First Nuclear Power Programme. Sir

Roger Makins, UKAEA Chairman January 1960 to February 1964
wrote that:

Operation of the Calder reactors has also supplied
massive evidence on the performance and life of fuel
elements. The primary purpose of these reactors was
the production of plutonium for military purposes,
and their fuel elements were not in fact designed for
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the long irradiation which it is necessary to achieve
for economic power production...

In addition many experiments have been carried out in
the Calder and Chapelcross reactors on prototypes of
the fuel elements which have been specifically
designed for use in the civil power station*

Even the Windscale Piles were used for such

experiments•(?)

The extent to which PIPPA was a military programme can be
seen from Ministry of Supply (MOS) and UKAEA files from
1952 to 1954. The British Electricity Authority (BEA) were

keen to become involved with the nascent civil nuclear

programme. In particular they sought to operate the

proposed PIPPA reactor. However, the Atomic Energy Board

(AEB) of the MOS was not well disposed to the idea. In

April 1953 F.C. How of the MOS noted that the:

proposal that the BEA should operate PIPPA raises an
important point of principle which would require the
express approval of Ministers because what is done
about PIPPA may set the pattern for the future
development of atomic power in this country*

The following month in a memo submitted by the AEB to the
Official Committee on Atomic Energy the reason for BEA
exclusion from the project is made clear:

In view of the "military" function of the Calder
Hall Plant, the fact that BEA will have no interest
in plutonium production, the experimental nature of
the power plant, and the fact that from BEA's point
of view the project is "educational", the MOS must
design, build and own the plant, and retain broad
control of its method of operation*^)
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Production of military-grade plutonium requires short
irradiation periods and frequent loading and unloading of
the reactor. This would make the reactor uneconomic from a

commercial perspective since the reactor should be

operating for as long as possible with the fuel left in the
core for much longer. It was to avoid clashes of interest
that the MOS sought complete control. As the MOS noted,
"the priority of the military requirements means that the

plant may not be operated in the most efficient manner from
the point of view of power production."()

It is important to note, however, one of the principal
reasons for BEA interest in PIPPA. The Authority were

anxious to gain experience of a nuclear power plant, and be
in a position to choose between atomic and other types of

power station. Furthermore, the BEA wanted to reach such a

position as soon as possible because, in their view, this
would be necessary, "to relieve the difficult coal

prospects of the early 1960s". Experience gained in

operating the Calder Hall plant, "would help materially
toward that end."^^^ Thus for the BEA at least nuclear

energy was considered a possible solution to uncertain

energy supplies.

Subsequently the Calder Hall reactors became primarily

power producers when the military demand for plutonium came

to an end in 1964. However, these reactors plus the four
at Chapelcross remained available for military use and for
this reason they were excluded from IAEA/EURATOM safeguards

provisions.(see chapter 10) Until 1971 these reactors were

operated by the UKAEA and subsequently by BNFL. The Magnox
reactors operated by the CEGB and SSEB were not used for

military purposes. However, this issue is contentious.

Although governments have insisted that no civil plutonium
has been used for military purposes either in the UK or US,
critics nevertheless have alleged that as much as 4 tonnes
of plutonium originating in CEGB/SSEB reactors have been so
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used. The most detailed calculation, that at least 2.3 +

0.8 te of UK civil plutonium is in destinations other than
those given by the government, was made at the Sizewell B

Public Inquiry(^) BNFL, the Department of Energy, and the
CEGB deny that this is so. Irrespective of the accuracy of
either position the central point is that the situation
arose precisely because the civil programme grew out of the

military programme. At the Sizewell Inquiry Dr Donald

Avery of BNFL noted that for BNFL plutonium was defined
"civil" or "military" not by its point of origin, the CEGB

interpretation, but by its ultimate end-use.(13) The co¬

processing of irradiated levels from BNFL, CEGB/SSEB
reactors at Sellafield is the closest contact between the

civil and military programmes. A clearer understanding of
this connection and British attitudes to it, and the

proliferation implications may be established from the
internal discussions prior to the launch of the first
nuclear programme.

When the Cabinet discussed the first nuclear power

programme in December 1954 the Lord President of the
Council noted in his memo to the Cabinet that the, "civil

programme would not compete with military requirements for
fissile material which were covered up to 1960 by
facilities already existing or under construction."(14)
Indeed Ministry of Defence support was contingent on the

understanding that the civil programme would not prejudice
the arrangements to be made for meeting military

requirements for fissile material after 1960. It thus

appears that the civil programme was conceived as being

apart from the military programme. Furthermore, the Trend

Report which examined the economic basis of a nuclear power

programme observed that the Report was confined to the

development of a nuclear civil power for civil purposes.

The Report's Introduction went on to note that, "the
exclusion of the military aspects of nuclear fission,

particularly the military demand for nuclear materials has
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probably resulted in an incomplete analysis of the course

which a "civil" programme of development would in fact
follow (15)

Although the Report noted that, "Any reactor in a "civil"
programme would need to be designed with the output of

power as its primary function' (15) in other places the

Report is ambiguous. In the introduction it is noted that
the military aspects of nuclear development would need, in

practice, to be integrated with any civil programme•(^)
This may be plausibly interpreted to mean the dual-purpose
fuel cycle facilities. It was not intended, for economic

reasons, to build separate enrichment fabrication or

reprocessing facilities*(1®) The reactors would, however,
remain separate.

In the Cabinet memo, The Production of Power from Nuclear

Energy, sumbitted by the Lord President of the Council one

possible outcome was considered. In 1954 military

requirements for fissile material were only formulated as

far as 1960-61. This would be satisfied "by the facilities
built at Windscale, Calder Hall and Capenhurst." But,

If the military demand for fissile material were to
be increased the Authority might be able to meet the
additional requirement from the output of a prototype
reactor which they will be building in any case for
the civil programme. If this were started in 1957,
significant quantities of plutonium should be
available by 1961. If this source seemed likely to
be inadequate, the Authority would propose to meet
any additional military demand by building additional
reactors for military purposes, the reactors being of
the same type as those being built, either as
prototypes or for commercial operation, for the civil
programme * (^")

In an emergency, however, it would be possible for fissile
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material to be taken from the civil reactors for military-

purposes". But,

this could not be done without disrupting the
development of the civil programme. It should,
however, be possible to build up distinct military
and civil programmes... providing the military
requirement can be formulated sufficiently far in
advance. The method proposed would, moreover,
enable the best use to be made of the scarce skilled

manpower, where a clash between the two programmes
could most easily occur, as the reactors required for
the two programmes would be of the same design*('

It would seem that the civil programme was initially
conceived as being separate from the military programme;

CEGB/SSEB Magnox reactors would not be dual-purpose as the
Calder Hall reactors were. There were ready reasons for
this. A reactor operating on a military fuel cycle is ill
suited to commercial operation. This was particularly
sensitive at the time because if the economics of nuclear

power were to be properly assessed such interruptions would

damage the civil programme. But it was noted that in
extremis plutonium derived from ostensibly civil reactors
could be used for military purposes. The Totem series of
nuclear tests in October 1953 had proved this*(^l) This
was not the ideal situation. Subsequent government
statements that a civil programme is not the best road for

military programme are based on British experience in the
1950s.

Despite this initial consideration the Paymaster-General
announced in August 1957 that three of the new civil power

stations were being modified to produce military grade

plutonium. Amidst renewed COS demands for plutonium the

original recommendation that the civil programme could be
used for the military programme in an emergency was about to
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be fulfilled. The decision suggests that the blurring of
the civil-military distinction was not considered an

important enough reason to prevent this. One possible
outcome of such a decision was noted by Arthur Palmer,

Labour/Co-op MP for Cleveland:

I believe the decision is probably a mistaken one
and likely to make our nuclear power stations, as
potential exports, far less competitive than they
would have been. Already we have failed to secure
certain contracts for the construction of nuclear

power stations in Western Europe. These have gone to
the Americans instead and if we persist in this kind
of thing we shall find ourselves losing other
valuable contracts.' ^'

In defending its decision the Government noted that the

alterations, primarily to the fuel discharge gear, would
not impair the efficiency of the Magnox stations.

Moreover, as these reactors "produced plutonium anyway" it
was prudent to make preparations to take advantage of this
should the situation warrant it.(^) The lack of both

parliamentary and government concern about the

proliferation implications of blurring the civil military
distinctions suggests that this was not considered a

problem in the 1950s. (24) In event only one reactor
was modified, Hinkley Point, since the US UK Mutual Defence

Agreement of 1958 made the additional production of

military plwfconuirn unnecessary. In exchange for UK

plutonium the US traded highly enriched uranium and
tritium. By 1960, moreover, a further four plutonium

producing reactors had come on stream at Chapelcross.

The root of this problem is arguably attributable to
historical accident. In Britain the military programme

preceded the civil programme so when the civil programme

was launched it shared the same fuel cycle facilities. But
as Attlee had noted such reactors still produced plutonium.
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It seems clear that the British realised that although not

preferable such material could be used if CEGB/SSEB
reactors operated on a typical civil fuel cycle. This would

produce usable but not ideal plutonium for military

purposes. These reactors could be modified to run on a

military cycle, but at considerable cost to their
commercial operation. Despite these factors, as will be
discussed in Chapter 4, the British were still prepared to

export such reactors. From this it seems reasonable to
conclude that on one level the civil-military relationship
was fully appreciated, but on another there did not appear

to be any realisation that the civil-military programmes

should be kept separate. This can be seen from the

Waverley Report and Cabinet discussions on nuclear exports
and international co-operation.

In 1953 the MOS was responsible for atomic energy. Lord
Cherwell, however, considered the direct civil service
control unsatisfactory. Civil service control would, in
Cherwell's view, delay progress. Cherwell argued that the
atomic energy programme should be removed from the MOS and
a new organization established which would have more

commercial freedom. In the summer of 1953 a committee

under the Chairmanship of Viscount Waverley was established
to examine the future organization of the atomic energy

programme *(^5) Cherwell's proposal was highly contentious.
In particular, the MOD were opposed to the removal of the
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment (AWRE) from their
control. The MOS and the MOD were concerned

that they should be in a position to exercise general
control of the work done by AWRE. Neither Ministry was

keen on any proposal which might delay weapons work. For

example, since the object of the exercise was to give

greater autonomy to the atomic energy project,
responsibility for weapons would force the government to
keep a tighter grip over the corporation than would
otherwise be necessary(25)
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As the Committee took evidence it became clear to its

members that given the resources, constraints and differing

operating requirements between civil and military fuel

cycles it made no sense to separate the two programmes.

Completely separate programmes would have required separate
fuel cycle facilities; for example, a 'civil' reprocessing

plant, and a 'military' reprocessing plant. This was made
clear in the Waverley Report's conclusion:

We have... reached the view that it would be quite
wrong to try to split the atomic energy project into
two parts and to set up a specialist organisation
without responsibility for the military aspects -
which will long continue a major, though not perhaps
in the future a dominant, part of the entire UK
project. It is in our view desirable that there
should be more and not less cohesion in the atomic

project. Separation of the civil and military
aspects would we think be wasteful in manpower and
effect. Further, since the optimum conditions for
the generation of power and production of fissile
material are not the same, the corporation would, if
it had no direct weapons responsibility, inevitably
tend to give priority to the power requirements.
This would lead to continuous dispute which might be
disastrous to the military effort.'

Rather than separate the civil and military programmes the
Committee was recommended, on grounds of practicality and
resource constraints, to ensure that the new organization
had responsibility for all aspects of the atomic programme.

However, once the civil programme was launched in 1955
these reactors would not be used for military purposes.

But for Britain in the mid 1950s, as the Report itself

noted, "the military effort is dependent on the industrial
and cannot be satisfactorily separated from it."'^®'
In other words, the nuclear weapons programme would remain

dependent on the production of fissile material in the
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Calder Hall reactors and the fuel cycle plants which
fabricated and processed the nuclear fuel.

The Waverley Report's recommendations were discussed by the
Cabinet in August 1953. Cabinet conclusions recorded that
the debate, "turned mainly on the question whether AWRE
should be transferred, along with the remainder of the
atomic establishment, to the proposed new corporation."(2^)
However, both the Minister of Supply and Chancellor of the

Exchequer expressed doubts. Lord Cherwell endorsed the

report noting, "the project would destroy the whole balance
of the organisation proposed". More significantly,
Cherwell drew the Cabinet's attention to the fact, "that
the type of fissile material best suited for industrial use

was not the type best suited for use in atomic weapons. A

corporation concerned only with the industrial application
of atomic energy would be biased in favour of producing the
material most suited for industrial use. Two projects
would lead to an unnecessary and wasteful duplication of
resources and compromise the effectiveness of both civil
and military programmes.

Despite the arguments of the MOS, that AWRE should remain
its reponsibility, the majority of the Cabinet, "were
disinclined to abandon the main principle of organisation
recommended by the Waverley Committee."() This was

because the Cabinet, "were also impressed by the
Committee's conclusion that the military effort would be

dependent on the industrial and could not be satisfactorily

separated from it."^22)

It was agreed in principle that the basic recommendations
of the Committee should be accepted. However, the

outstanding issue on the supply of atomic weapons was

subject to further discussion between the Ministry of

Supply and the Paymaster General. The Cabinet Conclusions
of 25 August, 1953 detail the essence of the agreement.

Basically, the services would order atomic weapons from the
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MOS which would then place contracts with the UKAEA for,

"development associated research and production of the
atomic cores and of such other components of Atomic weapons

as might be agreed."(33)

Despite the recognition of the relationship between civil
and military nuclear technology the British were still keen
to make the benefits of civil nuclear technology available
worldwide. The Waverley Committee was prevailed upon by
the Commonwealth Relations Office and Foreign Office to
recommend that contacts with overseas states should be

maintained. The CRO noted in its memo to the Committee

that:

There will be every reason to develop the closest
possible contacts between the proposed organization
in the United Kingdom and the authorities concerned
in Canada. Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa.(^ ^

But it was noted that, "special care will be required in

dealings with India, Pakistan and Ceylon where security
considerations may cause problems."(35) The Foreign Office
assumed in its memo that contacts with overseas countries

would occur, but was keen to ensure that these would not be

pursued without FO involvement. On all matters of external

policy the FO recommended that the new organization should
be under obligation to consult a Government Committee with
FO representation. Presumably this was to ensure that due

weight was given to security considerations. At this time

responsibility for atomic energy within the FO came under
the Permanent Under Secretary's Department. This is,

perhaps, an indication of how seriously the foreign aspects
of nuclear energy were taken. Indeed once the UKAEA was

established it had to seek FO approval before proceeding
with any contact with overseas countries and

organizations. (36)
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The debate on the future organization of the atomic energy

project indicates three things. First, the basic civil

military nuclear relationship was clearly understood and

recognised at the highest political level. But this would
confirm Simpson's observation that, "until the early 1960s
there was no clear vision of the need to make a sharp
distinction for non-proliferation purposes between the

military and civil aspects of nuclear power. However,
the decisive factor here was that Britain was a nuclear

weapon state first before its civil programme started.
There was no need to maintain a separability; moreover,

economic and resource constraints dictated that this should

be so.

Second, it was clear that as the optimum conditions for the

production of military-grade plutonium and power are not
the same, it made little sense to use civil plants for

military purposes. In the 1970s British officials argued
that if a state sought nuclear weapons it would build
dedicated facilities rather than interfere with civil

nuclear power stations. This argument appears to be based
on British experience; however, it is a shade disingenuous
since the British were prepared to use plutonium produced
in ostensibly civil reactors for military purposes. The

allegations at the Sizewell B Public Inquiry that this has
in fact happened despite official denial demonstrates the
fundamental fact recognised by the Waverley Report. Civil
and military programmes cannot be satisfactorily separated
in a nuclear weapon state.

Finally, the Waverley Report seems to suggest that the
fundamental civil-military relationship was recognised by
the highest political leadership in the mid-1950s. It is
not clear, however, that this was fully taken into account
when British nuclear exports were under consideration. In

particular, the long-term proliferation implications of the
Atoms for Peace programme were either not considered at
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all, or the "security" implications were not fully

appreciated. There appears to be some confusion in
official thinking. Exports were acceptable even though the
nature of the civil-military relationship appears to have
been understood. This would suggest support for Atoms for
Peace was a deliberate and considered policy, proliferation
was not considered a likely consequence. It to this topic
that we now turn.

3. NUCLEAR EXPORTS AND INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

Margaret Gowing notes that the state,, which US non-

proliferation strategy was aimed tn the immediate post 1945

period was the Soviet Union. The Combined Development

Trust, for example, was designed to deny uranium supplies
to the Russians. COCOM established in 1946 sought to

prevent the supply of, amongst other items, nuclear
materials and technology to the Soviet bloc. However, both
the Russian and British nuclear tests demonstrated the

weakness of policies based exclusively on denial.

The British themselves were limited in what they could pass

on to other states because of their close wartime

collaboration with the US. Indeed the Quebec Agreement of
1943 qualifies as the first non-proliferation agreement.
This prevented either the British or Americans from

"communicating any information about the atomic energy
n/qp\

project to third parties* Although a wartime

agreement this set the tone for post war British policy
since this clause remained in effect. (39) British were

determined to resume the level of wartime Anglo-American
nuclear collaboration which the 1946 US Atomic Energy Act
had foreclosed. Thus circumspection and caution in

discussing or exchanging nuclear information with third

parties, even Commonwealth countries, were standing orders.

Gowing notes that the British were anxious to do nothing
which would frighten off renewed American interest in
collaboration. (^0) j-j. was iargeiy for this reason that the
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British supported the Atoms for Peace programme. But this
was not the only reason. The British were keen to extend
contacts with Commonwealth and European states; however,
American sensitivities remained a major consideration.
This can be seen from examination of several cases in 1952

and 1953.

In June 1952 the Belgians asked the British to assist them
to build an experimental reactor. The Paymaster-General

reported this to Cabinet. It was "gratifying" that the

Belgians had approached the British rather than the
Americans. Moreover, Cherwell said "it was desirable that
the Belgian's work on atomic energy should be developed in
association with ourselves." However, the principal
reason for British interest was the need to retain access

to uranium ore in the Belgian Congo. For Cherwell it was

important to retain Belgian goodwill since the existing
uranium contract was due for renewal in 1956.(^2) The need

to maintain access to scarce uranium ore and desirability
of involvement in Belgian civil R&D were, in Cherwell's

mind, sufficiently important reasons to comply with the

Belgian request, the slight security risks notwith¬

standing. It is sufficient to note here that the British
were favourably disposed to the spread of civil nuclear

power. Indeed during the Whitehall interdepartmental
debate on the Waverley Report the establishment of a

possible "export trade in atomic reactors" was one of the

issues which influenced the organizational changes.(43)

Interest in atomic energy was not confined to Belgium. The
FRG was also anxious to begin work on an atomic research

programme. This posed several problems largely on account
of West Germany's post war position and Allied control over
German society. British Cabinet Defence Committee
discussions on a FRG request for assistance suggests that

proliferation implications of civil programmes were

considered. However, the desirability of encouraging such

programmes was also evident.
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In the spring of 1952 Konrad Adenauer asked for permission
to manufacture 2000 grams of nuclear fuel per year. Sir
John Cockcroft advised the Defence Committee that:

it would be preferable to express any agreement in
terms of maximum obtainable power rather than in
terms of plutonium output... an output equal to that
of BEPO should be more than adequate for German
requirements for isotopes... From the point of view
of the manufacture of atomic weapons either by the
Germans or other capture by an enemy the amounts of
plutonium involved in a pile of 4MW are
negligible.^ '

The following day the MOS pointed out to the Committee that
it would be more difficult to control the size of the pile
once it was established. Furthermore, it was also noted

that it was exceedingly difficult to control works of this
kind, and in any case it was not possible to contemplate

imposing strict control on German manufacture for many more

years. The Foreign Secretary took the view that it was

already agreed that there should be a complete prohibition
on the production of atomic weapons by the Germans. They

were, however, not prohibited from some form of development
work in atomic energy. (45) was sugges-t;ed by the

Paymaster General that it would be more valuable to limit
the size of the research reactor. But the Germans should

be prohibcr^cj from building a reactor in excess of 4MW even

though it would produce 1500 grams of plutonium a year.

However, if it was used for military purposes it would take
five years to accumulate sufficient material for one bomb.

Despite this reservation the Defence Committee recommended
on 2 May that:

it would be more logical and more consistent to add
to our acceptance of the German Chancellor's proposal
for a production of 500 grams of nuclear fuel on the
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condition that the FRG should agree not to build an
atomic pile capable of producing more than this
amount annually, i.e. a pile whose total heat output
would be equivalent to 1.5MW.(4°'

Two observations may be made here. First research on civil
nuclear R&D should not be prohibited on non-proliferation

grounds provided certain security requirements were

fulfilled. Second, if civil nuclear R&D, albeit on a

limited scale could be permitted in the FRG, which was a

special case in light of its post-war status as an occupied

state, then it could also be allowed in other non-Soviet

bloc states. This appears to have become the basis for the
control of nuclear exports. Proliferation considerations
alone were not sufficient to preclude contact with overseas

nuclear ogranisations and govern-ments. Furthermore, the
extraction of government assurances was to be the principal

guarantee that civil facilities and materials would not be
used for military purposes until the IAEA safeguards

systems emerged in the 1960s.

In January 1954 the Cabinet discussed Commonwealth co¬

operation in atomic energy. Australia and South Africa in

particular were the key states. As with Belgium in 1952
access to uranium was not far from British considerations.

Lord Salisbury, Lord President of the Council, wrote that
there were "strong arguments in favour of going ahead with
closer contact with Australia47) Military rather than

non-proliferation considerations were important here. The
British Chiefs of Staff suggested that if Australia,

"developed a power plant of her own, and if this plant were

constructed to run as to produce military plutonium, this
would be a valuable strategic source of supply to the

II / AO \

UK* Given the shortage of fissile material at this
time such a view was understandable. Since the Australians

did not build any power reactors there is no way of telling
whether the COS proposal would have been acceptable. But
the British were still dependent on Australian goodwill for
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facilities for testing nuclear weapons. This was one ready
reason to agree to assist the Australian civil R&D

programme. Furthermore, the future nuclear export
interests of British industry must have been behind the
fear that if the British "withneid technical information,
the Americans would step in instead.(^9)

In the Annex to Lord Salisbury's memo the longterm

interests of the British civil programme seem to be clear:

The UK Government are very willing that their
technical information in regard to all aspects of
the industrial application of atomic energy should
be made available by them to the Government of
Australia as may be required by the progress of
the Australian atomic energy programme... When
the time comes to build power stations in
Australia, we should as far as our resources
permit, assist with the design and operation of
these plants and supply of special material that
may be required such as natural uranium fuel
elements and graphite*^ )

Similar considerations were evident in discussion of a

South African request for assistance. Even though Combined

Development Agency natural uranium supplies from South
Africa were committed up to 1964:

it is clearly in our long term interest to play in
with them and to encourage in every way their present
desire to look to us for help. We should therefore
follow up the South African initiative by offering to
receive South African technicians for training here.^N?
only practical step open to them at this time).( '

Consequently the Lord President recommended the Cabinet to
authorise release of all information and technical
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assistance as both Commonwealth states "might need for
their atomic energy work."(52) The cabinet agreed it would
be prudent to provide what information was possible in the

hope that this would mark the beginning of a greater
Commonwealth effort in atomic energy. Proliferation
considerations were not ignored however. The Americans
would have to be consulted lest such a move prejudice the

prospects for Anglo-American nuclear collaboration.

Lord Salisbury pointed out the necessity, "for agreed

arrangements to be made to ensure that appropriate security

safeguards operate on a common basis in regard to
classified information. "( 53 ) jf .^he cabinet agreed to the
recommendation it would be "necessary to approach the
United States government before we can release classified
information about atomic energy in Australia". This was

motivated, arguably, not so much for fear of Australian
proliferation, but rather that information would find its

way to the Soviet Union. Indeed as Gowing noted, "the
Americans were specially dubious about Australian

security." (54)

These three incidents seem to indicate a somewhat ambiguous

approach. On the one hand the "security" risks in making
the peaceful uses of atomic energy available appear to have
been fully appreciated. Conversely this of itself was not
sufficient reason to deny states the benefits of civil
atomic energy. However, this basic approach formed the
basis of British attitudes in subsequent years. The
interest in establishing a nuclear export market, for
reactors and fuel, is evident from the Cabinet
deliberations. Nevertheless as the Anglo-American

relationship was crucial, care was taken not to compromise
the prospects for resumed collaboration. Information was

needed for the military programme rather than for civil

purposes. In short, the Anglo-American relationship was

crucial in the formation of British attitudes to non-

proliferation. Once close military co-operation was
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resumed in 1958 it became a central objective of British
policy to do nothing which might put the military co¬

operation at risk. By the 1960s British nuclear exports
were not, by and large, inhibited by deference to American
sensitivities. In particular the fuel cycle services of
the UKAEA and subsequently BNFL did not always meet with US

approval. URENCO and THORP in particular are good

examples. This will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

4. RATIONALES FOR CIVIL AND MILITARY PROGRAMMES: WHY DO

STATES EMBARK ON NUCLEAR PROGRAMMES?

The parlous state of the British coal industry was an issue
which exercised the minds of both Labour and Conservative

governments in the first decade after the war. Allied to
this was the economic crisis, the balance of payments
deficit especially. This was the context in which the
civil nuclear programme emerged. Until 1952 civil nuclear

power had taken second place to the military. Despite this
scientists at Harwell and Risley were aware of the

potential of nuclear power for the generation of

electricity.

Study of a nuclear reactor designed to produce power was

underway in the Ministry of Supply and the Ministry of Fuel

and Power at the end of 1951. A MOS technical committee,
"believed that the need to supplement the nation's supply

of electrical power was so urgent that the necessary effort
should be made available for a bold attack on the

problem."(55)

When the proposals for the first nuclear power programme

were before the Cabinet in December, 1954 the Lord
President of the Council noted, "it was now established

that the generation of electricity from atomic energy was

technically feasible and was likely to prove, within the
next ten years, competitive with electricity generated by
conventional methods."(56) This latter assumption was
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based in particular on the continuing production problems
of the coal industry. Moreover, the economic crisis was

equally important here. Secure and stable energy supplies
would be necessary for recovery. In 1952 the Chancellor of
the Exchequer had continually pointed out the weakness of
the British economy. All commitments could not be
maintained. A choice had to be made between exports and
rearmament. The Chancellor pointed out, somewhat

axiomatically, that, "to remain a great power we must first
of all have enough economic strength, since it is only on

this basis that military strength can be supported.")

Coal production was a problem. Output of high quality coal
in particular was small. This had been the conclusion of
the Trend Report which laid the basis for the first nuclear

power programme. The supply of coal would remain a

difficult problem for a number of years.(58)

the maximum development of any supplementary means
of generating electricity (provided that its cost is
not uneconomic) will be welcome at the earliest
possible moment - the more so since, whatever the
long term future of the coal industry may prove to
be, the problem of coal supply will remain acute for
as long as we can forsee.' '

The urgent need to reduce the balance of payments deficit,
as in the immediate post 1945 years, necessitated the

export of coal thus reducing stocks for electricity

generation. There were other reasons to reduce dependence
on coal. Before the Trend Report was issued in October

1954, the Minister of Fuel and Power submitted a memo to
the Cabinet on 18 May. His observations on the future were

pessimistic unless remedial action was taken:

..if nothing further is done, we are likely to find
ourselves in two or three years time in much the same
position of general coal stringency that has existed
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since the war. At present the stranglehold of the
miners can be absolute. By a three weeks strike in
the winter, which they could well afford, they could
bring our whole economy to a standstill. By less
extreme means ... they could put us in extreme
difficulties. ("0)

The Minister concluded that:

After prolonged consideration and discussion with
the nationalised fuel and power industries, I am
convinced that we cannot reasonably expect coal
production to increase in the short term at a faster
rate than consumption is rising... apart from regular
imports of coal, there is no practicable short-term
way of relieving the stringency of the coal
situations except by injecting more oil into our fuel
economy. We must choose either to adopt this oil
policy or to continue the previous government policy
of drift. There is no third possibility for the next
ten years.(61)

Although nuclear power was not considered an immediate
solution, the prevailing climate clearly influenced both
the Trend Report and subsequent decision to endorse the
Report and authorise the first nuclear power programme.

Indeed the Trend Report concluded:

that the initial stages of nuclear power would
involve appreciable risks. But there would be no
less risk in denying ourselves the possibility of
reinforcing our supplies of fuel.(62 '

Furthermore, although the problems with coal production
would remain until 1963 this was sufficient to justify the

development of nuclear power. Even though nuclear power

would not, initially, be fully competitive with
conventional power the risk was worth taking.(63) was
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not a question of ensuring absolute energy security but
rather of reducing the risks inherent in undue dependence
on an unreliable source. Nuclear power could contribute to
this desirable objective even if it were not economic when

compared to conventional power. This factor appears to
have been crucial in subsequent years as nuclear power

continued to be supported by Governments (see Chapter 7).
For example, reduction of dependence on the coal industry
was one of the principal arguments used by the CEGB to

justify their case for a PWR at the Sizewell B Public

Inquiry.(^4)

The memo before the Cabinet on the Production of Power from

Nuclear Energy echoed the conclusions of the Trend Report:

In the absence of nuclear power, coal consumption
by the power stations would rise in the same period
from the present level of 36 million tons a year to
about lOOmt a year so placing an increasing and
probably intolerable strain on the coal industry.(65)

However, the key observation combined both the energy

security objectives with the potential export potential
which might be derived from a nuclear power programme.

This was an irresistible combination:

It is important to embark on a civil programme now
in order to ensure that this country is in the
forefront of the development of this new technology.
In addition to the economic advantages for the fuel
situation at home, there would be commercial
advantage of putting our engineering consultants and
industry in the position to sell abroad power
reactors and the associated plant, equipment,
materials and technology and there would also clearly
be a political advantage in being first in the field,
which should enhance our influence in both foreign
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and commonwealth countries.(66)

The first nuclear power programme was announced publicly in
February 1955 with the publication of Cmnd 9389 A Programme

of Nuclear Power. Two factors appear to have been crucial
in this decision. First, uncertain coal supplies required
action to reduce the dependence on it. Roger Williams
noted that "the economic rationale of the first nuclear

power programme ... derived from the threat of an energy

gap."(67)

In the aftermath of Suez in 1956 uncertainty over future
oil supplies led to the trebling of the original nuclear

programme of 2000MW. Given the background to the 1954
decision the reasons for this are not difficult to

ascertain. Williams advances several: possibilities of a

40m ton gap in coal availability by 1965; and growing
balance of payments cost for energy imports*(^8) Although
the expanded programme was scaled down, the basic
rationales remained unaltered. Despite subsequent problems
with the civil programme, the disastrous industrial
structure and disagreements over reactor choice, nuclear

power continued to be seen as a necessary contribution to
British energy security.

Second, the prospect of reactor exports and associated fuel
services was a key consideration in both the Trend Report
and the Programme of Nuclear Power. Subject to security
considerations this remained an important element in
British domestic nuclear policy, the debates over reactor
choice in particular. Moreover, it was also to play an

important part in British non-proliferation policy.

If nuclear power was necessary, if not indispensible for
British energy security, then it was likely to be so for
other states. Not only would this provide, hopefully, a

market for British nuclear hardware, but would need to be
taken into account in any practical non-proliferation
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strategy. As can be seen from the discussions on the early
1950s these objectives need not be mutually exclusive.
This relationship was to become much more pointed in the

1970s, but it seems as if assurance of supply which would
maintain energy security was the crucial point here. This
had been a critical factor in the formation of British

domestic nuclear policy.

The American policy of technology denial in the 1940s had
not only encouraged an independent British nuclear

programme, but brought home the fact that this was counter¬
productive. Stable relationships were much more desirable.
This in turn became central to British export policy in

subsequent years.

5. CONCLUSION

Decisions taken in the 1950s appear to have decisively

shaped British attitudes to nuclear issues. The basis for

subsequent non-proliferation policies was laid in this

period. The durability of the rationales for the civil

programme can only be explained by reference to the early
debates and the conditions in which the decisions were

taken. The three interrelated issues discussed here,

civil-military relationship in the UK, nuclear exports and

proliferation concerns, and rationales for the civil

nuclear power programme set the agenda for future British
discussions on the same issues. Whilst they may not

entirely explain positions adopted in the 1960s, 1970s and

early 1980s, the seminal period of the early 1950s may, as

a Times editorial in August 1984 noted, "result in present

day policy intractables being analysed more clearly if put

against a fuller record of the past than is conventionally
available."(69)
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CHAPTER 3

BRITISH NUCLEAR WEAPONS PROGRAMME: BRITAIN AND VERTICAL

PROFILERATION.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although Britain was the first state to decide to build a

uranium bomb in 1941,the first British test came eleven

years later in October 1952. Furthermore, it was not until
November 1953 that the first operational British nuclear

weapons were deployed.^) The British weapons programme

illustrates some of the problems likely to be encountered

by any "medium power" which decides to build its own

nuclear weapons. The least of the problems is the creation
of sufficient fissile material since the real difficulty,
as the British case shows, is the creation of a credible

delivery system which is always in danger of becoming
obsolescent before deployment. The design and construction
of delivery systems in Britain has continually undermined

any pretence of technological and logistical independence
even though declaratory doctrine emphasises "independence".
Central to the discussion of the weapons programme is its

relationship to the proliferation issue, and the

relationship between technology and doctrine. Is it
doctrine or technology or a combination of both factors
which lock a state into the arms race spiral? An

understanding of the context and basis of key British
decisions in the 1950s in particular may provide a much

deeper understanding of recent British nuclear weapon

decisions and their relationship to the British position on

non-proliferation.

Although the term vertical proliferation is mainly employed
to describe the quantitative and qualitative expansion of
the super-powers' nuclear arsenals, it may also be an

appropriate description of the British weapons programme

since 1952. There is, for example, a considerable
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qualitative difference between the first generation nuclear
bombs and the warhead being designed for the Trident SLBM
which is the smallest ever designed by Aldermaston. It is
therefore important to discover to what extent the prolif¬
eration implications of the British programme figure in
British attitudes to the proliferation issue in general or
on British non-proliferation policy in particular. It
would appear that throughout the period 1952-1982 succes¬

sive British governments have rejected any suggestion that
continued British possession of nuclear weapons has had any

impact on "horizontal" proliferation.^) This chapter

proposes to show that the British nuclear weapons programme

has developed largely independently of consideration of the

proliferation problem. British security requirements take

precedence over non-proliferation considerations. However,
the experience of the early British military programme has

shaped the later declaratory view that nuclear prolif¬
eration is primarily a political problem. Any advanced
industrial state can build nuclear weapons. All that is

required is a political decision to do so. This fundamen¬
tal fact was recognised by Attlee as early as November
1945. The British weapons programme confirms this.(^)

2 BRITAIN AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS 1952-1962

At the end of World War 2 it was assumed by almost everyone

involved in the wartime project that Britain should possess

nuclear weapons. By the time a Cabinet sub-committee, Gen

163, authorised a weapons programme in January 1947, "a
well established and considerable atomic energy programme

already existed."^) The decision was no doubt made easier

by this than if the programme needed to be built up from
scratch. (6) rpj-ie weap0ns project itself, however, proceeded

independently of an aircraft designed to carry them. The
aircraft were designed in ignorance of the specifications,

weight, length and diameter of the weapons they were

supposed to carry.
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Indeed the medium bomber requirements were laid down on 17

December 1946 almost 2 months before the formal political
decision to build the bomb was taken.The V-Bomber

programme envisaged a ten year developmental period; in

short, the full complement of aircraft would not be ready
until 1957 at the earliest. In terms of resource

allocation production of fissile material took priority.

The principal objective of British policy between 1946 and
1952 was to re-establish the close collaboration with the

US which had characterised the Manhattan project.The
British were totally cut-off from US secrets. There were

advantages however as Lord Hinton noted, "it is the best

thing to have happened to us. The Americans have built a

complex of plants in an incredibly short-time - a

magnificent scientific and engineering achievement - but
they built them under pressure of wartime conditions and
the worst thing in the world we could do would be to

blindly follow them. We have got to think for ourselves -

and it was a very good thing."(9) However, if Britain
could demonstrate a nuclear weapons capability; that is, by

testing a device, only then would the US be more be more

forthcoming with atomic secrets. Churchill refused to

support the doubling of plutonium production until he had
time to discuss Anglo-American co-operation with the newly
elected President Eisenhower in 1953.Despite this
there were limits. The British government refused to allow

US access to British warhead design information, even

though William Penney was prepared to accept terms of co¬

operation negotiated in 1951 with "strings attached)
In October 1953 the Ministry of Supply's Atomic Energy
Board considered it "essential to ensure that they

(Americans) do not have access to atomic weapons

information of any description* (^-2) j-j- was no^- untn 1958
that significant exchanges of warhead information took

place. More will be said about this below. The Anglo-

American nuclear relationship is central to the
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proliferation issue. The period 1946 to 1953 was seminal
in the formulation of British attitudes to nuclear

proliferation. The success of the independent British

programme established the futility of non-proliferation

policy based on denial of technology and information.
Worse still, such policy proved counter productive since
American action encouraged the independent British

programme. The nature of Anglo-American co-operation

following 1958 is indicative of the basic British

conception of the proliferation question. The 1958/59
Mutual Defence Agreement has in practice blurred the
distinction between civil and military nuclear technology
even though the Atoms for Peace programme required that the
two should be separate.

3 PLUTONIUM PRODUCTION 1950-1957

Authorisation was given to build two natural uranium,

graphite moderated air-cooled plutonium production piles in

May 1947. Each pile was designed to produce 45 kgs of

plutonium per year when worked up to initial design

capacity.(^) jn 1947 Hinton felt that given additional
modifications production could be pushed up to 70 kgs. The
decision to build two air-cooled piles instead of one

water-cooled pile was justified, amongst other reasons, on

the grounds that, "we should be taking a short step in the

right direction to the development of industrial

power. The subsequent gas-cooled civil nuclear power

programmes owe their origins to this decision. The power

output of each of the Windscale plutonium production piles
was planned at 1 MW per ton of uranium metal fuel. Each

pile was to contain 150 tons, hence the maximum power

rating of 150 MW. Risley predicted a conversion ratio of

0.9; that is, 0.9 atoms of plutonium for each atom of
Uranium 235 destroyed.() In the original Cabinet

specification an annual production of 90 kgs of plutonium
was called for. This would be sufficient for 15 bombs per

annum. As Gowing notes, however, the original conversion
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ratio was a miscalculation and consequently plutonium

production never reached design levels.() Despite this
the number of bombs available was not reduced.

Improvements in warhead design at Aldermaston resulted in

greater economy in use of fissile material. Therefore if
90 kgs per year was enough for 15 bombs, 6 kg per weapon,

an annual production rate that did not involve any

reduction of 15 bombs per year corresponds to an eventual

output of 75 kgs of plutonium with 5 kgs per weapon. Until
1983 there had been no public estimation and breakdown of
the plutonium output from the Windscale piles. However,

John Simpson in The Independent Nuclear State produced the

following figures based on public sources:

WINDSCALE 1 2 TOTAL

1951 14 10 24 k<js
1952 19 " 26 " 45 "

1953 19 " 26 " 45 "

1954 28 inCO 63 "

1955 25 CO o 55 "

1956 25 " oCO 55 "

1957 25 " 30 " 55 "

1958 21 " 25 " 46 "
Cn)

However, Atomic Energy files from 1950 to 1957 in addition
to the aforementioned performance of the Windscale piles

suggest slightly higher figures. The material in the PRO
files refers to the operating record of the piles.(1®) In
Atomic Energy Progress Reports to the Minister of Supply No
58 September 1950 it was noted that the probable output of
Pile No 1 would be 60% for the first 18 months of its

operation after which it would rise to design level. No 1

pile diverged on 26 July 1950. In January 1951 the pile

operated at a level between 40 and 50 MW and continued at
this level for some months. No 2 pile diverged in June
1951 and was expected to achieve its design output from the
outset; however, it was not until the end of August that
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the complete charge of 150 tons of uranium was loaded. It
was then proposed to raise the output to 100 MW in the
first week of September. Until May 1952 both reactors

operated without incident. Despite a series of
modifications to the reactors during September and October,
the end of 1952 saw them operating according to plan.

It is, however, difficult to calculate precisely the amount
of plutonium produced. Some of the available information
is contradictory; for example, a reference to the

relationship between thermal rating and plutonium output in
a natural uranium reactor states that 1.4 MW(th) is equal
to an annual production of 500 grams.(-^) Therefore a

reactor operating at 100 MW would produce 35.7 kgs of

plutonium annually. Since Aldermaston was more economic in
its use of plutonium, an annual output of least
35 kgs is not inconsistent with an output sufficient for 15
atomic bombs per year.

The tenor of the half-yearly reports for the Windscale
works between 1955 and 1957 suggest that there were no

problems with operating performance and output. In October
1953 the piles were loaded with enriched uranium metal.
This increased plutonium production because of the
increased number of U235 atoms. A revised plutonium

production table, derived from these observations might
look like this:

1950-51

1951-52

1952-53

1953-54

1954-55

1955-56

No 1

27 key*
27

No 2

27 keys
27

35.9 "

35.9 "

35.9

35.9 "

38 38

38 38

1956-57 38 < ( 38

Simpson appears to be incorrect to assume that tritium
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production in the piles reduced plutonium production. (^0)
This will be discussed in detail below. For the moment it

is sufficient to note that a design alteration to the

production piles to allow tritium production did not
interfere with planned output of fissile material.

4 OPERATION HURRICANE

Although the first British atomic device was not tested
until 3 October 1952 there is evidence to suggest that the
British had made substantial progress in warhead design.
This can be seen from comparison with the yield and

efficiency of the first US tests in 1945 and 1946. The Fat
Man Assembly, and presumably the Mark III derivative,
contained 6.1 kgs of plutonium.(^1) The Nagasaki bomb had
a yield of about 22 kt, but an efficiency of about 17%.
The complete fission of 1 kg of fissile material

corresponds to an explosive yield of 17.5 kilotons.

Efficiency is derived from the equation E = Y/M 17.5 where
Y = yield and m = mass in kilogrammes. As discussed above
the most probable quantity of plutonium used in the first
British warheads was 5 kg. Gowing implies that Operation
Hurricane used less than 6 kgs.(^) Although the actual
device weighed about 5 tonnes, it had a yield of 25 kt

corresponding to an efficiency of 27%.(^3) This suggests
that British scientists had developed a more efficient

implosion mechanism even though Penney noted in 1946 that

production of precision conventional High Explosive lenses
for the trigger would be very difficult.(^4) During
Cabinet discussion on the reorganisation of the atomic

energy programme, Duncan Sandys, Minister of Supply, noted
that the British had successfully made and exploded an

atomic bomb superior to the Bikini model.(25) As William

Penney was present at the Bikini tests in 1946, Sandys'
statement is not the product of fancy.
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5 THE DOCTRINAL BASIS: THE GLOBAL STRATEGY PAPER

NSC 68 was, arguably, the key document in US defence policy
in the 1950s*(26) ip^e British equivalent was the Defence

and Global Strategy paper prepared by the British Chiefs of
Staff at Greenwich in the summer of 1952.(^7) Given the

economic crisis, the balance of payments deficit in

particular, a reappraisal of defence expenditure was

imperative. The report was a response to the development
of nuclear weapons and the urgent need to reduce defence

expenditure. It was in this climate that nuclear defence
as an economic alternative to large conventional forces was

established. In particular the large scale conventional
rearmament programme launched during the Korean war was a

drain on scarce resources, steel especially. Steel was

required to contribute to the export drive which was

necessary to alleviate the acute balance of payments

problem. The key conclusion, as the COS themselves stated,
was that:

provided the deterrents of atomic air power and
adequate forces on the ground in Europe were properly
built up and maintained, the likelihood of war would
be much diminished and we could in consequence ease
our economic position by accepting a smaller and
slower build-up of forces, equipment and resources
for war.''

The implication is clear: Britain should move to a

nuclear based defence policy. For example, the Defence and
Global Strategy paper called for a doubling of plutonium

production from 90 to 180 kgs per year. The COS were

prepared to wait four years for this to be achieved.(29)
In numerous memos circulated to the Cabinet, and in

statements recorded in Cabinet Conclusions, the Chancellor

of the Exchequer makes it quite clear that a substantial
reduction in defence spending was required. For example,
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the claims of defence and industrial investment and
of our best exports are directly and inescapably

on the same sections of
AW WA A^ -A. A AWWA. AAA^ J.AAUUU UA J •

and,
in total we are trying to do far more than our
resources permit. If my colleagues are convinced
that we must carry on the defence programme at its
present level, then there must be adequate reductions
in our efforts in other directions.'31'

However, as the COS in paragraph 40 of their report stated:

The reductions which we recommend in the build-up
and equipment of the forces can be undertaken only by
incurring real and serious risks. These risks are

ble in face of the threat of economic

The COS, however, hoped that the effects of the cutbacks
could be minimised. It was considered necessary to
convince first the US authorities and then the other NATO

allies that the real strength of the Alliance, "would not
be impaired because there would still exist the powerful
deterrent in the shape of atomic air power and adequate
forces at immediate readiness on the continent^

Crucially, the US JCOS were in "general agreement" with
British views "on the longer term". They did not, however,

accept the concept of "broken backed" warfare.(34) In

March 1953 the Cabinet Defence Committee had before it a

memo submitted by the COS entitled NATO Air for 1952. UK

Contribution To NATO Forces At The End Of 1954. Here the

shift from primarily conventional to nuclear defence is
made clear:

The RAF provisional force goal for the end of 1954
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falls short of the Lisbon planning goal by more than
a quarter. This is due primarily to reductions on
financial grounds in the aircraft production
programme, but also on the decision consequent on the
approval by the Government of the COS survey of
defence policy and global strategy to limit the
production of tactical aircraft and light bombers in
favour of later production of medium bombers.(35)

In November 1954 the proposed plan was to build up the Med¬
ium Bomber Force to a front line strength of 240 aircraft.
To achieve this and maintain the front line strength until
1962 required the purchase of 330 aircraft at a cost of
about £160 million. Production capacity, however, was

limited to four bombers per month. This would result in a

front line strength of 144 aircraft in 1958. To increase
this to 240 by 1958 required expansion of monthly
production capacity from four to nine aircraft. (36)
was for this reason that output of tactical aircraft
suffered. The notion that nuclear defence was a more

effective and cheaper mode of defence than additional

divisions and tanks remained fundamental in British nuclear

thinking throughout the period 1952-1982.(^7)

Even though the Defence and Global Strategy review was

forced on them by economic circumstances, the COS

nonetheless were convinced of the strategic value of the
new doctrine. Sir John Slessor, for instance, noted that

his objective when discussing the Review with the US JCOS:

would be to obtain their general acceptance of the
strategic concept proposed not only because it was

also on the grounds that

Thus the US New Look Defence policy which was broadly
similar was prompted by the British.
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6 THE STRATEGY IN ACTION: BRITISH NUCLEAR TARGETING

The first British test in 1952 had to reconcile the

interests of the scientists and the military. From the
scientific perspective it would have been preferable for
the device to have been detonated on a tower. This makes

it easier to monitor the performance and efficiency of the
fission reaction. The COS, on the other hand, were keen to
establish the effects of a nuclear weapon explosion on a

harbour. This stemmed from the targeting requirements for
the nuclear force, and for civil defence purposes.

Although successive governments have maintained that the

"independent deterrent" exists purely to deter a nuclear

attack on Britain, targeting plans and development of the

weapons programme suggest the opposite. This is not

altogether surprising. In the US case Alan Rosenberg and
Desmond Ball have shown that "declaratory doctrine does not

correspond to action policy."(39) Ball, for example,

concludes:

American nuclear war plans have always included a
wide range of types of targets - military forces,
stockpiles, bases and institutions; economic and
administrative centres; and, after 1950, the Soviet
nuclear forces. Despite the frequent and sometimes
quite radical changes in avowed strategic policies
and targeting over the past three decades these four
general target types of categories have remained
remarkably resilient in strategic war plans.' '

With a much smaller nuclear stockpile, one might expect

early British targeting plans to correspond to its publicly
declared purpose: to deter nuclear attack or blackmail by

threatening retaliatory attacks on Soviet cities.

Certainly the RAF could not cover all the targets deemed to
be vital by SAC. Cabinet and Chief of Staff documents from

1952, 1953 and 1954 seem to suggest that even in Britain
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there was a discrepancy between the declared purpose for
the deterrent and actual planning. Furthermore,
information revealed to the Australian Royal Commission on

Britain's Nuclear Tests further suggests that the British
nuclear force was more than a weapon of last resort. The
documents reveal three important points. First, the
British COS were keen for a much closer relationship with
the US Joint COS in nuclear planning. In particular, the
COS feared that targets which were of the utmost importance
from the British perspective did not figure highly in the
US war plans. Second, the types of time-urgent targets
discussed indicate a strategy based on counter-force; that

is, attack on Soviet military facilities and bases rather
than cities. Third, and most important, that in the
likelihood of war or major international crisis British

policy was identical to SAC's: pre-emptive strike on

Soviet nuclear and military forces.

In a report of a meeting between Sir John Slessor and
General Ridgeway of the US JOC the minutes of a COS meeting
in July 1952 record:

Sir John Slessor stressed the great importance that
British COS placed upon the early attack on submarine
and mining bases in the Baltic and Northern Russia.
It was the opinion of the COS that a mining and
submarine attack by Russia would be as serious a
threat to our survival as a Russian atomic attack.
He hoped that General Ridgeway would use his
influence to persuade SACLANT and General LeMay to
coordinate their plans for this highly important form
of attack. ' )

Indeed one of the purposes of the first British test was to
ascertain the vulnerability of ships and submarines to
atomic attack.(42) Britain's first plutonium bomb was

placed in the armaments room of HMS Plym which was anchored
off Trimouille Island in the Monte Bello Islands.
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In January 1953 an estimate of the size of the Soviet
nuclear arsenal was made in a document entitled Air Defence

Of The UK. Report By The Chiefs Of Staff:

The UK is already open to long-range atomic attack
from Russian bases in the Ukraine and White Russia.

By 1954 the Soviet Union may have up to 150 large
atom bombs, as well as small 9tOTi bombs which can be
carried in light jet bombers.(

The planned response of the COS is outlined in the section
entitled The Counter-Offensive. The title misleads; a pre¬

emptive counter-force strategy is implicit here. The
intended targets for the planned front-line force of 240
medium bombers seems clear enough:

since the complete immunity from atomic attack can
never be guaranteed in the forseeable future, the
existence of adequate striking forces as a deterrent is
of enhanced importance: should the deterrent fail, it
is vital to reduce the threat by countering at source
Russia's capacity for long-range attacks. The Chief of
the Air Staff has already discussed this requirement
with the US Air Staff, and planning is now proceeding
for immediate counter-bombardment of the enemy's long-
range bomber bases on the outbreak of war. This task
must also be one of high priority for our own medium
bomber force.' '

In a memo to a Cabinet Defence Committee Meeting of 1
October 1953 entitled Likelihood Of General War With The

Soviet Union Up To The End Of 1955, the COS noted that

although possession of atomic bombs might deter an attack,
it could "equally well be argued that as the atomic power

of both sides grows, so will the temptation to strike the
first blow, and that this will increase the dangers
inherent in any such crisis. "(45) -this time the COS

were not prepared to say which argument had more validity.
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This, however, indicates that a pre-emptive attack was

considered a possibility by the British COS. Although
General LeMay of SAC did not advocate a preventative war he
nevertheless maintained that, "if the US is pushed in the
corner far enough we would not hesitate to strike
first."(^6) rphg British COS appear to have subscribed to
the same view.

What appears to be the clearest expression of British

targeting plans based on a pre-emptive attack on Soviet

military targets is to be found in a memo to the Cabinet
Defence Committee submitted by the Prime Minister•) jn

contrast to the US where the political leadership were

apparently unaware of the military plans, the British
Cabinet of late 1954 was appraised of the proposed

targeting requirements for the medium force. The first V-
bomber Squadron, however, was not operational until 1955.
It is worth reproducing here most of the relevant section
on Defence Policy which deals with the Medium Bomber Force:

The medium bomber force is of cardinal importance to
the primary aim of our defence policy, namely to
discourage aggression by building up powerful
deterrents. The main purpose of creating a British
bomber force is to put us in a position to knock out
Soviet air bases from which attacks would be
delivered against this country. In addition it could
be used to assist in holding back the Russian land
offensive in Europe and could also undertake missions
against strategic targets, though we regard these
roles as secondary to that of counter-attacking the
Russian bomber bases.

In four or five years' time the Russians may be
expected to dispose of about 850 jet bombers some of
which would be capable of bombing the United States,
and all of which would be able to attack the UK. The
Soviet long-range Air Force today occupies 40
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permanent bases, but we know of at least 150 other
airfields in European Russia and the satellites from
which these aircraft, and the new Russian jet bombers
which are now coming into the force, can operate in
war. These bases will doubtless figure amongst the
targets to be attacked by the American Strategic Air
Force. But we cannot be sure which priority the
Americans will accord to them in relation to other

targets on their list of bombing objectives. Since
the very survival of Britain would depend upon the
promptness and thoroughness of the counter-attack
against these Russian air bases, it is essential that
we should ourselves possess and control a bomber
force capable of performing this vital task.'4°)

The full Cabinet hoped that defence planning would be more

closely coordinated with that of the United States. For

example, the Cabinet Conclusions of 5 November record a

note from the Chancellor of the Exchequer, "duplication of
effort might be avoided if we knew for certain how far we

could rely on the USAF to deal with targets which
were of special importance to us."^^

Targeting requirements for the medium bomber force do not

appear to have been altered by the decision to manufacture
thermonuclear bombs in Britain. This decision will be

discussed below. For example, Churchill urged his

colleagues at a Cabinet meeting held in July 1954 to

approve a thermonuclear programme in terms which have been
publicly used to rationalise the deterrent. He argued that
these weapons were necessary in order to ensure "effective
retaliation". However, the aforementioned Defence Memo was

submitted to Cabinet in November 1954 by Churchill himself.

The priority given to military targets over purely civil
ones is noted by Robert Jackson in his history of the
Vulcan Bomber.Probable target assignments of the

early 1960s included fighter air fields, radar complexes,
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SAM missile sites in Northern Siberia, naval complexes -

submarine bases in particular, such as those at Murmansk
and Archangelsk.

Evidence made available to the Royal Commission into
British nuclear tests in Australia seems to confirm the

view that nuclear planners in Britain thought in terms of
counter-force targeting rather than counter-city. Lord
Penney, Director of AWRE from 1953-1959, has said that
there was strong pressure from the military for a bomb
which could be used in a war.(^l) Although the first test
was in October 1952, it was not until 11 October 1956 that

the first air-drop of a deliverable weapon took place.
Since the yield was only 3 kilotons this would suggest that
the development of a "battlefield" weapon was under

way.As will be discussed in the section on the tests,
it is clear that one of the principal objectives was to

provide the COS with information for offensive and defens¬
ive purposes; in short weapons for war-fighting purposes.

Thus from the very beginning of this period it is clear
that the British military regarded nuclear weapons not just
as a weapon of last resort, but as an active and central

part of defence policy. Thus in terms of decision making,
Britain's early nuclear programme was equally rooted in
doctrine as much as technology. It would therefore appear

that the Ball hypothesis applies to the British experience:
action or procurement policy does differ from declaratory

policy. It is therefore possible that the same applies to

non-proliferation policy in general. It may be that

policies pursued at one level may be systematically
undermined by other policy objectives; for example, MOD
interests may conflict with FCO interests. The debate over

the plans for a multilateral Nuclear force and Atlantic
Nuclear force in the 1960s is a good example, (see chapter
9)
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7 DEPLOYMENT OF THE DELIVERY SYSTEM: V-BOMBERS

1955-1960

Although procurement of atomic weapons was first priority,
the platforms for these weapons did not become operational
until July 1955.(^3) Even then only six Valiant bombers
were deployed at RAF Wittering. Since the Valiant bomber
could only carry one 10,000 lb MKI nuclear store, the RAF's
stock of deliverable weapons was, presumably, only six in
mid-1955. The transition from first test to deployment of

large numbers of deliverable warheads takes time, even in

the case of superpowers like the US and Soviet Union.

Although the US had 50 bombs in July 1948, there were only

about thirty nuclear capable B-29 bombers.(^4) jn 1953 ^

however, SAC possessed 1,000 nuclear aircraft.()
Although the first Russian nuclear test was in August 1949,
it was not until late 1953 or early 1954 that nuclear

weapons for military use became available.(^6) Therefore

the slow increase in the stockpile of deliverable nuclear

weapons in Britain should not be too surprising. The
Valiant bomber, however, was a stop-gap in case the more

advanced swept-wing aircraft, the Vulcan and Victor

bombers, were either unsuccessful or came too late.(^)

Production of the Vickers Valiant ended in September 1957,

by then 108 production aircraft had been built.(58)
However, not all of these were assigned nuclear roles.

Including the Operational Coversion Unit Squadron at

Gaydon, there were ten Valiant squadrons. ( ^9 ) T^e

two medium bombers, the Vulcan and Victor, became

operational between 1957 and 1962 when the last Victor B2

was deployed. By December 1960 RAF Bomber Command was

comprised of the following squadrons:
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No 1 Group 18 squadron Valiant B1 Finningley
44 " Vulcan B1 Waddington
83

101 " "

617 " " "

No 3 Group 7 " Valiant B1 Wittering
49 " H ii

138 " " "

10 " Victor B1 Cottesmore

15 " " "

55 " " Honington
57

90 " Valiant B1

148 squadron Valiant B1 Marham
207 " " " (60)

Assuming an average of eight aircraft per squadron, though
some had only seven, this gives a total of 120 deliverable
warheads in the British stockpile.

A squadron, however, did not receive its full complement of
7 or 8 aircraft at once even though it was considered

operational. In practice the aircraft were delivered over

a period of months. As an example of the rate of delivery
the third Vulcan B2 squadron 616 received its aircraft on

the following dates:

1st 1 September 1961
2nd 20 October 1961
3rd 1 December 1961
4th 10 January 1962
5th 1 February 1962
6th 1 March 1962
7th 14 March 1962 (61)

This protracted period of deployment was not untypical for
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the V-Bomber squadrons which were gradually brought into
service between January 1955 and December 1962. Although

supplies of fissile material expanded readily enough,

production increased by more than 50% during the year 1958-
59 (62) stockpile of deliverable weapons increased at a

slower rate. The real quantitative and qualitative

expansion of the British nuclear force occurred in the

years following 1960.

Even though 1957 and 1958 witnessed the introduction of the
first Vulcan B1 and Victor Bl squdrons, the Valiants accor¬

ding to Robert Jackson, "continued to form the mainstay of
the RAF's strategic deterrent to the end of the decade.(63)
The First Vulcan Bl squadron entered service in July 1957,
and in all a total of 45 were built. (64) ip^ ias-fc Qf the

V-Bomber designs, the Handley Page Victor, was not deployed
until the spring of 1958. Formation of the planned total
of four Victor Bl squadrons was completed in early 1960
involving a total of 50 aircraft.(65)

Despite this increased deployment, Jackson notes that not

all of these aircraft were assigned nuclear roles. Some

were tasked to hit their targets with conventional free-

falling bombs.(66) jn i960 the spearhead of Bomber Command
consisted of eight Victor and Vulcan squadrons, approxim¬

ately ninety aircraft in all. Assuming each aircraft
carried between one and four gravity bombs, probably two,
then we have an upper limit of 360 and a lower limit of 90
deliverable bombs in the stockpile.

By 1960 fissile material production was no longer a problem
since there were now eight plutonium reactors in operation
with a designed output of at least 45 kgs per year each.

However, given the improved operating performances and load

factors, the actual figures were probably much higher.(67)
Finally the uranium enrichment plant at Capenhurst was

producing at its peak between 1959 and July 1962 when the

requirement for HEU was fulfilled.
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One published estimate of the output of HEU assumes an

annual production of 1762 kg.(68) This calculation is

based on the following assumptions. Capenhurst's capacity
was 400 tons swu per year. At 0.2% tails assay each

kilogram of uranium enriched to 90% U235 requires 227 kgs
of separative work. Assuming an operating life of five

years this produces a total figure of 9810 kgs. As 90%
U235 has a critical mass of 26.6 kg, this gives a total of
368 bombs.(69) The eight plutonium producing reactors
contributed a total of about 2614 kgs of plutonium between
1956 and 1964 when plutonium production for military

purposes was brought to a close.(70)

8 THE BRITISH NUCLEAR TEST PROGRAMME 1952-1958

The twelve full-scale tests conducted in Australia between

these dates illustrate four key factors about the nature of
the British nuclear weapons programme. There were

nine megaton range shots between 1957 and 1958, but these
formed part of the thermonuclear development programme.(71 )
First, it is now clear that the British working

independently of the Americans made significant advances.
Available evidence suggests that these related primarily to

improved yield-to-weight ratios.(72) Second, it is now

clear that two of the tests used plutonium with a high PU-
240 content. The EMU tests were necessary, "to establish
certain minumum characteristics of fissile material for use

in nuclear weapons. This information was required urgently
in connection with the production of fissile material for

military use. It would enable existing or future nuclear

reactors, used for this purpose, to be designed and

operated, as appropriate, to achieve the highest output at
the lowest cost consistent with the efficiency of the

weapons* (73) This clearly demonstrates that the British
were aware that reactor grade plutonium could be made to

explode even though it is not ideal material for military

purposes. However it is not clear what percentage of PU240
was involved.
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Christopher Hinton observed in relation to the
deliberations within the UKAEA on the design of the Calder
Hall reactors, that William Penney, "thought that at the

higher temperature in the core of a Calder reactor would

give more of the higher plutonium isotopes(PU 24CK upwards)
than he would tolerate with weapons. The result he thought
was that he would get fizzles". However, experiments were

carried out which established that Penney "could tolerate

plutonium produced from neutrons with a higher energy

spectrum."() Nonetheless the need to use reactor-grade

plutonium was born out of a feared shortage of military-

grade plutonium. Thus subsequent claims that civil nuclear

power cannot be used for military purposes, or at least not
the preferred route, is disingenuous as the British
themselves actively considered this route. Third, as

mentioned in the section on targeting doctrine several of
the tests were conducted for the benefit of the military.
The COS were keen to ascertain the effects of nuclear

explosions on military equipment and personnel. The
minutes of a COS meeting of May 20, 1953 record that:

Many of these tests are of the highest importance to
departments since on their results depend the design
of equipment, changes in organisations and
administration and offensive and defensive
tactics.('5)

Thus the Buffalo test series(there were four tests in all)

were designed with these criteria in mind. The first two
tests were required to test prototype service warheads.
The third test was fired partly to obtain scientific data
and partly to obtain data on weapon effects. The third
test also provided the RAF with the opportunity to drop a

nuclear bomb. The fourth test was the test of a service

weapon. Centurion tanks, artillery pieces and aircraft
were exposed to tests. It would appear that the COS

regarded nuclear weapons as tactical as well as strategic.
William Penney clearly states:
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The military, as I keep stressing, were thinking
about nuclear war and in a nuclear war the weapons
would be to attack the enemy and do as much harm to
him as possible; and a ground burst was a very likely
way.('''

The nature of these tests suggests that the hypothesis
outlined in the section on targeting is broadly correct.

Finally, although the first thermonuclear test was not
until 15 May 1957, several of the Australian tests were

directly related to the thermonuclear programme. Two of
the tests, the Mosaic series, involved experimental fission

triggers for fusion weapons. These tests were probably
'boosted bombs'. On 16 May 1956 Sir Anthony Eden wrote to
Australian PM Mr Menzies requesting permission in principle
for two tests to be carried out. He stated that the

experiments would consist of, "atomic explosions with the
inclusion of light elements as a boost." Mosaic G2 on 19
June 1956 had a yield between 60 and 98 kt.(^8) This

device contained "light" elements, most probably tritium.
Tritium gas is injected into the plutonium core to boost
the efficiency of the fission explosion by acting as an

extra neutron source. Compact high yield fission triggers
are necessary for the 'primary' system of thermonuclear

weapons. Operation Antler, September-October 1957 was

concerned with the trigger mechanism for the thermonuclear
tests:

The trials were necessary to help confirm laboratory
tests and resultant understanding of the triggering
mechanism for high yield thermonuclear tests...
Fundamentally, the Antler trials, as had been the
Mosaic Trials, were designed to assist in the
development of the thermonuclear weapon.^")

Although the then preferred material for the fission
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primary was U235, these tests all used plutonium. This in
itself at the time was a significant technical achievement.
In short, the British had made substantial progress on

their own without US assistance. It is to the

thermonuclear programe that we now turn.

9 THE THERMONUCLEAR PROGRAMME 1954-1958

The British decision to proceed with a thermonuclear

programme was taken in 1954. Scientists at Aldermaston
were well aware of the theoretical basis of the 'super',
and after the demonstration of the practicality of the

theory with the US Mike test in November 1952 knew that it
could be made to work. Although this decision was not

publicly announced until February 1955 on publication of

the Defence White Paper, preliminary approval was granted
on 16 June 1954 by a Defence Policy Committee.() This

decision, however, was not formally presented to the full

Cabinet until 7 July 1954. Churchill argued that the
Cabinet should formally approve the, "proposal that

hydrogen bombs should be produced in this country, and
should endorse the preliminary action which had already
been taken to this end."^1) It appears that technological
momentum rather than prior political authorisation was

instrumental in the thermonuclear programme. Indeed the
Cabinet was asked to endorse a fait accompli. Moreover,

the Cabinet had no notice that this issue was to be raised.

The Lord Privy Seal said, "he hoped they would not be asked
to take a final decision on it until they had time to
consider it". The preliminary steps already taken
were approved pending a final decision.()

However political and strategic factors were present in the

process, it was not just a matter of technological inertia.
Churchill stated:

that we could not expect to maintain our influence as
a world power unless we possessed the most up-to-date
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nuclear weapons.(S3)

The relationship between doctrine and technology is closely
interwoven. Britain's thermonuclear programme was not

purely the result of technological inertia, nor was it

brought into existence because of doctrinal requirements.

One of the problems facing the American thermonuclear

programme was tritium production. Tritium is produced by
irradiating lithium 6 elements in a reactor. The lithium
6, however, absorbs neutrons which would otherwise be

captured by U238 and transformed into plutonium. In short,
there is a high opportunity cost in terms of lost plutonium

production.() Considering the relatively small output of

plutonium from the Windscale reactors, the additional
burden of tritium production would have reduced this

substantially even though only very small quantities of
tritium were required.

For the British however this did not appear to be a problem
even though Penney remarked that accumulation of sufficient
tritium would be a major problem. As early 1947 John

Cockcroft, head of the research group at Harwell, requested
that facilities in the production piles be made available
for production of three isotopes: polonium, carbon 14 and
tritium. This design alteration, it was claimed, would not
interfere with the planned production rate of 45 kgs per

reactor a year. It was proposed to produce twenty

grams of tritium a year. This seems to be confirmed by a

statement made by the Lord President of the Council,
Minister responsible for atomic energy, at a Cabinet

meeting on 7 July 1954 on the thermonuclear programme.

Lord Salisbury noted that:

If further scientists could be recruited this
additional production could be undertaken without
serious disruption of the existing programme for the
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manufacture of atomic weapons.^^

It was also reported, "that much of the material needed for
the new bomb would have been required for the production of
atomic weapons and there would be a substantial degree of

flexibility in the programme since atomic bombs could be
converted into thermonuclear bombs."(87) Thus if tritium

production resulted in massive inroads into plutonium

production, it is unlikely that these statements would have
been made.

Cabinet discussion on the thermonuclear programme was

resumed at the 48th meeting. The first point to note is
that the thermonuclear decision is the only nuclear weapons

programme that appears to have been discussed by the full
Cabinet.(^8) Secondly, although little was said at the
time publicly about preventing the spread of nuclear
weapons, it was actively considered. Two key questions
were raised during Cabinet deliberations on the wisdom of

pursuing a thermonuclear programme. First, "might we not
wish to prevent the manufacture of thermonuclear bombs in
Western Europe, particularly in Germany?" Second, "would
it be easier for us to prevent this if we ourselves
refrained from producing these weapons? "(89) Tj-10 eventual
outcome of the discussion indicates that for the British

"vertical" and "horizontal" proliferation were, and are,

separate. The long-term implications of this decision are

central to British attitudes to proliferation. Britain

already was a weapon state; therefore, "there was no sharp
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rejected this proposition. The thermonuclear decision set
the precedent. For this reason British non-proliferation

strategy has focused on the relationship between civil and

military nuclear technology.

The Anglo-American relationship loomed large in the Cabinet
discussion on thermonuclear weapons. Despite the amendment
of the MacMahon Act in 1954, the British were still denied
full access to American nuclear secrets. One of the

objectives for the British thermonuclear programme was made
clear by Lord Salisbury. He considered:

that the greatest risk was that the US might plunge
the world into war, either through a misguided
intervention in Asia or in order to forestall an

attack by Russia. Our best chance of preventing this
was to maintain our influence with the US government;
they would certainly feel more respect for our views
if we continued to play an effective part in building
up the strength necessary to deter aggression than if
we left it entirely to them to match and counter
Russia's strength in thermonuclear weapons.(91)

Formal Cabinet approval for the thermonuclear programme was

not given until 26 July 1954.(^2) Cabinet Conclusions
record two rationales for the decision. First, "in order
to preserve our position as a leading military power", and
second, "to maintain our influence in world affairs it was

necessary that we should possess a stock of the most up-to-
date thermonuclear weapons. "(^) This was one of the two
tasks entrusted to the newly established United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority which was created in the first

place to expedite both the military, and particularly the
civil nuclear programmes.

Britain's thermonuclear project was a remarkable success.

From 16 June 1954 it took only twenty nine months until the
first test on 15 May 1957. Sir Edwin Plowden, first
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Chairman of the UKAEA, noted in 1954 that the project must
be completed in three years rather than the four estimated

by the scientists. Political circumstances might conspire
to prevent the successful culmination of the project.
Plowden presumably had a CTBT, or at least a PTBT, in
mind.(^4) Preparatory work for the May test was well in
hand a year before. For example, the Mosaic G1 and G2
tests on 16 May and 19 June were designed to measure

whether conditions in which thermonuclear reactions would

occur could be generated. For this purpose the devices
contained small quantities of thermonuclear material
sometimes referred to as "light elements". The purpose of
the tests was to obtain information for the first

thermonuclear test. These devices were "tests of devices

to be used as triggers for an H-bomb."(95)

Although U235 was the then preferred material for the
fission trigger, the first thermonuclear test used

Plutonium.(^6) HEU, however, was manufactured for the
first thermonuclear tests of May and June 1957. A major
British achievement was that unlike the Americans, the
first experimental thermonuclear device was dropped from an

aircraft. This test was less than a year after the first
US air drop. It appears that the key development related
to yield-to-weight ratios. The ballistic case used to
house the thermonuclear devices was the Blue Danube which

weighed 10,OOOlbs.^)

Operation Hurricane produced a yield of 25 kt from a five
tonne assembly. The Grapple test had a yield of about 1

megaton from a device of similar weight. When compared
with the first serviceable US thermonuclear bombs the

British counterparts appear to have had a much higher

yield-to-weight ratio. In later 1954 the first operational
themonuclear weapon, designated TX-17, entered the US
arsenal. This bomb weigh ed 44,000 lbs.'^®' Since the
Valiant bomber which carried out the test had a maximum

payload of 21,000 lbs it is clear that the first British
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weapons could not exceed this weight. Indeed, as Duncan

Campbell notes the first stockpiled thermonuclear weapon to
enter RAF service, the Red Beard, weighed 10,000 lbs.(^)
Given the efficiency of the first fission explosion,

development of improved yield-to-weight ratios was not

beyond the British. Chapman Pincher, however, has stated
that the 1957 tests were "flops) This is unlikely.
William Penney, first Director of AWRE Aldermaston, a more

reliable source, has stated that all megaton range tests
came within ten per cent of the planned yields.() There

were between seven and nine megaton range tests in all

between May 1957 and September 1958.

These as Simpson notes, fulfilled a function similar to the

US Castle series. The largest of the UK Grapple Tests

reportedly produced a yield of 10 mT'^1^) When compared
to Soviet thermonuclear development it is clear that the

British were able to produce high yield weapons much
earlier over a given time span. The first Russian

'superbomb' was not tested until 1955, even though work on

thermonuclear weapons commenced in 1947-8.(^3)

The extent of British progress can be gauged from reports
of the first meetings between British and American
scientists in 1958. Simpson notes that Edward Teller
remarked that even though there had been twelve years of
total separation, both sides, "had achieved broadly the
same physics understanding". Harold MacMillan was able to
boast that British advances had "amazed" the

Americans^ The real difference between the two lay in
the level of resources devoted to the programmes. Here, as

Simpson notes, the Americans had a clear advantage since
this led to "more sophisticated engineering designs". The
British problem was not at the theoretical and experimental

lever, rather it was translating act into article. There
had been a two and a half year interval between first
fission test and deployment of serviceable weapons. The
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pattern was repeated with thermonuclear weapons. However,
the success at the experimental and demonstrational level

provided and confirmed the basis for successive statements

by British governments and the nuclear industry that the

proliferation issue is primarily a political rather than a

technical problem. In short, any industrial state can

produce nuclear weapons, all that is required is a

political decision to do so. The British programme was a

case in point. Furthermore, existence of civil facilities
did not mean a state had decided to build nuclear weapons:

such a decision would have led to dedicated military
plants. Attlee's comment of 1945 was indeed prescient.

The RAF was equipped with serviceable thermonuclear bombs
in 1958. However, Pierre gives a date of 1961.(105) when
Dr Nyman Levin was appointed Director of AWRE in 1959 it
was reported that there were several technical problems to

be solved in atomic weapons before their manufacture became

a matter of routine.(106) Duncan Campbell, however,
maintains that it was US assistance right across the board
that contributed to the rapid miniaturisation of British

warheads. This, however, ignores the aforementioned
British advances in conceptual design. It is more

appropriate to argue that the UK incorporated US

engineering and assembly techniques as well as components
at the two Royal Ordnance Factories at Burghfield and
Cardiff which are responsible for nuclear weapons

manufacture. In short, the Americans were able to bring
the advantages of their extensive resource base to the
benefit of the British programme, rather than provide the
fundamental concepts and designs. This assistance would
not have been forthcoming had it not been for demonstration
of independent expertise. There were two reasons for the
close collaboration with the Americans: economic and

political. Unnecessary duplication of effort was a waste
of scarce resources, hence the 1958 and 1959 Mutual Defence

Agreements for the exchange of fissile material amongst
other things. Politically, collaboration was considered
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necessary in order to excercise a moderating influence on

US behaviour.

10. BLUE STEEL AND THE THERMONUCLEAR PROGRAMME

In the mid-1950s the Air Staff considered the growing

problems associated with strategic bombers. There were two
in particular; first, their vulnerability on the ground;
and second, the perceived growing effectiveness of Russian
air defence. These factors threatened the credibility of
the British deterrent before the first generation delivery

system was fully deployed. The question mark hanging over

the deterrent was instrumental in defining a need for
either an intermediate range ballistic missile or a stand¬
off capability for the medium bomber force. In 1954 an

operational requirement was issued for a stand-off bomb.
Two years later Avro received a development contract for
Blue Steel which was designed to carry a thermonuclear
warhead.() The Blue Steel procurement history suggests
that "technology creep" was playing its part in British
nuclear weapons policy. The threat of technological
obsolescence was as much a factor in the quantitative and

qualitative expansion of British nuclear forces as

doctrinal requirements.

In the event it took eight years for Blue Steel to go from

drawing board to initial operational capability. The first
RAF squadron armed with Blue Steel became operational in

February 1953. Subsequently two more Vulcan squadrons and
two Victor squadrons were equipped with Blue Steel
ASMs.^) of the 35 Victor B2s built, only 21 were

modified to carry Blue Steel.^^ In addition to this
front-line strength it should be noted that other Valiant,
until 1964, Victor and Vulcan aircraft were armed with

free-fall nuclear and thermonuclear nuclear bombs.

Moreover, both the RAF and Royal Navy possessed nuclear

capable aircraft armed with tactical weapons.
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II. FROM SKYBOLT TO POLARIS

At no time in the period under discussion have British

governments regarded Anglo-American nuclear collaboration
as a proliferation problem. The fundamental fact remained
that Britain was a nuclear weapon state irrespective of any

US assistance. Moreover, there is little public evidence
to suggest that the proliferation implications of such
collaboration were actively considered at the time. It

should be noted that Ireland did not table the non-

proliferation resolution at the UN General Assembly, which
was to lead to the NPT, until 1961. In 1960 the US agreed
to supply the British with 100 Skybolt missiles, however,
the warheads were to be manufactured in Britain. (HO)
Robert MacNamara, US Defence Secretary, cancelled the

Skybolt Air Launched Ballistic Missile programme, a move

which threatened the future of the British deterrent since

procurement of a credible delivery system was the central

British problem.^) However, at the Nassau Conference in

December 1962. MacMillan was able to persuade President

Kennedy to sell the British 100 Polaris missiles instead.
The Polaris decision demonstrates the British contribution

to what is called vertical proliferation. A choice,

however, had to be made between the Polaris A-2 and A-3

systems.

Both Polaris A-2 and A-3 were produced by Lockheed;

however, as of 1962 the A-3 was an unproven system. The
main difference between the two was range, A-3's was much
greater. Indeed the Treasury did not care for the unknown
and would have opted for the proven A-2 system had the
decision been theirs. However, A-3 it was to be, and

according to McGeoch, the decision was taken by Solly
Zuckerman and Peter Thorneycroft.') when presented with
a choice between two weapon systems, the British opted for
the more sophisticated A-3 in preference to the

qualitatively inferior A-2. This was not the last time
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that such a decision was made, and resolved, in favour of
the more advanced system.

It should be noted that the construction and deployment of
the Polaris force roughly corresponded to the negotiations
in the ENDC on the NPT 1965-1968. As the neutral and non-

aligned states were insisting on the inclusion of "Article
VI" in the NPT at Geneva, the British were quantitatively
and qualitatively expanding their nuclear stockpile.
However, it should be noted that the British were careful
to ensure that the NPT did not prohibit Anglo-American
nuclear collaboration. The approximation of the Polaris

project with the NPT negotiations would seem to bear this
out. US assistance was not insubstantial.

Although the missiles were American, the warheads and
submarines were of British design and construction. Duncan

Campbell argues that the British Polaris warhead was a

straight copy of the American W58 .() Peter Malone,

however, suggests that because of a temporary breakdown in
the US and UK technical collaboration occasioned by US

suspicions of the Labour government's intentions, the

design of the re-entry vehicles was slightly different.
The design decisions, moreover, were made at Aldermaston in

the absence of American information*() Despite this the
Americans supplied the HEU (oralloy) and tritium for the

warheads in addition to the launch and firing control
mechanisms; the gas system for underwater ejection of the
missiles; the ships in ertial navigational system; and the
HEU for the Resolution class submarine PWRs. Perhaps the
most crucial US assistance is the satellite information

used for navigation and targeting.()

Polaris replaced the Blue Steel armed Vulcans and Victors
as the principal deterrent; however, some of these aircraft
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were retained in a nuclear-capable role. Therefore an

increased target coverage was made possible by the gradual
increase in not only the number of nuclear warheads
stockpiled in Britain, but more importantly in the total
number of deliverable warheads. Desmond Ball argues that,

"questions of targeting are central to any serious
discussions of nuclear strategy."(^8) Thus, the increased

target coverage made possible by the Polaris project is one

very practical way of gauging the extent of British
vertical proliferation.

It appears that the greatest rise in the number of
available warheads occurred in the 1960s and early

1970s^ This illustrates two fundamental features of

British government thinking on the proliferation question.
First, in the view of successive governments the NPT does
not prevent either the modernisation or expansion of
British nuclear forces. In fact the NPT recognises Britain
as a weapon state. Despite the provisions of Article VI
British governments in practice had defined proliferation
in horizontal rather than vertical terms. As the

thermonuclear decision made clear, the ability of the
British to prevent proliferation would not be compromised

by British possession of nuclear weapons.

Keohane observes that British rationales for an independent
deterrent are potentially quite subversive of the non-

proliferation regime^118); for example the British

programme in the 1950s encouraged the French.^119) Second,
this separation of the British nuclear weapons programme

from non-proliferation strategy provided the basis of the

British position at both the 1975 and 1980 NPT Review

Conferences. For the British there is no contradiction

between their nuclear weapons programme and their

opposition to nuclear proliferation.

Even though the British nuclear weapons programme does not
compare either quantitatively or qualitatively with those
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of the superpowers, it demonstrates a commitment to remain
in the nuclear club. The Chevaline programme is evidence
of not only this commitment but also the technological

pressures which contributed to the Polaris modernisation

programme. It also should be noted that from initial
research in 1967 to its initial operational capability in

1980, Chevaline corresponds to the first years of the NPT.

Available evidence suggests that the Polaris modernisation

project was pursued without consideration of the

proliferation implications. If they did enter into the
deliberations it is clear that the precedent set by the
thermonuclear decision won the day. Nuclear weapons are

fundamental to British military security. Worthy though
the objectives of non-proliferation may be, they cannot

compromise British security interests.

Technological creep also played its part in the Chevaline

programme. Having designed the warheads, the next task was

to work on ensuring their survivability and penetrability.

Intelligence reports of Russian ABM developments called
into question the ability of the Polaris warheads to

penetrate any defensive system. This provided the spur for
what became the Chevaline programme. In 1967 AWRE began a

research project geared to designing a warhead capable of

evading any ABM system.(^0) Aldermaston's work drew on US

concepts developed under the Antelope project of the early
1960s. In late 1970 the project was granted more regular
status. However, it was not until the beginning of 1974
that there was a clear decision by the government to

proceed with Chevaline.^121^ The essential characteristic

of the new system was that it is a manoeuvrable space craft
rather than a nuclear warhead.^22)

There were two major problems with the Chevaline programme.

First, the cost had, as a Defence Secretary John Nott

stated, "gone bananas."(l2^) From an original estimate of
£175 million the final bill amounted to £1 billion.

Second, and the principal reason for the budget overrun, is
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made clear by Geoffrey Dillon:

In almost all respects the organisation and
management of the Chevaline programme was the
complete antithesis of the Polaris programme. It
failed to meet its time and cost estimates and failed
to perform to specification or time.'^^'

Despite these two serious problems Chevaline does
demonstrate that any state determined to build nuclear

weapons and prepared to allocate the necessary resources

can overcome the technical and engineering problems. As in
the civil programme poor organisation and management caused
more problems than any lack of basic nuclear expertise.

The new front-end, designated A-3 TK, is not a MIRV;

however, its destructive footprint is larger, the impact

points span about 70 km. Defence White Papers in the early
1980s made it clear that the new system, "does not involve

any increase in the number of warheads associated with the
Polaris force."(125) therefore be argued that
Chevaline does not amount to an egregious example of
vertical proliferation. A move consistent with this would
have been a decision to acquire the Poseidon SLBM from the
US. Indeed acquisition of Poseidon was seriously
considered in the 1970s, but rejected ostensibly for

political reasons.'12^' A more plausible reason for

rejection of Poseidon at that time is connected to the
state of US third generation SLBM R&D. In short, it would
make greater strategic sense to wait for the Underwater
Long Range Missile System, Trident, on which work had been
under way in the US since 1967.

The budget and engineering problems of the Chevaline

programme proved to be major factors in the eventual
decision on "Wholesale" Polaris replacement.(127) Although
Chevaline received US assistance, it was essentially an

independent programme.(128) If anything Chevaline
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demonstrated the pitfalls of pursuing independent
programmes on delivery systems. Resolution of the Polaris
renewal question in favour of the US Trident C-4 system,
which was publicly announced in July 1980, had the

advantages of the Polaris project and disadvantages of
Chevaline very much in mind. Commonality with the US was

the key to the decision. With the second NPT Review
Conference due in September it is clear that the British

government did not consider Trident inconsistent with
Britain's NPT commitments. In addition, as the thermo¬

nuclear decision had made clear, with Britain already a

weapon state it did not make sense to "forgo the benefits
of the most up-to-date weapons". Such action was unlikely
to undermine Britain's ability to prevent the proliferation
of nuclear weapons.

12. TRIDENT

Polaris replacement was a problem for the Labour govern¬

ments of 1974-1979. Nonetheless studies were carried out

on possible Polaris replacements.(^9) In ^975 a decision

was taken to build a tritium separation plant at Chapel-
cross to provide an indigenous source of thermonuclear fuel
for the long term.^-^O) This would suggest some commitment
to a Polaris replacement as it made little sense to make

such a major investment if the intention was to abandon the

deterrent. In the event the replacement decision fell to
the Conservative government elected in May 1979. Once the
cruise missile option had been rejected, there was only one

system that appeared to make economic and strategic sense -

Trident C4. This represents yet another quantitative and

qualitative increment to Britain's nuclear capability.

The Trident C4 SLBM is qualitatively superior to Polaris
and Poseidon. It has a range of 4000 nautical miles, but
with an improved accuracy. Trident C4 SLBMs deployed by
the US Navy are armed with 8 W76 100 kt warheads. However,
even before the deployment of C4 it was clear in the US
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that the Trident D-5 system would be far superior. The
throw-weight is, for example, double that of Trident 1 at
6000 lbs and is thus capable of carrying 10-15 re-entry
vehicles.(131) Once the Americans had decided to switch to

the D-5 system, the British had to follow suit as the

advantages of commonality would be annulled and the Royal

Navy would become saddled with a redundant missile system.
As the MOD Defence Open Government Document of March 1982

stated, the principal reason for the switch to D-5 was

precisely this need to maintain commonality with the
us.(132) There are major advantages to be gained from

commonality; for instance, it was a missile motor failure
shown up in the US missiles which led directly to the re-

motoring of the British Polaris missiles. (^3 ) Thus for

logistical, economic and technological reasons the British
were locked into a further expansion of their deterrent
force. Doctrinal imperatives, (nuclear weapons are

fundamental to British military security) precluded
abandonment of the deterrent.

The Trident decision represents a substantial increase in
the number of deliverable warheads in the British stock¬

pile. As with the Polaris SSBN fleet four submarines were

planned, each one with sixteen missile tubes. It was

announced, "that the move to Trident D-5 will not involve

any significant changes in the planned total number of war¬

heads with our strategic deterrent force in comparison with
the original intentions for a force based on the C-4
missile system."(-^4) Thus assuming 8 warheads per missile
and 16 D-5 SLBMs per submarine, the complete force will

require 512 warheads at least. However, a more conserv¬

ative estimate puts the number at 384. As noted above
the most likely total of warheads in the British inventory
is in the 577-700 range, and even allowing for the with¬
drawal of the Polaris warheads, the Trident programme,

cannot be regarded as anything other than a substantial
increase in the number of deliverable warheads. It should

also be noted that more than half of the RAF's front-line
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squadrons are nuclear capable.(136) In Sh0rt, the NPT

notwithstanding, the British nuclear stockpile for the
1980s and 1990s is set to expand quantitatively and,

crucially, qualitatively. As was made clear at the 1980
NPT Review Conference the British saw no contradiction

between the objectives of the NPT and British nuclear
defence policy. Both the 1954 thermonuclear decision and
the negotiating record of the NPT itself demonstrates the
continuity in British attitudes to the relationship between
British nuclear weapons and vertical proliferation.

13. CONCLUSION

In this discussion of British nuclear weapons development
it is difficult to separate political rationales from the

technological pressures. Is it doctrine that drives

technology or technology that drives doctrine? The British
case seems to suggest neither; rather, there are elements
of both in the key stages of the British nuclear weapons

programme since 1947. The 1954 thermonuclear decision is

perhaps the best example, and certainly the key decision as

far as proliferation implications are concerned. Doctrinal
and technological factors were involved. On one level

possession of thermonuclear weapons was regarded as vital
to the security of the state; however, the Cabinet in one

sense was merely asked to endorse preliminary work already
under way. Nuclear weapons have been regarded as

fundamental to British military security, but technological
factors have severely restricted options as the Trident
decision demonstrates. One factor has remained constant

however. Successive British governments have regarded the
British nuclear weapons programme as having no bearing on

nuclear proliferation. The same thinking has persisted

through to the Trident decision. Despite this the British

weapons programme itself has shaped attitudes to the

proliferation problem. Specifically, statements made on

the nature of the civil-military relationship and the

ability of industrialised states to produce their own
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nuclear weapons irrespective of the actions of others, are

rooted in Britain's own experience. Having rejected in
practice the relationship between vertical and horizontal

proliferation, British non-proliferation policies have in

reality concentrated on the civil-military relationship.
Proliferation is defined in horizontal terms.
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CHAPTER 4

BRITISH NUCLEAR EXPORT POLICY 1952 - 1965.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental technical connection between the civil and

military uses of nuclear technology and materials makes
their export a particularly hazardous policy assuming a

commitment to non-proliferation. There is a fundamental
dilemma between, on the one hand, a desire to prevent the

emergence of additional nuclear weapon states, and on the
other with a wish to establish a successful export market.
At one level it is arguable that these two courses are

diametrically opposed. Alternatively the pursuit of both

objectives simultaneously undermines their likely
individual success. For example, whilst the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office might favour a more restrictive export

policy, the Department of Trade and Industry, the National
Nuclear Corporation and British Nuclear Fuels might prefer
a liberal export policy. Thus the extent to which the
British have managed to balance these two objectives,
commercial and non-proliferation, since 1952 may be
considered as an essential element in the shaping of
British attitudes to nuclear proliferation. Conversely,
the pursuit of one objective may have been at the expense

of the other. It is the purpose of this and subsequent

chapters (5,6) to ascertain which of these outcomes
best describes British policies.

For the purposes of this chapter nuclear exports may be
divided into three principal categories: nuclear power

reactors and research reactors; fuel and fuel cycle

services such as fabrication, conversion, enrichment and

reprocessing; and exchange of nuclear expertise and
information through co-operative and collaborative

agreements. There is also a fourth area, non-nuclear

"conventional" technology and materials. This will not be
discussed separately here, but reference will be made to
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the problem in chapter 6. Furthermore British nuclear

export history may be divided into broadly three

chronological periods. These are largely determined by

organisational and structural changes in the nuclear

industry; reactor choice decisions; and by the
modernisations and expansion of fuel cycle facilities.
These divisions are admittedly somewhat arbitrary since
decisions taken in one period do not assume concrete form
until well into subsequent periods. The purpose here is to

compare export policy with the emergence of the
international non-proliferation regime, and see whether
there is any continuity in British policies and objectives.

British civil nuclear history may be divided into three

periods. These are: 1954-1965 which covers the formation
of the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA)
through to the Second Nuclear Power Programme and the
decision to opt for the British designed Advanced Gas
Cooled Reactor (AGR) as the reactor for that programme.

1965-1971 covers several key developments including the

major organisational changes to the UKAEA and the
industrial consortia. The most significant of these,

arguably, was the hiving-off of the UKAEA's Production

Group, which was responsible for the fuel cycle services,
to form British Nuclear Fuels Limited (BNFL). In addition,

Britain, the Federal Republic of Germany and the
Netherlands concluded a collaborative treaty establishing a

tripartite organisation to provide enriched uranium. In
the third period, 1971 to 1982, the activities of BNFL

expanded. The Windscale Inquiry in 1977 was perhaps the
most important event in relation to export policy and non-

proliferation. Moreover, the delays in the AGR programme

and continuing dispute over reactor choice for the Third
Nuclear Power Programme had a major bearing on UK reactor

export prospects.
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2. ORIGINS OF EXPORT POLICY and REACTOR EXPORT 1954-1965

The technical origins of civil nuclear power in Britain are

to be found in the military programme.^^ Between 1945 and
1952 several key decisions were taken which decisively
influenced the course of British nuclear reactor policy.
These were to have special bearing on the success of
British reactor exports in subsequent years. For both
technical and financial reasons Britain opted for air-
cooled reactors for the military programme.The two

Plutonium producing reactors at Windscale were the
forerunners of both the Magnox and AGR systems developed in
the 1950s.

As early as 1941 the Maud Committee, established to examine
the feasibility of a "uranium bomb", took advice from ICI.
In an Appendix to the Final Report ICI argued that:

It is essential that Great Britain should take an

active part in the research work so that the British
Empire cannot be excluded by default from future
developments.(^)

The desirability of exports is implicit here. Although the

provisions of the wartime Quebec Agreement explicitly

precluded the British from taking "any post-war advantage
of any industrial or commercial character", this in

practice did not matter immediately since the military

programme took precedence until 1952.Moreover, the US
Atomic Energy Act of 1946 dissolved the "special

relationship" which had characterised wartime Anglo-
American nuclear co-operation. The 1946 Act although
described as the first non-proliferation strategy, only

served to stimulate the expansion of an independent British
nuclear programme.^ ^ The independence apparent in the

military programme was inherited by the civil programme.

After the successful completion of the weapons programme in
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October 1952 more attention was given to the civil uses of
nuclear technology. Two objectives were quickly
established for the civil programme: generation of
reliable supplies of electricity and creation of a nuclear

export trade.

3. THE TREND REPORT AND THE FIRST NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME

In 1954 responsibility for the atomic energy programme was

transferred from the Ministry of Supply to the newly

established UKAEA.(^) Between 1952 and 1954 discussions at

Cabinet level and within the Ministry of Supply were held
on the future shape of the atomic energy project. In 1954
an inter-departmental study was commissioned to examine the

feasibility of nuclear power for civil purposes. Under the

chairmanship of a Treasury official, Burke Trend, a report
was produced entitled The Production Of Power From Nuclear

Energy. This formed the basis of the First Nuclear Power

Programme announced in February 1955. The Trend Report, as

it was known, outlined the export implications of nuclear

power development in the UK. It is worth reproducing in
full the relevant section on exports because it is
remarkable for its complete lack of consideration of the

security implications of nuclear exports. This is even

more surprising since the original version of the report
contained "a small amount of material which was of military

significance."^^ Paragraph 186 was devoted to exports, it
noted that:

If such developments as we have described above were
possible in this country, they would also be possible
elsewhere, and if we may assume that competitive
nuclear power stations became practicable in the UK,
where conventional power is cheaper than in many
areas, the world demand for nuclear technology, for
the building of nuclear power stations and for the
processing of nuclear material, would appear to be,
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in the long run immeasurable. This hypothesis has
important implications for this country. Provided
that industrial effort were enlisted and trained

sufficiently early and extensively we could be
comparatively well placed to supply some of this
demand; and indeed, the exports which we achieved
would probably be limited solely by what we made
ourselves capable of supplying. This consideration
is particularly relevant in the case of plutonium
since an expanding world demand for power would also
imply an increasing demand for plutonium; and if the
the UK programme expanded sufficiently quickly and
produced supplies of plutonium in excess of those
needed for the further expansion at home, we could
afford to export the surplus. The value of such
exports would lie not only in the foreign exchange
which they earned; since they could be produced (by
the use of suitable fuel cycles) as a by product of
electricity generation, their sale at world prices
would effectively reduce the cost of domestic
electricity. But it should always be remembered that
the establishment of an export trade in plutonium
would depend essentially on the initial expansion of
our own domestic programme being sufficiently rapid
and extensive.^'

Moreover, the Report noted that in view "of the potential

export market for nuclear products and techniques which is

already beginning to emerge, there should be no avoidable

delay in enabling industry in this country to acquire

experience of the practical application of nuclear energy

on a commercial scale."'-'-^^ Thus export considerations

played a major role in the origins of the first nuclear

programme. Although it should be noted that the domestic

programme took priority*
The UK industry, in short, was not export

led.
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The Cabinet approved the first nuclear power programme

because of its potential importance for domestic energy

policy. In a memo submitted to the full Cabinet on 15
December 1954 The Production of Power From Nuclear Energy,

one of the objectives of the programme was made clear:

It is important to embark on a civil programme now in
order to ensure that this country is in the forefront
of the development of this technology. In addition
to the economic advantages of the fuel situation at
home, there would be the commercial advantage of
putting our engineering consultants and industry in
the position to sell abroad power reactors and the
associated plant, equipment, materials and
technology, and there would clearly be a political
advantage in being first in the field, which would
enhance our influence in both foreign and
Commonwealth countries.( '

In February 1955 A Programme Of Nuclear Power was

published.) Construction of twelve reactors over a ten

year period was proposed, but that was not all. As both
the Trend Report and Cabinet memo recommended:

We must look forward also to the time when a

valuable export trade can be built up. The
experience gained by British industry in designing
and building nuclear power stations during the next
ten years should lay the foundations for a rapid
expansion both at home and overseas.

Five industrial consortia were established to compete for
the tenders of the power programme. However, organisat¬

ionally the industrial structure was a disaster for both
the domestic and export markets. Indeed there was very

nearly a sixth consortium. There is little publicly
available evidence from this period suggesting that nuclear

power reactors ought not to be exported on account of the
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proliferation risk. It is also important to note that
there was no international safeguards system in existence
in the mid 1950s. Moreover, safeguards technology was

virtually non-existent. Despite this the British sought to

promote nuclear exports before an adequate safeguards

system existed.British officials appear to have been
confident that security would not be compromised by reactor

exports. However, it should be pointed out that large
scale sales of power reactors did not occur until after
1965 by which time a safeguards regime was beginning to

emerge. From the outset there was never any question that
nuclear technology should not, in principle, be exported.

4. ATOMS FOR PEACE: THE BRITISH RESPONSE

The Atoms for Peace proposals outlined by President
Eisenhower at the UN General Assembly in December 1953

represented a radical break from US post-war nuclear

policy. The technology denial of the MacMahon Act had
failed; moreover, it had encouraged independent programmes

in Canada and the UK. Non-proliferation could now be best
ensured by making the benefits of civil nuclear power

available to overseas states, especially those in the

developing world. Before making his speech Eisenhower had
consulted Churchill and Lord Cherwell at the 1953 Bermuda

Conference. The British endorsed the principles underlying
the Atoms for Peace concept. indeed the principal
reason for British support was based on self-interest.
Liberalisation of the nuclear regime would enable the
British themselves to have greater access to American
information. However, whilst accepting the basic princip¬

les, the British harboured doubts about the specifics of
Eisenhower's Plan. In addition the British response in
1954 reveals a great deal about British thinking on the

civil-military relationship and nuclear exports. For the

purposes of this study five British concerns are of

particular relevance: basic support for the principle;

necessity of Soviet participation; suspicion of proposed
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international agency as inimical to British interests; need
to protect increased co-operation and contact with
Commonwealth and Europe; and finally security aspects.

The British knew 6 to 8 months prior to Eisenhower's speech
that the US government had given thought to the possibility
of liberalising their policy towards the exchange of atomic
information*(^) Nevertheless, it was not until the
Bermuda Conference that the British learned of Eisenhower's

intentions. The actual speech itself contained four points
on an International Atomic Energy Agency which were added

hastily to the speech. But it appears that the full

implications of the plan were not worked out in
advance.(^) Sir Roger Makins, British Ambassador in

Washington pointed out that this would enable the British
to suggest the lines along which the Plan could be devel¬

oped. Consequently the Atomic Energy (Official) Committee
considered what functions the new Agency might have.(^)
Indeed this is what happened since the eventual text of the
IAEA's statute contained a great deal of British language.

One of the central ideas of the AE(0)C was for an

international depository of nuclear fuel; natural uranium
and fissile material. Given the pressures on fissile
material production in the UK any British contribution
would have to be small. It was also proposed that the IAEA

should be a research agency offering advice and technical
assistance on national atomic energy projects. It could
also be a Production Agency which would decide on the best
method of using the potential power for the development of
other countries. Soviet participation in the system was

considered vital:

United Kingdom participation in a plan which did not
include the Russians would entail considerable
economic and other disadvantages to this country and
would cut across the policy of developing co-
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operation in atomic energy matters with the
Commonwealth which was approved by the Cabinet in
April, 1953.t1")

Indeed the AE(0)C recommended that Makins should be

instructed to discourage the Americans from proceeding with
Eisenhower's plan if the Soviet government refused to

participate20) The British were concerned that the

specifics of the Eisenhower plan would entail a diversion
of part of the domestic atomic effort and materials which,

although small, could not really be spared. It was also

feared that the US, "through her much larger contribution
to the IAEA, would dominate the atomic projects of the free

world, including those in the Commonwealth countries, and

thereby secure economic advantages in the coming

competition for orders for the construction of atomic

plants.21) Despite these reservations the British were

prepared to support the Plan, "as a price worth paying to
secure a relaxation of international tension." Without

Soviet participation "national interests" required that the

plan be dropped altogether.^22^ Moreover British:

interest lies in continuing to develop our own atomic
co-operation with Commonwealth countries in
accordance with the Cabinet's decision of April 21,
1953 (C.C. (53)) 28th conclusions item 5, and with
other countries (particularly in Europe) as
opportunity occurs. (22'

In short this appears to have been the principal British

reservation; that is, it would be "to the detriment of our

position in the Commonwealth and in the overseas

markets."(2^) The British had therefore no objection to
the principle of a liberalised nuclear regime, nor to the

export of nuclear reactors, on non-proliferation grounds.
It was hoped that British industry would be in a position
to capture a significant percentage of the world-wide
demand for reactors. The Commonwealth countries figured
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in these calculations. During British consultations with
the US over Eisenhower's plan, it was decided to keep the

key Commonwealth countries, Canada, Australia and South
Africa abreast of British thinking.(25) The iatter two's
role as major suppliers of uranium was crucial. The

proliferation dangers of the proposed IAEA and liberalising
the exchange of nuclear information were not considered
sufficient reason to oppose the principles underlying Atoms
for Peace. This is clear from the AE(O) Committee's

Report. It was envisaged that the research agency might go

on "to build experimental reactors, using natural uranium
and possibly breeders using fissile material" for national

programmes. Provision of fuel would also be one of the

agency's functions. Although this material would have to
be accounted for, as would all fissile material produced by

plants erected by the Agency, inspection which on political

grounds would be quite impractical, would not be so import¬
ant. Thus in the early years the British did not consider
a "safeguards" inspection system necessary because:

there is a close ascertainable relationship between
the type of atomic pile, the quantity of uranium or
fissile material used, and the power output on the
one hand, and plutonium production on the other; this
should in itself provide for adequately strict
control. Moreover, there are serious practical
difficulties in clandestine recovery or surreptitious
diversion of plutonium away from atomic energy plants
and it would not be easy for any inexperienced
country to do this, with the important exception of
Soviet satellite countries contiguous to the
USSR.(2°)

Implicit here is the assumption that a state wishing to
embark on a militarily significant nuclear programme would
not choose "clandestine recovery or surreptitious diversion
of plutonium away from atomic energy plants". This

standpoint has remained fundamental to British attitudes to
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proliferation. However, this assumption seems a shade

disingenuous in light of information available to the
British as early as October, 1953.

Paragraph 15 of the Committee's Report refers to American
theories about the possibility of denaturing uranium so as

to render it incapable of being used for nuclear weapons

while not impairing its production of power. The Committee
felt that this theory had no validity, but since the basis
for this assessment rested on "Top Secret information which
it is possible that the Americans do not possess", it was

not communicated to the Americans.It is not

immediately clear what this information was; however, in a

minute from the Foreign Secretary to the Prime Minister of
20 January 1954 all becomes clear:

You may be interested to know that it is as a result
of one of Penney's experiments in Australia last
October that our experts reject the American theory
mentioned recently in the Times that uranium can be
made useless for bombs while remaining suitable for
peaceful purposes.^ '

It seems reasonable to assume that these references refer

the the Totem tests of 15 and 27 October 1953. As noted in

chapter 3 Penney's experiments were designed to see whether

Plutonium containing a higher percentage of Pu-240 than

normal, as would be contained in fuel rods with a high

burn-up necessary for power generation, would explode.
These experiments were successful. Consequently it is
clear that the British were aware, at the highest level,
that there were no technical solutions which would prevent
use of nuclear material for military purposes.

In the event the Soviet Union agreed to join the IAEA, but
it took a further four years before the Agency came into
existence. For the British the basic principles of Atoms
for Peace were acceptable; indeed, the Cabinet had decided
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before Eisenhower's December 1953 speech to develop British
nuclear co-operation with Commonwealth and European
countries in the hope, presumably, that this would lead to
future reactor orders.
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5. THE CONSORTIA AND POWER REACTOR EXPORTS

Organizationally responsibility for power reactor exports

lay with the industrial consortia^^); however, the UKAEA

had a direct interest. The Third Annual Report declared
that the Authority was "closely involved" for three
reasons:

First the Calder Hall type of reactor is the only
type of power reactor of British design at present
available for exports from the UK. As its designers
and operators, the Authority are well qualified to
describe its features and advantages to potential
customers. Second, it will be the responsibility of
the Authority to supply the fuel elements for
reactors of British design exported by industry.
Third, the Authority have a part to play in the
intergovernmental negotiations which are necessary
before reactors or fuel elements may be supplied to
other countries. (30)

However, because PIPPA, the Calder Hall reactor design was

authorised as part of the military programme the British

Electricity Authority (BEA) were not permitted to own or

operate the reactor.(31)

It was thought that Italy would be the ideal reactor market
because Italy had the most expensive electricity in West

Europe in the 1950s.(32) Britain and the US were then the

only two possible suppliers of power reactors. There was

intense competition between the two. A widespread
international interest in the British nuclear programme was

engendered when the UKAEA opened the first two Calder Hall
reactors in October, 1956. Calder Hall gave the impression
that the British were technically ahead of the Americans.
Indeed there were fears in the US that the British had the

potential to corner the nuclear reactor market at the

expense of American constructors.(33) This was not lost on
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the British either.

As it transpired a British consortium won the contract to
build Italy's first nuclear power station at Latina. This
was ordered by the Italian state energy company at the

height of the Suez crisis.(34) Construction started in
1958. Latina's Magnox reactor was designed by the Nuclear
Power Group. It was supplied with natural uranium fuel
elements made at Springfields by the UKAEA's Production

Group*(35) Latina was Europe's first full-scale nuclear

power-plant when it went into operation in 1964.(36) The

only other reactor export at this time was secured in 1959

by the GEC-Simon Carves Consortium. An order was placed by
the Japanese Atomic Power Company for 2 Magnox reactors of

159MW(e) to be built at Tokai Mura. It was not completed
until 1966. The proliferation risks associated with
nuclear exports can be established from an assessment of

Japanese nuclear capability published in 1975:

Of all the Japanese reactors, the one most suited to
quick conversion to the production of military-grade
Pu-239 is the Japan Atomic Power Company's Reactor
No. 1 at Tokai Mura.(37)

But as we have seen the British Governments of the 1950s

did not consider this a likely possibility. It should be
noted that both Italian and Japanese reactor sales

agreements were subject to safeguards agreements. Latina,
for example, was subject to Euratom safeguards whereas
Tokai Mura was safeguarded by a bilateral government

agreement. It was not until 15 October 1968 that the

safeguards provisions for Tokai were transferred to the
IAEA.(38) Nonetheless the recovered plutonium from the

spent fuel elements remained the property of the Italians
and Japanese.
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Despite these early successes there was no guarantee that
subsequent power reactor exports would inevitably follow.
A key factor would be the competitiveness of nuclear power

stations with their conventionally fuelled counter-parts.
In November 1955 a high level meeting involving leading
individuals from the UKAEA, the engineering and electricity
industries considered the export prospects.(39) Amongst
the observations and conclusions it was noted that:

industry would best improve its prospects of future
export business by concentrating immediate effort on
making a success of the UK nuclear programme *' ^'

In 1956 the UKAEA maintained a sober view on export

prospects:

it is hardly to be expected that exports of nuclear
reactors will reach a large volume over the next few
years. There is already some demand from overseas
countries for research reactors, but not at such
magnitude as to affect significantly the total value
of the engineering industries annual exports. As to
power reactors, it will be at least four or five
years before electricity will be provided from
nuclear energy in any country on a strictly
commercial basis. The first nuclear reactors to be
built for the electricity authorities in this country
may be the first in the world to comply with this
description. It is reasonable to expect that orders
will follow, rather than precede, the achievement of
nuclear power on a competitive basis in this
country.^ '

It was clear to the UKAEA that competitive nuclear power in
Britain would result in increased overseas reactor sales.

Therefore, the success of the first nuclear power programme

was crucial. Claude Gibb reported to Sir Edwin Plowden

that exports should only follow the successful operation of
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prototype reactors in the UK. Moreover, after discussions
with "senior and responsible" members of overseas

electricity undertakings, Gibb noted that the views
expressed universally have been that they would prefer to
sit back and await the technical and economic results from

British nuclear power stations.(^2) Central to commercial

generation of electricity would be the performance of the
nuclear fuel. Ideally the fuel elements should be left in
the reactor for much longer periods than those required for
a military fuel cycle, where short irradiations of about
four months were ideal. However, at this time the UKAEA

had no experience with fuel irradiated beyond 1000 Mwd/te.
For economic generation of electricity much higher burn-ups
were required; the first Magnox fuel elements were designed
for 3000 MWd/te.

Plowden made several key observations when he summarised
the November, 1955 meeting. There was unlikely to be a

large demand in the long-term for reactors of 30 MW and
under; that the direction of the export trade was likely to
lie in the supply of the larger type of reactors, and that
the UKAEA would be able to supply the fuel and processing
facilities required to meet the estimated demand of this
trade when it began. Plowden concluded, significantly from
the proliferation perspective, that plutonium was likely to
be available in the middle 1960s, and could be used either
at home or for export, according to the circumstances which
existed at the time.(43)

From the tenor of the conclusions it is clear that security
considerations should not unnecessarily obstruct nuclear

exports. However, availability of fissile material, U-235

especially, was limited since the military programme took

precedence. This constrained export opportunities for
research reactors. Furthermore, the UKAEA was actively

engaged in helping British industry acquire the necessary

knowledge for it to compete in export markets for nuclear

power stations.(44) Although there were considerable
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demands on the UKAEA's resources, it nonetheless did

"everything possible to help industry to equip itself to do
business in the atomic energy field and, while exports are

not to be of major importance in the immediate future, UK

industry is being given every possible assistance to

prepare itself to take part in what may well become an

export trade vital to this country".

Plowden, however, did not think it advisable to install
nuclear power plants in underdeveloped countries. There
was neither the infrastructure or finance for such

projects. Western Europe was another matter. The main
focus was the OEEC. W. Strath, a UKAEA official noted

that, "it was worth bearing in mind that countries in
Western Europe who were faced with similar power

difficulties to ours might well be attracted by solutions
which we had evolved and which did not depend for their
fuel on supplies from a US source. "(45) This consideration
was to prove central to subsequent non-proliferation policy

(see chapters 11,12). Since nuclear power was thought to
offer advantages in terms of energy security it was better
to satisfy states' legitimate interests by making the
benefits of the peaceful atom widely available. Unreliable

energy supplies, instability and unpredictability in the
fuel market were more likely to undermine the international

non-proliferation regime.(46)

Despite identifying the OEEC as the most likely export

market, English Electric were more circumspect. They
observed that Western European states, Italy, France, FRG
and Switzerland in particular possessed well developed

manufacturing resources which were underdeployed. This
could limit export prospects for British companies.

Moreover, many of the components of a power reactor were

similar to those involved in an ordinary steam power

station. Consequently English Electric were, "inclined to
the view that the effort of all British manufacturers

should be directed towards the export fields of the
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Commonwealth countries and other less industrialised

territories as a first priority after the UK White Paper

Programme* (47) This attitude was an important factor in
the failure of British industry to export more than two
nuclear power stations. For many of the engineering
companies "imperial preference" was considered a positive

advantage in the markets of the former Empire and now

Commonwealth countries.(48) This did not materialize.

The export of power reactors was a major objective for both
the UKAEA and consortia. Neither appear to have taken the
view that nuclear reactors should not be exported on

security or non-proliferation grounds. These consider¬
ations were not completely ignored. The Foreign Office
maintained a close watch on nuclear exports. Indeed a

licence was required under the Export of Goods (Control)
Orders, statutory instruments issued under the Import,

Export and Customs Powers (Defence) Act 1939. Between 1955
and 1958 responsibility for nuclear energy in the F0 came

under the purview of the Permanent Under-Secretary's

Department, and from 1959 until 1968 under the Atomic

Energy and Disarmament Department. (49) indeed such was the
level of Government involvement that one of the leading
British nuclear trade journals considered such control as

an obstacle to further trade:

While the British government with one voice is
exhorting industry to increase its export effort, it
should with the other be doing its best to prevent
any such export occurring. We refer to the continued
refusal of the Government to waive its demand for

inspection of an overseas reactor exported from the
country, either directly by UK representatives or
through the IAEA.(^O)

Whilst it is true that the UK managed to sell only three

power reactors in this period, it cannot plausibly be

maintained that over-concern with safeguards and non-
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proliferation was the major contributory reason for this.

Other factors such as the structure of the industry and the

availability of US LEU were much more important. The latter
can be seen from the export of British research reactors.

6. RESEARCH REACTORS

J. Jukes, Economic Adviser to the UKAEA between 1954 and

1964, noted in 1956 that:

There will probably be a market for research
reactors and equipment: this may not be large in
absolute terms but it will be important in that it
will build up connections and open the way for bigger
markets in later years.(51)

It was largely through the medium of research reactors

provided under the Atoms for Peace Programme that US

companies were able to secure in the 1960s and 1970s the

largest share of the power reactor market. Research
reactors and guaranteed cheap supplies of LEU and HEU were,

as the UKAEA itself realised, crucial. The UKAEA, however,

was hard pressed to compete because the research reactor

designs it had available for export depended on HEU and the
Production Group's output of HEU was limited. Security
considerations were also evident. These posed
difficulties. In April 1956 Jukes wrote that:

At present the UK is unable to offer a high-flux
materials testing reactor for general sale abroad
because both DIDO and PLUTO were designed to operate
on material of 90% enrichment and we have agreed with
the Americans to limit the concentration of material

supplied abroad to 20% for security reasons.'^'

Despite this observation the same report went on to
estimate the possible market for UK high flux research
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reactors of the DIDO or PLUTO type in the years up to 1964.
A potential overseas market was expected for about 8

reactors, including one already sold to Australia and the

one under negotiation with Denmark.(53) however, the
US could be persuaded to waive the 20% rule for DIDO

reactors, "it will be possible to offer new reactors with a

performance substantially similar to that of DIDO". This
course of action, it was assumed, would lead to the sale of

a few more DIDO reactors. Several other options were

considered all of which would increase the export
attractiveness of British research reactors. The

conclusions outlined one possible course of action:

A decision is required whether we should approach
the US with a view to obtaining their agreement for
the use of 50% material in export reactors.' ^

Since the UKAEA did not have the resources to design and

produce another materials testing reactor (MTR), this
option had attractions. However, the US position was such
that any change was unlikely to have any impact. For

instance,

The MTRs burn U-235 either as highly enriched alloy
or 20% oxide, and appear to be sufficiently, under-
moderated for the same quantity of U-235 to be needed
at either enrichment. The USA is therefore in the
fortunate position of being able to impose a 20% U-
235 limit, without affecting either her design or
export status. With at least 4 years lead over the
UK in this field, and several excellent designs...
her position is strong indeed.(55)

It is thus clear that the UKAEA was prepared to lower

security requirements in order to expand export oppor¬

tunities for research reactors. However, it is not clear

whether such steps were ever taken. The ultimate decision
would have rested with Government, and not the UKAEA.
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Nevertheless even in relation to research reactors, which

are as much a proliferation risk in terms of fissile
material and experience gained from their use as power

reactors, non-proliferation objectives were not considered
important enough to preclude exports.

Even though the prospects of extensive research reactors

exports were slim exports were more than a matter of a

contribution to the balance of payments. Indeed it was

noted that the monetary returns for research reactors and
their associated equipment would be very small. A paper

submitted to the Jukes Working Party on Research Reactors
outlined the real significance of exports:

The UK has indicated that she is in a position to
export satisfactory high flux research reactors to
several countries. To have to withdraw this
statement and advise them to purchase American
equipment would be most undesirable.^' (57), (58)

7. FUEL CYCLE SERVICES 1954 - 1965

Regardless of reactor type each system requires an initial
fuel load as well as subsequent re-loads. This fuel must
first of all be processed. For example, fuel is fabricated
into a suitable form for use in a reactor, usually in the
form of pellets which are filled into a fuel pin. These
are then assembled into bundles of various sizes depending
on reactor type. Magnox reactors, such as those exported
to Italy and Japan are fuelled by natural uranium. The

Latina and Tokai Mura reactors required 290 and 200 tonnes

of natural uranium fuel respectively.(^9) rpj^ UKAEA

Production Group provided both the initial fuel loads for

these reactors and has reprocessed all subsequent spent
fuel. By 1965 the UKAEA remarked that, "the scale of

commercial effort overseas was considerably increased

during the year and important contracts were secured

including a contract for the reprocessing of irradiated
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fuel from the Latina station in Italy.

An internal UKAEA report remarked that, "at a suitable time
in the development of the atomic energy programme in Italy,
the UKAEA are prepared to assist in setting up fuel
fabrication and reprocessing plants either by negotiation
with a government body or by licensing arrangements with an

industrial concern to build and operate a suitable

plant."(61) within the Production Group there was a

growing commercialism represented by a desire to expand the
scale of operations. In March 1957 Dr. J.M. Hill, later

Authority Chairman and Chairman of the Production Group's
successor BNFL, argued that:

It is clear that with the development of the atomic
energy industries in other countries there are going
to be increasing demands for the construction of
chemical plants in these countries, even though in
the early stages of the programme from a strictly
economic point of view it would probably be
preferable for them to have their processing done in
UK plants. In these circumstances we clearly wish to
obtain as much of this business for the UK as

possible, and we must be prepared either to undertake
this work within the industrial group or put British
industry in the position where they could undertake
this work, if necessary with assistance from the
Authority.( '

Christopher Hinton, Board Member for Engineering and

Production, took the view that the UKAEA ought not to make
a general practice of designing and supplying chemical
plants to atomic energy interests overseas.(63) since only
two years previously the UKAEA had been prepared to supply
a diffusion plant to France^^), commercial rather than

proliferation concerns may have been foremost in Hinton's
mind. It would be better for the UKAEA to provide overseas

customers with reprocessing services.
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The agreement signed with Japan in June 1958 made similar
provision for fuel services. However, Japan was permitted
to retain the recovered plutonium for peaceful purposes.

Moreover, the UKAEA also offered to provide any technical
assistance required to build fuel manufacturing and

reprocessing plants in Japan. In short, provision of fuel
services was considered to be a vital element in a

successful export policy.(65)

The military programme placed the UKAEA in an ideal

position to offer fuel services since plants for all parts
of the fuel cycle already existed: Springfields,
conversion and fabrication, Capenhurst, enrichment;

Windscale, reprocessing. From the mid 1950s until 1964
these plants served a dual purpose until military

production ceased, but some military work continued to be
done at these plants. Windscale was subsequently adapted
so that it could reprocess oxide fuel from overseas.(66)
But even in 1965 the Europe?^n nuclear industry was still in
its infancy. This was to change and as the nuclear power

programmes expanded so too did British nuclear fuel
services. (67)

In 1963 the UKAEA supplied the French Atomic Energy
Commission (CEA) with 45 kgs of plutonium oxide for the

experimental fuel reactor Rapsodie.(^8) The quantity

required to fuel Rapsodie was roughly equivalent to a whole

year's output from one of France's two plutonium producing
reactors. In fact the plutonium producing reactors at
Marcoule were estimated to have an annual output of 100

kgs. This explains why the French, with their military

requirements, could not spare indigenously produced
plutonium.(^9) Although Britain did not make a direct
material contribution to the French weapons programme, the
provision of plutonium for research purposes permitted the
CEA to maintain both an advanced civil and military
research and development programme.Since there was a

plutonium production problem in France which could not
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satisfy the needs of both civil and military programme,

British assistance did make a significant contribution to
the establishment of nuclear power in France.()

Bertrand Goldschmidt, a key individual in the CEA, reveals
that the UKAEA was prepared to supply more than just
nuclear fuel. In 1954 the CEA approached the UKAEA to see

if it would be prepared to construct a gaseous diffusion

plant, similar to the Production Group's Capenhurst

plant.Both Sir Edwin Plowden and Sir John Cockcroft
were keen on the idea and provided Goldschmidt and
Guillaumat with details of various sized units, construct¬
ion time and electrical consumption. However, the

negotiations were curtailed in February 1955 because of US

pressure. The Americans cited the Quebec Agreement which

prevented the British disclosing technical details derived
from the Manhattan Project to third parties. Despite this,
both Sir John Hill and Dr Ned Franklin argue that the
Americans could not have prevented such a deal on the

grounds that American secrets would be compromised.(^) On

the contrary, the Capenhurst gaseous diffusion plant was

first to last an exclusively British project. Instead
British government doubts about the wisdom of such a

transaction, arguably for fear of antagonising the US and
thus jeopardiSs-n^Anglo-American nuclear co-operation,
foreclosed the deal, UKAEA enthusiasm notwithstanding. The

French, however, were able to master the technology and
built their own plant at Pierrelatte.) British denial
of assistance in 1955 merely delayed the event.

The UKAEA had a clearly defined objective with regard to
the provision of fuel services. In the Second Annual

Report 1955 - 56 it was noted that:

such surplus capacity as the UK may have for fuel
element fabrication and chemical processing will at
all times be made available to such other of the
other OEEC countries as may wish to avail themselves
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of it.<75>

This policy was unaltered eight years later. In October,
1962 Sir Leonard Oven, who was then UKAEA Board Member for

Production and Engineering, stated that all the UKAEA's
fuel processing, fabricating and reprocessing facilities,

including Capenhurst were to be made available to customers
in the European countries. Indeed the Production Group

commissioned an advertising campaign in European technical
journals to this end.(76)

By 1965 the Production Group was able to quote competitive

prices for fuel cycle services throughout the world.
Indeed the "scale of effort" overseas was considerably
increased during 1964-65.(77) Third UN Conference
on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in 1964 it was stated

by UKAEA representatives that the "total quantity of money

involved internationally in the nuclear fuel cycle is

currently of the order of £100 million each year. It was

forecast that given current rates of power plant
construction, the annual turnover within thirteen years

could be several rho'OS«»*r>d million. "( 78 ) The Production Group

was not unaware of this situation and hoped to secure a

sizeable share of the business.

Within the Authority, the Production Group especially,
there were ready reasons for the expansion of the export
business. These were in part related to the downturn in

production of fissile material for military purposes.

Production reached a peak in 1959-60, but it ended in 1964.
Work had to be found for the excess capacity of the plants
since the Production Group Managers of the day decided that

they could not live on the domestic market alone. Indeed
Sir John Hill noted that the group nearly collapsed because
of the cutback in defence production.(79)
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The history of the Capenhurst gaseous diffusion plant is
illustrative of the export orientation of British nuclear

policy. Capenhurst was originally built to provide enriched
uranium for the weapons programme. Construction of a

gaseous diffusion plant to enrich fuel for the Windscale
Piles began in 1949 and was completed in 1952. The plant
was extended in the late 1950s to accommodate the increased

demand for highly enriched uranium (HEU) for the
thermonuclear project; this work was finished in November,

1959.By the end of 1962, however, HEU production
was halted.() The subsequent running down of the plant,
the high diffusion stages were mothballed, did not escape

attention. Gerald Nabarro MP feared that "the run down ...

may well undermine our competitive power for supplying
western Europe with enriched uranium fuel as their nuclear

power programmes develop for civil use* (82) In enc^
work for Capenhurst did increase. Capenhurst was

modernised to provide LEU for the Second Nuclear Power

Programme launched in 1965. LEU was now required as the
reactor choice, the AGR, burned enriched fuel unlike its
natural uranium predecessor. Although the principal reason

for the plant's reactivation was to furnish the domestic

programme, export considerations played their part. Frank

Cousins, then Minister of Technology, stated that one of
the reasons for the modernisation was precisely the
existence of export possibilities both for enriched uranium
and reactors.() jf aGRs were to be exported a national
source of LEU would enhance prospects. Moreover, the UK
was reluctant to depend on the US for fuel for the power

programme. The relationship between fuel dependency and

non-proliferation strategy was to become much more pointed
in the 1970s. By 1965, however, the basis of the future

expansion of the fuel service export was well established.

Subsequently fuel cycle services were to play a key part in
British non-proliferation policy, but at the outset the

objectives were basically commercial.
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8. CO-OPERATION AND COLLABORATION 1954 - 1965

Nuclear proliferation does not depend entirely on the
diffusion of nuclear materials or facilities, but also on

the communication of technical data and other pertinent
information. Atoms for Peace led to a massive de¬

classification of hitherto sensitive material; for

instance, over 11,000 technical papers on plutonium were

de-classified.() By December 1959 a total of more than
1300 overseas students had been trained at the UKAEA

schools: the Reactor School at Harwell, the Calder

Operations School, and the Isotope school at Wantage.(85)
Such a development was also a proliferation risk; for

instance, an article in the March 1980 issue of The

Bulletin Of Atomic Scientists noted that the presence of

overseas students in US university nuclear physics

departments was potentially a proliferation risk.

An indication of how such contacts can add to the

proliferation risk can be seen from the following case. In

1949 the head of the Chemical Division at Harwell

indirectly gave considerable assistance to French

reprocessing research and development. During a visit to
Paris Dr Robert Spence mentioned to Bertrand Goldschmidt
that they had missed the best solvent during their wartime
work in Montreal. The Americans had now found a far better

solvent than the research team in Montreal. Spence,

however, could not say what it was since the information
was highly classified. Undeterred Goldschmidt asked two
assistants to go through all the bibliographies on solvent
extraction since the war. A reference was found which

noted that tributylphosphate was successful in separating
rare earth elements. As Goldschmidt notes this, "limited
and unexpected help from the British enabled the French
from the very beginning of their reprocessing work to make
use of the best solvent^) Thus increased contact

between scientists either through personal contact or

through co-operative research is a major contribution to
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the spread of nuclear expertise.

The British had regarded international co-operation as

highly desirable since the early 1950s. In 1953 the

Waverley Report on the future organisation of the atomic

energy project had noted the concern of the Commonwealth
Relations Office. In particular the CRO was anxious that
"the closest possible contacts at all levels should be

developed between the corporation (the UKAEA) and the
authorities concerned in Canada, Australia and South
Africa". Moreover, the Waverley Report went on to

conclude, "WE FULLY AGREE WITH THESE SUGGESTIONS AND

RECOMMEND THAT A SUITABLE DIRECTIVE SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE

CORPORATION AT THE OUTSET*"<87) (emphasis in original)
Consequently, the 1955 Nuclear Power Programme White Paper
noted:

Her Majesty's Government have always been in favour
of the greatest possible co-operation in the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy, so that full use can be made
of this great new scientific development for the
benefit of the world.(88)

Both the government and the UKAEA had a clearly defined

objective in relation to overseas collaboration. For the
UKAEA collaboration with Commonwealth states was, according
to the First Annual Report, related to the stage of

development reached in each country. However, as the

Report went on to conclude "in all cases the aim is the
same: that the Authority and the Commonwealth country
concerned should give each other all practical help to
further their projects for their mutual benefit and for the
benefit of the Commonwealth as a whole."(89) Already
nuclear power was identified as fairly central to the
future energy policies and economic health of a country.
These benefits should therefore be exploited as soon as

possible. This perception re-emerged in British non-

proliferation policy during the NPT negotiations in the
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1960s and during the 1970s.

Two Commonwealth states mentioned in the 1955 White Paper,

India and South Africa, became advanced nuclear states in

their own right. One of the UKAEA's first overseas

contacts was with the Indian Department of Atomic Energy.
In addition to the provision of technical advice the UKAEA

offered to assist in the design and construction of a

research reactor as well as provide the necessary fuel and
other services.In 1957 the UKAEA provided fuel for

the Indian swimming pool reactor; and moreover, had in the

previous year enabled India to obtain the necessary

materials for her research programme.(^1) During the

currency of the 1962 - 63 financial year the UKAEA leased

fuel elements for the second charge for the research
reactor Apsara which was built to British design.(^2) None

of India's research reactors are, or have been, subject to
IAEA safeguardsA) Furthermore, India's plutonium

reprocessing plant at Trombay which uses the Purex process,

was built with equipment provided mainly by Britain and the

United States even though the design was Indian.(94) In

the formative years of the Indian Atomic Energy Commission

considerable technical assistance in the form of expertise
and hardware was provided by the UKAEA. This assistance

paved the way for greater Indian self-reliance.

The UKAEA's first principal contact with South Africa came

in July 1957. An agreement for co-operation between the
UKAEA and the South African Atomic Energy Board was

concluded in that year. Indeed the UKAEA regarded this

agreement particularly highly. Given South Africa's
uranium reserves this was perhaps understandable.(95)
Closer collaboration as well as practical assistance came

in subsequent years.

In addition to India and South Africa the UKAEA had contact

with over forty overseas states.(96) Moreover, the UKAEA

took seriously its obligations incurred by British
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membership of the IAEA. The IAEA was at this time largely
concerned with the promotion of civil nuclear technology,
rather than implementing and overseeing safeguard

agreements. On 1 February, 1958 the European Nuclear

Energy Agency (ENEA) was established. ENEA was the nuclear
branch of the OEEC. ENEA's principal function was largely

promotional and collaboration; for example, the Dragon

Project agreement was signed in March 1959. This was a

joint research programme on a High Temperature Reactor
(HTR). The reactor was built at the Atomic Energy

Establishment, Winfrith.(^7) However, as Shaw notes in his

history of the Dragon Project, the UK was anxious not to

appear as a source of proliferation of US information into

Europe. Since a major objective of the government policy
had been to re-establish full military partnership with the

US, the British were careful to ensure that nothing

prejudiced such collaboration. However, for Sir John

Cockcroft, who had a strong personal commitment to European

co-operation and Sir Edwin Plowden who shared the same

view, Dragon was central to the UKAEA's R&D on high

temperature gas cooled reactors.^®' As it transpired each

participating organisation in Dragon was able, eventually,
to gain access to all the information available that was

relevant to its activities, and which the project could

legally divulge.

Dragon was not the only reactor project in which the UKAEA
were heavily involved. In Norway the Halden Reactor

programme involved scientists and technicians from Norway,

Austria, Denmark, Sweden and Switzerland.(^9) jn short,
Britain sought to use these multinational agencies to
promote the use of nuclear technology in Europe and
elsewhere. It was hoped that such ventures would create a

demand for power reactors which British nuclear industry
could satisfy. Indeed the UKAEA provided "experts to the
ENEA to advise on such matters as the liberalisation of

trade in nuclear energy materials and equipment." (-'-OO)
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In contrast to the tight control of nuclear information
between 1946 and 1953 Atoms for Peace resulted in a deluge
of information. Many Harwell scientists welcomed such a

development and they were keen for the widest possible

exchange of information and contact with overseas

colleagues. There were three conflicting issues here:
scientific freedom; the need for military secrecy; and the

growing need for commercial secrecy. The First and Second
UN Conferences on the Peaceful Uses at Atomic Energy were

held in 1955 and 1958. At both these conferences the UKAEA

made major contributions. Indeed such was British

prestige, especially in 1958 following the opening of
Calder Hall, considerable interest was engendered in
nuclear technology. Although gaseous diffusion technology
was closely guarded, reprocessing and plutonium handling
information was released in large quantities. At the 1955

Conference, for example British delegates presented papers

on chemical principles in the separation of fission

products from uranium and plutonium by solvent extraction

and chemical processing of fission products ^l) Sir John

Cockcroft in a paper entitled Co-Operation By The UK In The

Use Of Atomic Energy For Peaceful Purposes clearly outlined
the British commitment to Atoms for Peace principles. On
collaboration with both Commonwealth and other states

Cockcroft stated that:

The UK is usually called upon in the first instance
to contribute design information and other assistance
needed for the building of a research reactor of
really hioh intensity and to provide fuel elements
for it.()

Donald Pierson, the UKAEA's longest serving Secretary to
the Board, noted that the First Geneva Conference

effectively lowered the military security barriers which
had severely limited post war exchanges on nuclear
energy.(^03) Moreover, between the First Geneva Conference
and the Fourth in 1970 the UK was party to 65 bilateral or
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multilateral collaborative and co-operative international

agreements. (104) rp^e scientific and commercial value of
these ventures were the principal reasons for their
conclusion in the 1950s and 1960s. Subsequently non-

proliferation considerations were also taken into account,
but such ventures were by no means occasioned by them. As
Hill notes, "As the industry developed so the nature of

+ha.
collaboration changed to reflect not only group's
commercial interests but also the high development costs,
technical complexity and great size and cost of nuclear
installations. "() This will be discussed in subsequent

chapters.

Despite the wider availability of nuclear information, and
it should be noted that British civil nuclear achievements

by 1958 were influential overseas, many of the co-operative

agreements concluded were, according to Pierson, in part
directed to ensuring safeguards against the non-peaceful
use of nuclear material, equipment or information.^®®)
However, dissemination of nuclear information was not to be

prevented on grounds of possible military use. Instead it
was considered advisable to make the benefits available,
albeit under controlled conditions. In the long term this

policy was self-defeating. The training of

scientists, mathematicians, metallurgists, chemists,

physicists and engineers is, as some in the nuclear

industry maintain today, a major proliferation risk. This
contributed to the development of nuclear technology in
several states; indeed, the training of personnel enabled

states, India for example, to become self-reliant in the

nuclearsphere. However, British nuclear scientists

recognised that a complete embargo on information would not

prevent others from discerning the laws of physics. The
MacMahon Act demonstrated this basic fact. In the field of

international relations the UKAEA had three objectives:

Firstly, exchanges of scientific information and
personnel in unclassified fields with other states
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and international organisations; secondly, special
exchanges in certain limited areas particularly where
classified or commercially valuable information is
involved and lastly, but most importantly, supporting
the promotion of British nuclear exports by providing
for example, consultancy services and by the
attendance of Authority staff at international
conferences and trade meetings.''

9. CONCLUSION

By 1965 the tenor of British nuclear export policy was

established. The active promotion of British reactors and
fuels was a central objective of the domestic civil

programme. Although sales of power reactors were

disappointing, there were already signs that for Britain
the real future lay in the provision of fuel cycle services
for the world's nuclear industries. Moreover, the future

market lay within the OECD, the developing world would
remain incidental. In short, the export objectives were

defined right at the beginning of civil nuclear power in
the UK. The basic motives were commercial, but security

requirements were not completely ignored. However, the
failure to break into the world reactor market cannot be

attributed to Government concern with proliferation.

Subsequently export policy became closely related with non-

proliferation objectives. Indeed in the British view there
was no clash of interests between commercial imperatives
and security considerations. This was to become apparent
in the 1970s; however, the years 1965-1971 witnessed the

gradual emergence of this position. The signature of the
NPT and establishment of URENCO were the key events. It is
to the 1965 - 1971 period that we now turn.
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CHAPTER 5

BRITISH NUCLEAR EXPORTS 1965-1971

1. REACTOR POLICY

The decision to opt for Atomic Power Constructions' AGR

design for Dungeness B was to have a major impact on not

only internal British nuclear policy, but also on reactor

export prospects. The AGR originated in the late 1950s.
Indeed a degree of technological determinism was involved
in the 1965 decision. Preliminary study of an AGR design

concept within the UKAEA began in 1957. Financial approval
was obtained from the Government in January 1958, and
construction started on a prototype at Windscale in
November.The WAGR provided data for the second

generation civil nuclear power stations.There were two

design objectives. First, ensure a significant reduction
in the cost of electricity generation by lowering capital

costs, all important where exports are concerned; and

second, increase thermal efficiency.^) Increased

efficiency is a consequence of higher operating temper¬
atures facilitated by use of enriched fuel and stainless
steel fuel cladding. Basically the AGR owed much of its

technology to the Calder Hall design.^) However, the very

success of solving the AGR's technical problems led the
UKAEA increasingly to regard the AGR as its principal
function.(5) Consequently, as Williams notes, the 1964
statement on the future of nuclear power was largely

predetermined by the UKAEA's decision to build the WAGR in
1957.(6)

The delays in announcing the reactor for the Second
Nuclear Power Programme in 1965 combined with the impact of
the 1964 White Paper had an immediate, though not

necessarily apparent effect on the future export

opportunities for British reactors. Indecision severely

hampered efforts to sell British reactors overseas during a
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crucial period in the mid 1960s when nuclear power was just

beginning to expand.

Competitiveness with conventional power stations was the

key to the success of a reactor design. Reliable operation
for a utility was also important. Reduction in capital
costs was crucial if the economics of electricity

generation were to be acceptable to a utility. The

cheapness of the APC tender was indicative of this

necessity. Indeed the tenor of the CEGB and Government
statements surrounding the Dungeness B AGR contract

suggests that reactor exports were an important
consideration in the decision.Following Dungeness both
the UKAEA and remaining industrial consortia made efforts
to sell the AGR overseas.^' Sir William Penney, UKAEA

Chairman, observed that:

The success of the AGR in the United Kingdom makes
us confident that other countries overseas with
similar requirements for nuclear power will also
recognise the merits and economic advantages of the
AGR. The opportunities are now arising for
exploiting nuclear power overseas on a widening scale
and making a great contribution to this country's
need for exports.

Despite Dungeness, overseas utilities regarded the decision
in favour of the AGR as an example of "nuclear
nationalism". In their view there was no fair evaluation

of the BWR and PWR designs which were also tendered.
Whilst the British remained with indigenous gas cooled

technology, the LWR was already capturing the international
market. In 1965 two thirds of reactor orders in terms of

capacity and fifty percent in terms of value went to
American firms General Electric and Westinghouse.^^)

In June 1966 the UKAEA, the Nuclear Power Group and Atomic
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Power Group established the British Nuclear Export
Executive (BNX) to promote British reactors overseas.(^)
The BNX had three main functions; first, it aimed to co¬

ordinate sales presentation and promotion of British
reactor systems in overseas markets; second, it was to act
as a focal point to which foreign utilities and other

organisations interested in nuclear power could direct
their enquiries; and finally it was to select, subject to

any particular wishes of the customer, the consortium most
suitable to handle each particular project.(^) Despite
BNX's activities no AGRs were exported between 1965 and

1971. There were several reasons for this failure.

Arguably the most important was that there were no AGRs in
existence with a proven record of high availability and

generation of economic nuclear power. The US stranglehold
of the European market ensured that whatever the technical
and economic merits of the AGR, the LWR was more likely to
succeed in any competition. In addition the USAEC was able
to provide cheap supplies of LEU for the LWRs. Moreover,

the sales effort of GEC and Westinghouse exceeded the
modest efforts of British representatives . () Finally,

given the nature of base load electricity generation no

overseas utility would build only one AGR, instead a

series of reactors would have to be constructed.

Whilst a 650MWe AGR was considered economic to build and

operate in British conditions, this was not the case in

Europe. Consequently, European utilities found the AGR
unattractive. The UKAEA realised this and made several

design changes to the 600MWe design during 1966-67 in order
to meet export requirements. The UKAEA, CEGB and the
consortia managed to identify possible economies which
would enhance the AGR ' S competitiveness) According to
the Commons Select Committee on Science and Technology a

reactor size of between 300 and 500 MWE was more

appropriate to European requirements.() The nuclear

industry was keen to have a reactor tailored to sell
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overseas. However, competition from the LWRs gave the

"Rolls Royce" of reactors little opportunity.(^) Some

individuals in the nuclear industry had suspected that this

would materialise back in October, 1965.

It would not be correct to assume that the failure of the

AGR was entirely attributable to "market forces". LWRs

made their breakthrough in Europe in 1958 with the

Gargliano BWR. This decision did much to "overcome the

impression that gas-graphite systems were more

advanced."(^) The ability of the US to guarantee cheap
LEU fuel supplies combined with heavy subsidisation ensured
US hegemony. (20)

Although the LWR was predominant in 1966, the British were

determined to carve out a share of the market with indigen¬
ous reactors. The rationales for exports were unchanged:
economies of scale, benefits for the engineering industry,
the domestic nuclear power programme, and the balance of

payments. By the mid 1960s the balance of payments

argument assumed a new urgency as trade deficits were one

of the problems besetting the 1964-1970 Labour Governments.

AGRs were not the only British reactors available for

export. The UKAEA's Reactor Group had designed and built a

Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor (SGHWR) at Winfrith

Heath, Dorset. Most of the Authority's thermal reactor

resources, however, were channeled into the AGR programme,

which put the SGHWR at a disadvantage. In its favour was

its size. If the AGR was considered uneconomic below 600

MWe the SGHWR at power ratings between 150 and 300 MWe was

potentially ideal for export. Between 1965 and 1967 the
UKAEA offered SGHWRs to Finland, Greece, Switzerland, and

explored the possibility of exporting them to
Czechoslovakia and Romania. J.C.C. Stewart, UKAEA Board

Member for Reactors, wrote that:

in recognition of the importance attached to exports
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the AEA has, with the agreement of British industry,
started a campaign of tendering the SGHWR.' '

In November 1965 the UKAEA sumbitted a tender to two

Finnish utilities for a 300 MWe SGHWR. This was the first

time that the Authority had tendered directly because it

possessed most of the design data. The consortia were

reluctant to become involved for this reason.(22) peter

Mummery, Deputy Director of the Atomic Energy Establishment
at Winfrith, noted that the Finnish tender, "recognises the

importance of the export market and that at this stage of
the development of the SGHWR the Authority must take the
lead in its partnership with industry."(^3) Furthermore,
the UKAEA offered to include a complete fuel service to any

reactor acquired.(24)

Provision of fuel services is essential if reactor exports
are to be successful. Guaranteed fuel services make

reactor sales more likely since a customer is more likely
to favour a company in a position to offer complete fuel

cycle services. There are two advantages for the supplier.

First, the export of reactors makes the customer dependent
on outside technology, initially at least. Second once a

reactor was sold there was a distinct possibility that
substantial future business would follow; for example, the

Magnox reactor supplied to Japan by GEC still has its fuel

supplied and reprocessed by BNFL.(^)

Other attempted reactor sales between 1965 and 1967
included the Nuclear Power Group and United Power company

proposals to construct a 300 - 500 MWe station in
Romania* A bid to sell a 120 MWe SGHWR to Switzerland

failed as did an offer of a 300 MWe reactor to Greece.^"7)
The BNX co-ordinated attempt to supply the Argentina CNEA
with a 35MWe reactor collapsed.^

The consortia's failure to export reactors did not go

unnoticed, it was a major point of interest for the 1967
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Commons Select Committee on Science and Technology.(^9) jt
concluded that:

The main and successful purpose of the British
nuclear energy programme is to provide a new low cost
source of primary energy for the home economy, it is
necessary to examine critically... the past and
present record of nuclear exports. The expected
returns on the export of nuclear power stations were
often given in the 1950s as an additional
justification for the large investment of public
money for nuclear R & D.()

Committee members continued to believe that nuclear exports
were desirable and the existing record should be improved.
Its recommendations for the re-organisation of the British
nuclear industry were not made solely with the domestic

programme in mind. Exports appear to have been equally

important. This can be established from the tone of the
Committee's recommendations; for example, the establishment
of a single boiler company would "assist the country in a

determined and realistic effort to secure an improvement in

foreign currency exports."(31) Furthermore, it was conc¬

luded that the BNX should be disbanded even though it had
been involved with eight export projects.(32) Failure was

attributed to a lack of co-ordination and the spread of re¬

sources over too many projects. A disjointed approach to
the market confounded the problem.(33) instead, "an inten¬
sive survey of potential overseas nuclear needs and opport¬
unities should be put in hand at once by the Board of Trade
in close consultation with the engineering manufacturers
and the UKAEA."(34) One thing was clear: the Government,
the UKAEA and the consortia were committed to the export of
nuclear technology. Between 1965 and 1968 the British,
Americans and Russians had by and large drafted the NPT.

For the British there was no contradiction in a renewed

export drive and creation of a treaty designed to prevent
further weapons proliferation despite the civil-military
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relationship. (35)

Although the Minister of Power, Fred Lee, had declared in
1965 that in opting for the AGR, "we have hit the jackpot
with this,"(36) the AGR decision came to be regarded by
some as "one of the greatest technological catastrophes of
the nuclear age."(37)

Persisting with gas-cooled reactors effectively excluded
Britain from the international market. Interminable delays
and engineering problems experienced in translating a

successful 35 MW reactor up to 660 MWe ensured the AGR's
failure in the international market. Construction work on

Dungeness B started in 1966, but the station did not reach
full power until 1982. It should be noted that this was

attributable not so much to the shortcomings of nuclear

technology, but to the organizational weaknesses of the
industrial infrastructure. The Dungeness contract was

awarded to the weakest of the three consortia. Similar

delays were experienced with other AGRs ordered by the CEGB
and SSEB; for example, Hinkley Point B and Hunterston B

were ordered in 1967, but did not achieve criticality until
1976.(38) This compares unfavourably with the Magnox

stations which took, on average about four and a half years
from start of construction to criticality. Failure of the
AGR was one of the principal reasons for the further re¬

organisation of the nuclear industry. There was also
insufficient work to justify three consortia. The
consortia were reduced from three to two: The Nuclear

Power Group (TNGP) and British Nuclear Design and
Construction (BNDC). Lord Hinton went one step further.
In his view, "if Britain is to regain her old prestige in
nuclear power something more than re-organisation of the

industry is necessary; it must be possible to offer
reactors which are demonstrably better and more economical
than those offered by the Americans."(39) However, this
was not possible since the AGR was in effect all British

industry could offer.
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Tony Benn, Minister of Technology, outlined the

objectives of the re-organised industry in October,
1968:

The two new design and construction organizations,
which will be primarily responsible for the
exploitation of British reactor systems at home and
abroad, should be well able to stand up to
international competition and should be capable of a
powerful effort in overseas markets.'

Although a single consortium was recommended, Benn claimed
that the Industrial Re-organisation Corporation's soundings
had shown that a single design body would not be

practicable. Two were necessary to preserve the existing
links between private companies in Britain and abroad,
links which would be necessary to sell British reactors

(41)overseas.v '

Both TNPG and BNDC retained the desire to export reactors,
for them exports were especially valuable given the
likelihood of few domestic orders. S.A. Ghalib for

instance, of TNPG wrote that:

Determined efforts are being made by the design and
construction companies to sell AGRs in three highly
developed countries with very large potential markets
for nuclear power: FRG, Italy, Japan... More
important, success in these countries will ease the
way to getting the AGR accepted in other countries,
and will pave the way for the earlier introduction of
new reactor systems in these countries.^ '

It is important to note here that both the FRG and Japan
had not signed the NPT. There was, in both countries,
considerable hostility towards the treaty least it restrain
their industrial development, and compromise export

prospects. The British hoped that the NPT would make
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nuclear trade easier, not more difficult.

In the Spring of 1970 TNPG and the Fuji Electric Company
concluded a seven year technical agreement for the

production and sale of AGRs in Japan. Under the provisions
of this agreement Fuji were to be supplied with design
information as well as training courses for its

engineers.(^) Moreover, later the same year McAlpine and
a Tokyo based construction company reached agreement

whereby the Japanese firm was guaranteed exclusive rights
for the use of certain methods and techniques included in
AGR civil engineering. Whilst this assistance to Japan was

small compared to the numbers of LWRs being sold worldwide,
it did nevertheless contribute to Japanese nuclear

expertise. The Japanese hoped to by-pass first generation
reactors by using British and American experience to
proceed directly to more advanced systems, thus catching up

ten years on the rest of the world. To this end a number
of collaborative agreements were concluded to "buy in"
technology. (^4) The consequences of these actions will not
become apparent until the late 1980s. By then, in the view
of Lonnroth and Walker, Japan will almost certainly count

among the leaders in nuclear production and technology.)

Between July 1969 and March 1970 TNPG and BNDC continued

with the AGR sales campaign. Atomkraftwerks

Planungsgellschaft invited tenders for a nuclear power

station in the summer of 1969.(^6) BNDC submitted a tender

for Austria's first nuclear power station, but withdrew in

February 1970 when it learned that its bid came at the

wrong end of a wide spectrum of prices.(^7) other AGR

tenders were made by TNPG to Italy and South Korea(^8).
BNDC were invited to tender for a nuclear steam supply

system for a reactor in Spain. (^9) should be noted that

Spain refused to sign the NPT which was opened for

signature in July 1968.

The SGHWR sales effort continued. SGHWR supporters
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considered that its future lay in the export market.(50)

It was hoped that the SGHWR would meet the needs of LDCs

and other states more exactly than the AGR.(^l) jn

Fifteenth Annual Report the UKAEA declared that it had made

further efforts to exploit the SGHWR system in several

countries *( 33) Furthermore, in 1971 the Authority noted
that:

After the adoption in 1965 of a further gas cooled
system, the AGR, as the initial basis to the second
UK nuclear power programme, emphasis was placed more
on the export prospects of the SGHWR system and its
possible use in the UK as an eventual successor to
the AGR... Although (the AEA) devoted substantial
efforts to the promotion of the SGHWR system abroad,
and is being offered as a suitable system in response
to inquiries in a number of overseas countries, no
overseas sales have yet been achieved.^53^

The UKAEA, through the BNX, continued with its efforts to
sell SGHWRs to Finland and Greece. The Finnish bid is

indicative of the importance attached to reactor exports.
Edmund Dell, Minister of State at the Board of Trade stated
that:

Every suitable opportunity has been taken to make the
Finnish authorities aware of the importance we attach
to this contract, of the pre-eminent position of the
UK in the field of nuclear energy, and our
expectation that the award of the contract would be
decided on commercial grounds as required by the EFTA
convention.')

Moreover, it was stressed that if the contract went to the
Soviet Union for other than technical or economic reasons

such a decision would represent a set-back to Anglo-Finnish
relations. The Finns, however, announced in July 1968 that
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no order for a nuclear power station would be made at that
time. This was a disappointment for the UKAEA as it

thought it had every reason to believe that all aspects of
the Finnish specification could be met.(55) Furthermore,

disappointment was particularly acute because it was felt

that the first successful overseas contract for a SGHWR

would facilitate its success in the international market.

Despite a three year lobbying effort the UKAEA failed to
build Finland's first nuclear power station, which was in
the end built by the Soviet Union. Given Finland's

"special relationship" with its eastern neighbour this is
not surprising. It is significant that during the NPT

negotiations the British nuclear export drive continued.
This seems to suggest that the NPT was designed, in part,
to provide an international framework for British nuclear

exports.(56)

UKAEA personnel were involved in negotiations with the
Public Power Corporation in Greece for the supply of a 450
MWe SGHWR.(^) It was expected that about seventy percent
of the cost of the Greek power station would go towards

paying for pre-fabricated components. Total cost was

estimated at a figure in excess ofi30m.(58) Supply and

reprocessing of fuel and training of personnel were also
included.(^9) jn return Britain was supposed to import a

substantial quantity of Greek tobacco. Unfortunately for
the UKAEA Greece announced in March 1970 that there would

be no reactor. It is important to bear in mind that at
this time Greece was governed by a military regime, and

high ranking military officers were involved in the

negotiations. This seems to suggest that Britain was

prepared to provide reactors to governments with less than

impressive human rights records.

Although Britain exported no power reactors, research
reactors proved more successful. This may be attributed to
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two factors. First, large power stations, unproven in
reliable commercial operations such as the AGR and SGHWR

are unattractive to electricity utilities. Second, they
are expensive and out of reach of poorer states without

large electricity grids. Research reactors, however, are

more attractive because they are cheaper and the customer
is usually a research institute. Furthermore, a research
reactor allows a LDC to maintain its own prestigious R&D

programme. This was certainly the case in the 1950s.(60)

Research reactors are important from the proliferation

point of view for three reasons. First, they may provide
the operators with experience of reactor physics and

operation which can provide useful information for a

weapons programme.(^1) Second, such reactors can provide
the fissile material for a nuclear explosive even though it
may take several years to accumulate sufficient plutonium
239. The ten to fifteen kilogrammes of plutonium used by
India for a nuclear explosion in May 1977 was produced in
the Canadian supplied CIRUS reactor.(62) Finally, research
reactors contribute to a state's expertise. They enable
the owners to develop indigenous technologies which
contribute to their eventual nuclear independence.

Fairy Engineering Ltd was contracted to supply nine
research reactors to four different states between January
1968 and August 1969. The UKAEA announced that a reactor
for Switzerland was formally handed over during the

currency of its Fourteenth Annual Report. (613) same

report the Authority announced its support for the

negotiations then in progress for the sale of a sub-
critical assembly (Helen type reactor) to the Institute of

Physics at Bucharest.(^4)

In the summer of 1969 Nuclear Engineering International

reported a Brazilian order for six research and training
reactors. The contract, worth £1,500,000, was for five
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Helen reactors for training and basic research work at
Universities and a 5MW Herald system for more advanced
work.(65) This contract appears to have been cancelled
since no reactors were delivered. However, the point to
note here is that the NPT, which was opened for signature
in 1968, was not regarded by the British as a barrier to
nuclear trade. Brazil refused to sign the NPT and it is
conceivable that this could have been a reason for the

cancellation.

However, given subsequent decisions to supply non-NPT
states with nuclear materials and equipment this is

unlikely. At the very least INFCIRC/66 Rev. safeguards
would have to be accepted (see Chapter 11). Lack of
finance in Brazil is a much more plausible explanation.
Refusal to meet legitimate requests would only encourage

such states to become more hostile to the non-proliferation

regime. For example, a Brazilian delegation visited
Britain to study the SGHWR and AGR. The UK Minister of

Technology remarked:

I believe that collaboration in the nuclear field
between the two countries would be mutually
advantageous and that the visit has contributed to
this end. I shall, of course, do everything I can to
promote it.(°&)

Brazil was not the only Latin American state to receive

nuclear assistance; Chile also benefited. In 1968-9 the

UKAEA congratulated Fairy Engineering for securing an order
for a Herald swimming pool reactor.(67) A zero-power

reactor and a hot cell were also provided. The reactor was

based on the Herald facility at AWRE Aldermaston which uses

aluminium alloy fuel enriched to 80% U-235.(68)

The delays facing the domestic programme and industrial re¬

organisation contributed to British failure to establish a

successful nuclear reactor export industry. As one leading
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official noted the "ridiculous industrial structure" was

the principle reason for failure.(69) Also each Magnox

station was built to a different design. Undoubtedly the

spread of resources and fragmentation of the electrical and

engineering industries undermined the effectiveness of both
the domestic and export prospects of nuclear power. How¬

ever, the long-term proliferation implications associated
with reactor exports do not appear to have been adequately

thought through. But failure to export power reactors
cannot be attributed to implementation of a rigorous non-

proliferation policy. On the contrary, it was hoped that
the NPT would provide a framework in which exports could
flourish.

2. FUEL CYCLE SERVICES 1965-1971

Expansion of nuclear power within the OECD provided a new

market for the Production Group. This was apparent to the
UKAEA:

The original concept was that a successful nuclear
station could be exported as a turnkey contract.
There will still be opportunities to export in the
form of a turnkey contract; but most countries
embarking on nuclear power stations seem to take the
opportunity of educating their own industry, wherever
possible, and to minimise the expenditure of foreign
exchange. Thus the nuclear export business is likely
to be largely confined to licensing arrangements and
contracts for specialised items, such as fuel,
material or complete fuel services, electronics and
control devices and some other items specific to a
reactor type.(70'

This was not lost on the Select Committee of Science and

Technology. It noted that, "a considerable contribution to
our foreign earnings could be made by nuclear fuel
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contracts. In a whole station contract ... the supply of
fuel might well be worth more than the actual contract of
the station." (^1) In 1964 accountancy changes in the
UKAEA's financing gave greater commercial freedom when a

trading fund was established. There was considerable

pressure from within the Production Group for this
alteration.(^) This marked a firm commitment to, "going
all out for world business in this particular field."(73)

The Magnox reactors in Italy and Japan provided regul-ar

work for the Production Group. Natural Uranium fuel
elements had to be manufactured and reprocessed. By the
end of 1967 overseas orders totalling 32.6 million were

secured. The corresponding figure for the end of 1968 was

£10 million.(^4) Most of the fuel exported went to Latina
and Tokai Mura; for example, 68.5 tonnes of Magnox for

delivery to Latina between March and December 1967. 73

tonnes were contracted for Tokai Mura to be delivered

between June 1967 and February 1968.(75) Significantly
these contracts were not only the first large scale

shipment of fresh fuel, but also of irradiated fuel. In

1966 the Authority noted:

considerable progress has been made during the year
in extending the fuel cycle services of the Authority
to overseas customers by achieving the first large
scale international movements of irradiated fuel on a

regular basis*'

There can be no doubt that the acquisition of reprocessing
business was one of the Production Group's principal

objectives. Transport-ation of irradiated MTR fuel from
Marseilles to Leith for reprocessing at Dounreay was an

important event:

the unique experience gained by these movements and
the equipping of the "Steam Fisher" for the carriage
of irradiated fuel place the Authority in a
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favourable position to extend reprocessing services
to other customers in any part of the world.

Thus fuel exports, unlike reactors, were already showing
signs of future expansion. As early as 1963 the Production

Group estimated that there would be reprocessing business
from Belgium, France, the FRG, Italy, Norway, Spain and

Sweden, and that more than 1000 tonnes of irradiated oxide

fuel would arise in Europe by 1975. Two years later the

Authority embarked upon an extensive marketing campaign to

capture overseas orders. (^8) seems that with the end of

production of fissile material for military purposes in
1964 there was a danger that the Production Group would

collapse for want of business. Hence the attempt to secure

civil business from overseas since the domestic programme

alone was insufficient to use all the spare capacity. ("79)

Although the reprocessing of spent power reactor fuel is a

major part of the fuel cycle, there are other areas which
were to prove equally lucrative; for example, conversion,

fabrication, enrichment and transportation. Such services
were provided by the UKAEA to Belgium, Canada, Denmark,

FRG, France, Italy, Japan, Spain and Sweden between 1965
and the end of 1967.

One or two specific examples are useful because they
illustrate the nature of the emerging international trading

system in nuclear materials. In January 1967 the UKAEA
secured a contract from ASEA, Sweden for conversion of

approximately 35 tonnes of UFg to U02 in powder form to use
in Oskarsham reactor fuel elements. Not content with

existing business, the UKAEA were always seeking contracts;
for example, Dr N.J. Franklin promoted the case for Britain

as an alternative source of enriched uranium fuel in an

address to the Swiss Association for Nuclear Energy in
October 1967. Franklin suggested that the US could not
meet all demands for enriched fuel.^®^^
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In October 1966 the UKAEA agreed to supply replacement fuel
until 1970 for the South African Atomic Energy Commission's
SAFARI-1 research reactor. High enriched uranium fuel
elements were manufactured at Dounreay. SAFARI-1's primary
function was engineering testing, isotope production, fuel
elements development and basic research* The R&D

work at SAFARI-1 made an important contribution to South
African nuclear independence. This experience enabled the
SAAEC to build a second reactor which is not subject to

safeguards: a fact all the more significant since South
Africa has refused to sign the NPT.(^)

Although SAFARI-1 is subject to IAEA safeguards its

operation would not have prevented the accumulation of
useful information for weapons research. Experiments

involving the generation and control of neutrons, and the

properties of materials under neutron bombardment would be

critically important to the development of a "clean"
tactical nuclear weapon. Moreover, it was suspected the

operation of SAFARI-1 provided essential training of South
African scientists who later developed the unsafeguarded
uranium enrichment process based on the helikon aerodynamic

system. (85)

One of the Commons Science and Technology Select
Committee's recommendations called for the establishment of

a separate fuel company. But much of the pressure for this
came from the Production Group itself and it lobbied the
Government to this end.(®6) 1964-1970 Labour

Governments promised that this would be one of its

objectives, but the new company did not appear until 1971.

Legislation was delayed by the 1970 General Election, but
the 1970-74 Conservative Government did not amend the bill

required to bring BNFL into existence. This was one of the
few occasions when a bill launched by one party was carried
on by another after an election. The hiving-off of the
Production Group represented a further commercialisation of
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the fuel cycle services, a process which had begun almost a

decade before. From 1968 to 1971 the Production Group

continued to expand its overseas activities and several key

developments in connection with fuel cycle services
occurred in this period. Perhaps the most important of
these was the creation of the multinational Uranium

Enrichment Company - URENCO.

The Production Group's ability to provide the full range of
fuel cycle services and its long experience derived from
the military programme placed it in an advantageous

position to secure overseas business. The Group made
several successful bids for overseas contracts, and in the

mid to late 1960s it built up a useful export market in

processing uranium and irradiated fuel in particular.()
Indeed the Authority was particularly anxious to gain oxide
fuel business.(^8) Because most of the reactors in

operation, under construction or planned were either BWRs

or PWRs the Group had to gear its services to cater for
oxide fuel. Consequently authorisation was given for the
oxide fuel "head end" reprocessing plant at Windscale, and
to seek overseas business for it. It started operations in
1969 and was closed in September 1973 after a major
accident. Moreover, the Authority's reprocessing division
divorced its overseas sales drive from the reactor

division.(^

The UKAEA reported in 1971 that the export of fuel services
rose by over 22% to £5.4 million. At the end of the
financial year outstanding export contracts were valued at
£21 million.(90) Moreover, the Minister for Technology
noted in early 1970 that the export potential of the fuel

cycle market would be about £l,000m in 1980.(91)

During 1970-71 a "significant breakthrough" was made into
the highly competitive US market. Three contracts for the

supply of uranium hexafluoride (UFg) were concluded with
American companies. Combustion Engineering were to supply
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3 million pounds of uranium concentrates for conversion
over three years; 800,000 lbs of U308 to UFg for Western
Nuclear, and over 1.5 million pounds for the Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Group.(92) A1i the UFg would be returned to
the US for enrichment and fabrication into fuel elements.

Similar contracts were reached with other OECD states. One

hundred and seventy tonnes of Spanish ore was converted to

UFg for subsequent transfer to the USAEC's enrichment
plants. This was destined for use in the Jose Carbera and
Santa Maria de Gerona LWRs.^9^) Sweden, Switzerland and
the FRG also had conversion contracts with the Production

Group.(94>

Fuel services were provided for the Magnox reactors in

Italy and Japan. A reprocessing contract concluded with

Japan on 10 April 1968 was reported to be worth over £2m.
From the 160 tons of irradiated fuel about 180 kgs of

Plutonium would be recovered*Natural uranium fuel
elements discharged from Magnox reactors at 3000 MWd/te, a

typical figure, contains plutonium of the following

isotopic composition: 17% PU.240, 5% PU.241 and 78%
PU.239*(9^) Although not ideal for military purposes such

plutonium can be made to explode. Significant reprocessing
contracts were signed with Sweden, Spain, Italy,
Switzerland and Canada. The contract to reprocess oxide
fuel from the Swiss Beznau 2 350MWe Westinghouse PWR was

regarded as a breakthrough•(9^) Two observations may be
made here. First, the recovered plutonium remained the

property of the customer; and second, the UKAEA was

reprocessing fuel from LWRs even though the CEGB and SSEB

operated Magnox reactors. The first AGR did not begin

producing power until 1976. One of the reasons for this
was that economies of scale would benefit both utilities by

way of cheaper fuel services for their reactors.

Provision of fuel services for R&D projects continued

although they were not as lucrative as business from power
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reactors. Some of the contracts were for advanced reactor

projects; for instance, in 1969 the UKAEA supplied 200 kgs
of plutonium to the Belgian, Dutch and West German 300 MWe

prototype LMBFR which was to be built at Weisweiler.)
Such contracts were often extensions of existing
collaborative and co-operative agreements. This suggests a

correlation between such general arrangements and

subsequent commercial exchanges.)

3. URENCO

Possibly the most significant development in terms of

proliferation was the signing of the Almelo Treaty in March
1970. The treaty created a multinational consortium to

supply enriched uranium for AGRs and LWRs. Formation of
the Uranium Enrichment company (URENCO) signified a

transition from purely collaborative R&D projects to ones

with purely commercial objectives. The negotiations which
led to URENCO were important for the UKAEA since they

represented:

An event of great potential significance for the
development of UK collaboration with other countries
on the peaceful uses of atomic energy. It was also a
most important step towards European Technological
collaboration in an entirely new area - the creation
of an independent capacity in Europe to provide
enriched uraniumJ100' (author's emphasis)

URENCO illustrates the covergence of British commercial
interest with non-proliferation objectives. The gas

centrifuge adopted by URENCO poses a greater proliferation
risk than the gaseous diffusion process. In particular,
the size of the plant and low power requirements are two

advantages. Consequently a centrifuge plant would be
easier to build, operate and conceal. There were, there¬

fore, good non-proliferation reasons for a multinational

approach to the development of centrifuge technology.
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URENCO and the gas centrifuge process have their origins in
the 1940s and 1950s. Not only does the URENCO project

reveal a great deal about British attitudes to

proliferation, but also how nuclear policy is made.
Furthermore, it is also an early example of how new

technologies require multinational participation for their
commercial development since national development is not

always possible on account of cost.

Gas centrifuges were first considered as a method of
isotopic separation during the Manhattan Project. It was

identified as early as 1941 as a possible method of uranium
enrichment.(101) However, because the manufacture of large
scale centrifuges entailed considerable engineering

problems, no large scale plant was ever authorised. A

small pilot plant was built, but closed down and all work

on the centrifuge discontinued.(^02) Instead the US

eventually built three gaseous diffusion plants for

military purposes. Once the military demand for HEU

declined, the spare capacity was used to provide fuel for
the Atoms for Peace programme and supply cheap LEU for US

supplied LWRs.

British work on the centrifuge was done by Hans Kronberger
at Harwell, but was terminated in 1951 shortly after a

machine blew up. Such was the size of early centrifuges
that the amount of energy stored in massive rotating
machinery presented too many problems for a commercial
plant. (-*-^3) Work was not resumed until late 1958 at

Capenhurst. (-*-^4) Bu^. reany significant work on the

centrifuge was done by German scientists, Steenbeck, Zippe
and Scheffel in the Soviet Union between 1946 and

1954.(!05) when Scheffel and Zippe returned to the FRG in
the late 1950s they continued their research and published
their results. A renewed interest in the centrifuge was

occassioned by the details of Zippe's research. Research
in the Netherlands and US continued, and new programmes

commenced the UK and FRG. Proliferation implications led
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to the US in 1960 to request the three European states to

classify their work. Nevertheless research continued

independently until 1968. In the UK a complete centrifuge

design emerged in 1965 - 66, and subsequently an

experimental cascade and prototype plant were constructed
at Capenhurst.()

Work was also continued on gaseous diffusion technology.
In 1967 the progress and potential of both processes were

critically reviewed in the UK. A high level group was set
up within the government to assess enrichment policy. Both

Solly Zuckerman and Alan Cottrel came out in favour of the

centrifuge (107) under European conditions, partly because
of the high projected cost of power compared with that
available to the USAEC, the centrifuge was considered more

economic. A centrifuge plant consumes very little
electrical power compared to a gaseous diffusion

plant(). However, it was decided that gaseous diffusion
should not be completely abandoned at this stage. Since
centrifuge R&D was subject to continual review, retention
of gaseous diffusion capability was a prudent hedge against
failure. It seems that non-proliferation considerations

were also involved. For example, if the British completely
abandoned gaseous diffusion this would indicate to other

states the advantage of the centrifuge.(^^) Indeed

British centrifuge work was highly classified since its

military implications were clearly recognised.(HO)

By 1968 the three European projects had reached a similar

stage of development. Given the view that international
collaboration was necessary to achieve a fully competitive
enrichment plant in Europe, approaches were made at

Government level aimed at achieving a joint venture.()
Multinational co-operation was the ideal solution to

conflicting interests. The Dutch feared that co-operation
with the FRG on their own would lead to their absorption by

a larger German project. British participation would
maintain a balance. For the British commercial interests
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were as important as non-proliferation objectives. British

participation would ensure that a proliferation sensitive

technology was developed within one organisation rather
than independently. Safeguards provisions would be easier
to operate, and multinational operation would ensure that
each participating state would monitor its partners.
Concern with German work in particular cannot be excluded

as one reason for British participation.() URENCO would

draw in all work under one organisation and maintain tight
control of centrifuge technology. However, these
considerations were not made public.() Public

announcements focussed on the commercial reasons. On

balance it seems that commercial reasons were the principle
but not only reason for URENCO's creation. The non-

proliferation advantages of multinational projects, such as

URENCO, were not highlighted until the 1970s.() As a

Dutch official on the URENCO's Joint Committee remarked,
the concept of multinational fuel cycle centres had not

come into prominence in the mid 1960s. Nevertheless, the
reasons for opting for the MFCC concept, "were as valid

then as they are now: to strengthen international co¬

operation in technology and research, and to reinforce non-

proliferation assurances through international involvement
in the utilization of advanced nuclear technology."()

Similar R&D occurred in the FRG and Netherlands largely
because the US had discouraged establishment of a European
enrichment plant. Both states were unwilling in the long
run to remain totally dependent on the US for supplies of
LEU. Whilst the Americans abandoned the centrifuge, the
Europeans continued. This irritated leading US JCAE
members.() Despite first public indications in 1968 of
a collaborative agreement for provision of commercial
enrichment services it took several years of negotiation
before the Almelo Treaty was signed. According to Harold
Wilson the R&D work on the centrifuge and the

possibilities of a collaborative agreement were brought to
his attention by Frank Cousins in Spring 1966. It should
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be noted that such a venture was under consideration in

parallel with the NPT negotiations. Clearly commercial
interests were not incompatible with non-proliferation

objectives. In November 1968 the Minister for Technology
announced that negotiations were to begin between the
governments of the UK, FRG and Netherlands with a view to

establishing joint enterprises for the construction and

operation of centrifuge enrichment plants. Ministers met
in The Hague on 25 November.

During the negotiations and exploratory exchanges the
British were reluctant to disclose too much information.

They feared that this might reveal valuable information

without receiving anything worthwhile in return, or

compromise sensitive proprietory data. To expedite

negotiations a limited exchange of technical, costs and

plant economics data took place in early 1969. Sufficient
confidence was gained to enable the parties to proceed.
Nevertheless there was a further year of detailed

negotiations as the treaty was not signed until 4 March
1970.(118)

The Tripartite Agreement created two organizations: URENCO
and CENTEC. BNFL holds one third of the shares in the

company. Both organisations are under the supervision of a

Joint Committee of government officials. URENCO has commer¬

cial freedom and acts according to commercial standards of

prof itability. ) CENTEC had, when incorporated on 29

July 1971, three principal functions: first, it was to

gather all information arising from centrifuge R&D prog¬

rammes in the three member states FRG, UK and the

Nrtherlands; second, co-ordination and control of further

integrated R&D; and third, design and construct

centrifuges and enrichment plants to order of its
customers. In translating the Treaty into a working
arrangement the signatories looked to exploit the technol¬
ogy at an industrial level rather than by government
bodies.(120) URENCO markets the LEU produced at Almelo
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and Capenhurst. Despite these commercial overtones non-

proliferation and security concerns were not ignored. The

treaty included specific safeguards and security provis¬
ions; for example, Articles II, VI and VII required,

amongst other things, that any information equipment,
source or special fissionable material will not be used by,
or to assist, encourage or induce any NNWS to manufacture
or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons. Article VII, para¬

graph (b) notes that, "the procedures resulting from any

additional obligations in relation to safeguards binding
upon any of the contracting parties pursuant to an agree¬

ment of agreements concluded with the IAEA" shall be

applied. This mixture of commercial and non-proliferation
interests in the British position became more apparent in
the late 1970s. For the British Prime Minister, of the
other technological collaboration projects then in train,
the European Launcher Development Organisation and the

European Space Research Organisation, the European Air Bus
and Multi role Combat Aircraft, the most important
discussion centred on the Anglo-German-Dutch collaboration
on the centrifuge. ( ^1)

There were several ready reasons for British participation.

Existing policy sought to expand the overseas fuel cycle

operation of the Production Group but crucially the
unreasonable US requirement that any LEU supplied for AGRs
should be safeguarded amplified the attractions of an

independent, and cheaper, source of LEU. The Minister of

Technology announced in December 1969 that:

The balance of payments advantages will flow from
the fact that the work will be undertaken here, and
we believe that this will be competitive with the
American price and therefore this will be a gain in
our balance of payments, although I cannot give exact
figures.( '

All the URENCO participants sought to end the US position
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as monopoly supplier of LEU. A rapid growth in the demand
for enriched oxide fuel made it, "essential to establish in

Western Europe a substantial and growing capacity for
uranium enrichment(123 ) For British the desire to

exclude the US from the market was in line with fuel export

policy in general. (124) potential earnings from the
enrichment market were expected to rise from $60m in 1970
to around $260m per year by 1980. In this respect a major

advantage of the centrifuge was its economy in construction
and operation. George Geoghegan, Chief Technical Director,
Capenhurst, noted that:

Commercially, it is hoped that the bigger and more
widely based organisation and a competitive price for
separation work will secure a large share of the
European market ... the centrifuge process offers the
greatest potential for a local and visible source of
enrichment for the European nuclear power
industry.(^ ^'

The URENCO decision was related to reactor export policy.
As the AGR burned enriched oxide fuel, the greater the
number of sources of supply, and the cheaper the fuel

especially if the plant was under British control, the more

likely that overseas customers would look favourably on the
AGR.(126) indeed an alternative source of LEU was

considered essential if the British were to sell ARGs

overseas.(127) This had been one of the reasons for the

triumph of the LWR; namely, the ability to supply cheap and

guaranteed LEU.

The US used its position to further its commercial and non-

proliferation policies. Relationships of dependence
enabled the US to monitor national programmes. Moreover,

spent fuel of US origin could not be reprocessed without

permission. Subsequent US actions in the 1970s, the Nixon
Administration stopped providing enrichment services,

justified the wisdom of the URENCO decision. Predictable
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and assured supplies are essential. This objective could
best be satisfied by the existence of several suppliers.
Once again unilateral US actions encouraged trends which
were potentially inimical to the bests interests of non-

proliferation.

Since American reliability was considered suspect assured
fuel supplies for national nuclear programmes was, and

remains, a fundamental URENCO objective. Assurance of
supplies was considered to have important non-proliferation

advantages -*-28 ) Subsequently URENCO was presented as a

form of organisation which could meet participants
commercial interests and enhance their energy security by

providing assured fuel supplies without compromising non-

proliferation objectives.

4. CO-OPERATION AND COLLABORATION 1965 - 1971

Exhange of information and international collaboration

agreements on specific areas of nuclear research and
commercial exploitation continued as an essential part of
British nuclear policy. Formal and informal discussions at

governmental and non-governmental level were regarded as a

valuable mechanism for promoting British nuclear exports.
Invitations were extended to representatives of overseas

nuclear industries and utilities to visit UKAEA, CEGB and

SSEB installations. UKAEA officials went on lecture tours

to advertise British nuclear services. During a tour of

Argentina and Brazil an Authority official took the

opportunity to discuss with the respective national energy

organisations ways in which the UKAEA could assist their

plans for the introduction of nuclear power.(129) ip^g

British Nuclear Forum tried to establish through contin¬
ental and other overseas nuclear fora a sound understanding

of, and confidence in British nuclear technology.
Considerable importance was attached to establishing
confidence in the ability of British industry to design and

supply a wide range of plant and equipment directly
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associated with reactor technology. Indeed the BNF

regarded export sales as a vital part of its affairs. (130)

Collaboration and co-operative agreements concluded between
the UKAEA and its counterparts in the OECD in the 1950s and

early 1960s continued. These were basically R&D projects
such as the Dragon HTR project at Winfrith. Between 1965
and 1971 there was a transformation from the general to the

specific. R&D began to give way to more commercially
based projects such as URENCO. Despite this trend, new

general collaborative agreements were concluded and older
ones renewed; for example, the agreement between the UKAEA

and the SAAEC, due to have expired in July 1967, was

renewed for a further five years.

Several collaborative agreements concluded were of a

specifically commercial nature. In April 1967 the Nuclear
Power Group and Belgion-nucleaire reached an agreement for
joint promotional efforts for the AGR in Belgium.
Furthermore, NPG hoped that links with Belgian industry
would result in considerable economies for the AGR for the

European market.(!32) For this reason the Select Committee

thought that manufacturers would best be able to sell

reactors, whether AGR, HTR, SGHWR of eventually FBR, in
close collaboration with European companies and suppliers
of heavy power plants. (1;33 )

In January 1965 a new company was created for the

manufacture, supply and reprocessing of AGR fuel for the

European community. Nukleardienst was set up jointly by
the West German company NUKEM and the UKAEA. (134) seems

clear that the British sought to use collaborative

agreements to promote the AGR as a commercially viable

proposition. At the same time the UKAEA concluded an

agreement with Italy to provide fuel services.(135) under

the terms of this agreement natural uranium and oxide fuels

would be made at Talamona. A complete fuel cycle service

would be provided, but the Windscale B204 plant would be
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used until such times as a reprocessing plant was built in

Italy. This was the second overseas reprocessing plant
that the UKAEA was prepared to build. Similar assistance
had been offered to Japan.

Two particular R&D arrangements prospered between 1965 -

1971. In 1966 - 67 the UKAEA assisted the Pakistani Atomic

Energy Commission with its plans for the Institute of
Nuclear Science and Technology at Islamabad.(136) pinSTECH

is PAEC's principal research centre and is to Pakistan what

the Bhabba Atomic Research Centre is to India. It was

intended to be Pakistan's leading research and training
centre.(137) Subsequent assistance included the UKAEA's

help on a study of a 600 MW nuclear power station for a de¬
salination plant.(-*-38) In 1968 Pakistani engineers joined
AEE Winfrith to work on the SGHWR.^1^)

The UKAEA's relationship with the SAAEC continued to

prosper. Many of South Africa's nuclear scientists and

engineers were either of British origin or British trained.
In 1969 - 70 for example, two scientists were attached to

the SGHWR design team at Winfrith. A collaborative

agreement between the two organisations was extended until

1977.Moreover, specific information on the SGHWR was

supplied to the South Africans who were exploring options
for a commercial nuclear power station.(^ These

exchanges with Pakistan and South Africa continued even

though it was clear that neither state would sign the NPT.
Collaboration at this level is not at variance with Article

1 of the NPT; nonetheless, provision of such information on

reactor designs and operations contributed to the eventual

independence of its recipients. Therefore, by the time
future contacts with both states were foreclosed in the

late 1970s the damage had already been done.^^^.

In the autumn of 1971 BNFL, CEA (France) and KWG (FRG)
formed United Reprocessors. (143 ) main purpose was to
market and promote services for the reprocessing of
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irradiated fuel from nuclear power stations burning oxide
fuel. The first public announcement of the multinational
discussions was made on 22 May 1970, but United

Reprocessors was not incorporated in the FRG until 1971.

BNFL, as with URENCO, held one third of the shares.

Similarity between the two does not end here. Like URENCO
UR GmbH was established to provide a greater assurance of

supply and secure non-proliferation objectives. It would
also prevent needless competition and prevent financial
disaster for individual participants. The Production Group

was the driving force behind UR GmbH. But first URG had to
convince the EEC Commission that it was not a cartel. In

its defence URG stated that it fully intended to charge the
same price for reprocessing services to all customers in
the EEC in accordance with Community law.This

development has to be put in context of UKAEA's increasing
efforts to acquire additional reprocessing business.

URENCO and United Reprocessors provided indirect assistance
to the West German nuclear programme. During the 1960's
the FRG sought to shift German industrial structure towards

high technology with particular emphasis on nuclear power

which was to become central to German energy security.
This objective, however, was "potentially impeded by the
lack of assured uranium supplies, enrichment and

reprocessing capacities."(1^5) Therefore the efforts to
overcome these difficulties led to German participation in
URENCO and UR GmbH. British encouragement contributed to a

much greater level of German nuclear independence.

However, multinational organisations provided a useful
mechanism to maintain security interests since it involved
close supervision of the NNWs' activities.

Stable nuclear relationships appear to have been an

important element in British policy. This explains, in

part, why contact with non NPT states continued. Japan for

example harboured doubts about the treaty's impact on its
nuclear industry in particular. Indeed the Japanese did
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not ratify the Treaty until 1976. This explains in part
the 1968 UK - Japanese collaborative agreement since it

provided, amongst other things, British assurance of the
continued supply of fuel needed by Japan's Magnox
reactor.()

British companies found a lucrative market for non-specific
nuclear technologies and hardware which had a nuclear use.

Although the Swedish 760 MWe BWR at Ringhals was built by

ASEA-Johnson, its turbines were provided by English
Electric.() Sweden provided several such contracts for
British companies.() In the summer of 1969 Westinghouse

(US) won a contract to supply South Korea with a PWR;

however, English Electric supplied part of the reactor

plant, most of the conventional plant, and was in charge of

plant erection. In addition George Wimpey and Company were

responsible for the heavy construction work.
Conventional plant includes electronic control systems
which are, in the main, indistinguishable from those used
in conventional power stations. As events in the late

1970s were to demonstrate, 'grey area' technologies do pose

a major proliferation risk.^15®)

5. CONCLUSION

Although the BNX was folded up at the beginning of 1969
this did not indicate any lack of interest in nuclear

exports.(151) i97i BNFL was set to expand on the sound
basis established by the Production Group. Here the
industrial organisation was ideally suited to compete on

the international market unlike the consortia system. The

further rationalisation of the industrial structure,

however, did not lead to any new orders for Magnox, AGR or

SGHWRs despite an intensive effort. Dissatisfaction with
the export record had been one of the Select Committee's

principal subjects of interest A 152) Moreover, the
Committee originally thought that one 'boiler' company
would be more effective(153), but ±t was nQt until the
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1970s that the NNC was left as the one 'boiler' consortium.

It was already clear that future British export successes

would lie in the fuel cycle business rather than reactors.
Indeed BNFL's fuel business and its organisation was to

play a central role in British non-proliferation policy in
the late 1970s.

British commitment to nuclear exports remained undiminished
between 1965 and 1971. In particular, the fuel cycle
services offered by the Production Group were intensified,
and a firm foundation was laid for its successor, BNFL, in
the 1970s. The increased commercialisation, however, was

not a departure from existing policy. As noted in Chapter
4 the birth of this policy was more or less parallel with
the emergence of civil nuclear power in Britain. Security
and proliferation objectives were not ignored, but it seems

that it was not until the late 1960s, and well into the

next period, before these issues were given a much higher

profile.
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CHAPTER 6

BRITISH NUCLEAR EXPORTS 1971 - 82

1. INTRODUCTION

By 1971 further reactor exports failed to materialise, but
not because the British government vetoed sales for fear of

contributing to the spread of nuclear weapons. Fuel

services, however, were set to expand dramatically in
tandem with the increase in nuclear power. However,

increasingly in the 1970s British commercial interests were

also considered to be in the best interests of non-

proliferation. But as noted in Chapter 4 pursuit of
reactor and fuel exports had figured significantly in the
deliberations prior to the launch of the first nuclear

power programme. In short, British commercial objectives
remained unchanged.

2. REACTOR POLICY

In contrast to American, French and West German LWRs,

British gas-cooled reactors failed to break into the
international market. Indeed between 1967 and 1974 no new

power reactors were ordered in Britain. There was no new

reactor construction until 1980 when work started on two

AGRs each for the CEGB and SSEB at Heysham and Torness.

Dearth of orders led to the further re-organisation of the
nuclear industry. The remaining two consortia were reduced
to one when the National Nuclear Corporation (NNC) was

established in 1973. Given this shortage of domestic
orders one would expect pursuit of exports to assume a new

urgency. Promotion of British reactors continued, but with
no success as the LWR reigned supreme. However, the
continued indecision that dogged reactor choice for the
domestic programme compounded the problem; for instance,

Historically one major reason that there have not
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been more system exports of British reactors would
seen to be indecisiveness of the policy at home. We
have seen over the last 15 years too much dispute
among the authorities, the industry and the
commentators about what Britain ought to be doing,
and there has been no sound home market against which
to convince potential purchasers of nuclear power
that they buy a British system.

Internal wrangling over reactor choice, SGHWR or AGR or HTR
or PWR, ensured that the NNC would not export a reactor of

any kind. Towards the end of the 1970s, however, the

export drive was renewed. This time LDCs and NIDCs were

the target; for example, Israel and Kuwait.Other

possible Magnox sales involved Chile, Turkey and

Algeria.(^ '

Failure to export reactors does not mean that this was a

consequence of non-proliferation policy. The spirit was

willing but the flesh was weak. Several explanations may

be advanced for this: organisational, lack of commercial

freedom, all the Magnox stations were of different design,
residual military influences, guaranteed cheap supplies of
enriched uranium from the US, and domestic engineering

problems, Dungeness B AGR in particular^). There is an

element of truth in all of the observations, but they
should not obscure the importance attached to nuclear

exports. After all the British had enthusiast-ically
embraced the Atoms for Peace concept. That this

corresponded with commercial interests was no coincidence.
British reactor export drives were, therefore, not the

product of some conspiracy concealed from public view; on

the contrary, they were a publicly stated policy objective.
Thus the failure of British reactors in the export market
cannot be regarded as a non-proliferation policy through
denial.

The first years of the 1970s witnessed further
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rationalisation of the British nuclear industry in addition
to continuing technological teething problems with the
AGRs. In 1971 the last Magnox station at Wylfa, and the

largest at 3200 MWt, went critical. The first AGR did not
achieve full power until 1976. In Spring 1973 the various
sections of the reactor design and construction industry
were amalgamated into the National Nuclear Corporation with
GEC as the major shareholder.^)

GEC, however, favoured the US LWR and not the British AGR.

Indeed GEC were responsible for Britain's only major
commercial nuclear equipment export in the early 1970s.
GEC's Reactor Equipment Division in conjunction with

Westinghouse supplied £60 million worth of equipment for a

PWR under construction in South Korea. GEC were

responsible for supply and installation of turbine

generation plant and extensive mechanical and electrical

equipment.This typified the trend in British reactor

exports in the 1970s. Whereas no complete reactors were

supplied a lucrative trade in reactor, particularly LWR,

components developed. Reyrolle Parsons, for example, were

contracted to supply nuclear safety monitoring and
associated instrument cubicles worth £96,000 for Oskarsham
II and Barseback I BWRs in Sweden.A British company

won a contract to supply two 1020 MWe turbine generators
for Taiwan's four nuclear power stations. This deal was

reported to be worth £90 m; however, it was cancelled later
the same year.(^) other contracts included supply of

process control instrumentation for the Swedish Ringhals 3
and 4 nuclear power stations, and nuclear control rod
drives for the FRG.^®) Non-nuclear components were

supplied to utilities and research organisations in Canada,

Argentina, Belgium, Finland, France, India, Japan, South
Korea and Switzerland.(11) In short, although there were

no reactor exports, some British companies did well in

selling LWR components overseas.

Such exports illustrate the problem of control of
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technologies and equipment which have no obvious nuclear

use. P.C. Warner of Northern Engineering Industries Ltd.
noted that:

You could not tell by looking at switchgear
transformers, or electrical equipment generally what
form of power station nuclear and fossil fuel burning
they were associated with.^1^)

Furthermore, this was reflected in the organisation of the

companies involved since manufacturers do not specialise

exclusively in nuclear work:

In short there is no such thing as the nuclear
manufacturing industry, in the sense of a sector that
is hived off and separately recognizable.(1 )

There appears to be no publicly available evidence to

suggest that the British thought seriously about the
potential problems of non-specifically nuclear materials
and equipment, the Export of Goods (Control) Orders,

notwithstanding. Once the Pakistani enrichment project came

to light in the late 1970s the issue was re-examined.

By the early 1970s the time had come to consider the
reactor type to form the basis of the third nuclear power

programme. As in 1965 there were strong pressures to
favour indigenous technology, in this case the SGHWR.

Unfortunately for its institutional backers, the UKAEA, the
SGHWR had been unsuccessful abroad. Translation of art into

article, a problem encountered by the AGR, was partly to
blame. In particular, there were difficulties in producing
a 660 MWe design; the UKAEA had only experience with the
100 MWe Winfrith SGHWR.(16) This did not bode well for

export success although the original attraction of the
SGHWR in the mid 1960s was its suitability for states with
small grids hence the preference for reactors in the 100 to
300 MWe range. Moreover, construction costs were against
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further commercial development. The Economist noted that,
"the SGHWR may be a splendid all-British design as its

proponents claim it is but its export prospects are nil and

spending more money on its development will be a

waste".(I?)

The Economist regarded preference for the SGHWR as little
more than nuclear nationalism, and if in 1971 a LWR was

adopted this, "would be tantamount to admitting a colossal
failure of Britain's own nuclear power programme from the

early 1950s onwards".^1^ However, it ought to be noted
that one of the principal rationales offered for British

designed reactors was the export factor; furthermore, with
balance of payments deficits the purchase of an American
reactor was hardly the best policy. Since there was a

deficit, which in one month reached £289m, the Government
was not eager to spend more money abroad than it had
to.d9)

Several committees were established between 1971 and 1977

to advise on reactor choice and organisation. Members came

from the Government and nuclear industry. The most import¬
ant committee led to the Vinter Report of 1971. Both the
Nuclear Power Advisory Board and Central Policy Review
Staff examined the issues, but came to indeterminate
conclusions. For all these committees reactor exports were

not far from mind; indeed, one of the principle considerat¬
ions was to choose a reactor which would have a reasonable

chance of breaking into the world market. At the time of
the Vinter Report the British Nuclear Forum circulated a

private report which estimated that the potential benefits
of being able to sell the most popular nuclear reactors to
the rest of the world could amount to £1500m over the next

decade. (20)

The NPAB's remit was to advise the Government on the

reactor system for the next stage of the nuclear power

programme. However, it only narrowed the field to the
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SGHWR and the PWR. But the NPAB recognised that the export
of nuclear power stations would be very difficult which
ever system was favoured. The NNC saw an opportunity for
fuel and component sales if the PWR was adopted.(21)
Proven capability and safety are crucial since they are

taken into account by overseas utilities. They are

unlikely to opt for an unproven and unreliable system; the

experience with the AGR and SGHWR served too readily as a

reminder. (22) For -this reason the PWR, in GEC's view,
would have been the sensible choice.

In the end the Government opted for the SGHWR; 4000 MW

capacity was ordered in July 1974.(23) Controversy did not
end here however. Sections of the NNC, GEC in particular,
did not rate the SGHWR's export prospects. One official
noted that the SGHWR was, "not big enough to create a

viable nuclear industry ... it's nonsense to think about

exports".(24) Donald Clark, resigned from the CEGB Board
of Directors noting that British opposition to PWRs was

largely chauvinistic.^2^) In fact although the nuclear
construction industry was theoretically united in the one

organisation, interest groups lined up behind specific
reactors which they had been involved with prior to 1973.
These factions tended to emphasise the export potential of
their reactor system and denigrate the opposition. For

example, the High Temperature Reactor (HTR) similar to the
ENEA's Dragon Reactor was also under consideration. C.A.

Rennie, former head of this project, argued in 1978 that a

demonstration HTR in conjunction with one or two new AGR
held out much better export prospects than a PWR.(2^) in

1978, however, the SGHWR order was cancelled; instead, both
the CEGB and SSEB were permitted to order one dual AGR

station each.This enabled the nuclear industry to
remain intact, without the order it would have been

difficult, if not impossible to re-enter the export market.
The protracted decision-making process had a deleterious
effect on export prospects. This was clear to some within
the nuclear community. Referring to the CPRS report on the
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future of the UK power plant manufacturing industry the
Journal Of The British Nuclear Society noted in April 1972
that:

The UK industry is in a very difficult position,
since it does not have a proven capability in any
single exportable reactor and has no experience of
either of the reactors which are being sold in
overseas markets, the PWR or BWR. Without a firm
commitment to a nuclear system the industry has no
hope of developing an exportable product for five
years and probably for ten. Indeed given the lead
which the foreign competition already has, there is
some risk that, subject to the outcome of the present
nuclear review, the UK industry may never achieve a
capability in an exportable nuclear product.(28'

This was an accurate estimation since US, French and West

German LWRs were the preferred reactors worldwide. Of the
two hundred plus reactors ordered between 1971 and 1982,

only eleven were not LWRs. However, the economic crisis of
the mid 1970s and the Three Mile Island accident combined

to curtail the expanding reactor market so much so that for
the first time reactor orders were cancelled. Consequently
the chances of the NNC entering the market, even assuming a

PWR was chosen, were slim.

In evidence to the House of Commons Select Committee on

Science and Technology the CEGB outlined the criteria for
reactor choice. The Committee's report refers to the
Board's memo as a succinct statement on the issues at hand;

it is, therefore, worth reproducing in full:

To be satisfactory to both purchaser and supplier a
reactor system must be one that can be built to time,
achieve a satisfactory performance and life (sic) at
a competitive price and still yield a profit to the
manufacturer. There is benefit in choosing a system
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for which development and overhead costs per reactor
can be shared by collaboration or which will command
export sales to augment the limited volume of
potential home sales, or better still, both.(39)

Again there is no mention of the proliferation risks
attendant with reactor exports; furthermore, the tenor of
the Committee's Report suggests that reactor export potent¬
ial was one of the key factors influencing reactor choice:
a point which was noted by the Secretary of State for

Energy at the Sunningdale Seminar on reactor choice in May
1977.(30) Before the establishment of the NNC, the BNDC

and TNPG clearly favoured specific systems. TNPG, probably
the strongest of the two, was in favour of the SGHWR which
was not unremarkable since it had built the Winfrith SGHWR.

But TNPG's corporate view on reactor choice does
illustrate the relationship between domestic policy and

export success. In evidence to the Committee TNPG argued
that "for the system to be capable of proper commercial

exploitation, it would require three or four orders from
the CEGB". More-over, unless a start was made in the UK no

European utility could be expected to order it.(31) in

contrast both BNDC and the Department of Trade and

Industry, whilst acknowled-ging the SGHWR's technical

merits, were less optimistic about its export potential.
Ned Franklin noted in 1975 that the UK had no right "to be

giving our attention to overseas SGHWR sales in any big way

until we are a lot further down the pipe in building them
at home".(32) Both BNDC and DTI took the view that since

the LWR was preferred worldwide the UK would be unwise to

opt for the SGHWR. The North of Scotland Hydro Electricity
Board's decision to abandon plans for a SGHWR at Stakeness,
Banffshire probably killed the reactor's export
chances.(33 )

Although no power reactors were exported the UKAEA did

manage to expand its reactor service operations. For

example, the Authority's Reactor Plant Inspection Service
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achieved its first overseas contract in 1971. A contract

for carrying out inspections of two PWR vessels under

construction in Belgium was worth about £190,000.(34)

In summer 1972 a second contract was won to carry out pre
and in-service inspections on the pressure vessels at the

Borssele power station in the Netherlands.(35) During the
financial year 1972 - 1973 the Reactor Services Division,

including the Dragon project earned, £4,649,000.(36)
Whilst such services to OECD states do not really
contribute to the proliferation risks such services have to

be put in the context of British foreign nuclear policy.
For example, the UKAEA's objective behind provision of such
services was clear enough:

The Authority have undertaken work for overseas
customers on commercial terms. The receipts earned
from this work offset some of the costs to the UK of
the nuclear power development programme and this work
establishes contact with overseas nuclear authorities
which may later be of value to the UK nuclear
industry.(37)

In the early 1980s a renewed attempt was made to sell gas-

cooled reactors overseas, only this time LDCs were the

object of attention. The NNC tried to sell a 300 MW Magnox

reactor to Chile with BNFL offering relevant fuel cycle
services.(38 ) However nothing came of this campaign.
Although Chile has not signed the NPT this is unlikely to
have been a decisive factor for two reasons. First, the
NNC cannot proceed with any sales negotiations without

government approval; nor would the corporation go to the
expense of preparing a bid only to have the government veto

any subsequent contract. (39) As the NNC noted at the

Sizewell B public inquiry:

It is .... a matter for the UK government to
determine whether NNC is free to attempt to sell a
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nuclear power station to a particular country, and
also what requirements should be set by the UK, the
IAEA or both, for features facilitating the
application of full scope safeguards ... NNC does not
conclude overseas relationsips without seeking
endorsement of the UK government.

Second, Britain has had a longstanding nuclear relation¬

ship with Chile such as the collaborative agreements in
nuclear research concluded in the 1960s, and the supply of

a HERALD Research reactor and associated fuel services in

1969.Provision of finance within Chile and internal

disputes within the NNC were much more likely reasons for
the failure.

The NNC developed Magnox Reactor designs aimed at

developing states. R.D. Vaughan of the NNC wrote that 300
MW Magnox reactors were aimed at states with grids of 1000
MWe.(^) Indeed one such reactor, based on the twin
station at Oldbury was suggested for Syria, and even

Bangladesh. At the British Energy Show in Peking 1979 the
Nuclear Power Company (a constituent of the NNC) the UKAEA

and BNFL stressed the advantages of gas-cooled reactor

technology for China.(^3)

Algeria was also a potential customer for British gas-

cooled reactors even though it had not signed the NPT.(^)
Israel, Kuwait and Venezuala were also mentioned as

possible buyers for Magnox or AGR systems.(^5)
Unfortunately for the NNC other nuclear suppliers were also
in the process of developing small reactors between 150 -

400 MW for states with small electricity grids. The

objective here is to bring nuclear power within the reach
of a wider range of developing states, and provide work for
the beleagured nuclear industries. Kraftwerk Union,
Alsthom - Atlantique and Hitachi all had such design
projects in hand.(^6) intense competition for a limited
market could weaken the international safeguards regime as
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the Swiss/German Argentinian deal adequately
illustrates^) Nevertheless it should be noted that this

British export drive is not inconsistent with previous

policy; rather it reaffirms a longstanding commitment to
the export of the peaceful atom. Moreover, British

governments argue that they are merely fulfilling their NPT

obligations since Article IV, on civil uses of nuclear

power, calls for due consideration for the needs of the

developing areas of the world. Even though Ian Smart has
criticised the nuclear industry for paying too little
attention to the proliferation implications of reactor

exports^®), Whitehall in the end could prevent any sale if
it was so desirous by witholding the necessary export
licence. However, that nuclear deals were considered

possible with three non-NPT states, Algeria, Chile and

Israel, suggests that NPT membership is not the deciding
factor.

In October, 1976 the Secretary of State for Energy accepted
a NNC proposal that an assessment should be made of the
three thermal reactors under consideration: AGR, PWR and

SGHWR. The conclusions reached by the CPRS report on the
Power Plant Industry in November 1976 provided an important
reference point, "Britain does not have a nuclear system
with export potential to offer".^ As the NPAB had done,
the NNC reduced the choice to two: AGR or PWR. The SGHWR

was excluded on the grounds that there could be no

operational experience of commercial sizes for a decade and
no chance of exports in the foreseeable future. Moreover,
the NNC concluded:

If the principal purposes of this general choice of
the two systems are to be achieved, the early
adoption of the PWR has to be supported by a domestic
ordering programme and by the recommended development
work, and an AGR station has to be ordered and built,
both of them in such a way as to help and not to
hinder the UK export capability.(^0)
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Once again export considerations played a major role in
British thermal reactor policy. Neither the NNC or

Government opposed the principle of reactor exports on non-

proliferation grounds. This did not change in 1979 with
election of a Conservative government. In its first
statement on nuclear power in December David Howell noted:

The Government attach importance to the steady build
up of the NNC into a strong and independent design
and construction company, fully able to supply
nuclear power stations efficiently at home and
abroad. )

Although falling outside the scope of this study it is
worth mentioning the Sizewell B Public inquiry which opened
at Snape Maltings, Suffolk in January 1983. The inquiry
examined the CEGB's proposals to build a PWR adjacent to
the existing Magnox reactors. Discussion of exports at
Sizewell emphasises the continuity of objectives and

apparently irresolvable disputes over reactor choice; that

is, which system is more likely to succeed in the export
market. It should be noted that as before export
considerations were by no means the most important factor,
but rather one of the two or three principal issues. For

instance, one of the arguments marshalled by the CEGB in
favour of the PWR was made by the Board's Chairman, Sir
Walter Marshall:

If customers around the world are buying PWRs then
we have a better chance to sell them the reactors if
we strive to sell them a PWR. That is an elementary
law of business, that the customer is always right.
So ... if you want an export business you must sell
them PWRs.* '

The NNC took a similar view, as did the DTI. Ned

Franklin's proof of evidence of the inquiry makes this
clear.(53). Even in 1976 and 1977 the UKAEA and sections
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of the nuclear industry had reached this conclusion. The

Authority noted that there was a strong argument that
British future needs for thermal reactors should be met by
the construction of PWRs built under licence. Moreover,

the need to encourage the nuclear industry to work hard for

export business "must inevitably" lead to an association
with LWRs".(54)

The focus of reactor exports sales drive from Britain
shifted away from OECD states towards LDCs. It is unlikely
that reactors of any description could be sold to Western

Europe states since they either have their own nuclear

power programmes or have no need of one, Norway for

example. This clearly has proliferation implications since
the introduction of commercial nuclear power to new areas

adds to the IAEAs difficulties in safeguarding fissile
material. However, it is unlikely that the NNC will be in
a position to export PWRs for the remainder of the
1980s.<55)

Failure to sell power reactors may be attributed to two
factors. First, internal wrangles over reactor choice for
domestic power programmes and the poor performance of the
AGRs were particularly significant. Indeed the sale of a

Magnox reactor to Turkey 1983 fell through because of
internal disputes within the NNC.(^) Second, the
dominance achieved by the LWRs in the crucial formative

years of civil nuclear power worldwide, particularly within

EURATOM, effectively precluded gas cooled reactors whether

Magnox or AGR. Thus this failure cannot be attributed to
fulfilment of Government non-proliferation objectives

through a policy of denial. This was as much the case in
1982 as in 1958 the last time a British power reactor was

sold overseas.

3. FUEL SERVICES 1971 - 1982

Whereas re-organizations of the reactor design and
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construction industry did not lead to export success, the
establishment of BNFL in 1971 did, or rather built upon the
sound foundation laid by its predecessor the UKAEA

Production Group. Throughout the 1970s fuel cycle service
business prospered^, conversion, fabrication, enrichment and

reprocessing especially. Despite the failure of British

gas-cooled reactors, BNFL successfully acquired fuel
service contracts for LWRs.(^7) This is significant for
two reasons. First, since the LWR was the dominant reactor

system worldwide and the British domestic programme was

then based on natural uranium fuelled Magnox Reactors,
BNFL's export drive reflect a deliberate effort to expand
scale of operations since the reprocessing requirements for
the two fuels, oxide and Magnox are different. BNFL were

no longer trying to fill excess capacity; on the contrary,
as the thermal oxide reprocessing plant decision (THORP)
demonstrates, it acquired business before the plant was

built. Second, it indicates continued desire to make all

types of nuclear services available for overseas customers.
Success in the international fuel market would enable

economies to be transferred to BNFL's domestic customers,

the CEGB, SSEB, UKAEA and MOD. However, most of the
overseas business came from OECD states.

Two significant events occurred during the 1970s in
relation to fuel service exports and non-proliferation;

first, the Windscale Public Inquiry into BNFL's plans to
build a THORP at Windscale; and, second, the emergence of
URENCO as a producer of LEU.

The last UKAEA Annual Report which referred to the fuel

cycle services of the Production Group noted that:

Since .... 1954 the activities of these factories
have greatly expanded as the name and commercial
business of the Production Group has been developed
to the point where the Group has established a
leading position among the world's suppliers of
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nuclear fuel services. (58)

The Production Group had pioneered the international

movement of commercial nuclear fuels and its successor,

BNFL, intended to capitalise on this achievement of the mid

1960s. This was one, if not, the principal reason for the
formation of BNFL in the first place. The UKAEA had a wide

range of functions in the 1960s, nuclear weapon R&D,
reactor R&D and fuel production. This led to managerial
difficulties. Whereas the reactor and engineering sectors
were not commercial the Production group was. An
inte- grated management structure dealing exclusively with
fuel business was more desirable given the overseas trade

prospects which appeared substantial. It was reckoned that
the Production Group's activities would be better conducted
as a commercial business rather than a government company.

From the outset it had an international view. BNFL's scale

of operations can be established from the amount of fuel

transported worldwide in the 1970s. For example, in
addition to the movement of fuel to and from Europe and the
United States, shipments have been made from the rest of
the world including Australia, India, South Africa and
Canada. Contracts in 1982 worth about £600 million

involved the transport of 3500 tonnes of spent fuel.

Dependent on this transport are separate orders for

reprocessing worth over £100m.(^9)

BNFL's policy objectives were clearly stated its in its
first Annual Report:

To meet the growth of the world demand in nuclear
fuel products the company has made a sustained and
vigorous marketing effort in all fields with special
emphasis on those products and services which are not
limited to a particular design of reactor. Business,
particularly in the conversion of uranium
concentrates to uranium hexafluoride and in the

reprocessing of irradiated fuel has been extended and
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consolidated.(60)

It is instructive to look at the specific areas of the fuel

cycle services BNFL provided in the 1970s as this gives a

clearer picture of the pattern of trade in nuclear
materials. A point to note, however, is that the form in
which such materials are shipped are, in the main,
unsuitable for direct and immediate use in a nuclear

explosive. (61)

4. CONVERSION AND FABRICATION

By 1980 the scale of operations in conversion of uranium
ore concentrates (UOC) to uranium hexafluoride (UFg) were
extensive. BNFL document Fuel Manufacturing Services noted
that over 20,000 tonnes of UFg had been delivered to the US
Department of Energy's enrichment plants on behalf of
overseas customers. (62 ) .p^ springfields modern conversion

plant produces extremely pure UFg which "easily meets the
feed specifications for enrichment plants throughout the
world".(63) Springfield's modern "hex" plants enable BNFL
to achieve low costs thus facilitating successful
competition on the world market.(64) In 1972 BNFL produced

twenty percent of the total volume of UFg gas in the
western world.(65) such was the level of overseas business

in 1978 that a programme to expand Springfield's capacity
was started. BNFL still accounted for about twenty percent
of the market.(66) In 1972 BNFL earned £lm for UFg from
the West German Utility Kernkraftwerk Phillipsberg
GmbH.(67) An even larger contract was won from Spain; this
was reported as being worth £15 million. It covered a

substantial portion of Spain's nuclear power programme

requirements. The UF^ was to be delivered to US enrichment
plants between 1978 and 1983.(68) Despite this Foreign
Office officials were reported to be worried that a

loophole will open up when Spain joins the EEC in January
1986. With membership goes access to nuclear materials and

technology under the EURATOM Treaty.(89) Spain, however,
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is the only European non-nuclear weapons state which has
not signed the NPT. The FCO view is surprising when we

consider that the UKAEA had contracts with Spain dating
from the 1960s. Non-NPT states have not been excluded from

access to Britain^;nuclear services.

In 1981, the Springfields plant was expanded again to meet
the overseas demand.(7^) The company was also interested
in supplying UFg conversion technology which is much more
serious from the non-proliferation point of view.
Nevertheless there was worldwide interest in BNFL's

conversion technology. Indeed BNFL participated in a

number of joint feasibility studies with overseas interests
with a view to constructing UFg conversion plants when
market conditions justified expansion. BNFL has
licensed users in Europe and the United States to use the

Integrated Dry Route Process in which enriched UFg is
converted in one stage to oxide by reaction with steam and

hydrogen.(72) UFg plants for Brazil and South Africa were
also under consideration; however, these never went ahead.

The South African proposal was vetoed by the British
Government which caused BNFL a great deal of pain since the
French provided assistance instead.(72) By 1983 BNFL had

provided UOC/UFg conversion services to Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Brazil, FRG, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Spain,

Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan and the US. Export sales had
increased fourteen times over the equivalent figure in

1973/74, and represented one of BNFL's major successes.(7^)
Magnox fuel elements for Italy and Japan continued to

provide a steady source of income. Some oxide fuel was

also supplied to the Netherlands.

5. URENCO AND ENRICHMENT

In addition to URENCO the British also participated in a

joint study programme with EURODIF, the French led gaseous

diffusion consortium, but withdrew in the early 1970s
convinced that the gas centrifuge would provide the
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cheapest enriched uranium. ("75 )

The small pilot plants at Capenhurst and Almelo produced
the first LEU, and were completed between 1972 and
1976. During 1973 a decision was made to construct two
200 te/SW plants, one at Capenhurst and the other at
Almelo.(77) By 1977 URENCO had already secured firm
business in excess of 2000+/SWU for delivery in the early
1980s and beyond. Although the 300 SWU plants were

officially opened in 1978, the first cascades were not on

stream until the end of 1980. The gaseous diffusion plant
at Capenhurst was also used to produce LEU.(78)

The gas centrifuge's principal attraction from a commercial

perspective is that additional tranches can be built

quickly whenever the market appears to be expanding.

Moreover, it consumes less than ten percent of the energy

input for the same amount of production as the gaseous

diffusion process. In other words centrifuge technology is
more appropriate and responsive to the needs of an export
market than a gaseous diffusion plant. The first eight
cascades at Capenhurst went into operation in 1977 with a

total capacity of 50 te SWU. Additional cascades were to
be installed at a rate of approximately one every six weeks
until full capacity of 200 te SWU per year was reached.
Becuase of market conditions the completion date was put
back from 1979 to 1980.(79)

One of URENCO'S objectives was to break the US monopoly on

the supply of LEU. The unilateral US declaration in 1974

of a cut-off in supply confirmed the dangers of over
dependence on an unreliable supplier.') This was to

URENCO'S advantage. In 1980 three West German utilities
cancelled enrichment contracts with the US Department of

Energy and placed a substantial order with URENCO. There
were basically three reasons for this; first, there was a

general wish to reduce dependence on foreign sources of
supply; second, the perception that the US could no longer
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be regarded as a reliable supplier(81); and third, West
German participation in URENCO and plans to build an

enrichment plant at Gronau in the FRG cannot be excluded.

In 1981 URENCO produced 158 tons of LEU of which 72 te was

produced at Capenhurst and the remainder at Almelo. Most
of this was destined for use in the CEGB/SSEB AGRs, the

balance for utilities in the FRG and Netherlands,
Switzerland and Brazil.(82) provision of LEU to a non-NPT

state such as Brazil is illustrative of British attitudes

to the proliferation question. In 1975 the FRG concluded
one of the largest nuclear deals ever, between £25-30
billion, with Brazil.(83) Kraftwerk Union would supply

power reactors; however, enrichment, fabrication and

reprocessing technology would also be supplied. This would
enable the Brazilians to close the nuclear fuel cycle and
achieve virtual nuclear independence. But there would be a

gap of several years before the enrichment plant became

operational, especially since it was based on an unproven

technology. Until then Brazil would require LEU for its
LWRs. To this end Brazilian authorities approached URENCO
in 1976.(84) Although the British Government was unhappy
with the original FRG/Brazilian contract, it agreed to
business with Brazil. Consequently URENCO was awarded a

ten year contract for the supply of enriched uranium.
URENCO won the contract for three reasons. First the

German nuclear deal at 1975 paved the way for further
German involvement; second, Britain had longstanding
nuclear contacts with Brazil since the 1960s; and finally,

US reliability and hostility to Brazil's nuclear power

programme counselled against buying from ERDA.(85)

Although the first delivery of fuel was not until 1981,
the Dutch Parliament had misgivings since Brazil had not

signed the NPT. Consequently, it retained the right to
veto the contract; however, plans to build the first West
German commercial plant at Gronau were accelerated. Both
the British and Germans were keen for the deal to
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proceed.BNFL even considered expanding capacity at
its Capenhurst plant to meet the 2000 tonne order. (27)
seems that the British felt that reliability and assurance

of supply were important considerations. Unreliability
world damage URENCO's reputation as a supplier which might

encourage states to develop indigenous enrichment

capability. Brazil could only be *..ncioced to accept the
international non-proliferation regime by persuasion.
Denial of a legitimate energy security request would have
the opposite effect. Provided adequate safeguards

provisions could be negotiated there was no reason for the
Government to prevent URENCO meeting the Brazilian
order.(82) Brazil, however, was not prepared to accept

full-scope safeguards. As noted in Chapter 10 the British
Government would only insist on full-scope safeguards if
all other suppliers required them. If the UK insisted on

FSS without other suppliers imposing identical conditions,
contracts would be lost to less scrupulous suppliers.

The Brazilian contract was confirmed in December 1982 in a

written Parliamentary answer given by Minister of State,

Department of Energy, John Moore.(89) Bu^- URENCO was not
content with just Brazilian business as Moore makes clear:

URENCO is actively seeking export orders from the
operators of civil nuclear power stations. The
Capenhurst plant will undertake the enrichment work
allocated to it by URENCO Ltd. Overseas contracts
are subject to the approval of the Governments of the
United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and
the Netherlands.(^0)

URENCO had contracts worth £1300'ifor overseas customers for

delivery into the 1990s. Of this BNFL accounted for about
£433 million.() in 1981 BNFL's Annual Report noted that
the order book had expanded to £1500M with Capenhurst again

accounting for roughly a third of the business.(^^' A

second centrifuge plant with a projected capacity of more
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than 800 tonnes SWU per annum was scheduled to move into
full production by 1983. BNFL's Chairman Sir John Hill
attributed URENCO's success to the benefits derived from

tripartite co-operation. Hill argued that there are real

non-proliferation benefits arising from the multinational

approach to the production of nuclear fuel services.(93)
Despite this observation the principal reason for URENCO's
existence was commercial.

Given the competition for enrichment services between

URENCO, EURODIF, the US Department of Energy and

Techsnabexport of the Soviet Union, flexibility in

operations is the key to success. In this respect the

centrifuge is well suited. Modular construction enables
additional tranches of centrifuges to be added in the time
between awarding of contracts and their delivery dates.
This has enabled expansion to be achieved gradually in
accordance with URENCO'S delivery commitments. Equally

important was the ability to incorporate new designs and

improvements. As T. Edwards of BNFL's Enrichment Projects

Designs Office notes:

This flexibility is necessary to ensure that URENCO
maintains its position serious commercial
supplier of enrichment.'y '

Moreover this flexibility:

offers the recipient a high degree of supply
assurance. The gradual build up of capacity and the
short-time within which capacity can be expanded make
it possible to match supply and demand with some
precision .... Assurances of continuous supply are
reinforced further by decentralised production in the
UK and Netherlands and in future in the Federal

Republic. (95)

Assurance of supply was identified by INFCE as a useful
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mechanism for a coherent, and mutually acceptable for
customer and supplier, non-proliferation strategy. This is

basically what Sir John Hill had in mind.^M. indeed
Wansink's conclusions would be endorsed by Whitehall, "Non-

proliferation is closely connected with the principle of
assured supply. The flexibility of the technology

employed, the de-centralization of production and a

consistent and predictable export policy help to give
assurance of supply".(97) However, URENCO was not

organised for these reasons; rather, as URENCO and

centrifuge technology developed it became clear that there
were non-proliferation benefits to be derived from both the

technology and multinational organisation. For the British
American unreasonableness and unreliability had been a

crucial factor in the formation of the consortium in the

first place.

CENTEC continued to reduce progressively the specific cost
of the centrifuges in order to "ensure that URENCO main¬
tains its position as a leader in the commercial supply of
enriched material".(98) These advances would maintain the

competitiveness of the project. Exports are, therefore,
not required to employ excess capacity as tended to be the

case with fuel services in the 1960s; rather, enrichment
business was sought before the capacity was built.(99) jn

1979, for example, when URENCO's order book amounted to

some £1300M, additional business led to the order for a

second and larger centrifuge plant at Capenhurst.(100) The

central features of URENCO's approach, no stockpiling, no

overproduction and no redundant plant unlike the US DOE or

EURODIF, allowed the company to be the only enricher with,

"fully utilized plants with 2 continuing programmes of

expansion to meet orders, and with a sequence of technology
developments far stepwise introduction as and when they are

proven throughout the next decade".(^01) Although most of
URENCO'S orders were from Europeans, its "main marketing
effort is outside. We have our eyes on all parts of the
world like everybody else" noted URENCO's commercial
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Director Johannes Asyor.(^02) The main target, however,
was the US market which was potentially the most lucrative;
for example, in 1978 URENCO officials made the rounds of

several US utilities to persuade them of URENCO'S

advantages".()

Toll enrichment which only produces 3-5% U235 is not a

major proliferation risk. It should also be noted that
BNFL seem to take the view that provision of fuel services
such as LEU do not constitute a major proliferation risk

given the nature of the material. Reactors and fuel plants

pose a much greater hazard; therefore, by providing fuel
services BNFL reduces the incentives for states to

construct indigenous plants. But exports of centrifuge

technology pose a much greater risk. In 1982 a group of
Australian companies, which had studied the competing world
enrichment technologies on behalf of the Australian

Government, chose URENCO/CENTEC's centrifuge as the most

promising and reliable. The next phase called for a

detailed joint feasibility study.(104) Discussions had

taken place in the early 1970s on the possibility of

locating a commercial enrichment plant outside Europe.
Indeed Australia was regarded as an ideal location for

capturing the Japanese market for enriched uranium.(105)
As a NPT state with a good record of accepting and

promoting nuclear safeguards there was clearly no problem
with any transfer of centrifuge technology, albeit under

licence, to Australia. It is not so much a case of

sensitive technologies, but rather of sensitive countries.
In other words such decisions are based on political

judgements, not technological sensitivity.

URENCO had delivered 2 million SWU to customers by March

1983, mainly to customers in the FRG, Netherlands and
Brazil. Outstanding orders totalled about £3 billion.^)
BNFL's share in earnings was not insubstantial, in 1982/3
toll enrichment represented about 25% of BNFL's export

earnings.(^)
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6. REPROCESSING, UNITED REPROCESSORS AND THE WINDSCALE

PUBLIC INQUIRY

Spent fuel reprocessing and its transportation became
BNFL's most profitable business. Indeed the Production

Group had pioneered the worldwide transportation and

reprocessing of oxide fuels. BNFL's decision to build a

thermal oxide reprocessing plant (THORP) at Windscale,
which would be partly financed by export contracts, was the

major reprocessing event of the decade. Moreover, the

inquiry also illuminated British thinking on non-

proliferation. Although the expected reprocessing business

envisaged in the 1960s did not materialise, it was

nonetheless still profitable. The Economist, for example,

estimated that the spent fuel from more than one hundred

European and Japanese reactors could amount to £2 billion

by 1990.(108 )

The 1970s witnessed the development of plans and objectives
outlined in the 1960s. As Wynne notes plans were laid for

reprocessing overseas fuel in 1967 which even then was

regarded as a "highly attractive commercial proposition
where Britain could recoup some of the investment poured
without return into the reactor side" . (-*-09) gu-t as we have

seen in Chapters 4 and 5 the origins of this decision are

in the late 1950s. Motivations then, as in the 1950s, were

primarily commercial.

By 1973 the Production Group and its successor had

reprocessed oxide fuel from Canada, Federal Republic of

Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain and Switzerland. About 321
tons were reprocessed for overseas customers with a

distribution as follows: Japan 144, Italy 122, Switzerland

30, FRG 14, Spain 11, Sweden 5, Canada 2 and Belgium. (HO)
Furthermore of the 70,000 tonnes plus of spent fuel BNFL

planned to reprocess by the year 2000 as much as

one third was expected, in 1975, to be for overseas
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customers. (HI) Japan was seen as the principal customer.
The UKAEA had a long standing association with Japan going
back to the 1950s. For BNFL Japanese contracts were

important as they would finance the expansion of

reprocessing operations. In October 1974 BNFL started to
negotiate on behalf of URG with thirteen Japanese companies
for reprocessing. ) At the end of August 1975 a team
from Enrichment Reprocessing Group (ERG) Japan came to
London to negotiate reprocessing terms. BNFL sought £334 m

in return for reprocessing 4000 te of fuel over a ten year

period. (H3) However, the British Government had to decide
whether to authorise further overseas reprocessing
business. But it seems that Government deliberations had

more to do with environmental considerations such as

disposal of medium and high level waste, than with any

proliferation considerations. In the end approval was

given in March 1976.() However, the Secretary of State
for the Environment Peter Shore decided to hold a public

inquiry into BNFL's THORP proposals.

The 100 day Windscale Public Inquiry will only be discussed
here in so far as it relates to the reprocessing of foreign

fuels, primarily Japanese, and to nuclear proliferation.
BNFL sought to finance the expansion of its operations from

export earnings. A customer, as part of the contract,
would pay for the construction and operation of the plant
in addition to the transportation and reprocessing. For
instance, BNFL wanted the Japanese to make a 40% down

payment on the approximately £800m contract and pay another
40% upon completion of reprocessing . ( 115) The proposed

expansion was described thus:

In addition to the new 'home' plant, a proposal has
been put forward for a second identical plant to
provide capacity for potential overseas reprocessing
business - principally a 4000 tonne contract from
Japanese utilities but also 2000 tonnes under
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discussion from other countries. The second new

plant, which is referred to as the "overseas" plant
(although in practice arisings of fuel will not
necessarily be segregated in this way) is proposed
for operation by about 1987. The contractual terms

that are being negotiated for the overseas
business include a provision for down payments which
yield most of the money needed to build the plant ...
the need for a decision on the "overseas" plant is
now urgently called for by BNFL in order to clinch
such a contract . ' 115'

Unfortunately for BNFL US non-proliferation policy had

undergone a considerable change during the Ford
Administration. This was carried on with more enthusiasm

by the Carter Administration of 1977-1980. The US now

proposed that commercial reprocessing should be deferred
lest it contribute to proliferation; furthermore, the
Administration was prepared to veto the transfer of oxide

fuel, which had originated in the US, for reprocessing.
This threatened Japanese nuclear plans as well as those of

BNFL. Japan had long considered nuclear power vital to its

energy security. The 1973 Middle East war and its effect
on oil supplies and prices confirmed the desirability of
such a policy. Japanese utilities hoped to have 3270
tonnes of spent fuel reprocessed between 1982 and 1990.
URG were keen to accept, and preliminary negotiations

proposed to divide the work between BNFL and COGEMA whereby
each would take 1635 tonnes. (H?) indeed URG aimed to

expand its operations and engaged in talks with European
utilities to this end. As with Japan URG sought firm

reprocessing contracts combined with advance payments from
the utilities to help finance the heavy investment
costs. (^

President Carter's hostility to reprocessing in general and
THORP in particular threatened a highly lucrative business.
Indeed the Environment Secretary's decision to hold a
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public inquiry was also seen as a potential setback. Con

Allday, BNFL's Managing Director, warned that such a

decision could lead to loss of the Japanese contract but if
"we can have an inquiry that does not take too long then we

could still retain the business".^^ More significantly,

however, once the inquiry was underway the Department of

Energy argued that urgency was crucial since non-

proliferation grounds counselled for avoidance of further

uncertainty in the minds of customer countries as to the

UK's intentions.(-^O) provided an early decision could be
made within first two months of 1978, Allday was "not too
worried"; however, the delay hampered negotiations with
European utilities. They decided that they would talk to

as
the French until such times^BNFL was in a position to sign
a contract.(*21) T^e British position represents a mixture
of commercial self-interest and non-proliferation

objectives; however, the former was the principal reason
for THORP. Reliability as suppliers of fuel services
would reduce incentives for states to build their own fuel

plants.

Once the Inquiry opened BNFL argued that export earnings
were a ready reason to proceed with THORP. A contribution
of at least £600 million in foreign currency could be made
to the balance of payments.(122) Lest US opposition to

reprocessing prevent the Japanese contract from being

concluded, the Secretary of State for Energy, Tony Benn,
offered his assurance to the Japanese utilities that

Britain was keen to have the business; and would,

furthermore, try to convince the US Government that

safeguard provisions were adequate.(^3) Moreover, both
the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary, David Owen

suggested to President Carter that Britain ought to take
the Japanese fuel. Rather than undermine non-proliferation

objectives, provision of assured supplies would strengthen
the international non-proliferation regime. For example,
in a major policy statement at Chatham House Owen noted
that if reprocessing were to occur, it should do so in as
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few countries as possible, namely the existing NWS.(124)
Furthermore,

We need also to ask ourselves whether, if there are
countries who cannot do without reprocessing, they
would not be driven to develop their own facilities
from existing technology, should countries like
Britain and France withdraw reprocessing services
they now offer to others.(125)

BNFL latched on to this as a useful argument in favour of
further reprocessing business.() Thus the Company's

corporate interests could be identified with the furthering
of non-proliferation objectives. At the WPI Christopher

Herzig, Head of the Atomic Energy Division in the

Department of Energy, noted that the US policy of denial
between 1946 and 1953 led to other nations developing their
own military nuclear capability, including Britain.(^7)
Moreover, denial of reprocessing services would stimulate
states to acquire their own reprocessing technology. (^8)
British experience is particularly important here since US

policy had only encouraged an independent British nuclear

programme and a European enrichment project in the 1960s.
Con Allday argued that if the UK were to forego the

reprocessing option it would not prevent other states from

reprocessing their own fuel; furthermore any state
determined to build nuclear weapons would not choose to

divert materials from a commercial reprocessing plant, it
would instead build dedicated facilities. (^9 )

Pearce, Edwards and Beuret argued that:

the interpretation of the NPT in the Windscale
Public Inquiry suggests that the principal question
asked was, in effect "can the NPT be read in SUQh a
way as to justify a UK reprocessing plant".(130)

However, the evidence suggests the contrary; this had
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always been Britain's understanding of the Treaty. Justice
Parker in his report merely pointed to British obligations
as a major reason for THORP to go ahead. Parker's Report
notes that:

Since (i) there will be no direct risk arising from
THORP for at least ten years (ii) to deny
reprocessing facilities would be against the spirit
and as I think the letter of our obligations under
the main existing bulwark against proliferation (iii)
to deny such facilities would create an immediate
incentive to others to develop their own facilities
(iv) there is a world need for adequate reprocessing
facilities somewhere, it appears to me that a grant
of permission would have a non-proliferation effect
rather then the reverse. I do not accept that the
best way to achieve a new bargain is to break an
existing one '

Dr Owen had also noted that "judged overall politicians
have allowed the urgency and dangers of the proliferation

problem to be swamped by commercial interest and
bureaucratic indifferences". There was nothing
inconsistent in BNFL's THORP proposals with previous

policy. Even though Dr Donald Avery, BNFL thought that
Owen's remark was fair comment'1^2), acquisition of fuel
business had been an objective of the Production Group well
before the NPT was signed in 1968. Avery's colleague Con

Allday admitted that BNFL's reasons for wanting to proceed
with the Japanese deal were "frankly purely commercial".
Nevertheless, Avery went on to note that the proliferation

question was not ignored; on the contrary, the energy

security benefits of reprocessing and non-proliferation
objectives were not incompatible.()

Parliament voted in favour of THORP in March 1978. The

contract with Japan, worth £500 million^) was agreed on

24 May and BNFL was to receive 1600 tonnes to be
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delivered between 1982 and 1990. THORP was designed to
have a capacity of 1100 tonnes per year and was expected to
earn £900 million from overseas contracts of which £600

million was for reprocessing, the remainder for

transportation costs.(135) The benefits to fuel costs of

the CEGB and SSEB were not insignificant; for example, it
was estimated that the saving to UK generating boards by

having a larger reprocessing plant with foreign business
would be in the region of £65 m to £165 m.^1^) During the

Inquiry BNFL's Reprocessing Division negotiated further
contracts with Swedish, Swiss and West German utilities.

In the 1981/82 financial year BNFL earned £409m in

reprocessing and transportation contracts. This compared
with £1.2 m in 1971/72. Such services were supplied to

Belgium, Canada, France, FRG, Italy, Japan, Netherlands,

Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. Indeed in 1982 BNFL offered

to reprocess another 900 tonnes of foreign fuel in THORP
because the needs of the CEGB and SSEB were less than

expected. (-*-37) BNFL experienced no difficulties in filling
the capacity as it was oversubscribed several times.(138)

7. FUEL SERVICES: CONCLUSION

Throughout the 1970s BNFL proved itself a success. It is
one of the world's major suppliers of fuel services.(^39)
Unlike the fragmented reactor industry, BNFL is a single
company with clear objectives which is a major factor in
its success. BNFL's objectives are primarily commercial.
The company does not make British non-proliferation policy,
that is a matter for the Government. Indeed BNFL would not

have it any other way. It cannot conduct business without
Government authority, but tries to avoid a situation in
which a customer is turned down after initial enthusiasm on

account of Government action. For this reason the company

prefers clear guidelines and a stable environment in which
to conduct its overseas business. However, BNFL is not an

export led organisation. Despite the scale of its
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operations BNFL does not consider the supply of LEU, UFg or
reprocessing as a significant proliferation threat; on the

contrary, it is much better to provide reliable service to
overseas customers. This is sensible commercial practice
which incidentaUy may further non-proliferation objectives
since it reduces the incentives for countries to build

their own plants.

8. CO-OPERATIVE AND COLLABORATIVE AGREEMENTS 1971 - 1982

URENCO and URG were the most important co-operative
ventures in the period. Both had broadly similar

objectives, URG, for example, was intended to provide a

re-liable long-term reprocessing service for utilities
worldwide.() In addition to these organisations BNFL
had shares in five other international companies two of
which were formed in the 1960s. Nuclear Transport, for

instance, was incorporated in England in 1972 for the

purpose of providing services for the transport of
irradiated fuel elements from oxide fuelled power reactors
to reprocessing plants.() In other words the trend
towards specific goals in co-operation and collaboration

agreements rather than general R&D was confirmed in the

1970s, Sir John Hill noted that:

In the early days collaboration was concerned
primarily with exchanging information of a research
and development nature. As the industry developed so
the nature of collaboration changed to reflect not
only growing commercial interests, but also the high
development costs, technical complexity and great
size and cost of nuclear installations...^ '

The UKAEA continued its promotional activities
overseas.() In particular, the Authority's reactor
services and fuel services for experimental fast reactor
and other advanced reactor systems were particularly
successful. Irradiation space in the Dounreay Fast Reactor
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was made available to overseas nuclear interests.(1^4) In

1977 the UKAEA reported that it had "made major efforts to

support British companies who are seeking overseas

consultancy or construction contracts on nuclear

projects".() in addition there was considerable
international collaboration on fast reactor R&D between

leading European states. ^ ) UKAEA Chairman Sir John Hill
considered such collaboration as vitally important. An

agreement could have been concluded with France in 1974 had
the Energy Secretary not vetoed it.(147)

Middle Eastern states figured prominently in the

Authority's promotional campaign. Advice was given to Iran
on safety requirements for a developing nuclear power

programme, and prior to the fall of the Shah in 1978 the UK

expressed an interest in Iran's proposed nuclear power

programme.() The Authority also advised the Kuwait

Ministry of Electricity and Water on the acquisition of a

training reactor. The objective of these contacts is
to ensure that the resources of the Authority and the
British nuclear industry are brought to the attention of
those who are planning nuclear programmes.The
clearest statement on the need for overseas work and its

relationship to the domestic programme was made in the

1973/74 UKAEA Annual Report:

The objectives of the commercial overseas work are:
(i) to offset the cost of nuclear power development
by selling capacity in facilities which have to be
maintained for the UK programme. (ii) to develop
services which might ultimately be provided by
industry but which require the backing of skills,
technologies and equipment at present vested in the
Authority, (iii) to establish contracts with overseas
countries which might later be available to
industry. ( -^1)#

It is clear that both UKAEA and BNFL remained committed to
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the worldwide spread of nuclear power and knowledge.
Collaborative R&D agreements were a means to a clearly-
defined end: business for British nuclear industry. This

was made cle<jr by Peter Hirsch Chairman of the UKAEA in
1983.(152 )

CONCLUSION

The relationship between international collaboration,
URENCO and URG in particular, and British non-proliferation
became clearer in the late 1970s. Indeed non-proliferation
considerations played a part in the original decision to
establish URENCO, but this was not made public until the
1970s. BNFL and Production Group fuel business objectives
were largely commercial, and not conditioned exclusively by

non-proliferation considerations. In short, Multinational/

Regional Fuel Cycle Centres (M/RFCC) concepts were examined
in the mid 1970s after URENCO and URG had been established.

Both, however, provided useful models but commercial rather
than non-proliferation objectives were the reason for their
existence. Con Allday makes this clear:

In forming the URENCO/CENTEC and United
Reprocesaors, although the motives of participating
organisations were essentially commercial, political
pressures, particularly those concerning non-
proliferation, have had a major influence on the
policies of both organisations.('

Nevertheless, as Allday went on to observe, it seems that
for the British at least prevention of, or rather reducing
the risks of nuclear weapons proliferation, requires that
both the supplier and customer states work together to

develop realistic and acceptable policies. There was thus
a blending of commercial and security interests. Assurance
of supplies suited both BNFL and its customers, but also

strengthened the international non-proliferation regime by

providing a stable and predictable framework for nuclear
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trade. Consequently the interests and objectives of
British civil nuclear programme and non-proliferation

policies were not mutually exclusive; rather, they were

complementary. A combination of factors including
commercial interest; historic experience, the pre 1953

years in particular, multinational nuclear fuel cycle

arrangements, shaped British non-proliferation policies in
the 1970s.

Although no power reactors were sold in this period, BNFL'S
fuel cycle services expanded and prospered.(1^4) BNFL,

however, was not an export led company. There was also a

successful trade in reactor components, for PWRs in

particular. In short, the British were as committed to the

Atoms for Peace principles as they had been in the 1950s.
Towards the end of the 1952 - 1982 period provision of fuel

services for overseas customers became increasingly linked
with non-proliferation policies. The British saw a

confluence of interests here: non-proliferation objectives
could be fulfilled by providing nuclear fuel to NNWS which
would remove their incentives to build their own sensitive

fuel cycle plants since the UK's fuel business expanded in
the 1970s, it seemed sensible to make a virtue out of
commercial necessity. Despite the delays in the domestic

programme, nuclear power was regarded as essential for
British energy security. If this was true for

comparatively energy rich states like the UK, then it

applied as much to other states. For this reason

maintenance of stability and predictability in the
international nuclear fuel market would safeguard the

legitimate energy requirements of states such as Japan.
This was clear at WPI, unreliability and uncertainty could
lead to additional sensitive fuel cycle plants worldwide.
From the British perspective the fewer enrichment and

reprocessing plants the better. Instead URENCO and URG
would provide the necessary services. However, the flaw
here is that the British had themselves sought fuel cycle

independence for strategic reasons. This was one of the
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reasons for URENCO. The risks of dependence on an

unreliable supplier were key factors in the formative years

of nuclear energy in Britain. The same conclusions were

drawn by Argentina, India and Pakistan since all three have

sought to close the fuel cycle and thus secure a greater

degree of nuclear independence.(155)
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CHAPTER 7

UK FAST REACTOR DEVELOPMENT AND PROLIFERATION

1. INTRODUCTION

Fast reactor research had become by 1982 the single most

important activity of the UKAEA. From the proliferation

perspective a reactor which both burns and produces

plutonium is particularly sensitive. This is because

weapons grade plutonium, containing 90% plus of the fissile

isotope Pu.239, is present in the fast reactor fuel cycle.

Despite this there is, in the British case, a relationship
between the rationales for fast reactor R and D and British

non-proliferation strategy. This relationship became

particularly pointed in the late 1970s. It appeared as if
British non-proliferation objectives could best be achieved

by actually encouraging the deployment of commercial fast
reactors. However, it is not altogether clear whether this
was an after-the-fact rationalisation for a project which
would have been pursued irrespective of other

considerations, or a pragmatic response to a pressing

problem. Available evidence would suggest that the former
was the case. For example, it has been observed that
within decision-making structures the potential dangers of
a plutonium economy tend to be viewed as less troublesome
than the dangers of interruptable and/or high cost foreign

energy supplies.^^) It is not clear, however, whether the
avoidance of these disadvantages is necessarily at odds
with a non-proliferation strategy based on fast reactors.
This chapter will seek to identify the relationship between
domestic British nuclear policy and non-proliferation

policy. Four areas need to be discussed. These are: brief
technical description of the fast reactor; history of fast
reactor R and D within the UKAEA; rationales and objectives
of the reactor programme; and relationship between a

programme emphasising energy security and non-proliferation

objectives.
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2. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

It is not necessary to provide here a detailed technical

description of fast reactor technology. A brief overview
of its essential characteristics will suffice.a fast

reactor initial fuel load consists of a core of mixed

uranium-plutonium oxide fuel. The core is surrounded by a

"blanket" of natural uranium oxide. When the reactor is

operated the heat produced by the fission process is
removed by liquid sodium via heat exchangers. The
transferred heat is used to raise steam which in turn

drives the turbines. Unlike thermal reactors there is no

moderator. A thermal reactor is so called because the

neutrons that cause fission are slowed down by collision
with a light element (moderator) in the core of the
reactor. A fast reactor uses high energy neutrons. The
word 'fast' does not refer to the reactor's capacity to
breed plutonium. During the operation of the fast reactor
there is a steady net incineration of plutonium in the
core. However, the neutrons which escape from the core

are captured by the U-238 blanket. This produces more

plutonium via the

n gamma beta beta
reaction U238 U.239 NP PU.239.

23.5m 2.35d

The rate of production, however, depends on the design of
the reactor itself and how it is operated.^) In the model
reactor discussed by Dr. Marshall in his 1980 Atom article
the initial quantity of plutonium fuel is 1936kgs. After a

year's operation plutonium production is only 1750kg. This

represents a loss of 231; however, if a U238 blanket is

incorporated the reactor will produce 421kg. Overall the
balance of plutonium produced is 190kg.This figure is
much lower when compared to that of thermal reactors of
similar sizes. Despite this the reactor can become self-

sustaining since it will eventually produce sufficient

plutonium to provide the initial inventory required for a

new reactor. It is this possibility which leads to the
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name "breeder". Finally, by using uranium 238 in the
blanket more efficient use can be made of uranium reserves.

In a thermal once-through fuel cycle only a fraction of the

energy of uranium fuel is used. The U238 which would be
used in the "blanket" is a waste product from the
enrichment and reprocessing plants of the thermal fuel

cycle. There are, according to Marshall, six key
characteristics of fast reactors:

(i) They do not breed fast

(ii) Use fast neutrons and breed slowly

(iii) mostly they incinerate plutonium

(iv) core is an incinerator

(v) blanket (optional) is producer

(vi) the balance between incineration and production is
delicate.(^'

Fast reactors are therefore fundamentally different from
thermal reactors. There are, however, significant

technological and engineering difficulties involved in
their construction.^' Furthermore, the economics of fast

reactor construction and operation are highly contentious.
UKAEA officials assert one thing whilst the anti-nuclear
movement equally confidently assert the opposite.
Environmental and safety questions produce equally partisan

responses from the anti-nuclear movement and nuclear

industry. However, as these issues do not impinge directly
on the proliferation question they will not be addressed
here.

3. FAST REACTOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE UK

From the beginning of atomic energy research in Britain
scientists at the Atomic Energy Research Establishment,
Harwell realised that the fast reactor was the ultimate,
and logical, aim for any nuclear power programme. For

example, the first reference to fast reactors in the
archives occurs in 1946.^' As Margaret Gowing notes it
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was generally agreed that in the longterm the fast reactor
would be the best method of producing electricity by
nuclear power.Gowing again notes that they were given
first priority by the Ministry of Supply's Technical
Committee and by the Atomic Energy Council when reactor

policy was discussed in 1949-50, and again in 1952.

Despite this recognition there was a more sober estimation
of the likely date when fast reactors would produce
commercial electricity. Twenty-five to thirty years from

1945/6 was thought to be the most likely time scale.

It was not until the 1950s that development work on the
reactor assumed concrete form. Construction of an

experimental fast reactor was first considered in 1951, but

authority for an engineering design was not given until
1954. The following year construction work started at

Dounreay near Thurso, and the reactor went critical in
November 1959.(12) The reactor was scheduled to start-up
on 1 April; however, in the aftermath of the Fleck
Committee's report on the staffing of reactors following
the Windscale fire, personnel were taken off the Dounreay

project so that the defence work would not suffer.(13)
Moreover, given the pressures on fissile material at this

time, plutonium in particular, the fast reactor had to take
second place.

Between 1954 and 1958 physics experiments with a plutonium-
fuelled zero energy facility, ZEPHYR (Zero Energy Fast
Reactor) at Harwell had confirmed the breeding potential of
the fast reactor system. Additional design and operational
information for the Dounreay reactor was provided by a zero

energy uranium system - ZEUS - also at Harwell. The core

of this research reactor was closely related in design
to the Dounreay reactor. Moreover, its HEU fuel was

subsequently transported to Dounreay for use in the fast
reactor which was termed the Dounreay Fast Reactor - DFR.

It was not until 1963, however, that the DFR became fully
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operational, but it did demonstrate the engineering

feasibility of the fast reactor concept designed by
Harwell. The UKAEA also constructed a fuel reprocessing

plant which was completed in 1961. The objective was to

gain experience with the fast reactor fuel cycle.

Ultimately it was planned to close the fast reactor fuel

cycle. From 1966 onwards the UKAEA used the DFR as an

irradiation test facility for overseas customers earning
about $9.5 million.(15) jn August 1975 the UKAEA announced
its intention to close the DFR in October 1976. The

reactor was finally shut down in March 1977. During its
seventeen years of operation it had generated almost 600
million units of electricity for the grid.^^^

Authorisation for the construction of a 250MWe prototype
fast reactor, as well as fuel production facility at

Windscale, was given by the Minister of Technology, Frank
Cousins, in February, 1966. This reactor was designed

according to the advanced reactor technology of the mid
1960s and incorporated the lessons learned from its

predecessors. According to Hill and Franklin the research

objectives were to assist in the development of breeder
reactors of larger size, improved economy, high reliability
and availability) The reactor was expected to come on

power in late 1972; however, by 1969 the timetable was

delayed by difficulties encountered in welding the

biological shield roof.Electricity was not supplied
to the North of Scotland Hydro Electricity Board until

April 1975. The achievement of high power and continuous

generation of electricity was delayed by leaks in the steam

plant.By 1976 the fast reactor employed the greatest
share of the UKAEA's resources.

By the end of 1981 the PFR had reached a degree of

reliability, although there were still difficulties with
the steam generators. Indeed the principal problems lay
not with the basic nuclear technology, but rather with the
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conventional engineering technologies. The PFR, for
instance was dogged with problems with its generation

plant.(21) In 1982 the reactor and its fuel had continued
to perform satisfactorily, but again it was the
conventional technology, this time leaks in the boilers'

evaporator units, which undermined station operation.(^2)

As mentioned above, the associated fuel cycle facilities

developed in tandem with both the DFR and PFR. In 1973 the
UKAEA decided to construct a spent fuel reprocessing plant

by modifying and adding to the existing plant at Dounreay.

This was regarded as the next step in closing the fast
reactor fuel cycle.(^3)

It is important to note that neither the DFR or PFR were

built purely for the sake of research. For the UKAEA these
reactors were the test bed for a future programme of
commercial fast reactors. CFRs would, in the view of the

UKAEA, ultimately form the basis of nuclear power in
Britain.(24) However, the timing of their introduction
continued to slip back throughout this period. The
reference design was a pool-type reactor rated at roughly
1300 MWe. By 1982 no such reactor had been built. The
most likely date for its introduction was put off until the
21st century. More will be made of this in the next
section.

Despite this the UKAEA at the end of the 1970s had
identified three objectives for its fast reactor R&D

leading to the development of a commercial reactor. These
were:

(i) To demonstrate the economy and reliability of the
reactor plant and of acceptable fuel cycle

operations;

(ii) to establish the safety features which will
enable a reasonable number of sites to be
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considered;

(iii) to illustrate as realistically as possible the
favourable impact of the ability to build power

fast reactors on the future of British energy

costs, availability and trade.(25)

In short, the fast reactor was recognised as the ultimate

system for a nuclear power programme well before 1952. By
1982 fast reactor R&D had become the principal function
for the UKAEA which had lost the Production Group, AWRE and

isotope production in the early 1970s. Technological and

engineering difficulties aside, significant progress had
been made. However, the date when a first British
commercial fast reactor would enter service, first
scheduled for the 1970s, was continually put back. This,

arguably, is attributable to three factors. First, the
conventional engineering difficulties encountered by the
PFR highlighted the problems that a CFR would face.

Moreover, the engineering problems facing the AGR programme

did not inspire confidence. Second, the economics of CFR
construction and operation were not conducive to a rapid
introduction of fast reactors. Finally, and related to

this, the availability and price of uranium was not as

limited or as high as had been feared. In addition, the
downturn in the ordering of thermal nuclear power stations
world wide amid the economic crisis of the late 1970s

confirmed the need to defer commitment to the CFR. The

scarcity of uranium had been the original factor which

prompted interest in fast reactor development in the UK.
It is to this topic that we now turn.

4. RATIONALES FOR THE BRITISH FAST REACTOR PROGRAMME

As noted above the fast reactor was considered to be the

most logical choice for a civil nuclear power programme as

early as 1946. The reason for this was to become the
fundamental justification for continued fast reactor R&D.

Gowing identifies two key factors in the 1940s which
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laid the foundations:

The prospect of a reactor that would utilise fuel
efficiently and also produce additional plutonium was
extremely attractive at a time when proved uranium
resources were small. The whole of the United

Kingdom's electric power consumption might be
supplied from 80 tons of uranium a year. Indeed
without fast breeders an industrial programme might
be impossible. Herein lay the economic promise of
fast reactors ... in the longterm calculations of
fast reactor's financial advantages compared with
those of thermal, reactors would depend in part on the
scarcity and price of natural uranium and of the pure
fissile materials, plutonium and uranium 235.* '

Against the background of Harwell's deliberations in the
1940s two factors amplified the attractions of the fast
reactor. A shortage of readily available and economic
uranium coupled with an acute fuel crisis exposed the

potential vulnerability of an industrial society.(27) .p^g
fast reactor might be the solution to these two problems.
It would enhance energy security by cutting down the need
for uranium imports and reduce dependence on coal for

electricity generation. In the 1940s, and well into the

1950s, there was an acute shortage of high quality coal.
The reactor's potential contribution to energy security

proved to be the recurring theme in subsequent policy
statements on fast reactor R&D. Even the subsequent
setbacks to the programme have not diminished the reactor's
attractions. Energy security is the key.

When work on the reactor was authorised in the 1950s it was

precisely because "energy policy studies .... identified it
as the alternative energy source most capable of

contributing to our medium and longer-term energy needs by

eliminating longer term fuel supply problems and

maintaining stable prices for electricity generation."()
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Again it is important to place this in its historical
context. Coal production was still a major problem in the
1950s both in terms of quality and quantity. (^9) ^s,

therefore, not surprising that the fast reactor should have

appeared so attractive. Moreover, as J.W. Dunworth of the
UKAEA noted at the First UN Conference on the Peaceful Uses

of Atomic Energy in 1955," the fundamental reason for

developing the fast reactor for the generation of
industrial power was that it seemed capable of much more

efficient utilization of uranium fuel than on a system
based on thermal fission."(30)

Whilst fast reactor R&D at Dounreay commenced in the

1950s, the first nuclear power programme based on thermal
reactors was announced in 1955. These reactors were also

fundamental to the future of fast reactor development. It
was intended that the first generation thermal reactors
would provide the plutonium fuel for future fast reactors.
Franklin and Kehoe, for instance, wrote in September 1966
that: "For well over a decade the proper long-term use of

plutonium has been seen to be in fast reactors. It was

with this aim that the fast reactor experiment at Dounreay
was authorised in 1953."Indeed the UKAEA itself

stated in its Annual Report in 1967 that:

Through its substantial investment in thermal
reactor power stations, the UK will be building up
the stocks of plutonium needed to fuel the fast
breeder reactors with which the long term future of
nuclear power will lie.^32^

At the Fourth International Conference on Peaceful Uses of

Atomic Energy held in Geneva in 1971, the relationship
between British thermal reactor policy, and the rationales
for fast reactor R&D was made clear. H. Cartwright of
the UKAEA Reactor Group, R. Campbell of TNPG and P. Wolff
of BNDC wrote that:
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From the early 1950s, a substantial part of the
UK's resources deployed on the reactor development
programme has had as its objective the eventual
construction on a commercial scale of sodium cooled
FBRs. The construction and operation of such
stations is an integral part of a total nuclear
strategy for the efficient utilisation of uranium
using both thermal and fast breeder reactors. The
former provides the plutonium for the first changes
of the early fast reactor stations.(33)

Therefore the objective of greater energy security was to
be achieved by a thermal reactor power programme which
would lay the foundation for the ultimate stage based on

fast reactors.

Initially shortage of uranium resources had been one of the

principal reasons which served to justify the fast reactor

programme. By the mid 1970s this argument altered, but

only in appearance rather than substance. Given both the

projected expansion of civil nuclear programmes worldwide
and forecasts of limited uranium availability, the

justification for the fast reactor was, for the UKAEA,

self-evident. In 1974 the UKAEA proclaimed that:

The increasing demand on uranium resources from
expanding nuclear power programmes throughout the
world confirms the Authority's policy of developing
fast reactors with their high uranium utilisation as
the future means of exploiting nuclear power.

The prospect of energy independence, however, was still as

attractive as it was in the 1950s. For the UKAEA:

Early demonstration of a full scale fast reactor
will be essential if commercial ordering is to be
possible from the mid 1980s to minimise imports of
natural uranium, which will become increasingly
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expensive as a result of the worldwide increase in
the use of nuclear power.(35)

These views were not only entertained by the UKAEA which
had an institutional interest in the continuance of the

fast reactor. As its paymaster Governments, irrespective
of colour, have shared the UKAEA's enthusiasm for the fast
reactor for ready strategic reasons. In June 1975, for

example, an Energy Minister, stated:

We have to import uranium in order to sustain the
industry. This is why the fast breeder reactor at
Dounreay is significant for Britain, in the sense
that we are world leaders in such technology. This
is related to ensuring that in the long term we shall
have a sufficiency of uranium to sustain our nuclear
power programme.''

At the close of the period under review, 1982, the
Conservative Government reiterated its support for fast
reactor R&D. In a major policy statement in November
1982 the relevance for both UK and world energy supplies
was confirmed. Despite the failure of the earlier dire
forecast of limited uranium availability to materialise,
and the world-wide decline in the expansion of thermal

programmes, the need for continued fast reactor R&D was

unquestioned by the UKAEA.(37) Furthermore, the ever

increasing costs of continued support for the fast reactor
was one pressing reason to reduce the scale of investment

given the reduced urgency for a CFR. This acted as a

stimulus for greater international co-operation.(^8) sir
Peter Hirsh part-time Authority Chairman between October
1982 and September 1984 argued in 1983 that:

The goal of commercial introduction remains as
important to long term energy security in the United
Kingdom as it has ever been, although the time scale
for probable commercialization has, on economic
grounds, now moved to the early part of the next
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century.(39)

Given the level of institutional and financial investment

in fast reactor R&D it would be very difficult for the
UKAEA to call into question the reason for its own

existence. Moreover, enhanced energy security was a

prospect that no government was prepared to abandon. The
combination of these two factors ensured that fast reactor

R&D would continue. Even the ready availability of coal,
oil and gas supplies in Britain did not detract from the

security arguments advanced for the reactor. In 1977

representatives of the three major nuclear organisations in
Britain, the UKAEA, the BNFL and the NPC maintained that:

Notwithstanding the size of the UK fossil fuel
reserves, sooner or later, the UK will cease to be
able to meet its energy needs from indigenous
sources. This situation could arise in the 1990s and
a continuing and expanding thermal reactor programme
is seen as an essential concomitant of future

electricity programmes. Limitations on the extent of
exploitable uranium resources point to the need for
the development of new reactor systems and in
particular the fast breeder.(40'

In addition to the presumed future pressures on uranium

availability, world-wide competition for fossil fuels also

served as a justification for fast reactor R&D. R.V.

Moore, the Managing Director of the UKAEA Reactor Group,
considered that world events in the late 1970s, the sharp
rise in costs of coal and oil, the realisation that known

resources, particularly of oil, in relation to ever

increasing demand, are limited - re-emphasised the

importance the UKAEA had always assigned to the successful

development of a fast breeder reactor.^^ Rather than
diminish the fast reactor's attractions, the economic

crisis only served to confirm its inherent advantages.
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There are three reasons for the resilience of the energy

security arguments for the fast reactor. First,
institutional momentum within the UKAEA ensured a powerful
base. As the reactor had, by the 1970s become the last

major function retained by the UKAEA, there was

considerable bureaucratic interest in preserving and

expanding the programme. Second, the various government

departments which have had responsibility for atomic energy

since 1952 have, in broad terms, shared the objectives of
the UKAEA. Although the prestige of the UKAEA was not as

great as it had been in the late 1950s and early 1960s, the
UKAEA was nonetheless responsible for virtually all basic
nuclear R&D in the UK. Moreover, even though the

Department of Energy has been less enthusiastic about the
fast reactor, the public line of the ultimate desirability
of the reactor has remained unchanged.) This is largely
because the UKAEA is the only source of independent

expertise from which the DEN can draw. Finally, and most

importantly, the potential advantages of the reactor have
remained attractive objectives for successive governments

irrespective of cost or other factors which appear to
detract from the reactor's potential. Energy security has

always been the underlying attraction of nuclear power in

general and the fast reactor in particular. (^) <phe
uncertainties of energy supply in the 1940s and 1950s

provided the background against which the fast reactor

programme evolved. Successive Middle East crises, 1956 and
1973 in particular, doubts over availability of economic
sources of uranium; and pressures on fossil fuels, if not
in the short term, then certainly in the long term, have
combined to confirm the inherent logic of fast reactor
research. In an international system comprised of

sovereign states the strategic benefits of enhanced energy

security are always likely to be attractive to governments.
In the British context there is a relationship between fast
reactor policy and non-proliferation strategy. The energy

security benefits of the fast reactor came to form a part
of British non-proliferation strategy in the late 1970s.
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Rather than being a major threat to non-proliferation, the
reactor becomes instead a positive advantage for non-

proliferation objectives.

5. ENERGY SECURITY AND NON-PROLIFERATION OBJECTIVES

Fundamentally the UK subscribed to the view that rather
than contributing to the risk of nuclear weapon

proliferation, fast reactor construction should be

encouraged for non-proliferation purposes. The clearest

exposition of this view was given by the then Deputy
Chairman of the UKAEA Dr Walter Marshall in April 1980

shortly after INFCE had published its report.(^4) Although

given as the personal views of the Deputy Chairman, the

arguments contained in the article nevertheless represent a

definitive statement of British thinking on the question.

Moreover, other public statements by Ministers, UKAEA and
DEN officials in the late 1970s and early 1980s tend to
confirm this. For example, the extent to which Ministers
are dependent upon their UKAEA advisers, and therefore
reflect the UKAEA corporate view, can be seen from a Prime
Ministerial statement in 1979. On a visit to start up the
first active run of the newly refurbished fast reactor fuel

reprocessing plant, Margaret Thatcher remarked in relation
to plutonium, "the worst thing you could do is to leave it

lying around. The best thing to do is to burn it. The
fast reactor is made to burn it."(^)

The extent to which this reflects Marshall's view will

become apparent below. The essential characteristic of the

argument appears to be that a line of development, which
the UK had every intention of continuing, is translated
into a component of a desirable international non-

proliferation strategy. A system which satisfies

everyone's legitimate energy security interests is in the
best interest of non-proliferation. This can be seen from
a detailed examination of Marshall's argument as outlined
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in the Atom, article.

The lecture, originally delivered to the Royal Institution
has three key sections. These are: Economic value of

Plutonium; non-proliferation implications; and

philosophical reflections. The sequence is important.

Crucially, non-proliferation objectives should be met by
the logical development of nuclear fuel cycles worldwide.
In short, non-proliferation objectives are best fulfilled
from the strategic and industrial applications of nuclear

power. There is no question of a non-proliferation regime

being foisted onto a reluctant nuclear industry. Instead
the evolution of both systems is mutually reinforcing
rather than intrinsically irreconcilable. As with the
domestic British programme the arguments which stress the

advantages for energy security and resource economy of fast
reactor development now reappear in the context of non-

proliferation policy. In short, there is a clear

relationship between internal British policy and British

non-proliferation strategy. As with British nuclear export

policy, domestic objectives became identified with a

practical non-proliferation strategy.

Marshall identifies the essential prerequisite for non-

proliferation in the introduction to the Lecture which he

repeats in the opening paragraph of the section Economic
value of Plutonium:

no lasting non-proliferation regime can be based
upon a policy of denial and it was important that any
stable (or slowly evolving) regime be constructed so

self-interest of all countries was

Marshall continues, "that no technical or economic solution
can ever serve as more than a partial answer to what is

fundamentally a political problem".) This is the
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bottomline of all British statements on the proliferation

question and is in no small measure a view confirmed by the
British experience. As noted in Chapter 2 it was Attlee
who had made this fundamental observation as early as

November 1945.

Central to Marshall's argument is the position of plutonium
in the nuclear fuel cycle. Marshall identifies fiv«.

possible alternatives for plutonium use: the once-through

cycle (spent reactor fuel is stored indefinitely in cooling

ponds); the reprocessing cycle; thermal recycle; the fast
reactor launch cycle; and the fast reactor established

cycle. However, the potential self-sufficiency of the fast
reactor and pressing need to conserve uranium point

logically to the latter two fuel cycles. The once-through

cycle is, in addition to being a wasteful use of uranium,

produces more and more plutonium which although stored
becomes more accessible as the radioactivity of the spent
fuel in which it is contained declines.^s uranium

becomes scarcer and more expensive, logic would suggest the
fast reactor as the most economic choice for nuclear

electricity generation in the advanced industrialised
states.

Given the need for an initial stockpile of plutonium to
launch a fast reactor programme, availability becomes a

problem. Marshall, however, sees a practical solution to
this problem. There would be an economic incentive for a

state embarking on a fast reactor programme to acquire

spent fuel from a state which operates only thermal
reactors. Both states would benefit economically.

Moreover, such a trade based on purely economic and energy

security grounds furthers the cause of non-proliferation.
It is worth reproducing Marshall's view at length:

This mutual benefit, which is a natural consequence
of international trade in spent thermal fuel, also
assists an international non-proliferation regime
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because it concentrates, on a voluntary basis, the
use of plutonium and fast reactors in a limited
number of countries. But the advantages of this
international trade are more profound than that
because a trade in spent fuel does not merely produce
an economy benefit to both participants in the trade;
we shall show later that a fair and equitable
economic trade produces equal economic benefits to
the participants. In this case we have produced the
remarkable conclusion that fast reactors can benefit
EQUALLY those countries that have them and those that
do not! We have therefore produced an incentive for
those countries which have fast reactors to build
more and those which do not have fast reactors to
avoid their use altogether. This assists our non-
proliferation objectives still further because if
such a regime could be set-up and maintained the
majority of countries in the world, would be those
with small programmes, would in their own self-
interest avoid the use of fast reactors.(^9)

that
In short, it is best^the plutonium produced should be
incinerated in the fast reactor and kept in a form
unsuitable for weapons purposes and confined to as few
states as possible. Moreover, the plutonium is safeguarded
since it is less accessible than if it were contained in

spent reactor fuel. The energy security interests of all
states are satisfied since assurance of economic and stable

supply is guaranteed. Thus the incentive to pursue

independent nuclear programmes is greatly diminished,

theoretically. Marshall is, in effect, proposing to make a

virtue out of a predetermined policy. The UKAEA would
continue with its fast reactor R&D without this

additional reason to pursue it. Furthermore, this fuel

cycle is also linked to the development of thermal reactor

power programmes. It is important that reprocessing
services should be made available for states without their

own facilities. A state with a small nuclear programme
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cannot justify the cost of a commercial reprocessing plant.
From the economic and non-proliferation perspective it is

preferable for such fuel to be reprocessed by those states
with fast reactor programmes. Moreover, it is better to

keep the locations of separated plutonium to a minimum. It
is no coincidence that provision of reprocessing services
forms a substantial part of BNFL's overseas business.

However, this strategy would fail if, "those countries

operating fast reactors do not give fair value for the

spent fuel they require. And they fail in the absence of a

sufficiently secure uranium market offering adequate

guarantees of security of supply to the thermal reactor
countries."(50)

The basis for this strategy can be directly traced to two
interrelated factors. First, the rationales and objectives
of the British civil nuclear programme; and, secondly the
conditions and external political factors which shaped both
the British perspective and nuclear programme in the 1940s
and 1950s. As noted in Chapter 2 doubts about availability
of uranium ore and the ability of existing energy sources

to meet projected demand were seminal factors in the
formulation of British nuclear policy. It is axiomatic
that energy is fundamental for an industrialised or

industrialising state. The British concern in the 1940s
and 1950s was that energy shortages would inhibit economic

recovery and growth. This realisation appears to have

shaped Marshall's outlook:

The developing countries of the world hope to
improve the lot of their people through
industrialisation and improved agricultural practice.
Both require energy. The advanced countries of the
world are already close to exhausting mankind's oil
reserves before the majority of mankind, in the
developing countries, can afford to use them ... The
advanced countries are now heading towards exhaustion
of mankind's accessible uranium reserves before the
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developing countries have a chance to use them
either. The long term future lies with fast
reactors, and our objectives must be to get them
operating before the remaining uranium becomes too
expensive. (51)

When compared with the discussion in section three this
statement is strikingly familiar. However, the fast
reactor's long-standing attraction was the alluring
prospect of energy self-sufficiency and independence.
Marshall appears to.be calling for a much greater degree of

interdependence rather than independence. But in effect
the basic argument is not "to any serious extent"
undermined.^52) Marshall, instead advocates that a state

introducing fast reactors should plan to reduce somewhat
its dependence on uranium imports, and to introduce a

corresponding dependence on spent fuel imports, so as to be
able to launch a few more fast reactors in the place of
thermal reactors.(53) There has only been, as noted above,
a shift in emphasis rather than a fundamental departure
from established policy. Moreover, this shift is largely
motivated by the need to accomodate both non-proliferation

objectives and greater energy security within the same

basic policy. This outlook is borne out of the recognition
that policies based on denial are counter productive.
Since nuclear power already exists and substantial

quantities of plutonium have already been produced, it is
not a question of abandoning civil nuclear power; rather it
is a question of identifying the best method for managing
the existing situation. In 1978 Marshall argued that,
"the introduction of fast reactors limits the world

inventory of 'extractable' plutonium. From a non-

proliferation point of view both these steps are highly
desirable."(54)

In short, as Sir John Hill had noted in 1976, nuclear

weapons proliferation would not be influenced in any way by

banning the fast reactor. (55) 0n contrary, fast
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reactor development should be encouraged precisely because
it would keep weapons grade plutonium locked away in the
reactor core. In one sense Marshall's conclusions appear

to contradict one of INFCE's central conclusions that no

one fuel cycle was any less proliferation resistant than

any other. However Marshall's basic argument is that a

sensible non-proliferation strategy should make use of
those fuel cycles which are most likely to be adopted.
This involves integrating fast reactor and thermal reactor

programmes worldwide. The central factor here, however, is
the relationship between the UK programme and a non-

proliferation strategy based on fast reactors. As noted
above Marshall's views are by no means singular. They are

representative of a wider British outlook. Two years

before Marshall's lecture, Sir John Hill, who was then both

UKAEA and BNFL chairman, had made plain the relationship
between the rationales for the British nuclear programme

and British attitudes to non-proliferation:

For every million tons of oil that is replaced by
nuclear power there is a million tons of oil left in
the ground to be used by lesser developed countries.
The wealthy industrialised countries have built up
their economies on the basis of cheap energy, coal,
and more recently, oil and gas. In many ways there
is much to be said for the highly industrialised
countries with a huge energy consumption of nuclear,
and leaving some relatively modestly priced oil and
gas to the developing countries to use to develop
their economies in the way we did in the last 50
years. From that point of view, I believe that, if
the world were run on logic (which it is not), the
fast reactor would best make its contribution in the

big industrialised countries. These would then be
the only countries which need reprocessing
plants.t 56)
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6. CONCLUSION

It does, however, need to be pointed out that the non-

proliferation benefits of fast reactors as outlined by
Marshall and Hill are not the principal reasons for the R &

D programme at Dounreay. The need to enhance energy

security in the 1940s and 1950s preceded any need to
consider the proliferation implications of fast reactor

technology. However, the emphasis was placed on security
of supply, in this case uranium and plutonium fuel at
economic prices, is not restricted to the fast reactor.

Security of supply plays a major part in other areas of
British thinking on non-proliferation. For example, the
fast reactor strategy outlined above is also linked to not

only the IAEA safeguards system, but to other institutional

arrangements of the 1970s and early 1980s such as

International Plutonium Storage and Regional Fuel Cycle
Centres. Both these proposals were actively supported by
the British within the IAEA.(^7) tj-jq central point to

note, moreover, is that the British perspective is not only

shaped by British experiences, but it also corresponds to
British domestic objectives. Fast nuclear research was

initiated, and continued, in Britain because of its

potential contribution to energy security. The problems
associated with dependence on uncertain uranium supplies,

production problems of the coal industry and future

availability of fossil fuels in general have been the basis
of all arguments in favour of the fast reactor. This

attitude, in turn, has been a decisive factor in British

thinking on the relationship between the fast reactor and
nuclear proliferation. As with export policy, domestic

imperatives have shaped the position on fast reactors and
the proliferation question.
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PART 2

CHAPTER 8

BRITAIN AND THE NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY 1965-1968

1. INTRODUCTION: NON-PROLIFERATION POLICY 1945-1968

Between 1952 and the early 1960s the international percep¬

tion of the threat posed by the further proliferation of
nuclear weapons changed. This was instrumental in bringing
about the NPT. The fundamental premise shared by a major¬

ity of the states was that the impending emergence of add¬
itional nuclear weapons states (NWS) would undermine and
threaten international security and stability. Before 1968
US non-proliferation policy went through two distinct

stages. From 1946 to 1953 the Atomic Energy Act sought to

impose a tight control on the dissemination of knowledge
and technology. This strategy failed. Eisenhower's Atoms
for Peace speech at the UN in 1953 initiated an about-turn
in US policy, and as noted in chapter 4 the British not

only supported and encouraged this transition, but took a

leading role in fleshing out the details. Instead of a

policy of denial, the US Government made nuclear informat¬
ion and hardware available to states embarking on research
and development programmes. As monopoly supplier of LEU
and HEU for US supplied research reactors, successive US
Governments were able to monitor the nuclear programmes of
non-nuclear weapon states (NNWS) through bilateral

relationships of dependence. Atoms for Peace was born out
of the recognition of the failure of technology denial as

the Russian and British nuclear tests demonstrated. The

Eisenhower Administration tried to prevent further weapons

proliferation and exclude or minimise Russian influence in

Western Europe and the developing world.

The creation of the International Atomic Energy Agency in
1957 was central to the Atoms for Peace Programme. Its
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principal functions were to promote the peaceful uses of
atomic energy and ensure that ostensibly civil facilities
and materials were not used for military purposes. Atoms
for Peace was endorsed by the British.British
attitudes to non-proliferation were shaped by four factors.

First, Britain's treatment at the hands of the Americans

between 1946 and 1953 suggested that policies based on

technology denial were counter-productive. Second, one of
the principal contributions for the 1955 nuclear programme

was the perceived benefits of atomic energy could make to

energy security. Therefore if nuclear power could
contribute to British energy security and industrial

development, then it could do so for other states. Third,

pursuit of nuclear exports, reactors and fuels especially,
was one of the major objectives of the domestic programme.

Consequently, any international non-proliferation regime
should not constrain or prevent British nuclear exports.

Finally, as noted in Chapter 3, vertical proliferation was

not considered to be the principal cause of horizontal

proliferation. There was thus no contradicition between
the objectives of a non-proliferation agreement and the
British nuclear weapons programme in general, and the 1958
US-UK Mutual Defence Agreement and the 1963 Polaris Sales

Agreement in particular.

2. THE ORIGINS OF THE NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY

Until the late 1950s nuclear proliferation had not been
considered separately from the elimination of nuclear

weapons in general.International non-proliferation

policy was largely shaped by the US. In other words

proliferation was divorced from superpower disarmament and
could therefore be considered separately from, and not

dependent upon progress on General and Complete
Disarmament. This reflected a move away from pursuit of
the all-embracing disarmament programmes to the more

particular arms control process in which the object was to
stabilise the strategic balance. This facilitate specific
measures such as the Antarctic Treaty and the Partial Test
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Ban Treaty.(^ )

In 1958 Ireland tabled its first non-proliferation
resolution at the United Nations General Assembly.(4)
However, it was not until 1961 that the UNGA unanimously
adopted a resolution calling on all states to conclude an

international agreement in which they would agree not to
transfer or acquire nuclear weapons.The 1961
resolution reflected the widespread view that the further

spread of nuclear weapons posed a threat to world security.
Once the PTBT was opened for signature on 5 August 1963 the

way was cleared for a specifically non-proliferation

treaty. Negotiations took place at the Eighteen Nation
Disarmament Committee in Geneva between 1965 and 1968.

Indeed 1965 saw the first appearance of the term non-

proliferation.^) a resolution adopted by the UNGA in its
20th session in 1963 called for the negogiation of a non-

proliferation treaty on the basis of the following five

principles: (i) the Treaty should be devoid of any loop
holes which might permit nuclear or non-nuclear powers to

proliferate, directly or indirectly, nuclear weapons in any

form; (ii) the Treaty should embody an acceptable balance
of mutual responsibilities and obligations of the nuclear
and non-nuclear powers; (iii) the Treaty should be a step
towards the achievement of general and complete disarmament

and, more particularly, nuclear disarmament; (iv) there
should be acceptable and workable provisions to ensure the
effectiveness of the Treaty; (v) nothing in the treaty
should adversely affect the right of any group of states to
conclude regional treaties in order to ensure the total
absence of nuclear weapons in their territoriesA^)

The principal architects of the NPT were the co-chairmen of

the ENDC, the Soviet Union and the United States.The
first drafts of a NPT were presented by the co-chairmen,
but were unacceptable to the neutral and non-aligned
states. They were wary of provisions which appeared to

place all the obligations and sacrifices on them. Early in
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the negotiations it became clear that there were four

separate contentious issues, three of which became

incorporated as Articles in the final treaty. Safeguards,
access to the benefits of peaceful nuclear energy,

prevention of further vertical proliferation, security
assurances to NNWS were, and remain central to the non-

proliferation regime. Articles III and IV which cover

safeguards and peaceful uses are of particular relevance to
the British position on non-proliferation.(^) The security
assurance question was resolved outside the framework of
the NPT and will not be discussed here. Instead the three

NWS in the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee (ENDC)
offered assurances to the NNWS at the United Nations

General Assembly (UNGA).(-^ )#

By the end of 1966 no substantial progress had been made
and it took a further fifteen months before a final text

was produced acceptable to a majority of the ENDC.^11^ In

May 1968 an UNGA Resolution sponsored by twenty states,

including Britain, endorsed the NPT and asked the depos¬

itory states, Britain, USA and USSR, to open the treaty for

signature as soon as possible. On 12 June the UN approved
the NPT by 95 votes to 4 with 21 abstentions.(^) The

Treaty was opened for signature on 1st July.^^)

3. THE BRITISH ROLE IN THE NEGOTIATIONS 1965 - 1968

Although the United States and Soviet Union played a

predominant role in the negotiations, the British made an

important contribution. Indeed the first text submitted to
the ENDC in the summer of 1965 "owed much to British

thinking" even though it was tabled by the US.^^
Moreover, the British had circulated this text at the North
Atlantic Council in July 1965. Despite this it is
difficult to establish the extent of the British

contribution to the final text, and how significant it

proved to be. There are no publicly available documents
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which reveal the thinking and objectives behind British

policy. Until Foreign Office, Commonwealth Office,

Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Technology and Cabinet
Office files are opened to the public it is necessary to

rely on an examination of the statements made by British

delegates at the Plenary Sessions of the ENDC and the UNGA
First Committee. (15) From these statements it is possible
to build up a picture of the British position.

The NPT has been regarded as a product of superpower

conspiracy; a view not shared enthusiastically by London.

George Quester has observed that in Britain, "there was

obviously some embarrassment at the extent to which the US
and the Soviet Union had together privately composed the

treaty, consulting Great Britain no more than any one

else. Whether the British were consulted or not is

not the principal object of this inquiry. It is more

important for the purpose of this study to establish the
British position on certain of the key issues at the ENDC.

It is, however, unlikely that possession of nuclear weapons

made the British contribution to the proceedings any more

substantial or crucial.

At the level of appearance it seems that the British
attached considerable political importance to the

objectives of non-proliferation. During the PTB

negotiations the Prime Minister Harold MacMillan had

already considered arms control's next objective. In a

letter to President Kennedy in March 1963, MacMillan noted
that:

I have a feeling that if we get the test ban
agreement, there would be another prize just as
important to be secured. We ought to be able
simultaneously to get a non-dissemination agreement:
an undertaking that is, from the non-nuclear
countries not to accept nuclear power at the gift of
others, for their sole use, and from nuclear powers
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not to give nuclear weapons or knowledge to non-

nuclear countries.^®)

The 1965 Statement on Defence Estimates observed that:

The Chinese explosion must remind us that the
stability so far achieved in relations between Soviet
and Western Alliances might rapidly be jeopardized by
the spread of nuclear weapons to countries which do
not now possess them. For this reason international
agreements to prevent the dissemination or
acquisition of nuclear weapons must be an urgent aim
of our foreign policy.

Three years later when the NPT was opened for signature the
Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, described the NPT "as the
most important measure of arms control and disarmament or
which agreement has yet been reached."^®)

4. THE MULTILATERAL NUCLEAR FORCE AND THE ATLANTIC NUCLEAR

FORCE

Perhaps the most important obstacle to overcome before a

non-proliferation treaty could be translated into reality
was the interrelated problem of the MLF/ANF and nuclear-

sharing arrangements within NATO. US proposals for a MLF
were designed to reduce the likelihood that West Europeans,
the FRG in particular, would produce their own weapons.

This, however, alarmed the Russian Government. Any move

which seemed to bring the West Germans a step nearer the
"nuclear trigger" was an anathema to the Russian

leadership. Related to this was the Anglo-American nuclear

relationship in the aftermath at the Nassau Agreement. The

original US proposal, initiated by George Ball, envisaged
surface ships with mixed nationality crews which would be
armed with Polaris missiles. An ulterior motive was to

bring the British Polaris force under tighter control which
was apparently required by the provisions of the Nassau
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Agreement.(21) But the principal objective of the MLF was

non-proliferation. It would reduce the incentive non-

nuclear NATO states might have, especially the FRG, for

acquiring an indigenous nuclear weapons capability, by

providing greater co-operation in nuclear matters. Within
the US Administration there was a considerable body of

opinion against "independent deterrents for Europe." MLF
was a device to arrest Franco-German nuclear co¬

operation. (22) For Russians, however, any move which

appeared to bring West Germany closer to nuclear decision

making had to be prevented. MLF was, for the Russians, a

threat equal to proliferation itself.(^3) Consequently no

progress towards a non-proliferation treaty could be made
until the MLF/ANF problem was resolved.

By and large the British were ill-disposed towards the MLF.
Indeed Harold Wilson described MLF as "a grave step in the

proliferation of nuclear weapons."(24) British feared
that the MLF would undermine the position of the "independ¬
ent deterrent". The Ministry of Defence was emphatically

opposed since it considered mixed nationality crews as un¬

workable. However, there were public and endemic differ¬
ences of opinion between the MOD and the Foreign Office.
The FO took the view that the UK could not afford to stand

aside from an important development in the relations betw¬
een the US and FRG.(25) In contrast to the US initiative

the British proposed an Atlantic Nuclear Force^^);
however, it was never intended as a serious alternative,
but rather a means to undermine the MLF concept. (27) Tjie

Soviet Union continued its offensive against the MLF/ANF

proposals, for them there was no difference.^®)

Sir John Cockcroft argued in July 1965 that ANF would not

be, "disseminatory since decisions about the force would

require the consent of a number of countries which in any

case involve the participating nuclear powers and there
would be no transfer of nuclear weapons technology to non-

nuclear participants."(29) Lord Chalfont took a similar
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view at the Eighth Session of the ENDC. For the British
Government ANF did not involve dissemination and it was

determined that ANF would never include any element of
dissemination. Nor would the British Government ever

consent to taking part in any nuclear sharing arrangement
within the Western Alliance that entailed placing the
control of nuclear weapons in the hands of any non-nuclear

country, including the FRG.^O) The F0reign Office was

concerned that the MLF would damage relations with the
Soviet Union and thus delay creation of a non-proliferation

treaty. (31) By encj Qf 1963 the MLF/ANF negotiations
had made no substantial progress. The matter was

eventually dropped largely to encourage East-West
discussions on a non-proliferation treaty.(32)

The key arrangement, or rather agreement to disagree, on

nuclear sharing arrangements in NATO was concluded during
Andrei Gromyko's visit to Washington in October 1966.(^3)
But the British contributed to the failure of the MLF

concept.(34) Creation of the Nuclear Planning Group in
1967 went some way to solving the problem of nuclear
consultation with the Alliance. (35) Tj-ie soviet Union

recognised that it could not use a NPT to prevent, or

obstruct or hinder nuclear consultation or dual-key

arrangements within NATO. This cleared the way for the
conclusion of the treaty, although it was to take almost
two more years.(36)

5. BRITAIN AND THE NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY PROVISIONS:

ARTICLES III, IV, VI

Although the first drafts of the NPT were largely drawn up

by the superpowers, the British made important
contributions. Other NNA states also proposed significant
amendments. However, the British helped phrase the treaty

language on the three most contentious areas: safeguards.
Article III; access to peaceful nuclear technology, Article
IV; and further arms control measures, Article VI. An
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understanding of the British position on these issues is

necessary for a clearer understanding of British non-

proliferation policies in the 1970s. Discussion will focus

exclusively on these three articles.

6. ARTICLE III

Article III contains safeguards provisions to ensure that

peaceful activities are not used for military purposes.

India, however had waged a long-standing campaign against

safeguards within the IAEA. It regarded safeguards as an

unwarranted intrusion on national sovereignty, and

campaigned against them in the ENDC. For former colonial
states and the neutral and non-aligned this was, and

remains, a sensitive issue. Furthermore, intrusive

inspection and verification procedures were viewed by
industrialised states as a cloak for commercial espionage.
This was of particular concern to the FRG and Japan even

though neither were members of the ENDC.(^7) willy Brandt,
for example, the West German Foreign Minister stated that

the FRG was not ready to accept anything at all which
hindered the peaceful utilisation of nuclear energy.(38)
Sir Solly Zuckerman, Chief Scientific Advisor to Secretary
of State for Defence 1960-1966 and to HMG 1964-1971,
travelled to Bonn in the Spring 1967 to allay German
anxieties about the non-proliferation treaty.(39) In

short, international inspection and control was one of the

most difficult obligations for the NNWS to accept.^®) The

NNWS feared that safeguards would threaten successful
commercial operation of nuclear power since intrusive

inspection would hinder the operation of nuclear power

stations. Moreover, the threat of commercial espionage was

also significant since both the West Germans and Japanese

hoped to export nuclear reactors.

During the drafting of the IAEA statute in the 1950s the
extent of safeguards provisions was a contentious
issue.(42) indeed it was largely through concern at
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possible diversion of civil materials that the US and UK in

particular tried to include in the IAEA statute safeguard
clauses designed to keep a check on materials supplied.(^3)

However, from 1957 until 1964 little was done to activate
the IAEA's safeguards system. The NPT led to the major
extension of the IAEA safeguard system when the Treaty
entered into force in 1970.(^4) During the negotiations
the safeguards provisions took time to hammer out. It was

here that the British delegation was able to make a special
contribution.

Sir Solly Zuckerman stated that safeguards:

offers the most promising way of instituting active
constraints to the manufacture of nuclear weapons,
and so of implementing a non-proliferation treaty.
It facilitates a positive rather than a negative
approach to the development and control of nuclear
energy: it does not stifle its civil
applications. (^5)

This assumption formed the basis of the British approach to

the safeguards issue in the ENDC.

On 24 August, 1967 the US and Soviet Union submitted

separate but identical draft texts to the ENDC. However,
the contentious safeguards Article III was left blank*(46)
In order to overcome the fears of the NNWS that safeguards
would hamper the commercial operation of nuclear power

stations, or provide a cover for industrial espionage, both
the US and UK declared that they would accept such
international safeguards as the Treaty might specify in
their territories.) This commitment was made with an

"escape clause". Safeguards on British civil nuclear
facilities would be "subject to the exclusions of national

security". The military reactors at Calder Hall and

Chapelcross and the Windscale reprocessing plant in
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particular were excluded; moreover, the British government
reserved the right to use plutonium produced in civil
reactors for military purposes. But this was not the

objective of the safeguards offer; instead, it would
demonstrate that "a safeguards system would not impose
industrial or economic burdens on treaty signatories.^^
Fred Mulley noted that since the British and Americans were

the most advanced civil nuclear powers they would be the

most vulnerable to commercial espionage, yet had

voluntarily submitted their civil sectors to safeguards

though not required to do so by the Treaty.(49) This
decision to open the civil sector to safeguards has been

described as a "willingness to endure, and be seen to

endure, what one senior IAEA official has termed an

equality of misery."(50)

Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, Fred Mulley,
informed the House of Commons that:

a key issue in the negotiations at present taking
place in Geneva to secure a non-proliferation treaty
has been the safeguards to be applied to ensure that
there is no diversion by the non nuclear weapon
signatories of the Treaty of materials from their
civil nuclear programmes to nuclear weapon purposes.

To assist these negotiations, Her Majesty's
Government have decided that at such time as

international safeguards are put into effect in the
NNWS in implementation of the provisions of a treaty
they will be prepared to offer an opportunity for the
application of similar safeguards in the United

Kingd^m^ubject to exclusions for national security

It should be pointed out that the relevant agreement did
not enter into force in the UK until 1978.(52) Before the

December 1967 offer one CEGB Magnox station had already
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been subject to IAEA inspection. At the time Bradwell was

the largest power station opened to the IAEA when the first

inspection took place in October, 1967. (53) tphe UKAEA

observed that:

The UK believes that the acceptance of international
safeguards thus constitutes a valuable step along the
path to non-proliferation, and therefore hopes that
other countries will follow her example (re
Bradwell).(^4)

The Bradwell inspection, along with similar inspections in
the US, were intended to be a practical demonstration of

the workability of the system and that IAEA safeguards did
not hinder economic operation of power reactors.(55)
Moreover, these inspections provided the IAEA with valuable

first hand experience of safeguarding large nuclear plants.

In January 1968 a draft treaty containing safeguards
article was tabled at the ENDC. The Article III compromise

lay in a phrase suggested by the British that safeguards

agreements would be set forth in a separate agreement with
the IAEA, rather than acceptance of IAEA safeguards as

such. In short, each NPT signatory would negotiate a

separate agreement with the IAEA taking into consideration
that signatory's own nuclear installations.

The British Government was perfectly aware of the dangers
of enforcing safeguards on reluctant states. Once again
the Anglo-American nuclear relationship proved crucial.
LEU was required for the AGRs which had been selected for
the Second Nuclear Power Programme.) But the UKAEA's

Capenhurst enrichment plant had a limited output. Given
the high cost of electricity, there was little chance of

increasing cheap supplies of LEU indigenously. Supplies
were sought instead from the US. However, a combination of

factors, the US position as monopoly supplier, hardening
attitudes in the US to supplying of materials under
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safeguards, and fear of assisting a commercial reactor
competitor led to American insistence that all material
transferred to Britain would have to be under

safeguards.(^8) As Bertrand Goldschmidt notes the
British government was irritated by this largely because it
considered safeguards on British installations and
materials as nonsensical given British status as a NWS.(^9)
Moreover, Britain was already receiving oralloy for the
Polaris A-3 warheads. The potential unreliability of the
US as a LEU supplier, manifested here by insistence on

unreasonable conditions, was one of the reasons for the
formation of URENCO.^O) URENCO hoped to provide an

independent European source of LEU. It is thus conceivable
that the British Government recognised the dangers

accompanying unilateral imposition of seemingly
unreasonable provisions. Rather than contribute to non-

proliferation objectives, such policies would have the

opposite effect.

Whilst the NPT negotiations continued, the British applied
to join the EEC. However, there was a potential source of
conflict between the objectives of British non-

proliferation policy and membership of the EEC. EURATOM

(European Atomic Energy Community) already had its own

safeguard system and its member states feared that the IAEA
would replace it. As Arnold Kramish noted in June 1967
British application to join the EEC presented them with a

unique dilemma in the ENDC.(^) Support for one might
alienate the other and thus compromise the British position
on both. When Mulley announced that safeguards would apply
to the UK he did not specifically mention the IAEA. As
Shaker notes this might have been intentional so as not to

antagonise EURATOM.(62) jn March 1967 Foreign Office
Minister Lord Chalfont noted that a NPT treaty:

would have to take account of regional
considerations. In Europe a high degree of civil
nuclear collaboration had been developed and was
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subject to rigid controls operated between equal and
sovereign states. Members of the Euratom Community,
had a legitimate concern that the treaty should not
damage this delicate mechanism and no such damage was
necessary. The safeguards provisions must be fitted
into a universal framework.'""')

Later that year Fred Mulley was more specific:

HMG's support for the treaty was in no way weakened
by our application to join the European Communities.
It was natural that we should look at the effect of
the treaty on our European neighbours and for them to
try to ensure that the new agreement should not
damage their own organisation, Euratom. The non-
proliferation treaty must take account, like any
other international treaty, of existing agreements
and obligations° '

There were, in the British view, no inconsistencies between

support for EURATOM and the IAEA. Indeed when the UK

joined the EEC in January, 1973 all civil plants were

subject to EURATOM safeguards. Subsequently, both European
and IAEA safeguards were applied to UK civil plants with no

apparent conflict.(65)

7. ARTICLE IV

The first US and Russian draft treaties contained no

"Article IV". This omission was particularly galling to
the LDCs. They feared that such a treaty would prevent any

exchange of information or technology for peaceful

purposes.(66) Consequently, neutral and non-aligned ENDC
members proposed amendments to secure greater rights of
access to the peaceful benefits of nuclear power; for

example, Mexico, Brazil and Nigeria took the lead on this
issue.(67)
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At the ENDC the British supported and promoted inclusion of

what was to become Article IV of the Treaty.(68) There

were two interrelated reasons for this. First, the British
had a longstanding commitment to the objectives of the
Atoms for Peace programme.(^9) In january 1968 Mulley
stated that:

We in the UK have for long advocated the fullest
possible co-operation in the field of civil nuclear
development. We were, it will be recalled, one of
the founders of the IAEA who

promote such co-operation.('

Second, inclusion of such a provision would assuage NNA
doubts that the NPT would be an unfair bargain which would

keep them in an inferior position. In the 1970s this

interpretation of the NPT as a bargain between the NWS and

NNWS, especially lesser developed ones, assumed a greater

significance in British nuclear thinking. It become a

justification for BNFL's expansion of its overseas fuel

cycle business. In return for forswearing nuclear weapons

the NNWS would be entitled to share in the benefits of

civil nuclear power, and have access to fuel cycle services
in particular. But there was no question of providing
technologies, materials and services for nothing.(^1)

Between 1965 and 1968 the British ministerial represent¬

atives, Lord Chalfont and later Fred Mulley, took every

opportunity to declare British commitment to the widespread

availability of civil nuclear power. Lord Chalfont noted
at an ENDC Plenary Session on 25 March 1967 that:

Many people have expressed the fear that even if
everyone concerned in a non-proliferation treaty were
influenced by the sincerest and best motives, the
inhibition of a non-proliferation agreement would
inevitably affect the spread of peaceful nuclear
technology. As I have consistently said here - and I

if mam purpose is ro
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say it again now - my Government would not support a
treaty that interfered with the legitimate
development of civil nuclear programmes'

Fred Mulley made the same point in October:

The United Kingdom delegation has made the point
repeatedly that we cannot support a treaty which
impedes the civil development of nuclear energy. We
believe in the absolute right and the absolute need
for free and untramelled co-operation in this
field.( ' 3)

Commitment to the dissemination of the peaceful atom was a

longstanding feature of British policy. As noted in

chapters 4, 5 and 6 pursuit of nuclear exports had been an

essential feature of British civil nuclear policy.
Therefore the NPT should not, in the British view, restrain

nuclear trade. Article IV did not mark a departure from

existing policy in the way that the Atoms for Peace

programme did for the US; on the contrary, Article IV
reaffirmed British commitment to Atoms for Peace principal.
Indeed the Foreign Office took the view that NNWS could

only be persuaded to sign the treaty if availability or

access to peaceful nuclear technology, information and
services was secured.(^4) The assumption here was that it
would be nuclear scientists advising NNWS governments, and

they would only recommend signature and ratification of a

non-proliferation treaty provided it did not exclude them
from the benefits of nuclear power. In fact Mulley stated
that his government supported the insertion of Article IV
because it was convinced that nuclear energy could bring
possible benefit to the NNWS, particularly in the

developing world.(75) Article IV's provisions are central
to the British view on how best to prevent proliferation,
if for no other reason than that the British had a

commercial interest to protect.(76) Assurance of supply of
nuclear fuel moreover would reduce the incentives for
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states to build their own fuel cycle plants. Enrichment
and reprocessing plants produce separated fissile material
and are therefore sensitive from the proliferation point of
view.

Once the ENDC approved the final draft treaty it was

submitted to the UN General Assembly. At a meeting of the
First Committee on 28th May Mulley made the clearest
statement on British attitudes to Article IV, and its

relationship to non-proliferation.) It is worth

reproducing at length:

Some states have expressed disappointment with the
provisions of the treaty confirming the peaceful uses
of nuclear energy and have in some cases suggested
that the outcome of the treaty will have the effect
of placing the nnw signatories in some sort of
service to the nws. This is a complete misconception
of the purposes and effect of Articles IV and V and
is in fact the reverse of the truth. The United

Kingdom has long recognised the desire of developing
countries to share in the benefits that nuclear

energy can bring and fully support this desire. We
supported the insertion of Article IV because we are
convinced that it can bring positive benefits for nnw
countries, particularly those in the developing
world. Article IV lays a positive obligation on
states to contribute either alone or in co-operation
with other states in the international organisations
to further the development of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes, especially in the territory of the
nnws party to the treaty. The United Kingdom already
does this both on a bilateral basis and by playing a
full part in the IAEA and we shall continue to do so.
We shall fully recognise our obligations under the
treaty and I am confident that other states will do
the same. Indeed the best guarantee that can be
offered is the fact, for which many countries here
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can testify, that the three nuclear powers which have
expressed their intention to sign the Treaty already
have an excellent record of co-operation with non-
nuclear countries in this field. The treaty will
encourage and intensify this co-operation (my
emphasis) and therefore I cannot understand why it
should be argued that the effect of the treaty will
be to lead nuclear powers to adopt a more restrictive
attitude to lesser developed states. I am further
convinced that the effective working of the
safeguards measures will increase the climate of
confidence further facilitate these

Three observations may be made on this definitive statement
on British thinking on non-proliferation. First, the NPT,
Article IV especially, demonstrates the continuity of
British nuclear policy; second, all exchanges and transfers
of materials and hardware will, eventually, be subject to a

uniform worldwide safeguards system; and, third, and most

importantly, the NPT represented a further institution-
alisation of the non-proliferation regime. With the

safeguard provisions and the political commitment to
refrain from acquiring nuclear weapons, nuclear trade would
become easier. A key assumption here is that if a state is
determined to acquire nuclear weapons it will also do so as

consequence of a political decision, not simply because it

possesses the relevant nuclear hardware. ("79) once

provision was made for Article IV, the Treaty became more

acceptable to the NNA.

8. ARTICLE VI

Article VI on NWS arms control and disarmament was

designed, in part, to redress the balance of the treaty by

ensuring that not all the obligations fell on the NNWS.
Articles I and II prohibited receipt and acquisition of
nuclear weapons, by NNWS whereas Article VI looked to limit

exchanges.
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the nuclear stockpiles of the existing weapon states.

India was most insistent on this issue; for instance, the
Indian delegate in May 1967 maintained that the NPT could
be purposeful only as part of a general concept of

disarmament, and not as a simple imposition of non-armament
on unarmed countries.

Although the British were convinced of the urgent need for
a non-proliferation treaty, they were not prepared to make
such a treaty dependent on the conclusion of simultaneous
or prior progress in nuclear arms control. But it was

recognised that the ultimate success of the NPT was

dependent on the successful conclusion of arms control

agreements. NNWS took the view that this would require
reductions in super-power arsenals and a comprehensive test
ban. These were regarded as a litmus test of superpower

sincerity.

Once the problem of control of nuclear weapons within
alliances was resolved, Lord Chalfont noted that a non-

proliferation treaty, "would not make sense unless it were

followed by measures of arms control and disarmament."^1^
Fred Mulley rejected the proposition that arms control

agreements should be concluded first as a pre-condition of
a NPT. It was unlikely that, "the great nuclear powers

could be forced to reach quick agreement on measures of
disarmament, whereas the need for a treaty was becoming
more urgent."(82) This point was repeated at subsequent
sessions of the ENDC and UNGA First Committee. Indeed

Mulley argued that prior arms control agreements should not
be a condition for a non-proliferation treaty lest the
"best be made the enemy of the good."^®^) Once the NPT was

opened for signature on 1st July, 1968 the ENDC reconvened
to consider further arms control measures. At the first

session Mulley observed that "many countries made their

support for the Treaty conditional on being followed by

meaningful negotiations... We must expect that the rate of
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ratifications for the Treaty may well be influenced by the
rate of our work here.(®4) it thus appeared as if the
British were committed to further nuclear arms control.

Despite support for Article VI, including a British
amendment to the text,(85) an<3 -the perceived need for

tangible progress to halt vertical proliferation, there

appears to be some ambiguity about the extent of British

participation in subsequent nuclear arms control processes.

Mulley remarked that his government:

accepts the obligations to participate fully in the
negotiations required by Article VI and it is our
desire that these negotiations should begin as soon as
possible.'

Yet in a 1967 ENDC session Chalfont stated that:

the great powers - and here I refer specifically to
the United States and Soviet Union — are under¬
standably very unlikely to begin to dismantle their
own armouries while the possibility of what has bg?n
called "horizontal" proliferation still exists.

At the NPT ratification ceremony the British Prime Minister
observed that the NNWS had a right to expect that the NWS
would fulfil their part of the bargain. But Wilson went on

to say that, "we are confident that the American and
Russian negotiators will bear this obligation in mind when

they get down again next month to the complex discussions
on the limitation of strategic arms."(^^ Indeed British
nuclear forces were excluded from the SALT process. In

other words nuclear arms control was, in practice
considered the exclusive province of the superpowers.

However, the British were prepared to take an active role

in the non-nuclear arms control arena, Biological and
Chemical weapons in particular.() Bu^- even though the
NPT and a Comprehensive Test Ban are relevant to Britain's
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nuclear weapons programme, "there is no binding obligation
to do anything more than enter into arms control

negotiations with some serious intent.^®) Furthermore, it
should be noted that during the treaty negotiations care

was taken to ensure that it contained no legal limitation

upon continued Anglo-American transfers of strategic

delivery systems and nuclear materials^) Since the 1958
MDA and 1963 PSA were central to British military nuclear

policy, it is unlikely that Articles I and II were intended
to preclude or inhibit such co-operation. Although the
Russians had tried to prevent existing NATO nuclear

arrangements, they eventually acquiesced so that the dual-
key arrangements and nuclear consultation were left
unhindered.) Moreover, whereas Article I and II

prohibited transfer and receipt of nuclear weapons,

exchanges facilitated by the MDA and PSA, which deal in
materials and delivery systems are permitted. In short,
the Nassau Agreement is not incompatible with the NPT as

long as the transfer of missiles does not include
warheads.(93) This reinforces the point made in Chapter 3
that the British basically defined proliferation in
horizontal rather than vertical terms. Despite public
statements that the UK was ready to participate in nuclear

talks, in practice the British government have ensured

directly during the NPT negotiations, and indirectly during

SALT, that the future of its nuclear forces were secured.
This does not suggest a commitment to immediate arms

reductions, or certainly not reductions affecting British
nuclear arms.

Some of the NNWS in the ENDC feared that they would lose
their bargaining power once they signed the treaty.

However, the British supported the inclusion of Article
VIII which made provision for a review conference. A

Review Conference, as Mulley remarked would "be a weapon of

persuasion in their hands. (94) In fac-t ^he British

suggested in an amendment to a draft text a provision of a

conference to "review the operation of this treaty with a
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view to assuring that the purposes of the Preamble and
Provision of the treaty are being realised."(^5) The
Review Conference proved subsequently to be a potent weapon

in the hands of the NNWS.

The thinking behind Britain's support for a Review
Conference was made clear by Fred Mulley in October 1967:

Some of the measures listed in the eleventh

perambular paragraph of the draft texts liquidation
of existing stockpiles and the elimination from
national arsenals of nuclear weapons and their means
of delivery - can only be dealt with effectively in
the framework
disarmament.(^gf a treaty of general and complete

Indeed at the 1975 and 1980 NPTRCs Article VI issues proved
to be the most contentious, and in 1980 prevented
conclusion of a consensus substantive declaration. A

Review Conference, however, would provide an opportunity to

review, as the British suggested, the purposes of the

preamble and provisions of the treaty.(^7)

9. CONCLUSION

The NPT is the cornerstone of the non-proliferation regime
and it is for this reason an understanding of the British
position at the treaty negotiations is important. Articles
III and IV are of special importance here. Given the

political commitment by NNWS to forgo the weapons option,
the fullest exchange of information, technology and
services under safeguards could take place. The extent of
British commitment to Article IV became more apparent in
the 1970s, especially at the Windscale Public Inquiry,
International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation and the IAEA

Committee on Assurances of Supply.(^8) Although Article VI
has proved to be a major stumbling block at the 1975 and
1980 Review Conferences, in practice the British have
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attached more importance to the provisions of Articles III
and IV. Much more attention has been paid to the problems
of reducing the risk of horizontal proliferation than

halting the nuclear arms race. For this reason attention
will be paid primarily to Britain and the civil-military

relationship and how this effects the operation of Articles
III and IV.
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CHAPTER 9

NPT REVIEW CONFERENCES 1975, 1980: BRITISH ROLE AND

OBJECTIVES

1. INTRODUCTION

As noted in Chapter 8 it was originally a British proposal
that led to the inclusion of Article VIII, paragraph 3 in
the final text of the NPT. This calls for a five yearly

conference to "review the operation" of the NPT "with a

view to assuring that the purposes of the Preamble and the

provisions of the treaty are being realised". The first of
these conferences opened in May 1975 five years after the

entry into force of the treaty. The second was held in

August and September, 1980. Both were held, as Article
VIII specified, in Geneva. Each Review Conference was

preceded by three Preparatory Committee meetings. These
were primarily concerned with organizational and procedural
matters rather than substantive issues; for example, the
division of conference costs, chairmanship of main
committees and agenda. For this reason the Prep. Comms.
will not be discussed here. However, it is sufficient to
note that as one of the three depository powers the British
assumed a leading role.

For the 1975 Conference three Prep. Comm. meetings were

held between April 1974 and February 1975. The

corresponding meetings for the 1980 conference were held
between April 1979 and April 1980. Given the detailed pre-

conference work it is logical to assume that the British
had already begun to prepare and consider their position at
more or less the same time. However the final delegation
briefs would not have been drawn up until nearer the
time.)

There is, however, a paucity of publicly available
documentation on British thinking prior to and during the
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Conferences. For this reason there is little option but to

rely on the statements made by Ministers and officials

during the Conference public plenary sessions. There are

several disadvantages to this course of action. First, it
takes no account of the deliberations of either the main

committees and drafting committees closed sessions or co¬

ordinating meetings within the western group and between
the depositary powers. Second, the diplomacy of the "back
channel" or the margins of the conference cannot be
ascertained from public sources.Finally, reliance on

"declaratory doctrine", public statements, may be

fundamentally misleading. Conversely, there are ready
reasons for considering such public statements as a

reasonable reflection of the British position. Since both
Conferences worked on consensus which, for the purposes of
this chapter, means that if the British did not subscribe
to the views contained in the Final Document, then there
would have been no document at all. Furthermore, given the
attention to the maintenance of an agreed Whitehall

position, and care given to the preparation of Ministerial
statements, the speeches by the FCO Minister of State may

be regarded as a plausible indication of British attitudes.

The composition of the British delegation at the 1980
Conference gives an indication of the range of interests
involved. The FCO is the lead department in Whitehall on

the NPT. Consequently the bulk of the delegation consisted
of FCO personnel; for example, the British delegation to
the Committee on Disarmament, the British representative at
the IAEA, the Arms Control and Disarmament Department, the
Arms Control and Disarmament Research Unit, and FCO Legal
Advisers. In addition there were representatives from the
MOD and Department of Energy.

For these reasons discussion of the British position will
focus primarily on the statements made by Ministers and
officials in the plenary sessions. Moreover, as a
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depository power with a long-standing commitment to the

treaty it may be plausibly assumed that the British did

play an important role in the "hidden" work of both Review
Conferences.Given the British contribution to the

actual negotiations of the treaty itself this is not an

unwarranted assumption. The object of this section is to
establish to what extent, if at all, British statements
reflect and re-state previous non-proliferation policy.

Secondly, the statements on British nuclear exports,

safeguards and arms control policies will be examined in a

similar light.

2. BRITISH OBJECTIVES

Given the British disappointment at the 1980 conference's
failure to agree a substantive Final Declaration, it is

logical to assume that the production of such a document
was one of the British objectives.(^) Furthermore a

reaffirmation of the value of the treaty for all states'

security, and a balanced review of the treaty were

interrelated objectives at both conferences. This can be
established from the Ministerial speeches in the first week
of both conferences.

3. 1975

David Ennals, Minister of State, recognised that although
the treaty was by by no means perfect, it should not be
weakened at the Conference. Rather than seek amendments,

the Treaty should be strengthened. In summarising the
British views on the main issues in 1975 Ennals identified

the basic objectives. These were:

(i) participants should reaffirm the treaty and attract
the widest possible adherence to its principles and

purposes;
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(ii) the Review Conference should give whole-hearted

support to the IAEA and an effective safeguards

regime;

participants should make whatever contribution they
could to greater assistance, especially to the
Parties to the Treaty, in the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy;

encouragement should be given to the establishment
of appropriate international machinery in which all
the implications of PNEs could be properly

examined;

participants should tackle the great issues of arms

control and disarmament, nuclear and conventional,
in a spirit of greater realism and urgency.(^)

From the chapters on nuclear export policy and safeguards

policy it can be argued that points (ii) and (iii)

represent the core of the British position. As for Article
VI British practical contribution was minimal even though

they subsequently participated in the Tripartite CTB

negotiations between 1977 and 1980. Although the British

played an active part in the CCD and MBFR talks, the
British nuclear force was excluded from SALT. Indeed

Lawrence Freedman notes that during SALT 1 the Americans
were lobbied by the British to ensure that no restrictions
were placed on US freedom to transfer whole weapons systems
or relevant technologies to Allies.As noted in Chapter
3 the British had, since the mid 1950s, taken the view the
vertical proliferation did not lead to horizontal

proliferation. Such a position was, therefore, not
inconsistent. Although Ennals argued that non-nuclear arms

control such as the Biological Weapons Convention fell
within purview of Article VI,(9) the neutral and non-

aligned states regarded substantial nuclear arms reductions
as the only way for the NWS to fulfil their Article VI

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
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obligations. In 1975 Mexico and Yugoslavia in particular
maintained this line almost to the point where the
conference failed to produce a final declaration. The
areas of nuclear arms control where the British could make

a contribution, however, were outlined. It was the Labour
Government's declared intention not to acquire a new

generation of strategic missiles. However, as Freedman
noted the British sought to ensure that there would be no

"non-circumvention" or "no transfer" provisions in SALT
which would foreclose future options. Second, negotiations
for a CTB were regarded as first priority for the CCD.

However, subsequent events were to overtake both these
declarations. More will be made of this in discussion of

the 1980 Review Conference.

The main focus of British non-proliferation policy centred
on promotion of the benefits of civil nuclear power and
control of the nuclear fuel cycle. This was made clear

during the 1965-68 treaty negotiations, and development of
British export policy in the 1960s. In 1975 David Ennals
made clear the relationship between non-proliferation and
the development of civil nuclear power. At the beginning
of his speech Ennals noted that:

In endeavouring to control the risk of
proliferation, the international community would find
itself at odds with strong commercial and economic
pressures. Obviously the simplest method of control
would be to ban the further construction and sale of
nuclear power plants but that would strike at the
economies of many countries, including those of the
developing countries which needed the assurance of
nuclear power. It was therefore necessary to take
account of economic realities and to attempt to
perfect a system of non-proliferation without harming
the legitimate interests of any country.^®'

Two observations may be made here. First non-proliferation
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policies based on technology denial are rejected. It is
noted that this would strike at a state's legitimate
interests. As noted in Chapter 8 Article IV was of

particular importance for the treaty from the British

perspective. The need for secure energy supplies is

implicit here. Second, it was recognised that there was a

need to reconcile the diverging interests of non-

proliferation objectives and commercial and economic

pressures. However, the British maintained that these
interests are not irreconcilable; on the contrary, they can

be mutually reinforcing.

Main Committee II was charged with amongst other things
review of Article IV. During its deliberations Jackson, UK

Representative to the IAEA in Vienna, reiterated British

support for Article IV objectives. In particular reference
was made to the relationship between it and Article III

A(2) of the IAEA statute.Jackson went on to detail

the level of British financial contribution to the IAEA's

Technical Assistance Programme, and the growth in the level
of British support for the IAEA's General Fund. This had
increased from $15,000 in 1971 to almost $250,000 in

1975.Moreover, on the distribution of these resources

and access to British nuclear exports, the British were

prepared to agree that there should be some preference in
favour of states party to the NPT. There would be no

preferred market, however.(13) Non-parties such as

Argentina, Brazil and India had not found their civil

programmes restricted by non-membership of the NPT. But as

Ian Smart noted, "it was of some importance that the
British announced that they would restrict at least a part
of its nuclear aid through the IAEA to recipients who had

accepted the NPT as a whole."(^) Nuclear services, for

example, would continue to be made available to non¬

parties. Although the Neutral and Non-Aligned argued that
there should be no trade whatsoever with non-parties the

British only conceded the principle that parties should
benefit but were not prepared to exclude non-NPT
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states. This, of course, suited the interests of the
British nuclear industry. However, it was maintained that
denial would make such states less amenable to non-

proliferation objectives. Moreover, as such threshold
states themselves were on the verge of becoming suppliers
in their own right it was important to cultivate a

responsible attitude.

The British line on Article IV issues in 1975 was not at

odds with the views and interests expressed during the

negotiating process of the NPT itself. The Final
Declaration section on the Review of Article IV reflects

this; for example, the substantive Final Declaration noted
in its second paragraph that:

The Conference reaffirms, in the framework of
Article IV2, the undertaking by all parties to the
treaty to facilitate the fullest possible exchange of
equipment, materials and scientific and technological
information for the peaceful uses of nuclear energy
and the right of all parties to the Treaty to
participate in such exchange and welcomes the efforts
made towards that end.^1^^

However, it was never intended that nuclear technology and
materials should be made available without some form of

control. Article III called for IAEA safeguards on all
facilities and materials of all NNWS party to the treaty.
The objective here was not to obstruct or prevent nuclear

trade, but rather make it easier. Suppliers required
assurance that their exports would not be diverted for

military purposes. Safeguards would not only reassure

suppliers, but also all states. They would then know that
nuclear trade was conducted in a stable and uniform manner.

It is clear from the Conference plenary sessions that IAEA

safeguards were central to the British position on the

relationship between nuclear exports and non-proliferation.
For the British:
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The central object of the treaty was to prevent the
proliferation of nuclear weapons, but another of its
objectives was to ensure that the benefits of nuclear
technology should be available for peaceful purposes
to all Parties to the Treaty... (the UK) fully
accepted that fundamental principle, which of course,
involved the application of IAEA safeguards.''

Despite this the British were not prepared to impose or

insist on full-scope safeguards on nuclear exports to non-

NPT states. However, it would be preferable, but until

such times as states outside the treaty could be persuaded
to accept full-scope safeguards and other suppliers to

require them as a condition of export, INFCIRC/66 type

safeguards agreements would have to suffice.(^) Whereas

INFCIRC/135 required safeguards on all materials and
facilities in a NNWS, INFCIRC/66 only required safeguards
on specific items exported to a NNWS. The Final
Declaration on Article III covers this important aspect of
British policy. The Conference urged that, "in all
achievable ways common export requirements relating to

safeguards be strengthened in particular by extending the

application of safeguards to all peaceful nuclear
activities in importing states not party to the Treaty",
and that "such common requirements be accorded the widest

possible measure of acceptance among all suppliers and

recipients."^®) Uniformity and predictability for

safeguards and exports would best secure the interests of

non-proliferation by removing safeguards from commercial

competition. This was the principal objective of British

policy at the NSG meetings.

Notwithstanding Yugoslav criticism of the NWS alleged
failure to fulfil their Article VI obligations, the 1975
Conference agreed to produce a Final Declaration. The

development of the Conference is not as important, for the

purposes of this chapter, as the articulation of British
views which can be established from the Plenary sessions
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and Final Declaration. One final point emerged in 1975
which was to become part of the relationship between
British export and non-proliferation policies. It was

announced at the second plenary meeting of Main Committee
II that in, "the opinion of the UK delegation the IAEA

should continue its study on the question of regional
nuclear fuel centres."(^) More will be made of this in

the discussion of the 1980 Conference and in Chapter 12.

4. 1980

The 1980 Conference followed the same procedures as its

predecessor. For the purposes of this section most of the
discussion will be devoted to British statements. However,

the 1980 Conference was unable to produce a consensus Final
Declaration. This was largely a consequence of NNWS
disatisfaction with, in their view, the failure of the NWS

to fulfil their side of the bargain. Neither superpower or

the British were able to subscribe to language which was

overcritical of them or sought to impose new and unworkable

obligations on them. There were, however, additional
reasons for the failure to produce a consensus declaration.
A SIPRI commentator identified the poor state of East-West

relations, Soviet intervention in Afghanistan and social
unrest in Poland in particular, as contributory
factors.(20)

As in 1975 the British had more to say about Articles III
and IV than Article VI. For example, one of the British

objectives was identified as the need to ensure a common

determination to work for a new consensus on nuclear trade

providing improved access to the peaceful benefits of
nuclear energy under non-proliferation provisions. This was

outlined in the August 1980 issue of the FCO's Arms Control
and Disarmament Research Unit's Newsletter. Indeed, the

statements in the Plenary sessions are broadly similar to
those made in 1975. Crucially the relationship between
British domestic policy objectives and experience is clear
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from the British statements.

Douglas Hurd, then Minister of State, delivered the major
British statement on 12 August. A specific effort was made
to defend and explain the purposes of the Nuclear

Suppliers' Group which had been the subject of NNA
criticism. In their view the NSG was a cartel designed to

deny underdeveloped states the benefits of civil nuclear

power. Moreover, the NSG safeguards guidelines were, in
their view, in breach of Article IV. (21) por British,

however, the objective of the NSG guidelines had been to:

introduce predictability and to reduce competition
between suppliers on safeguard requirements, a form
of competition which was liable to damage the non-
proliferation regime and the interests of Parties to
the Treaty. The guidelines did not inhibit normal
competition and relating to the commercial conditions

of nuclear materials, equipment and

Underlying this objective was the recognition that

unpredictability in the world nuclear market and minimal

safeguards requirements for nuclear exports threatened the

non-proliferation regime. States might be tempted to
undercut competitors by offering materials and technology
with minimum safeguards. Developments which encouraged
autarkic nuclear programmes, or exposed safeguards to
commercial competition were not conducive to a stable non-

proliferation regime. As noted above an unreliable and

unpredictable supplier, the US, had helped to shape the

objectives of the domestic British programme. In the 1940s
and again in the mid 1960s American actions threatened the

integrity of the British civil and military nuclear

programmes.

In an attempt to address the problems created by the NSG,
and US non-proliferation policy under President Carter (see
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Chapters 6 and 11) the British recommended the Review
Conference to support a major initiative within the IAEA.
The interests of both supplier and customer would be
accommodated by strengthening Article III and Article IV

provisions. Hurd noted that INFCE had done much to foster
the spirit of co-operation in the nuclear world which was

important to preserve. This had been an important

preliminary step. The next step, according to the British,
was taken in June 1980 by the IAEA Board of Governors.
This led to the establishment of a:

Committee open to all member states to consider and
advise the Board on the linked issues of assurance of

supply and mutually acceptable non-proliferation
conditions.

For the British:

the work of the Committee must proceed from a
recognition of the very close relationship between
acceptance of IAEA safeguards and the availability of
nuclear material, equipment and technology: IAEA was
well qualified by experience to tackle the nexus of
problems.(23'

Furthermore, the British proposed language for the Final
Declaration on Article IV which made clear the level of

British support for the Committee on Assurances of Supply:

The Conference stresses the importance of using the
Committee on Assurances of Supply to develop as wide
a consensus as possible on the closely linked issues
of nuclear trade and non-proliferation and urges all
parties to the treaty to make a full contribution to
its work.(2 '

The emphasis placed on the assurance of nuclear supplies in
British policy is derived from two separate factors.
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First, avoidance of uncertainty and unpredictability in the
nuclear market would enhance, rather than threaten the

security of the non-proliferation regime. Uncertainty
would encourage independent nuclear programmes outwith the
IAEA safeguards system. Second, the proposals for
assurance of supply closely corresponded to the interests
of the British civil industry, BNFL in particular. This
had become clear at the Windscale Inquiry and at INFCE (see

chapters 6 and 11). At the 1980 NPTRC Ian Cromartie, who
was then the UK's Resident Representative to the IAEA, made
this clear during Main Committee II discussions on Articles
III and IV:

account must also be taken of the fact that for a

number of countries at an early stage of nuclear
development, the question of sensitive materials had
little economic sense in the short term; as pointed
out for the Evaluation such countries were more

interested in ensuring reprocessing and enrichment
services than in building facilities for that
purpose themselves and the Evaluation had also
suggested that plutonium recycling and the
widespread use of breeder reactors would be of
little economic value in the short term. What most
countries needed, however, was assurance of supplies
with respect to non-sensitive items, such as nuclear
fuel and equipment and the fuel cycle services
required for the operation of reactors.

As noted in Chapters 5 and 6 the provision of enrichment
and reprocessing services for overseas customers was a

major factor in the decisions to establish URENCO and to
build THORP. It appears as if non-proliferation objectives

happily correspond to British civil nuclear programme

objectives; the provision of fuel cycle services for
customers worldwide. However, the "assurances" factor
worked both ways. It was essential for supplier states to
ensure that their exports were adequately safeguarded.
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Recognition of this factor by importers would ensure secure

fuel supplies and acess to non-sensitive equipment. CAS

would, therefore, ensure that the interests of secure

supply and non-proliferation were not compromised by ill
considered pursuit of only one aspect of this dual policy.

Cromartie made this plain enough at the Conference:

As a country which was both a supplier and consumer
of nuclear energy, the United Kingdom welcomed the
establishment by the IAEA of the Committee on
Assurances of Supply, which would make it possible to
ensure greater stability in international nuclear
trade. That new effort indicated a recognition of
the close relationship between the acceptance of non-
proliferation conditions and the availability of
nuclear material, equipment and technology. The new
committee should devote itself to building for the
future a consensus on as wide a basis as possible on
international trade and non-proliferation.^"'

In 1975 the British had cautiously expressed support for
the RFCC concept. In 1980 Cromartie almost went as far to
endorse a Department of Energy commissioned paper on

multinational arrangements for the nuclear fuel cycle.(27)
Such concepts, moreover, would fit in very well with both
URENCO and THORP. More will be made of this in Chapter 12.

The British position on Article IV at the 1980 Review was

not only consistent with previous policy, but confirmed the

relationship between the civil programme's objectives and
those of British non-proliferation strategy. Moreover, the

public statements in 1980 were a clear articulation of the

objectives of the NPT itself.

Although full-scope safeguards were, for the British, an

ultimate objective, there was no question of making FSS a

pre-condition on all nuclear exports. The reasons for this
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were similar to those which underpinned British support for

CAS, and reluctance to support a preferred market for NPT

states. Indeed the working paper on CAS also called for
all NPT states to bring about an extension of IAEA

safeguards to all nuclear activities in all NNWS outside
the NPT. In short, unreasonable insistence on safeguards
was more likely to undermine rather than enhance non-

proliferation objectives. However, it was hoped that the
Conference would stress the desirability of full-scope

safeguards for all NNWS outside the NPT.(^8) This would
-than

have to result from persuasion rather^diktat. The best way
to do this would be to demonstrate that rather than

obstruct or hinder a state's economic or technological

development safeguards, but particularly full-scope

safeguards, would "greatly facilitate the use of nuclear

energy for peaceful purposes.") During the Conference's
third week Cromartie made the British position clear. Its

relationship to Article IV and CAS objectives are evident:

The acceptance of full-scope safeguards by all NNWS
would greatly increase worldwide confidence that the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy were not being
abused as a cloak for the development of nuclear
weapons and other explosive nuclear devices. That
increased confidence would make possible freer trade
in nuclear materials, which would in turn promote
the use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, to
meet the world's growing need for energy (the
British) delegation therefore considered it
important that the Conference should urge all non-
nuclear weapon states not party to the Treaty to
submit all their nuclear activities to IAEA

safeguards and urge all parties to work for a
situation in which full-scope safeguards were a part
of the generally accepted pattern of international
nuclear trade.(^ '

Even though NNA states such as Yugoslavia and the
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Philippines complained that non-parties had access to
nuclear technology under less than full-scope safeguards
and that this situation should be reversed^1), the British
declined to require full-scope safeguards on their nuclear

exports.

As in 1975 the most contentious issue was arms control.

Mexico, Sweden, Nigeria and Yugoslavia in particular argued
that the NWS had singularly failed to fulfil their side of
the NPT bargain.(32) For such states this fact had to be
reflected in the Final Declaration. However, none of the
NWS were prepared to concede language which satisfied the

grievances of the NNA states. This was the main reason for
the Conference failure to produce a consensus Final
Declaration.(33) Although Douglas Hurd recognised the need
for progress in nuclear arms control in his speech, in

practice as noted in Chapter 3, the British saw no

connection between the existence of their own nuclear force

and further weapons proliferation. The British did not

participate in the SALT negotiations; indeed, a major
preoccupation was to ensure the exclusion of British
nuclear forces from any SALT provisions.

The British, however, were party to the Tripartite CTBT

negotiations. A report of the progress was co-presented at
the conference by the three NWS party to the Treaty.

Despite significant accomplishments the Report noted that
there were still important areas where substantial work was

still to be done.^34) These covered verification issues.

Although there was no legal obligation for the NWS to
produce a CTBT, for many NNA states a CTBT was the litmus
test of NWS commitment to the NPT. As noted above the

Group of 77's Working Paper had a great deal to say about
the need for such a treaty.(35) The NNA sought the
establishment of an ad hoc working group in the CD to start
multilateral negotiations for a CTB, and to proclaim a

simultaneous unilateral moratoria or a trilateral

moratorium on nuclear testing. This was particularly
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unpalatable to the British presumably because the Trident
decision announced in July 1980, necessitated continued
testing. Since Committee II was able to agree consensus

language on Article III and IV issues, the Article VI

provisions on CTBT especially, prevented an agreed Final
Document*(36) However, this needs to be put into

perspective. As Julie Dahlitz notes there was no

repudiation of the Treaty. Instead the Group of 77
affirmed their adherence to the principles of the

Treaty.(37) Despite the centrality of arms control

objectives in the NNA's view, the British in practice had
much more to say about Article III and IV issues. The
reason for this is straightforward. In the British

perspective the principal objective of the NPT was the

prevention of further nuclear weapons states. Vertical

proliferation was peripheral to this objective.
Furthermore, since proliferation was thought of largely in
"horizontal terms", it was logical that more attention
should be devoted to Articles III and IV; that is,

safeguards and availability and spread of civil nuclear

technology.

5. CONCLUSION

Neither the 1975 or 1980 Review Conferences represented any

fundamental departure from British non-proliferation

policy. The views articulated on Articles III and IV in

particular were echoed in other non-proliferation fora,
such as INFCE, in the late 1970s by British

representatives. In short, the relationship between
Article III and IV remained fundamental to British non-

proliferation policy.
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CHAPTER 10

BRITAIN AND THE IAEA/EURATOM SAFEGUARDS SYSTEMS

1. INTRODUCTION

For the purposes of this section the 1952-1982 period will
be divided into two parts. The first covers the years from
the IAEA's formation in 1957 to 1967 when the British

government offered to place its civil facilities under

safeguards. The second covers the entry into force of
Euratom safeguards in 1973 and the Tripartite safeguards

agreement between the IAEA/Euratom and UK in 1974. These

years witnessed not only the greatest expansion of civil
nuclear power worldwide, but also a simultaneous expansion
in the coverage of IAEA safeguards. Three issues will be
discussed within this time scale: (i) application of

safeguards to UK facilities, (ii) UK attitude to IAEA

safeguards on nuclear facilities and materials overseas,

and to British nuclear exports, and (iii) British
contribution to safeguards technology and procedures.

When Eisenhower launched the Atoms for Peace programme he
also envisaged the establishment of an international agency

to promote and control the benefits of the peaceful atom.
The International Atomic Energy Agency was established in
1957. However, until the early 1960s more attention was

focused on the promotional rather than safeguards aspects.
There was opposition to the safeguards concept from

developing countries, India in particular. The Soviet
Union also opposed them. However, once this opposition
abated the way was clear for the safeguards system to

develop. In 1965 the IAEA was able to produce a new set of

guidelines for inspections and procedures. These were

incorporated in Information Circular - INFCIRC/66. With

subsequent additions INFCIRC/66 formed the basis for all
IAEA safeguards agreements with states not party to the

NPT, and Treaty of Tlatelolco.'1) Once the NPT entered
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into force it was necessary to develop a more comprehensive
framework to satisfy the requirements of the NPT' s Article
III. This culminated in INFCIRC/153 which is the basis for

all safeguards agreements with NNWS party to the NPT. The

objective of this system is to "follow the flow of nuclear
material through a plant, and not the plant itself".(2)
The British took the lead in promotion this concept.
Both INFCIRC/66 and INFCIRC/153 are based on three

essential methods of verification.^^ Since 1965 the
safeguards system has not only expanded in scope, but also
in technological sophistication. It now has safeguards

procedures for the key fuel cycle processes, enrichment and

reprocessing. By and large this expansion has matched the
world-wide expansion of civil nuclear power. However, the

single most important impetus was provided by the NPT. All
NNWS parties were required to conclude a safeguards

agreement with the IAEA covering all their nuclear
facilities and activities. The agreement had to enter into
force 18 months after negotiations between the Agency and
state had started.^5)

2. 1957 - 1967

(i) Application of safeguards to British facilities

Until 1963 the British regarded safeguards as only relevant
for NNWS. During the drafting of the IAEA statute in

Washington in 1954 and 1955 the British played a leading
role by virtue of being one of the most advanced civil
nuclear powers.Sir Roger Makins, then Chairman of the

UKAEA, was the British representative on the international
committee which drafted the statute.Although the IAEA

was, in its early years more concerned with the promotion
rather than control of nuclear energy, the British and
Americans included clauses in the Agency statute which
would enable a check to be kept on fissile material

supplied to NNWS.) Indeed the British, along with the

US, Canada, South Africa and Australia made a major
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contribution to the IAEA's first safeguards agreements
those with Japan, INFCIRC/3 in 1959, and INFCIRC/261,
1961.

In 1961 the US decided to place four of its nuclear plants
under IAEA safeguards. Two years later the British decided
to follow the US example. The CEGB's Bradwell Magnox
station however was not opened to the IAEA until 1966.

However, both the UKAEA and Ministry of Technology, which
had assumed responsibility for nuclear energy in 1964 were

hostile to the idea.^1®) Amongst other reasons it was felt
that the limited size of the IAEA inspectorate would be
stretched to the limit if it had to safeguard materials in
NWS as well as in NNWS.(11)

The December 1967 decision to submit British civil stations

to safeguards was taken largely to expedite progress in the
NPT negotiations which had foundered on the safeguards

requirements. Not only did the LDCs harbour doubts about
btft

safeguards,^ leading industrialised states Japan and the FRG
in particular, considered the type of safeguards envisaged
as a licence for commercial espionage.^12^ The British
offer to open its civil plants was taken "in order to

encourage widespread adherence ... to the NPT by

demonstrating to non-nuclear weapons states that they would
not be placed at a commercial disadvantage by reason of the

application of safeguards under the NPT".^12) Commitment
to the NPT was sufficient to overcome internal opposition
to safeguards in the UK. However, the December offer was

conditional. British facilities would not be subject to
IAEA inspection untilj "such time as international
safeguards are put into effect in the non-nuclear weapon

»«

states in implementation of the provisions of a treaty.

Moreover, this was subject to the exclusions for national

security reasons only.(^' For example, the eight military
reactors and the Windscale reprocessing plant were

excluded. Indeed, provided the IAEA were notified, the

eventual agreement permitted the British to transfer
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safeguarded fissile material to military purposes.

Existence of dual purpose facilities and the incomplete

safeguards coverage was a source of conflict between the
British government and Euratom in the 1970s and 1980s. (^-5)

Safeguards in the UK are not intended to prevent diversion
of civil material to military purposes, but rather to
demonstrate that safeguards would not damage either
commercial operation of nuclear plants or compromise
confidential design information. As Britain already was a

weapon state there was no requirement to demonstrate a

clear separation of civil and military facilities.

Although this was recognised as desirable and eventually
became reality as the civil programme became

increasingly separate, the British were not prepared to

subject themselves to full-scope safeguards as long as some

connections obtained. It should also be noted that

application of IAEA safeguards to British facilities would
serve as a test bed for IAEA procedures and technologies.

The CEGB Magnox station at Bradwell was opened to IAEA

inspection in October 1966. (*6) This, however, was an

isolated event. Although there were several inspections at

Bradwell, there were no further IAEA physical inspections
of CEGB/SSEB facilities. INFCIRC/86 was designed to enable
the IAEA to develop procedures and familiarization with a

Magnox type reactor.However, the plutonium extracted
from Bradwell's irradiated fuel was subsequently used in a

zero energy fast reactor (Zebra) at Winfrith, but the fuel
remained subject to IAEA safeguards. (-1"®) The Agency had
access to both the reactor and its operating records.
Zebra was also on the IAEA designated list between 1974 and
1979.(19) whilst Bradwell was open to inspection the IAEA

visited the reactors several times a year and obtained
records of natural uranium fuel element input, and the

power generated in the fuel elements before they were sent
to Windscale for reprocessing.
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(ii) British attitude to safeguards in other states

The Magnox reactors exported to Italy and Japan were

subject to Euratom and bilateral safeguards respectively.

Article VIII of the inter-governmental agreement between

Italy and the UK required the former to ensure that any

material or equipment was employed solely for peaceful

purposes20) In 1952 the US decided to transfer

responsibility for administering its bilateral safeguards

agreements to the IAEA. These had been concluded with non

Euratom states in the 1950s. Willrich and Taylor note that
this and parallel British and Canadian efforts, "were

largely responsible for the marked expansion in the

applicability of the IAEA safeguards system during the

years which preceded the NPT".(21) indeed the British

suplied Japanese Tokai Mura reactor was the first large
scale commercial power station outside the NWS to come

under IAEA safeguards.(22) Prior to the eventual transfer
to the IAEA, covered by INFCIRC/107, of 26 September 1967

inspections were carried out by the UKAEA.^23) Bilateral

safeguards agreements for UK supplied research reactors in
Denmark and Australia were also transferred to the

IAEA.(24) However, these agreements covered only specific

supplies of material or equipment. They were not full-

scope safeguards agreements, rather they were based on

INFCIRC/66.(25) In 1959 the Herald research reactor

supplied to Chile was from the outset subject to IAEA

safeguards.^26) iaea safeguards were, and remain, a prior
condition for all British nuclear exports, INFCIRC/66 being
the minimum acceptable.

At no time was it intended that safeguards should obstruct
the development of civil nuclear power, rather they were

designed to provide a framework in which trade in nuclear

equipment and materials could proceed and be made easier.

This, at least, was the British perception. Nuclear trade
could not proceed unhindered without assurances acceptable
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to all states that ostensibly civil facilities and
materials would not be used for military purposes.

(iii) British Contribution to Safeguards Technology and
Procedures

Generally the major developments in safeguards technology
did not occur until the 1970s. As one British official

responsible for safeguards policy observed, safeguards

technology was non-existant in the early 1960s.(27) until
the mid 1960s IAEA experience was confined to small
research reactors. As noted above both the American and

British decisions to open large power reactors to

inspection afforded the IAEA valuable experience. Indeed
this became the basic IAEA criterion for inspecting

designated British facilities. For this reason CEGB/SSEB
reactors were not usually physically inspected.^®)

In August 1967 the IAEA established an advisory panel on

safeguards techniques to advise the Board of Governors on

the priorities for research and development that would be

necessary. Seven advanced nuclear states, including the

UK, in addition to recommending techniques for safeguards

application also discussed the problems likely to arise
when safeguards would have to be applied to bulk handling
facilities - enrichment and reprocessing.(^9) Reprocessing
plants were discussed in detail the following year. Unlike
reactors fuel cycle plants are more difficult to safeguard

given the flow of materials in gas or liquid state. More
work was devoted to enrichment and reprocessing plants in

subsequent years.

3. 1967-1982

(i) Applications of safeguards to British facilities

The entry into force of the NPT in 1970 and the signing of
the Treaty of Tlatelolco provided the biggest boost to the
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IAEA safeguards system. For example, in 1971 there were

nine nuclear power stations containing nuclear material
under Agency safeguards whereas the comparable figure for
the end of 1982 was 143.(30) should also be noted that

civil nuclear power made its greatest expansion between
1967 and 1977. The coverage of safeguards expanded in
tandem.

One of the most contentious issues during the NPT

negotiations was the relationship between Euratom and IAEA

safeguards. The British had to make a choice between

antagonising Euratom states or compromising support for the
IAEA, BU-t as events worked out there was no need to

choose between the two systems. British accession to the
EEC on 1 January partially resolved the problem. As a

consequence BNFL plants and installations became subject to
Euratom safeguards.(32) CEGB/SSEB reactors were similarly
affected; indeed, the CEGB Annual Report of 1973-74 noted

that fuel stocks statistics and movements were sent to

Luxembourg each month, and that a number of Euratom

safeguards inspections had already taken place.(33)
Between 1973 and 1984 BNFL's fuel fabrication plant at

Springfields was visited on 28 occasions by Euratom

inspectors. Windscale was visited on sixty occasions.(34)
Despite this there was one area where there was conflict
between the British and Euratom. British status as a NWS

was at the root of the problem. Lack of direct access to
the Sellafield (Windscale) reprocessing line was the focus
for conflict. Since civil and military materials are co-

processed in the same plant, the Government could not

accept physical access to the reprocessing line. This

would, or so it was argued, reveal sensitive military
information. Although Euratom had access to the civil
records of material passing through the plant, they did not
have physical access to verify the flow.(35) Access was

denied because as Hugh Sturman of BNFL noted it, "would

give them access to other information which we are

instructed not to reveal".(36) Negotiations between
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Euratom and the British continued throughout the 1970s;
however, by the end of 1984 the problem was still not
resolved. A similar problem applied to Springfields, but
this was resolved.(37)

The problem is primarily attributable to historical
circumstances and the long standing obsession with official

secrecy, especially on atomic information. Although
British officials would concede that ideally the civil and

military programme should be completely separated, the
nature of the British nuclear programme precluded such an

option. However, in the years since the 1950s the civil
and military programmes had become further apart.

Reprocessing was the last link. However, the thermal oxide

reprocessing plant (THORP) scheduled to come on stream in
1990 would be open to safeguards. Indeed safeguard

considerations, ease of access for example, were taken into
account at the design stage. It was intended that THORP
would be used for civil purposes only. Indeed since THORP
was proposed largely with the overseas market in mind,

military use would interfere with its economic use.

Even though there was no Euratom/IAEA access to the

reprocessing line this did not really matter. Dr. Donald

Avery, representing BNFL at the Sizewell B Inquiry noted
that "the civil accounts are subject to safeguards in the
sense that the inputs and outputs of plutonium on the civil
stream have to be declared to Euratom and through Euratom
to the IAEA".(3®) However, a former CEGB scientist Dr

Ross Hesketh argued both before and during the Sizewell

Inquiry that safeguards in the UK were a sham since it was

possible for plutonium from civil stocks to be moved into
the military stockpile without the Euratom or IAEA

knowing. (39) was further alleged that civil plutonium
had been transferred to the US under the Mutual Defence

Agreement of 1958-59, and had been used in nuclear weapons.

Indeed approximately two tonnes of plutonium were in
destinations other than those admitted by the British
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government.(40) Lord Hinton, first chairman of the CEGB,
went as far as to suggest that the CEGB was telling lies to
the Sizewell Inquiry by denying the military use of

Plutonium produced in the Board's reactors.)

It is important in this case to re-examine the purposes of

safeguards in the UK. As a weapon state safeguards are not
intended to prevent diversion of civil material to military

purposes. Instead the objective is to demonstrate that
there are no commercial disadvantages or burden on

operators accepting safeguards. This is certainly the

perception of British officials. Indeed it was conceded
that it was perfectly possible for "atoms of civil

Plutonium to find their way into the military programme and
vice versa during co-processing"^) This did not matter
as long asx tonnes of 'civil' plutonium entered the

reprocessing line and x tonnes of 'civil' plutonium emerged
at the other end. What really mattered was the efficacy of

safeguards in NNWS; what the British as a weapon state did
with their fissile material would not influence the

behaviour of other states. The British position on

safeguards in the UK is thus influenced by British status
as a NWS and the practicalities and economics of

reprocessing.

The UKAEA's fast reactor and reprocessing plant at Dounreay
were inspected by the IAEA between 1980 and 1981. Dounreay

was designated by the IAEA because as an advanced reactor
the Agency would derive useful experience from inspecting
such facilities. Two years were all that was required for
this purpose.

It is worth briefly noting some of the steps taken by
Britain in the safeguards field in the early and mid 1970s.
In December 1972 the British had unilaterally placed
certain nuclear activities under IAEA safeguards.On
June 16, 1976 the IAEA approved an agreement with the UK
and Euratom.(44) However, INFCIRC 263 did not enter into
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force until 14 August, 1978.(^5) until then the IAEA

applied safeguards in the UK only in cases when so required

by agreements involving third countries or under special

arrangements. (^6)

Although there were problems with access to the British

reprocessing plant, parallel efforts with uranium
enrichment were much more successful. The ultra centrifuge

process used by URENCO posed a particularly demanding
technical challenge to safeguards technology. Furthermore,
commercial considerations, design information especially,

complicated the issue since access to the sensitive parts
of the process was unlikely to be yielded by the operators.
There was, however, no military problem since the MOD

decided to build their own smaller gas centrifuge at

Capenhurst to provide HEU for SSBNs and SSNs.(^)

Although the general principles for fulfilling safeguards
obligations were easily established, since the physical

simplicity of the process permits accurate material

accountancy and measurements, elaboration of this approach
was considerably more difficult. ( ^ The Hexapartite

Safeguards Project was established in November 1980 by

Australia, Euratom, IAEA, Japan, URENCO, and the US. After
two years discussion the project produced an inspection

regime for the sensitive cascade halls based on "limited-

frequency unannounced access". Programmes to demonstrate

particular aspects of safeguards were also prepared. The
most extensive of these was undertaken jointly by the UK,
the IAEA and Euratom. As Dr Fred Brown notes the

distribution of nuclear materials in an operating plant,
measurement techniques and errors, and physical inventory

procedures and accuracy were all shown to be in accordance
with the various submissions and predictions given to the
Project.(49) However, BNFL's gas centrifuge plant was not
fully subject to safeguards until September 1985 although
it had participated in some preliminary tests.
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(ii) British attitude to safeguards in other states

British nuclear export policy was outlined by the Foreign

Secretary in March 1976. Whilst particular care would be
taken with proposals to export sensitive equipment or

technology, enrichment and reprocessing especially, IAEA

safeguards would have to be applied to all other exports.
James Callaghan announced in a written parliamentary answer

that:

our detailed requirements will include the
application of IAEA safeguards or comparable
safeguards which are verified by the IAEA to exported
nuclear equipment and material; an assurance that
whatever we export will not be used to manufacture
nuclear explosives for any purposes.^50^

Although the British accepted the desirability of full-

scope safeguards, they would not be made a prior condition
of British exports. As noted in Chapter 6 the British did
not want to put their fuel cycle business at risk.

Neither BNFL nor the NNC were permitted to export fuel or
reactors without prior government approval; indeed, both

companies preferred clear guidelines as to whether business
with particular overseas customers was possible. Neither
was keen to proceed with the expense of placing tenders

only to have the Government subsequently refuse

permission.(^1) jn the Words of one senior industry
official his company "did not behave like used car

salesmen". The longlead times necessary for delivery of
fuels or reactors preclude rapid underhand sales.

All imported irradiated fuels stored at Sellafield for

reprocessing are subject to Euratom/IAEA safeguards.' ^2)
In 1984 there were six cameras and five video recorders

installed at Sellafield oxide storage ponds.(53) Ten years

before the British^ Rmertcdns and ^osstans
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announced that they would henceforth provide the IAEA on a

continuing basis, with information regarding nuclear
materials exports and imports out of and into their
respective countries.(^4) However, this move was a direct

response to the May 1974 Indian nuclear test. This

suggests that it was recognised that existing safeguards

provisions needed to be strengthened. However, safeguards
were and are a necessary adjunct of British nuclear

exports. There is no contradiction between safeguards and

non-proliferation objectives and the export of nuclear
materials and hardware. Nevertheless it is highly unlikely
that the British would have exported either enrichment or

reprocessing plants even though both the French and West
Germans were prepared to do so in the mid 1970s. It was

better for BNFL to provide these services to customers
overseas.

Despite the desire to export fuel cycle services and power

reactors, the line is drawn at particularly sensitive

technologies. However, this had not always been the case

as the UKAEA had been prepared to supply a gaseous

diffusion plant to France and reprocessing plants to Italy
and Japan. During the 1970s the government prevented the
UKAEA and BNFL from supplying South Africa and Brazil with
uranium hexafluoride conversion plants.(55) There was also

unease when the FRG decided to supply Brazil with a

complete fuel cycle in 1975.

In 1975 the British came to the view that full-scope

safeguards should become the norm. At the UN and at the
IAEA Board of Governors non NPT states were urged to accept

safeguards on all their nuclear facilities.'^6) The

following year the British proposed a new type of

safeguards agreement at the IAEA broadly in line with

Callaghan's UN announcement. Non NPT states should be
asked to accept INFCIRC/153 type safeguards, as required by
the NPT, without having to sign the Treaty. It was hoped
that such a measure would eliminate the problem of "unfair"
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competition between exporting countries. This had led to
some suppliers losing contracts because they required
stricter safeguards guarantees from the customer.(^7)
Indeed the British complained at the UNGA Thirty-third
session that for some years they had made a financial

sacrifice in not exporting some civilian nuclear equipment,
materials and technology because of a fear of adding to the

proliferation of nuclear weapons. (58) objective here,
as with the NSG, was to remove safeguards from commercial

competition. IAEA safeguards, full-scope safeguards, were

crucial to reconciling non-proliferation objectives with
the "equally important commitment" under Article IV to
further the development of nuclear energy for peaceful

purposes. Protection of British commercial interests wa5

equally important here. Safeguards should be made as water

tight and non discriminatory as possible. This was the
reason for British support for full-scope safeguards. ( ^9)
But as noted above there was no question of insisting on

full-scope safeguards. This would only lose contracts for
BNFL or the NNC; moreover, such measures were

counterproductive. Britain's own experience counselled

against such a policy. American insistence on safeguards
on LEU for British AGRs even though unsafeguarded HEU was

being supplied for military purposes was considered

unacceptable. American intransigence was one of the
reasons which led to the formation of URENCO which was

designed to provide Europe with an independent source of
LEU.

Ordinarily export licences were required for nuclear
materials and equipment. In the early years a licence was

required to export nuclear materials to any destination
under the terms of an export order issued by the Board of
Trade. This system remained in force throughout the 1952-
1982 period. In 1982 the Department of Trade and Industry
was the responsible government department in consultation
with the FCO, MOD and DEN. There were problems with
this system because "grey area" components were excluded;
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that is, components and materials with no obvious nuclear

use, but which could be incorporated into fuel cycle plants
or nuclear weapons. An incident came to light in the 1970s
which indicated that insufficient attention had been given
to this problem.

It became clear that a Pakistani national, Dr. Qadir Khan

who was working at the URENCO Almelo plant, stole
confidential information. The Pakistani government had
made an elaborate attempt to acquire technology and

components for a gas centrifuge plant and UF6 conversion

plant.(60) Normally nuclear items were subject to the

Export of Goods (Control) Orders. These were constantly
under review and added to. Applications for licences were

given the closest scrutiny by the relevant Whitehall

departments, the FCO, MOD, DTI and Department of

Energy.(6-0 However, the system was not as rigorous or

comprehensive as made out.

A special works organisation of the Pakistan government's
ordnance service set out to purchase centrifuge components
in Western Europe from a list of companies supplied by
Khan. <phe British company involved was Emerson
Electric Industrial Controls of Swindon. It supplied high

frequency inverters. However, this deal came to light and
an export-of-goods-control order was placed on the

components on 9 November 1978. Despite this Nucleonics
Week claimed that it was the company which drew the

government's attention to the deal, but nothing effective
was done about it.(63) Norman Lamont noted that following
the possibility of British manufactured frequency changers

being supplied for use overseas in nuclear applications it
was decided on 19 October, 1978 to impose export controls
on those invertors capable of multiphase electrical output
of between 600 and 2000hz.(64) Nevertheless, it was

reported that BNFL was aware of Pakistani interest in
November 1976 and informed the government in December.
There was an investigation but no action was taken until
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October 1978.(65) Subsequently export licences were

imposed for equipment used in UFg conversion plants,
including mass spectrometres and pressure gauges.(66)
Indeed the whole incident led to a fresh review of

equipment requiring an export licence. On 12 February 1979

"parts, components and subassemblies" of inverters were

subjected to similar control. Tighter controls were

imposed the following month when, "equipment specially

designed for the manufacture or assembly of gas centrifuges

capable of isotope enrichment and specially designed parts
for such centrifuges were additionally subjected to
control".) In short, the Khan incident suggests that a

determined state will acquire the necessary technology and

equipment for its nuclear programme. The amendments to the
Export of Goods (Control) orders were after the fact
measures. But as Nucleonics Week commented, "the British

appear to have locked the stable door after the horse has
bolted".(6®) Nevertheless this incident does not indicate

a fundamental inattention to non-proliferation objectives
since neither nuclear equipment or materials were stolen or

exported without licences. Grey area technology is
difficult to control; indeed, "after all, an inverter is a

pretty innocent piece of equipment^ It was conceded,

however, there had been a breach in security at Almelo
which in the British view should never have been allowed to

happen. This was made plain to the Dutch authorities.(^0)

(iii) British contribution to safeguards technology

It is difficult to assess both the quantitative and

qualitative British contribution to the development of the

IAEA safeguards system. In the preceeding period, as Simon

Rippon noted, the development of procedures and technology
for safeguarding nuclear materials was generally neglected
in the 1960s and early 1970s.(71) Whilst this may have
been true in the 1950s and early 1960s consideration of
these issues was extensive between 1967 and 1971. By 1977
Dr Anderson, formerly of the UKAEA's Nuclear Materials
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Accountancy team at Harwell noted that the IAEA system

represented an "outstanding achievement in international
collaboration in political, legal and technical
fields". As an advanced civil nuclear power the
British played a leading role in the IAEA discussions
between December 1968 and September 1970.

A series of technical meetings were held to consider

safeguards procedures and technologies; for example, work
was done on reprocessing plants, reactors, fuel

fabrication, systems analysis, inspection technology,

design information and verification.() When the
committee to work out the safeguards procedures for the NPT
convened in June 1970, it soon became clear that the

existing safeguards system based on INFCIRC/66 Rev.2 would
have to be revised. The British took the same view.(74)
The British then took the lead in establishing an IAEA
committee to work out a model safeguards agreement for NPT

signatories. Consequently a safeguards committee held its
first meeting on 12 June 1970 and completed its work on 10
March, 1971 after 82 meetings. This led to INFCIRC/153
in May 1971.(75)

Some idea of the level of the British contribution can be

seen from the IAEA Working Groups, Panels and Consultants

Meetings on safeguards. Of the twenty eight such meetings
held between April 1970 and June 1976 the British

participated in twenty five.(76) There was British

representation in the Technical Working Group, 14-18
December 1970, on Instrumental Techniques in Reprocessing

Plants, for example, and in a consultants' meeting 22-26
March, 1976 on non-destructive assay techniques.(77)

There was substantial British representation in two IAEA

nuclear safeguards technology symposia held in 1978 and

1982, the fourth and fifth of a series which began in 1965;
for instance, BNFL, the UKAEA, the Department of Energy,
the CEGB and Ministry of Defence. In particular, the
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Safeguards Office of the Department of Energy's Atomic
Energy Division, which had been established in 1971, and
the UKAEA's Nuclear Material Accounting and Control team
from Harwell were closely involved. One of the projects
included in the UK Safeguards Programme was detailed at the
1982 symposium:

The requirement was to mark permanently the surfaces
of the containers with a 'signature' which was not
easily forged, even with sophisticated equipment. It
was proposed to position the unique 'signature(s)'
strategically so that they would be damaged by any
attempt to enter, change the contents or to reseal
the container. Therefore, on reading the 'signature'
the damage would be detected and the auditors alerted
to the need to examine the container's contents.'' '

Work was also done at Dounreay on safeguards for fast
reactor fuel reprocessing. It was concluded that plutonium
in solid and liquid wastes could adequately meet not only

safeguards requirements, but also plant control and

accountancy criteria.(?9) This latter point demonstrates a

key point about safeguards technology. Many of the

procedures and new monitoring equipment, such as an

"enrichment meter" which detects isotopic composition in a

gas centrifuge plant, are desirable in their own right for

operational reasons. In short, there is no clear

separation between safeguards technology and operational
requirements for material control.

Both BNFL and the UKAEA undertook contract work on

safeguards technology R&D. Identification of "material
balance areas" in nuclear plants, fuel cycle facilities
such as enrichment for example, are vitally important for

safeguards purposes. To this end BNFL's natural uranium
fuel fabrication plant at Springfields was used to

illustrate the problems that arise in defined Material

Balance Areas (MBAs) in such a facility.(80) T^e Agency's
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Safeguards Division placed a R & D contract with the UKAEA

Reactor Group in 1977/8 to develop a technique to verify
the fissile material of irradiated fuel in a zero power

reactor.(81) gy igso the IAEA noted that the UK had

provided valuable assistance in improving the effectiveness
of safeguards.(82) Perhaps the most important contribution
was made to the pilot programme on remote continual
verification. This is a system of sensors directly linked

through telecommunications lines to computers in order to
establish real time, constantly verifiable safeguards

systems. RECOVER was tested at facilities in Australia,

Austria, Bulgaria, Canada, FRG, Japan, US and Britain.(83)
As with RECOVER the British were by no means the only

contributors to IAEA safeguards projects. Other advanced
nuclear states, the US, FRG and Canada and the Soviet Union

also contributed. The British contribution was, and is,

largely a consequence of the long standing British
involvement with nuclear power. Experience gained in

operating all the key fuel cycle plants and advanced
reactors, the fast reactor in particular, inevitably put

the British in a position to contribute.

In 1975 the IAEA Director-General established a Standing
Advisory Group on Safeguards Implementation (SAGSI) to

provide advise on technical aspects of Agency safeguards.
SAGSI had its origins in a Japanese proposal of 1971.(84)
However, the British were amongst its founder members,
SAGSI held its first meeting in December 1975. Although
SAGSI is, theoretically, a purely technical, body Fischer

argues that its members necessarily try to advance their

governments' views and interests. However, generally

speaking the British try to avoid its politicisation

fearing that the political controversy which has afflicted
other UN organisations would devalue and weaken the Agency.
This is a measure of the British concern with safeguarding
the atom; however, this is not to suggest that the British
do not pursue their "technical" arguments to the full. The
British maintain a Permanent Mission at the IAEA which
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although staffed by FCO personnel, is also supported by the
Department of Energy's Safeguards Office. By 1982 SAGSI's
main interest was examination of safeguards approaches to
the fuel cycle.(85)

4. Conclusion

It seems reasonable to assume that the British contribution

to safeguards technology was at least equal to those of
other leading nuclear states. British participation in the
IAEA bureaucracy, a permanent seat on the Board of
Governors for example, is an inevitable consequence of
British involvement in the establishment of the IAEA itself

in the mid 1950s. At that time Britain was the world's

leading civil nuclear power. Although the British only
came to support the concept of full-scope safeguards for
non-NPT states in 1975, materials and equipment were always

subject to export controls. Consideration was always given
to the export of nuclear materials. For instance, very

early on in the history of the UKAEA there was a formal
directive forbidding the Authority to embark on any

undertaking having international implications without

referring to the official interdepartmental Committee on

Nuclear Energy, and, if need be, through that body to the
Cabinet Committee on Atomic Energy.(86)

As noted in chapters 4, 5 and 6 the British were and remain

firmly committed to Atoms for Peace principles. It was

always hoped that the British civil nuclear industry could
establish a lucrative export trade in reactors and fuels.

Although the British, in the early days at least, were

prepared to provide these to any state and subequently to
non-NPT states, there is no evidence to suggest that

safeguards were not required in some form. The best way to
reduce proliferation risks and cultivate a responsible
attitude in non-NPT and non-OECD states was by persuasion

rather than denial or insistence on unacceptable

preconditions. Safeguards cannot be imposed. For this
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reason the British were keen to involve non-NPT states in

the work of the IAEA Safeguards Division; for instance,
Brazilian membership of SAGSI.(^7) j-j- was hoped that the
NPT and IAEA non-proliferation regime would make nuclear
trade both easier and freer.

Although the ethos of Atoms for Peace required the clear

separation of civil and military programmes this has not
been possible in Britain. The controversy during the
Sizewell Inquiry over the end-use of CEGB/SSEB plutonium,
and denial of physical access to the reprocessing line was

one largely created by historical circumstances. First,
the initial secrecy surrounding the military programme was

inherited by the civil programme, largely because of the

interrelationship between the two. For example, the BEA

were excluded from the decision making process which led to
the first nuclear power programme in 1955.^®) Britain's
fuel cycle plants were built originally for the military

programme, but came to have a dual purpose. The 1958-59
MDA further confused the issue since the was little

recognition then of the need to maintain a clear separation
between civil and military nuclear facilities. The
decision to modify some 'civil' Magnox stations to provide

military plutonium is indicative of this assumption.

Safeguards in a NWS were originally opposed by both the
UKAEA and Ministry of Technology. Since Britain was a NWS,
which was subsequently recognised by the NPT and built into
the non-proliferation regime, there was no point in wasting
IAEA resources in safeguarding fissile material in a NWS.
For the British, even though safeguards were accepted,

INFCIRC/153 and the NPT are designed primarily to deter

through assurance of early detection the diversion of
fissile material to military purposes in NNWS.(^) As

noted in chapter 3 Britain largely regards proliferation in
horizontal rather than vertical terms. Despite this the

British have played a key role in developing both the
institutional and technical aspects of the IAEA safeguards

system. Crucially, the British have assumed, as they did
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during INFCE an intermediary role between those states

insisting on a restrictive safeguards requirements (US,
Canada, Australia), and those who were less enthusiastic

(France, FRG, Belgium) and preferred a less rigorous

safeguards regime.
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CHAPTER 11

BRITAIN AND THE INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

EVALUATION (INFCE)

1. INTRODUCTION BACKGROUND TO INFCE 1974-1977

Since the launch of the Atoms for Peace Programme in 1953
it had been generally accepted by the nuclear industry,
that spent thermal reactor fuel would be reprocessed. The
recovered plutonium would then be used for fast reactors.
These assumptions were based, primarily, on doubts about
the availability of natural uranium ore. Reprocessing and
fast reactors offered an ideal solution. Both fuel cycles
would make more efficient and economic use of existing
resources; moreover, once the fast reactor came into use,

complete energy self-sufficiency would be possible.

However, in the mid 1970s two events combined to question
the desirability of moving to the "plutonium economy".
India's May 1979 nuclear test was the catalyst. Plutonium

produced in an ostensibly civil reactor, the CIRUS heavy
water reactor, was used for the underground test in

Rajasthan. This emphasised the relationship between civil
and military nuclear technology.^) Although the Indian
Government claimed that theirs was a peaceful test, it
nonetheless propelled the proliferation issue to the fore
front of the international agenda. INFCE was a product of
renewed concern over proliferation issues.Furthermore,
as Brenner notes, "the explosion ... blew a psychological
hole in the world's confident perception of how difficult
it was for a marginally proficient state to build a bomb,
and how hard it would be to evade safeguards against

surreptittcus exploitation of a nominally civilian

program." (^)

India's test contributed to a change in US non-

proliferation policy. The Atoms for Peace principles, in
which the peaceful uses of nuclear technology were made
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available, were called into question first by the Ford
Administration. However, it was not until President Carter

took office in January 1977 that the transformation was

completed. In short, the Carter Administration argued for
much tighter control over nuclear technology exports than
had previously been the case. The West German/Brazilian
deal in 1975, in which Brazil would receive a complete
nuclear fuel cycle, and French plans to supply reprocessing

plants to Pakistan, South Korea and Taiwan underlined the

dangers inherent in the spread of sensitive technology.
American anxiety over the implications of these

developments led to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of
1978 which tightened up US export controls. Moreover, the
US was also a founder member of the Nuclear Suppliers'

Group which also tried to improve export controls on

sensitive nuclear technology. But the Carter
Administration focussed on the back-end of the nuclear fuel

cycle and on the fast reactor because both involve large

quantities of separated plutonium. To forestall the move

to the "plutonium economy" the US deferred its commercial

reprocessing and fast reactor programmes in the hope that
this self-denying ordinance would induce other states to
follow suit. It had the opposite effect.(® ^ Western

European states and Japan maintained that both reprocessing
and the fast reactor were fundamental to their nuclear

power programmes, and more importantly vital for their
short and long term energy security. For resource poor

states confronted with unavailability of Middle Eastern
oil supplies, nuclear power was regarded as the only

practical and readily available alternative. The conflict
between the interests of energy security and those of non-

proliferation was thus particularly acute. Whether these
were compatible or fundamentally irreconcilable was the
core issue of the INFCE study. Polarisation of the
international community between the United States on the
one hand as the world's major supplier of power reactors
and toll enrichment, and on the other hand, the West

Europeans, Japanese and Group of 77 states, threatened the
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stability of both the international non-proliferation

regime and the nuclear market.

At the Heads of Government Summit at Downing Street in May
1977 discussion centred on the problem of reconciling the
need for nuclear power with the need to avoid nuclear

weapons proliferation.^) The United Kingdom Atomic Energy

Authority Annual Report for 1976/77 stated that the summit,

"recognised that increased reliance will have to be placed
on nuclear energy if the world's energy needs are to be

satisfied, while avoiding the danger of the spread of
nuclear weapons. However, the seven-nation summit
endorsed Carter's proposal of 7 April, 1977 that an

International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation should re¬

examine the basic assumptions of the plutonium economy.

Carter hoped that "an improved fuel cycle", which would
eliminate concern about nuclear weapons proliferation,
could be found. (1(1) Indeed the Carter Administration

hoped that the Evaluation would find in its favour by

vindicating the undesirability of reprocessing and fast
reactors. But INFCE examined all aspects of the nuclear

fuel cycle. Particular emphasis was laid on alternatives
to existing fuel cycles which are based on the separation
of pure plutonium, and the use of highly enriched urianium
- HEU.(11)

An organising conference for INFCE was held in Washington
between 19-21 October, 1977. In addition to the seven

states of the Downing Street summit a further thirty-five
states and four international organisations partic¬

ipated.^^) The conference communique outlined INFCE's
terms of reference, procedures and methodology. Eight

Working Groups were established. These were chaired by
states who "volunteered to assume the responsibility."^1^)
Although the participants agreed that INFCE was to be a

technical and analytical study and not a negotiation, the

communique nevertheless referred to specific political
matters. In particular, three interrelated statements
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highlight the conflict between energy security and non-

proliferation.

First, the participants were conscious of the urgent need
to meet the world's energy requirements and that nuclear

energy for peaceful purposes should be made widely
available to that end. Second, they were convinced that
effective measures could and should be taken at the

national level and through international agreements to
minimise the danger of proliferation of nuclear weapons

without jeopardizing energy supplies or the development of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Finally, it was

recognised that special consideration should be given to
the specific needs of, and conditions of developing
countries.The solutions to these problems, as INFCE

implicitly recognised, were political rather than
technical. This is the basis of the NPT which itself was a

further institutionalisation of the Atoms for Peace and

IAEA framework. INFCE ran from October 1977 to February
1980. Throughout this period the British played an

important, and indeed crucial part.

2. BRITISH PARTICIPATION: ROLES AND OBJECTIVES 1977-1980

Contributions were made to all eight working groups by
British individuals; however, as co-chairman of Working

Group 4 (WG4) on Reprocessing, Plutonium Handling, Recycle,
the views of the British Delegation, headed by three key
individuals: Sir Hermann Bondi, Chief Scientist at the

Department of Energy, Cyril Buck from British Nuclear Fuels

Limited and Dr Walter Marshall from the UKAEA, are apparent
from the final report. The Delegation had back-up support
from the Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell;

BNFL; the Department of Energy and the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office. FCO officials dealt primarily with

Working Group 3 on Assurance of long term supply of

Technology, Fuel and Heavy Water and Services in the
interests of National Needs Consistent with non-
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proliferation. Throughout INFCE the Delegation reported

directly to the Cabinet Office.(15) The continuity of
British attitudes to proliferation is clear from the

Delegation's contribution to INFCE's deliberations and
final reports. The purpose of this chapter is to
illustrate three things: first, the British position at

INFCE; second, the relationship between the domestic
nuclear programme and British non-proliferation policy; and

third, that the position adopted at INFCE is not at odds
with Britain's previous approach to the proliferation
issue. The only departure was the greater visibility of
the British government's and nuclear industry's concern

with the proliferation problem.

American reprocessing and fast reactor policy was greeted
with dismay in London, Bonn, Paris and Tokyo. Sir John

Hill, Chairman of the UKAEA and BNFL, regarded Carter's

policy as unsound, a view widely shared in the UK. The

Europeans and Japanese shared a common view; reprocessing
was an essential part of the nuclear industry.(1®) since
the French and Japanese had no indigenous energy supplies,
both planned to produce between sixty and seventy percent
of their electricity from nuclear power. States from the

South, Argentina, India and Pakistan were irritated by yet
another example of "technological colonialism". This

compounded the indignation arising from the NSG. NNA NPT

parties were equally incensed, Yugoslavia and the Phillip-
ines especially. These states were not prepared to endorse
further safeguards provisions; moreover, Carter's non-

proliferation policy in general was attacked as a blatant
manifestation of nuclear neo-colonialism. Consequently the
international community was divided largely because the NNA

perceived the supplier states to be unilaterally altering
the norms of nuclear trade. It was for this reason that

the British were anxious to involve these states in INFCE,

indeed several working groups had NNA chairmen.

Since the reprocessing of Magnox and overseas LWR fuel was
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central to British civil nuclear policy, there was a

clearly defined commercial interest to defend.(1?) Largely
for this reason the British and Japanese volunteered to
chair the working group on Reprocessing, Plutonium

Handling, Recycle. Although US policy was criticised in
some quarters on the grounds that it was motivated by
technical inferiority and commercial jealousy, the British
took the view that this was not the case Instead US

concern with proliferation in general and plutonium in

particular was considered genuine; moreover, it did serve

as a welcome reminder of the proliferation problem, but the
obsession with plutonium was regarded as fundamentally

misplaced.

Given the disagreement between the US and other OECD

states, and between North and South, the principal

objective of British policy was to ensure that INFCE ended

harmoniously) in short, there should be no split in
the OECD and NATO states and between North and South. The

existing conflict was a danger to both non-proliferation
and energy security objectives. Indeed it was the very

"capriciousness of uranium suppliers which compelled states
to opt for reprocessing."(20) ^n attack on a state's
legitimate energy security interests was likely to compel
it to build indigenous fuel cycle facilities. Additional
enrichment and reprocessing plants are undesirable from the

non-proliferation perspecitve since they produce large

quantities of separated fissile material. Construction of
such plants did not necessarily mean that their builders
intended to take up the weapons option; however, it

substantially reduced the barriers and shortened the time
scale should such a decision be taken in the future.

Carter's non-proliferation policy focussed on plutonium.

However, the British considered this approach totally
flawed in several respects. Exclusive concern with the
back-end of the fuel cycle ignored awkward technical

problems.^21) Technical factors dictated that Magnox fuel
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should be reprocessed. Magnox fuel element cladding was

not designed for long-term storage, and could not be kept

indefinitely in the Windscale and CEGB/SSEB cooling ponds.
The then pessimistic forecasts of uranium availability -

those of the early and mid 1970s - made a compelling

argument for recycling the unused uranium contained in

spent thermal reactor fuel. Consequently the once through,
or throw-away fuel cycle, was undesirable on technical and
economic grounds. Moreover, plutonium was required to fuel
fast reactors, which was desirable on energy security

grounds. Once fast reactors reach equilibrium, production
of a net gain of plutonium, they become self-sustaining,
thus obviating the need to depend on imports of scarce

uranium. There are also non-proliferation reasons for

choosing this fuel cycle, but this will be discussed below.

Fast reactor technology was central to the future of the
British civil nuclear power programme. By 1977 fast
reactor research and development was the UKAEA principal
function. There were, therefore, institutional reasons for

opposition to Carter's call to defer the fast reactor

option:

The Authority recognise the desirability of the
international examination of alternative fuel cycles
which was proposed at the London summit meeting in
May 1977. They note, however, that the studies of
alternative fuel cycles which have been carried out
so far suggest that the full utilisation of uranium
resources can only be achieved bv the exploitation of
plutonium fuelled fast reactors.^ )

According to Bondi it was a question of pressure. The
resource rich US could afford to halt fast reactor research

whereas states like Japan and Britain could ill-afford to

abandon fast reactor R&D which they regarded as vital to
their long-term energy security. ( 23) There was no pressure

on the US to rely on either reprocessing or the fast
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reactor because it possessed indigenous uranium reserves.

Although Britain was comparatively well endowed with energy

resources, coal, oil and gas, the potential energy security

advantages of the fast reactor were nonetheless regarded as

valid for the UK. Increased competition for finite
resources and political interferences with energy supplies
both at home and abroad confirmed the desirability of
increased reliance on nuclear power. This view was further
elaborated by Walter Marshall. The industrialised states
had a duty to the lesser developed countries to reduce
their consumption of oil. This would release supplies for

development of LDC economies. Moreover, competition for
uranium supplies could be reduced by the advanced states

building fast reactors, leaving LDCs to construct thermal
reactors.(see chapter 7)

British objections to the US obsession with the back-end of
the fuel cycle were based on the recognition that plutonium
was not the only fissile material. Protection of the
front-end of the fuel cycle, where highly-enriched uranium
could be produced, had to be considered. With the advances
in enrichment technology, gas centrifuge in particular,
U235 was potentially easier than the plutonium 239 route to
a bomb. Indeed the British had recognised this in 1962 in
a working paper submitted to the ENDC.(ENDC/60 31 August,
1962). Thus the exclusive US focus on plutonium was

dangerously blinkered. However, the US let it be known at
INFCE that reactor-grade plutonium - plutonium with a

fissile fraction of between 50 and 70 per cent - could be
made to explode. This information shattered the myth that
such plutonium could not be made to explode. Although the
other nuclear weapon states present did not challenge this

statement, this revelation came as news to the head of the

British delegation.(^4) -rhe British had tested two devices
with a high Pu240 content in 1953. Bondi argued that since
fabrication of an uranium weapon is much easier than

designing and fabricating an implosion mechanism for
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Plutonium, he as a government scientist would now advise a

non nuclear weapon state to choose U 235 for nuclear

weapons rather than Pu 239. Furthermore, a small gas

centrifuge plant would be much easier to conceal than a

dedicated reactor and associated reprocessing plant

necessary for the plutonium route. Indeed Bondi noted that
if he were a scientist in a LDC NNWS and was asked to

construct a weapon from reactor-grade plutonium, he "would

pack up and leave. "(25) was asSumed that if a state was

going to build nuclear weapons, then it would not choose to
divert plutonium from a civil power programme for sound

technical, financial and commercial reasons. It would be

cheaper to build dedicated facilities to produce weapons-

grade material than to interfere with the smooth commercial

operation of civil plants.^®) This perspective was

shaped, in part, by knowledge derived from Britain's civil
and military programmes in the 1950s.(27)

3. WORKING GROUP 4

Since the British co-chaired WG4 attention will be paid

primarily to the Group's Main and Summary Reports.

However, BNFL and URENCO representatives contributed to

Working Group 2 on Enrichment. British officials also

participated in Working Group 5 on Fast Breeders and

Working Group 6 on Spent Fuel Management. There were

contributions to all groups, but these were where most work
was done. Although INFCE was a technical and analytical

study and not a negotiation, Working Group 3 was "purely
political" and as such was dealt with by the FCO.^®^
WG4's objectives were:

(a) To evaluate the need for reprocessing of
thermal reactor fuel on an industrial scale and
for recycling it in thermal and fast reactors,
taking account of economic, environmental,
energy resource, technological and
institutional aspects and of the work of other
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relevant working groups,

(b) To identify means of minimising the risk of

Even though the report stressed the interdependence of

eight factors, only a few are of immediate relevance to
British attitudes to proliferatioN.(^0) Discussion will
therefore focus on the safeguards aspects of reprocessing
and institutional arrangements. It is also important to
note the order of priorities in the WG's terms of
reference. It was assumed that nuclear power would
continue to be used. The proliferation risk, although

important, was insufficient reason to constrain or abandon
its use, or further development of nuclear power.

Furthermore, INFCE's terms of reference recognised that

special consideration should be given to the specific needs
and conditions in developing countries. As noted in

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 the British had similar priorities.

Recognition of the developing countries' needs was no

hardship for the British as they had always been prepared
to offer such states technical assistance, research and

power reactors and relevant fuel cycle services.(31)

WG4's observations and conclusions bear a close resemblance

to British thinking on non-proliferation issues.
Statements on plutonium re-use for example, are identical
to those made by Walter Marshall in the UKAEA's monthly

journal Atom.(^2) There appears to be a close correlation
between British non-proliferation policies and internal
nuclear policies; for instance, reprocessing and the fast
reactor in particular. In essence the British argued that
the interests of their domestic programmes were also in the
best interests of non-proliferation. The problem is to
decide whether Marshall's arguments in favour of the non-

proliferation benefits of the fast reactor were merely
convenient after-the-fact rationalisations for a programme
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which the British had every intention of pursuing for
commercial and energy security reasons. Alternatively,
Marshall's arguments may have been a genuine attempt to
deal with a particularly sensitive issue and not just a

self-serving justification. Plutonium production was a

fact of life; therefore, it was not a question of

abandoning nuclear power, but managing it so as to reduce
the proliferation risks.(33) There is evidence for both

interpretations. In 1977 the UKAEA's Annual Report stated

prior to INFCE's organising conference:

It is right that an issue of such vital importance
to the future of the United Kingdom should be
thoroughly and publicly aired. It is however
important that the debate should not result in
delaying vital decisions to the detriment of the
nuclear industry and its position in international
trade and deferring the economic benefit to the
country from the lower cost electricity generated by
nuclear stations.* '

This suggests that the British thought INFCE should uphold
their objections to the US position on plutonium use. A

parallel may be drawn with the French role in INFCE.

Working Group 2 on Enrichment was co-chaired by France.
The French delegation considered its objective to defend
national commercial interests in gaseous diffusion as the

appropriate technology for EURODIF's assault on the world
toll enrichment market. The French were not to be moved

from this position: "We have decided and that is right".

However, the same charge may be levelled against the
British, but their delegation was prepared to adopt a

conciliatory line designed to re-build consensus.

WG4's conclusions are identical to the observations aired

by Marshall in the Atom articles. These were at the root
of the original British objections to the initial US

position. Section 6 of the Summary Report identifies the
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problem:

It is worth noting that plutonium is inevitably
produced when operating nuclear power plants. The
problem is therefore not how to avoid such product¬
ion, but how to manage the plutonium once it has been
created. In that respect two main choices can be
considered: leaving the plutonium in stored spent
fuel elements without reprocessing; and reprocessing
of the spent fuel elements followed by storage of
separated plutonium or the recycling of the separated
plutonium in thermal or fast reactors.(35)

Methods for minimising the plutonium risk entailed in these

options had already been aired by leading British nuclear

personnel prior to INFCE. Both institutional and technical
means were mentioned by Sir John Hill in the summer of
1977. Practical demonstration of two methods for improving

safeguards over plutonium were referred to in the July
issue of Nuclear Engineering International. First,
centralise plutonium processing to minimise transport of
this element. The UKAEA hoped to close the fast reactor
fuel cycle by building a small fuel fabrication plant at

Dounreay thus obviating the need to move fuel elements
between Windscale and Dounreay. Second, mixed oxide fuel
elements should be irradiated immediately after
fabrication. This increased diversion resistance since it

would take much longer to separate the plutonium and
manufacture it into a form suitable for use in a nuclear

weapon.(36) These options were referred to in paragraph 92
of the Working Group's summary report.

Although the report argues that proliferation is a

political rather than a technical problem, it stresses that
the possible connections between nuclear power and nuclear

weapons had always been generally recognised.(37)
Comparison with British deliberations in the 1950s would

bear this out.(38) Despite this the report concluded that,
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"any reduction or extension of nuclear power activities

gives emphasis to finding ways of improving the resistance
to diversion of the sensitive points of all fuel

cycles."(39) However, both the British and Americans had
declassified material on plutonium and reprocessing in the
1950s without paying sufficient attention to safeguarding

reprocessing plants. (4®) INFCE, or rather WG4, was the
first serious international examination of the prolifer¬
ation risks of plutonium handling and reprocessing. It was

not until 1978 that the IAEA established, with British

sponsorship, the International Working Group on

Reprocessing Plant Safeguards.^41) The first safeguards
inspection of a chemical reprocessing plant was carried out
between August and September, 1967.(42) In short, there
was very little experience of safeguarding bulk plutonium

handling facilities.

WG4 discussed three methods to reduce the proliferation
risk: technical measures, safeguards and institutional

arrangements. All three were either under active
consideration in Britain before INFCE, or were supported at
the IAEA in the 1970s. However, although it was argued
that technical measures may reduce the risk of theft, they
have only a "limited influence in reducing the risk of

proliferation", IAEA safeguards were deemed to be much more

effective, especially in sensitive areas such as

reprocessing and MOX fuel fabrication where plutonium
exists in relatively pure form.^4^) But WG4 conceded that
there was very little experience of safeguards

implementation for these two processes. Despite this one

of the principal conclusions noted that in the future, "it
will be essential to take full account of criteria for

effective international safeguards from the inception of

plant design together with the resultant cost. The design

stage should include an evaluation of the overall

safeguards strategies proposed."(44) BNFL plant operators,

(Cyril Buck was Director of the Reprocessing Division
between 1974 and 1978), were persuaded of the value of
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safeguards and that they would not impose unnecessary

obstacles in the way of smooth commercial operation. Nor

would safeguards permit any IAEA inspector to have access

to commercial secrets. Safeguards criteria were taken into
account at its design stage of BNFL's planned thermal oxide

reprocessing plant (THORP). A British proposal on

reprocessing and plutonium safeguards stressed the
contribution of containment and surveillance for an

effective safeguards system. Both are complementary to
material accuracy. Moreover, it was concluded that with
these systems a degree of probability of detection greater
than 93% could be achieved.(^5)

British non-proliferation proposals of the 1970s are

broadly consistent with the requirements of the domestic

programmes. Nor do they represent a fundamental departure
from previous policies. This may be seen from WG4's
consideration of Institutional Arragements. Six different

arrangements were considered, some correspond to proposals
outlined by the British government and nuclear industry at
the Windscale Public Inquiry and at the IAEA.(46)
Reference will be made to three of them (1, 4 and 6). Two

factors in particular were important in the assessment of
these institutional arrangements: non-proliferation
resistance and security of supply.(47) This was echoed by
BNFL and Department of Energy at the Windscale Inquiry:

Initially it seems likely that if reprocessing is
carried out, then the economic incentive to build
large-scale plants may mean that it is not necessary
for small countries to establish the technology
simultaneously, but those countries who did build
large national reprocessing plant could offer
reprocessing services to countries who are at
earlier stage in their nuclear development.^ ®

This view was already a key argument in defence of THORP at
the Windscale Inquiry.(49) Non-proliferation objectives

an
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here are closely related to the need for "security of

supply". If states can be assured of access to

reprocessing, and other fuel cycle services, there is less
incentive for them to construct uneconomic plants. Denial
of services would be counter-productive. Con Allday, BNFL

Managing Director argued:

My personal view that it would have the reverse
effect. We have already seen the signs of a
tightening up in certain countries as a result of the
American policy. I think a redoubling of the
determination in Japan, for instance, to proceed as
quickly as they can with their own reprocessing plant
and to move ahead as quickly as they can with their
fast reactor programme and I think this is a result
of the American announcement. I think the same is

happening in France and is likely to happen in
Germany. I think if we were to deny people these
services I think it would only redouble their effort
and determination to become even more intent than

they are now... Their concern is to make sure that
they have adequate energy... and can rely on the UK
for reprocessing, if they cannot then I do not think
it will rebound to our credit.'50)

Furthermore, Sir John Hill expressed a similar view well

before WG4 issued its final report:

If we had a hundred countries with nuclear power
programmes and a hundred countries with reprocessing
plants it would be all too easy for there to be a
rush to nuclear proliferation. The initiative by
President Carter was a most important initiative.
Having hundreds of reprocessing plants in the world
is not the way the world should go if we want to
avoid proliferation... The availability of
international plants where countries with small
nuclear programmes can have their fuel reprocessed is
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probably the only way to get worldwide acceptance...()

Indeed it does not make commercial sense to build a

reprocessing plant when there is only one power reactor in
existence. This raises legitimate suspicions on the real

purposes of the plant. Pakistan is a clear example.

Sir Hermann Bondi and Cyril Buck argued that the British
did have a commercial interest to protect at INFCE,

reprocessing of overseas irradiated LWR fuel. Moreover,
the British had not only their own energy security to

protect, but the security of BNFL's customers. This

interrelationship is crucial. It is not sufficiently clear
from the public record whether the non-proliferation
benefits of centralised reprocessing plants were a

convenient after-the-fact rationalisation for a purely

commercial enterprise, or a genuine non-proliferation

policy. It is probably both since it seems that for the

British, commercial interest and non-proliferation

objectives are not irreconcilable, but complementary.
There are, in short, no absolute positions.

One thing, however, is clear. Throughout the 1970s British

governments and the nuclear industry itself were forced to
make their stand on proliferation issues more public.
Given the unquestioned assumption that nuclear power was

vital then it did make sense, for the British at least, for

both commercial and energy security reasons for

reprocessing to be done in nuclear weapon states such as

Britain. Similar arguments were made in relation to the

supply of enriched uranium by URENCO.

Multinational or regional nuclear fuel cycle centres under
IAEA or other international auspices were proposed and

endorsed by the British in the 1970s. The IAEA's study of

RNFCC, for example, had enthusiastic British support.(52)
Moreover, IPS was re-examined as a result of a British

initiative. The purpose of such institutional arrangements
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is to ensure, "international confidence in the security and

reliability of fuel cycle services.It should be
noted here that a harmonious resolution of the differences

between the US and Western Europe, and between supplier and
customer were two key interrelated British policy

objectives. Political interference with the supply of toll
enrichment and the threat posed to reprocessing by US

policy produced considerable instability in the
international nuclear market. Such unpredictability
threatened the non-proliferation regime. British officials
took the view that self-denying ordinances or denial of
services was much more likely to increase rather than
reduce the proliferation risks. The M/RFCC concept was one

possible mechanism to ensure that states had secure access

to fuel supplies for their nuclear programmes; for example,

multinational involvement would prevent one state from

using a monopoly position to impose unacceptable conditions
on supply. Dr. Robert Press, Scientific Advisor at the
Cabinet Office, argued that US policies between 1946 and
1953 had been counter-productive. Rather than inhibit

proliferation, denial had only encouraged it.(^4)
Consequently security and reliability of fuel cycle
services were essential since this would reduce the

incentives for independent nuclear programmes. The
conclusions reached by WG4 corresponded to those of WG3:

International confidence in the security and
reliability of fuel cycle services is essential.
This is likely to be enhanced by having several
possible sources of supply, giving the customer a
choice. Security of supply may also be better
assured by multinational or international
arrangements, which at the same time offer economic
advantages (from economics of scale) and may help to
reduce the risk of proliferation. They would also
reduce the difficulties caused to both consumers and

suppliers by overlapping bilateral controls.'55)
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These conclusions correspond to observations made by
British officials at WPI and the IAEA. Thus the

reprocessing of oxide fuel from overseas customers at
Windscale could contribute both to non-proliferation

objectives and security of supply. THORP could serve as a

base for a multinational or regional fuel cycle centre.

Though it is not clear whether this was actually
considered. Nevertheless acquisition of overseas business
was THORP's principal purpose. Although provision of fuel
services for overseas customers had been one of the

objectives outlined for British nuclear policy in the mid

1950s, this was the first time that the non-proliferation

advantages of this policy were made public. Rather than
have an uncontrolled and unsafeguarded expansion of nuclear

power with the construction of additional fuel cycle

centres, it was better to offer guaranteed supplies of
vital fuel supplies to states with demonstrable needs. The

special requirements of developing countries was one of
INFCE's considerations. WG4's conclusion did not differ

from either British views or from the tenor of the main and

summary report; for example, "if they decide to reprocess,

they would therefore probably find it economic to use the

reprocessing services of a large national or multinational
plant." LDCs should, in short, make use of THORP.

The similarity between the conclusions of WG4 and British
interests and non-proliferation policies should not be

surprising. In October 1978 Walter Marshall stated that

although he did not anticipate the production of a master

plan for non-proliferation, he nonetheless believed that a

consensus would emerge, and that it would be consistent
with UK policy. (57) British had no problem in recon¬

ciling the ostensibly diverging interests of energy secur¬

ity and non-proliferation. Maintenance of states' energy

security interests would also further non-proliferation

objectives. This position evolved as a consequence of three
interrelated factors: Anglo-Amercian relations, especially
between 1946 and 1953; the requirements and objectives of
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the domestic nuclear programme; and finally the basic
rationale for the British civil programme: nuclear power

is necessary in the long term for energy security.

4. WORKING GROUP 3. ASSURANCES OF LONG-TERM SUPPLY OF

TECHNOLOGY FUEL AND HEAVY WATER AND SERVICES IN THE

INTERESTS OF NATIONAL NEEDS CONSISTENT WITH NON-

PROLIFERATION

Although WG3 was co-chaired by Australia, Phillipines and

Switzerland, the British contributed to its work.

Moreover, as noted above WG4 regarded the "security of

supply" of reprocessing and other fuel cycle services as

fundamental to any non-proliferation regime. Assurance and

security of supply, are the vital interrelated concepts.
The fundamental principle, which WG3 refers to in its

summary report - assurance of supply, is no different from
British policy. Here the regimes created by the IAEA and
NPT are crucial:

A right to develop nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes, under appropriate safeguards, for economic
and social development, consistent with national
priorities and needs and with non-proliferation.(58)

This basic principle was supported by the British first

during the negotiations which led to the formation of the
IAEA in 1957; and later, during the NPT negotiations in the
ENDC between 1965 and 1968. Central to both WG3's

deliberations and the British position is that "assurance
of supply and assurance of non-proliferation are

complementary59) BNFL's rationale for THORP, referred
to above, was echoed by WG3. Without going into detail it
is worth reproducing the arguments underlying both

positions:

Not only do effective non-proliferation assurances
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facilitate supply assurances but non-proliferation
commitments of any country may be considered stronger
to the extent that such a country relies on
international markets for a part of its nuclear
supplies. Moreover, greater assurance of supply can
also contribute to non-proliferation objectives by
reducing the pressures for a world-wide spread of
enrichment and reprocessing facilities.^ '

Because of the long-lead times in the nuclear industry and
centrality of nuclear power to states' energy programmes,

long term commercial contracts and a "more uniform,
consistent and predictable application of national export
and import controls" combine to reduce the uncertainty and

unpredictability in the nuclear market. The NSG had been

subject to bitter criticism from consumer countries

precisely because it was perceived as an attempt to deny
them the necessary technologies and services for their
nuclear programmes. Moreover, NSG represented a form of

technological colonialism designed to keep the
industrialised states in their privileged position. This
did not contribute to the stability of international
nuclear trade. It was in order to repair the damage that
the British were keen to involve the LDCs in INFCE. Indeed

as Boardman and Grieve observe, one British INFCE delegate
considered that only stability in the international nuclear
market could reduce the incentive for countries to become

independent in the fuel cycle, and avert the fear and risk
of proliferation that such development entails. There was

a need to rebuild confidence that non-proliferation does
not mean interference in supply arrangements, and that
commercial contracts will be fulfilled subject to non-

proliferation conditions.(^1) should be remembered that
the Carter Administration's reluctance to authorise the

Japanese to have their spent fuel, which was of US origin,

reprocessed threatened to undermine the commercial
attractiveness of THORP. Since most of the world's LWR

fuel is of US origin, refusal to grant MBlOs (approval for
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re-transfer and reprocessing) would increase uncertainty
for BNFL's long term planning. Therefore the British had

ready reasons to support assurance of supply.(62)

WG3' s report outlines several proposals to ensure that the
interests of supplier and customer are not damaged. To
this end adequate non-proliferation assurances and

safeguards, as well as mechanisms to ensure that supply of

technology, fuel and materials are not subject to either

government interference or market instability were

considered.() The commonality of interest between

suppliers and consumers, energy security and non-

proliferation was stressed by the British. Sir John Hill
noted in the summer of 1979 that INFCE had already "served
to underline the need for nations of the world to consult

together on the issues of fuel availability, security of

energy supply and non-proliferation in the nuclear
field."(64) Bondi endorsed this view. Once again the

interrelationship of these three factors is seen as the
core of the non-proliferation issue.

One of the most significa-nt outcomes of INFCE's 28 month

study was the formation of the IAEA's Committee on

Assurances of Supply (CAS). This took on board WG3' s
conclusions. This development had British support. As

Boardman and Grieve note assurance of supply was a "core
issue" at INFCE, and it was for this reason that British

officials regarded CAS "as a main vehicle for serious
nuclear policy debtate and for the erasing of Third World
doubts about the trustworthiness of the nuclear supplying
states."(65) CAS was established in Vienna on 26 June,

1980. In 1979 before INFCE had completed its report,
Britain declared at the 34th UNGA that:

There was a pressing need for nuclear suppliers and
consumer countries to come together to forge a new
and reinforced consensus on nuclear technology for
the 1980s... matters for discussion included,
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improved supply assurances, improved safeguards to
direct and prevent the diversion of nuclear materials
the management of plutonium under international
control and arrangements for spent fuel storage.^®)

Thus the interests of Britain's domestic nuclear programme

in particular BNFL's position as a leading world supplier
of fuel cycle services, are also deemed to be in the best
interests of non-proliferation. The key assumption is that
nuclear power is necessary to meet British, and world

energy requirements. Therefore nuclear programmes should
not be abandoned or constrained to accommodate non-

proliferation objectives. Instead the task is to reduce
the proliferation risks by various technical, institutional
and political means. CAS in particular is, from the
British perspective, the ideal forum since it seeks to
maintain the balance between energy security requirements,
commercial interests and non-proliferation objectives.

5. CONCLUSION

INFCE did not produce a proliferation resistant fuel cycle.
This had been one of Carter's original hopes. It did,

however, find in favour of the British position. There had
been a re-education of the Americans. In particular the
fast reactor was legitimised in the sense that it was no

more of a proliferation risk than the 22 other fuel cycles

considered, and that it was even necessary on non-

proliferation grounds.(^7) Moreover, not only was

reprocessing vindicated, the case for the proposed

reprocessing plants in Britain and France was actually
reinforced on non-proliferation grounds. This was a

reversal of Carter's original thesis that reprocessing and
the "plutonium economy" in general would increase rather
than reduce the proliferation risks. It should be noted
that INFCE was not universally approved. The anti-nuclear

movement especially was critical of INFCE's findings.(^8)
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It was, for some, a foregone conclusion. There is some

truth in this. Cyril Buck regarded the Washington Commique
as the best summary of INFCE's deliberations: this was

released in October 1977 before the final reports were

published. It is worth reproducing the relevant section
since it forms the basis of current British views on the

crucial civil-military relationship. It is also an

accurate assessment of Britain's historical approach to the

problem. Successive governments and the nuclear industry
have maintained that:

It was recognised that a decision by a government to
construct nuclear weapons is essentially a political
decision motivated by political and national security
considerations. But it was not the task of INFCE to
discuss these political matters. In this respect,
the task of the study was to consider the possibility
that the know-how, facilities or materials used in
the nuclear fuel cycle might be misused for the
purposes of constructing nuclear weapons - al-though
it was recognised that nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes is not the only or perhaps even the
preferred route to that end - and also to consider
whether any technical, or institutional or improved
safeguards measures might be introduced to discourage
such misuse.

This reflects an ambivalence which has accompanied the

development of civil and military nuclear technology since
the 1950s. On the one hand civil nuclear power is neither
the ideal, nor even practical route to the bomb: on the

other, safeguards for civil nuclear fuel cycles have been

regarded as not only essential, but also in need of

improvement. This approach makes it possible for British

governments to see no contradiction between the promotion
of nuclear exports and the requirements of a non-

proliferation regime. Plutonium 239 was not the only

threat even though the British were aware that plutonium

i
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with a high Pu-240 content could explode.(^0) indeed, HEU
was considered a much more likely route. However, as with

reprocessing it was preferable that enrichment plants
should be limited in number provided assured LEU supplies
were available. URENCO could serve as a model for a

multinational institutional arrangement which could ensure

security of supply and fulfil non-proliferation objectives.
Secure access to toll enrichment would reduce the incentive

for states to construct their own enrichment plants. It
should be remembered that one of the original reasons for
URENCO's formation in 1970 was to break the monopoly of the
USAEC. WG2 noted that by the early 1980s there would be
several LEU suppliers. This would ensure supply since:

These additional sources will provide considerable
possibility for consumers to protect themselves by
diversification if a sufficient variety of commercial
terms and conditions is available.^71^

Once again it seems that non-proliferation benefits appear

as after-the-fact rationalisations for projects which were

conceived primarily as commercial enterprises. In short
INFCE did not challenge the basis of either British non-

proliferation or internal nuclear policy. As British
officials had stated during the NPT negotiations, nothing
should be allowed to obstruct the development of nuclear

power for peaceful purposes, provided safeguards

accompanied its use; this did not contradict INFCE's
conclusions. Dr. Robert Press, argued that, "INFCE
reinforced the need for a restoration of confidence between

suppliers and customers in non-proliferation objectives and

policies, based on the bargain implicit in articles III and
IV of the NPT. This is a major priority."(7^) (emphasis
added) INFCE addressed itself to ways and means to
"minimise" the danger of misuse of fuel cycle facilities
without jeopardising energy supplies or the development of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. These means involved
technical measures, improved safeguards and institutional
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arrangements) This was more or less the British

position before INFCE. At the IAEA the British made

contributions to all three areas: support for co-location
of facilities, closure of the fast reactor fuel cycle at
Dounreay, and active support for international plutonium

storage.
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CHAPTER 12

EXPORT CONTROLS, INTERNATIONALIZATION OF THE FUEL CYCLE

AND ASSURANCE OF SUPPLY 1974-1982

1. BRITAIN AND THE NUCLEAR SUPPLIERS' GROUP (NSG)

(i) ORIGINS

The NSG has its genesis in the early 1970s. Under the

chairmanship of a Swiss official, Claude Zangger, a

committee of most of the main nuclear suppliers drew up a

list of sensitive equipment and components which would

require safeguards. The Zangger Committee announced its
conclusions in August 1974 and advised the IAEA.(^) These

guidelines were described in IAEA information circular

INFCIRC/209. However, the work set in train by the Zangger
Committee did not end in 1974. A series of events combined

to provide the catalyst for a much closer re-examination of
the international non-proliferation regime. First, India's
nuclear test in May 1974 using plutonium derived from a

Canadian supplied research reactor demonstrated the dangers
inherent in the civil military nuclear relationship.

Second, prospective French and West German contracts to

provide enrichment and reprocessing technologies to NNWS in
the Third World opened up a vista of additional NWS in
sensitive areas of the world. Consequently, on a

suggestion of US Secretary of State, Dr. Henry Kissinger,

Canada, France, the FRG, Japan, the UK and the US and USSR

met in London in autumn 1974 to re-examine ways and means

of supplementing IAEA safeguards.^) Subsequently Belgium,

Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland,
Sweden and Switzerland joined the Group which was known as

the London Club. For three years these states met in
secret and eventually produced guidelines for nuclear
transfers on 21 September 1977. This expanded the Zangger
Committee's 1974 lists and were incorporated in

INFCIRC/254 in January, 1978.
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(ii) BRITISH ROLE AND OBJECTIVES

It was no coincidence that the NSG met in London. Although
an American initiative, the British assumed a key role in
the Group's deliberations.) Moreover, the British did

attempt to hold meetings outside London and rotate the

chairmanship, but to no avail. As noted in chapters 4, 5,
6 and 10 the British were not only leading suppliers, but
took an active part in developing safeguards procedures and

technologies. Whereas US policy had oscillated between

extremes, Atoms for Peace to tighter controls, and both the
French and West Germans had always been wary of safeguards.
The British were in an intermediate position.

Throughout the series of NSG meetings the principal British

objective was the removal of safeguards from the field of
commercial competition. For the British the NSG sought to
introduce predictability and to reduce competition between

suppliers on safeguards requirements.^ ^ A uniform system
of safeguards requirements would, theoretically, eliminate
the added proliferation risks of states offering nuclear

technology and materials under less restrictive safeguards

regimes in order to secure contracts. BNFL had lost out to
France in South Africa for these very reasons. The British

government refused to authorise provision of UFg conversion
equipment.For this reason the British nuclear industry
was keen that there should be a uniform system of

safeguards and a clear indication of the "rules of the

game". Only then could nuclear trade proceed unhindered;
that is, governments would not prevent transactions on the

grounds that safeguards provisions were inadequate.^) It
is clear that BNFL took the same view. In its Annual

Report of 1977 it declared that there were an:

increasing number of political constraints which are
applied to international nuclear business. These add
to the complexity and financial risk of trading in
this area. The company wholly accepts that there are
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major policy considerations which make some
political constraints inevitable, but if the business
is to be conducted successfully the necessary
political decisions must be taken.

French participation in the NSG was considered by the
British as a major success in itself. The French till then
had excluded themselves from the development of the
international non-proliferation regime. In particular, the
French had not signed the NPT or participated in its

negotiation. As one of BNFL's principal competitors in the
international nuclear fuel market French involvement was

welcome indeed.^)

By 1975 the NSG had reached provisional agreement on a

revised set of guidelines for exports which built upon the

Zangger Committee's earlier work.However, the main
additional factor was the Group's insistence that exports
of nuclear technology, in addition to exports of materials
and equipment should "trigger" IAEA safeguards.^11^
Furthermore, the Group also sought to establish a

standardised procedure covering re-exports of nuclear

materials, equipment and technology.() Despite this the
group was divided. On one side the US tried to insist on

denial or at least more restrictive controls. French and

West German plans to provide reprocessing and enrichment

technologies to Pakistan, South Korea, Taiwan and Brazil
caused acute anxiety within the US Administration. Both
the French and West Germans, although recognising non-

proliferation objectives, were much less enthusiastic about
the restrictive policies favoured in Washington. The
British took an intermediate role as they were to do in
INFCE. Full scope safeguards were the ideal, but in the
absence of consensus they should not be made a prior
condition of supply.(13) in short, although keen that
safeguard requirements should not be minimised, the
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British do not seem to have endorsed the more restrictive

US policy.

Towards the end of 1976 the NSG invited the GDR,

Czechoslovakia, Poland, Belgium, Sweden, Italy, the
Netherlands and Switzerland to attend the meetings with
observer status.(14) This move was designed, presumably,
to broaden the base of the NSG by including as many

supplier, or potential supplier states as possible. At
this stage of the negotiations the Soviet Union proposed
that full-scope safeguards should be made a prior condition
on all nuclear exports. (^5) British were sympathetic,
but given their policy on safeguards announced at the UN in

1976, it seems unlikely that they would have insisted on

full-scope safeguards at this time.^^^ Despite these
differences the revised guidelines were beginning to take

shape; for example, controls on enrichment technology
included a requirement that it would not be used to design

plants, producing uranium beyond 20% U235. Reactor fuel

charging and discharging equipment and control rods also

appeared on the lists.() These were already included in

INCIRC/209. However, additional items were also included

such as gaseous diffusion barriers, gas centrifuge
assemblies resistant to the corrosive UFg. Part B, common
criteria for Technology Transfer, Paragraph 6 of the
Guidelines called for safeguards to be "triggered" by the
transfer of sensitive technology such as reprocessing,
enrichment or heavy water production equipment. In

particular:

The transfer of facilities, or their major critical
components or related technology, should require an
undertaking that IAEA safeguards apply to any
facilities of the same type constructed in the
recipient country during an agreed period and that
there should be in effect at all times an agreement
permitting the IAEA to apply its safeguards to
facilities identified by the recipient or by the
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supplier in consultation with the former as using
transferred technology.^®)

It was not until September 1977 that the full set of

guidelines were published. At a NSG meeting chaired by

Britain, in September, it was agreed to publish three
documents: Guidelines for nuclear transfers; Annex A.

Trigger List referred to in Guidelines; and Annex B,

Criteria for levels of Physical Protection.()

However, the eventual outcome did not make any mention of

full-scope safeguards even though the British had tried

throughout the NSG to have them included.^®) Indeed the
US, Canada and Britain tried to include full-scope

safeguards in the guidelines only to have this move blocked

by other suppliers led by France.(21)

The Guidelines did not place an embargo on the export of
enrichment and reprocessing technology. Despite this David

Fischer, Assistant Director in charge of the IAEA's
external affairs, noted that INFCIRC/254 brought "a degree
of order and consensus among suppliers, to ensure

relatively minimum safeguards and uniform interpretation of
NPT obligations and to bring France into the 'Club' even

though it was not an NPT party. "(22) por British this
was probably an acceptable outcome even though full-scope

safeguards were not part of INFCIRC/254. A major British

objective in NSG was to establish "the rules of the game"
for international nuclear trade. This would ensure that

safeguards were removed from commercial competition.

However, this would suggest that the British considered the

existing NPT safeguards regime as inadequate; however,
proliferation problems could be minimised if all states
would accept full-scope safeguards which was not the case

with the NPT regime. Indeed, in February 1978 a FCO
Minister of State noted that, "we have succeeded, with the
other 14 members of the NSG, in preparing guidelines which
form a minimum agreed standard."^ )
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Morever, the British were still prepared to provide

reprocessing and enrichment services to overseas

customers. (^4) j-t was hoped that this would remove the
need for such states to build their own plants. Since BNFL

is one of the world's only two suppliers of reprocessing
services this move is perfectly logical. Indeed whilst the
NSG was meeting in London BNFL was negotiating a major

reprocessing contract with the Japanese.

Despite accusations by Third World consumers that the NSG
was a suppliers' cartel designed to maintain the

technological hegemony of the developed world^^^, the
British did not regard NSG Guidelines as breach of their
commitments under Article IV of the NPT. To the charge
that the NSG was a 'secret conclave' Dr. R.I.T. Cromartie

argued that the Group's results were published in detail in

INFCIRC/254, and in related documents which were circulated
to all IAEA member states. Moreover, "it would have been

remiss of exporting parties to the NPT not to be sure of
their responsibilities to reduce the risk of proliferation
as much as possible^ Nonetheless the British were not
blind to this resentment. It was for this reason that the

British sought to involve LDCs in INFCE and CAS in order to
restore consensus.

CONCLUSION

It seems clear that the British were sufficiently concerned
about the proliferation risks made all too clear by the
Indian nuclear test to take a leading role in the NSG.^®^
Support for the concept of full-scope safeguards for all
states was a significant shift in the British position.

However, as noted in Chapter 10 there was no question of
coercion. Safeguards could not be imposed; outright denial
of either nuclear technology or services was considered

counter-productive. Any alteration to the international

non-proliferation regime could not be imposed unilaterally.
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Major changes in the "rules and norms of international
trade required acceptance by all states concerned."(29) A

stable and predictable international market with uniform

safeguards provisions would not only further non-

proliferation objectives, but secure Britain's commercial
interests. NSG was part of a strategy designed to achieve
this objective.

2. MULTINATIONAL/REGIONAL NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLES CENTRES,

INTERNATIONAL PLUTONIUM STORAGE

Although both the Baruch Plan and the IAEA statute

envisaged some form of international control over fissile
material, it was not until the mid 1970s that interest in
internationalization of the fuel cycle revived. Article
XII.A.5. of the IAEA statute, for example, sought physical
international control of plutonium at the most sensitive

stage of the fuel cycle - the storage and handling of

plutonium in separated form after reprocessing and before
use. An MFCC is basically a limited number of states

pooling their resources in a single centre to provide fuel

cycle services. This might include contributing funds to
capital and regional running costs, joint planning and

policy of research and development while each state builds
its own plants. A RFCC may combine the above but serve a

specific region.(^0) Two factors combined to rejuvenate
the MFCC/IPS concept. First, the Indian nuclear test of
1974 highlighted the inherent proliferation risks of an

ostensibly civil fuel cycle.(31) Second, the worldwide
expansion of civil nuclear power generated a demand for
enrichment and reprocessing services. The prospect of
numerous national facilities, particularly in sensitive

regions, was an outcome to be avoided. Such was the view
of the Carter Administration. For these reasons

internationalization of the fuel cycle presented an

attractive alternative. It could further both non-

proliferation objectives and contribute to security of

supply. This was recognised in the Final Declaration of
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the 1975 NPTRC:

The Conference recognizes that regional or
multinational nuclear fuel cycle centres may be an
advantageous way to satisfy, safely and economically,
the needs of initiating or expanding nuclear power
programmes, whilst at the same time facilitating
physical protection and the application of IAEA
safeguards and contributing to the goals of the
Treaty.( '

Three concepts will.be considered here, two of which were

examined by IAEA Experts Groups: multinational, regional
fuel cycle centres and International Plutonium storage.(33)

Dr. Kissinger raised the issue of multinational centres for

reprocessing at the NSG.(^4) However, there was little
initial enthusiasm for the proposal. In particular, the
British were, according to Michael Brenner, unhappy with
the plan viewing it as a wholly unworkable and perhaps a

commercial threat to BNFL's reprocessing business.

Nevertheless, the British were subsequently prepared to
link their fuel cycle plants with an international non-

proliferation regime. This did not involve full
internationalisation which would entail access of foreign
personnel and agreement to relinquish absolute control over
the facilities. (^5) instead the British proposed to offer

expanded capacity at the Windscale reprocessing plant to
overseas customers. For instance, joint financing of
the proposed thermal oxide reprocessing plant from Japan
was included in a major contract concluded in 1977.(^7)

In 1975 the IAEA commissioned a study of the concept of

regional nuclear fuel cycle centres. This was completed in

early 1977 and a two volume report was issued in May before
the IAEA conference at Salzburg on Nuclear Power and its
Fuel Cycle. (38) Tj-ie Summary Report concluded that a RFCC
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offers several advantages in meeting non-proliferation
objectives, when compared to the alternative of a further

expansion of national capabilities.(^9) For instance:

The most important of these advantages is that
states are offered an incentive to engage in
multinational alternatives to national reprocessing
and thereby to reduce the number of national
facilities constructed.(40'

There were also strong economic arguments in favour of a

RFCC. Significant savings could be derived from the
economies of scale of large-scale operations.) A
similar argument was made by both BNFL and DEN at the
Windscale Inquiry.(42) In addition safeguards procedures,
whilst no different from those which would be applied to
national plants, would nevertheless be enhanced since

multinational involvement would make illicit diversion much

more difficult. )

In a study of MFCC commissioned by the Department of Energy
Ian Smart noted that such a centre would reduce the risk

of unrestrained access to separated fissile material, and
contribute to improved confidence in assured and guaranteed

supplies of fuel and services. This latter point was

particularly important because unilateral alterations to,
and cancellations of, existing contracts by some supplier
states only encouraged the establishment of sensitive fuel

cycles facilities.^ MFCC would, in short, promote both
international stability and expanded use of nuclear

power.(^)

URENCO was singled out as a model for a successful M/RFCC.
Smart argues that it not only serves the energy motives of

economy, education and legitimation but also the non-

proliferation motives of deterrence and demonstration.)
The combination of commercial interest, security
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and assurance of supply and non-proliferation objectives
were the three most important arguments in favour of

M/RFCC. BNFL were therefore in the happy position of being
able to argue that THORP and URENCO satisfied these
criteria in part. For the British commercial interest and

non-proliferation objectives became conveniently merged.

Although Smart's work did not represent official government

policy^4^), Dr Cromartie UK Permanent Representative at the

IAEA, appeared to consider the report's findings as worthy
of further examination.(4®)

In spring 1976 the US revived the IPS concept at the
IAEA.(4^) However, it was not until December 1978 that an

expert group was established by the IAEA to examine the IPS

concept. Twenty five Agency members participated

initially, including the British. (50) jn par-t the study
arose because of the Carter Administration's concern that

separated plutonium in increasingly large quantities posed
a major proliferation risk.

One of the principal British objectives at INFCE was to
refocus the non-proliferation debate which had centred on

plutonium. Equal attention should be given to the HEU
route to the bomb. Moreover, plutonium use was central to
British nuclear policy.() Consequently the British were

leading proponents of IPS because it might provide a

realistic balance between non-proliferation objectives and
non-interference with national energy programmes.As
BNFL already operated a reprocessing plant and planned to
build a thermal oxide fuel reprocessing plant, it would be

logical to concentrate reprocessing in existing facilities.
The recovered plutonium, "should be stored carefully under
international supervision."(53)

Once an IPS was established, plutonium would only be
released for demonstrably civil purposes. However, the IPS

Expert Group, like CAS, was not exempt from the wider
North-South conflict. As the study progressed its scope
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was curtailed. NNA states tended to regard IPS as yet
another suppliers' attempt to maintain their position by

denying them advanced technologyA^4) Argentina, for

example, was not prepared to subject all its facilities to
nuclear safeguards as envisaged by an IPS system. On

safeguards in general the Argentinian position is, as Jorge

Espil notes, "intimately linked with the freedom of action
needed for an independent nuclear programme" aimed at

transforming Argentina into a supplier nation. This should
not be surprising since independence had been a major
factor in both British civil and military programmes. The

desirability of closed nuclear fuel cycle is one key reason

for the failure to establish MFCC/RFCC.)

The British position on IPS and fuel supplies to non-NPT

states can be seen from events following URENCO's decision
to provide LEU to Brazil. Although both the FRG and UK had

no difficulty with the contract, there were considerable

doubts in the Dutch Parliament in early 1978.(56) The

Dutch were concerned with the contract's proliferation

implications and tried to insist on more rigorous

safeguards procedures. In particular, the Dutch sought to
ensure establishment of storage arrangements for recovered

Plutonium before LEU deliveries commenced. (^7) As

agreement stood IPS arrangements did not have to be agreed

by Brazil until the fuel came to be reprocessed.(^8) The
Brazilians found the Dutch proposal unacceptable. However,

the conflict was resolved at ministerial level (British,

Dutch, West German and Brazilian). Any separated plutonium
recovered from URENCO supplied uranium would be stored
under international control until required for civil

purposes.(59) was intended that storage would be part
of the IPS concept which the IAEA had started to examine in
detail. However, should this fail to produce an agreed

regime by the time the fuel required reprocessing, ad hoc

arrangements would be made. Here the four governments and

the IAEA would work out a separate agreement.(60) Dutch
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prevarication irritated both the British and Germans who

were keen for the deal to continue. The importance of

demonstrating reliability was important here.(61)

For the British IPS represented a potentially useful

mechanism to satisfy the commercial interests of

BNFL/URENCO, assurance of supply and non-proliferation

objectives. It seems that British commercial interests
could best be accommodated within an internationally agreed
framework of uniform safeguards requirements. IPS was also
a useful mechanism to preserve British energy security
interests from the attacks on the plutonium economy

launched by the Carter Administration. For this reason

internationalization of the fuel cycle, whether IPS or

MFCC/RFCC, was broadly in line with British non-

proliferation objectives, domestic energy security
requirements and commercial interests in the international
fuel market. The Brazilian/URENCO agreement suggests that
such schemes could ensure that enrichment and reprocessing
contracts could proceed. Indeed, it was considered that

although the fuel could be stored in Brazil, the UK was a

much more likely location.(62)

Despite the interest shown in IPS no system was

established. Although the outlines of a system were agreed

by most of the IAEA Expert Group, nothing materialised.
The Expert Group appeared to favour an IPS regime being
administered by a commission elected from IPS members. The

commission, whose functions would include setting policies
and procedures as well as budgets, would not have control
over plutonium release. Instead control would be exercised

by IAEA officers, the Board of Governors and if necessary

independent arbitrators. (63) According to Fischer the

Group was divided into three: the opponents, Argentina,
Yugoslavia, India and Pakistan: the middle group, FRG,

Japan and Italy, and those in favour, Australia, Canada,

Netherlands, Sweden, UK and US.(64) In short, there
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was no consensus on the IAEA Board of Governors A 65)
Perhaps the principal reason for this failure was the lack

of pressing commercial demand.(66) indeed by the late

1970s and early 1980s the economics of reprocessing, the
excess capacity in the enrichment sector, earlier

predictions of the expansion of civil nuclear power failed
to materialise, and decline in immediate concern with

proliferation combined to deprive IPS and M/RFCC of a sense

of urgency. Lack of commercial demand for such services
appears to have been crucial. As Fischer notes,
"Governments do not invest large sums of money simply to
promote non-proliferation."(®7)

CONCLUSION

Nothing in the British position over IPS, M/RFCC is
inconsistent with British non-proliferation policies as

manifested in CAS, NSG and at the NPTRCs. As noted in

previous chapters there is a fundamental interrelationship
between on the one hand internal British nuclear energy

policies and commercial interests as a leading supplier of
fuel cycle services; and on the other non-proliferation

policy. The latter emphasised the need for adequate and
uniform safeguards coupled with guaranteed and assured

supplies of nuclear material equipment and components. In
the climate of the 1975-1980 period both IPS and M/RFCC

appeared to be a useful medium through which to pursue

these interrelated objectives.

3. COMMITTEE ON ASSURANCES OF SUPPLY

In the wake of President Carter's non-proliferation policy,
which was based on a much tigher control of nuclear trade,
the advantages of assurance of supply became particularly
attractive. This was understood to entail provision of
nuclear fuel and reactor components. Although the 1978 US
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act emphasised the desirability
of assurance of supply, the Act and the NSG guidelines
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were perceived by customer states as an obstruction placed
in the way of their legitimate energy programmes.(^8)
Moreover, the 1974 US decision to cease provision of
enrichment services and the Carter Administration's

opposition to reprocessing combined to destabilise the
international nuclear market. Unpredictability was at the
root of the problem. States could not be sure that
contracts for supplies of nuclear fuel or technology would
be fulfilled. For this reason as noted in the chapter on

INFCE, assurance and security of supply were recognised as

a key requirement for a mutually acceptable non-

proliferation policy. The British saw particular advantage
in the development of mechanisms to ensure continuity of

supply. Enrichment and reprocessing services were central
here. British interest was made clear at the 1980

NPTRC.(^) At the 34th United Nations General Assembly
First Committee the British took the view that the IAEA was

the most logical forum in which to pursue this issue.(70)
Furthermore, the British argued that there was an urgent
need for suppliers and consumers to re-establish a

consensus on nuclear trade for the 1980s. In particular,

improved supply assurances and safeguards should be two
matters for discussion.(71)

As first conceived at INFCE assurance of supply required
some mechanism that guaranteed assurance of supply, fuel
services and reactor components for example, in exchange
for strong non-proliferation commitments.() Initially
the US was not enthused by such a proposal, but conceded
that some movement in this direction was necessary.

Amongst the NNA the Philippines took the lead in trying to
establish within the IAEA, "a powerful committee on supply
assurances."^^ Indeed the Philippines made much of the
nuclear suppliers' unreliability at the 1980 NPTRC once CAS
had been established) Uncertainty surrounding nuclear

supplies threatened the integrity of not only the Filipino
nuclear power programme, but also those of other LDCs.

Mexico was particularly vocal on this issue.(75) However,
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during the internal deliberations within the IAEA the
British were opposed to any committee with as widespread

powers as those prepared by the Philippines.)

The reasons for British opposition are not readily

apparent; however, since the Philippines sought to
establish a committee with review functions over IAEA

Expert Groups, on International Plutonium Storage in

particular, it is plausible to assume that this
constitutional change in IAEA procedures was the source of
British opposition. Moreover, as noted in Section 2 the
British were active IPS supporters. It seems that the
British sought to keep the IAEA's expert committees
confined to 'technical' studies. The politicisation which
would ensue from such a change would devalue the technical

groups' utility.(77) Any alteration to an established

system which appeared to work well may have been an

additional factor here. It appears that the British
favoured establishment of an advisory group which would
have a "different constitutional function from a Committee

of the Board". This Group would report through the
Director General rather than to the Board of Governors.

This would be a more efficient way to look at supply
assurance.(7^)

Despite British opposition to the organizational form,
rather than the principles of assurance of supply several
weeks of intense negotiations led to a "qualified victory"
by the LDCs. In June 1980 the IAEA Board of Governors

approved the establishment of the Committee on Assurances
of Supply; however, the original review power over current
IAEA expert groups was dropped. Instead the Committee was

confined to advising the Board of ways and means to assure

nuclear supplies, "on a more predictable and long-term
basis in accordance with mutually acceptable considerations

of non-proliferation; and the IAEA's role and

responsibilities in relation to those objectives."() The

Committee was open to all IAEA member states.(81)
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CAS would further repair the damaged relationships between

suppliers and customers; a process which had been set in
train at INFCE. This seems very clear from the public
statements. ()

Membership of the Committee was divided into three groups

corresponding to political allegiances: the Western Group,
the Socialist Group and the Neutral and Non-Aligned Group.

Chairmanship was rotated annually so that a representative
of each group would chair the Committee once every three

years. Its first Chairman was a Yugoslav.() Of its four

officers, a chairman and three vice chairmen, two would

always be drawn from the NNA. Many NNA states, 48 IAEA

member states participated in the first meetings, regarded
CAS as an opportunity to ensure individual supplier states
were prevented from breaking contracts unilaterally.(®4)

Once CAS was established the British largely endorsed its

objectives. These were broadly similar to the UK civil

industry's interests. BNFL's position as a leading

supplier of fuel cycle services could be developed to
further assurance of supply and non-proliferation

objectives. This had been explicit in both the Company's
and Government's case as early as the Windscale Public

Inquiry.(85) Creation of an international regime in which
British nuclear exports could prosper without adding to the

proliferation risks had been a major aim of British non-

proliferation policy since the 1960s. CAS was consistent
with this objective. At the 1981 IAEA General Conference
the British representative was confident that CAS, "would

greatly assist in the development of improved arrangements
which would permit nuclear trade to flow more freely under
reliable and equitable non-proliferation objectives.")
Ian Smart, a British diplomat in Washington during
the NPT negotiations has noted that this was one of the

Treaty's principal objectives.(87)
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In November 1981 CAS established two Working Groups. One
covered Principles of International co-operation in the
field of nuclear energy in accordance with the mandate of
CAS; the second discussed emergency back-up mechanisms of
fuel and component supplies.(88) Despite this the
committee found it difficult to establish and maintain a

consensus.) As the IAEA Annual Report noted, assurances

of supply and safeguards requirements were not just a

contentious issue between North and South, but also within
industrialised states.(90) indeed when CAS was established

in 1980 Nucleonics Week reported the reaction of "several
sources" thus; (it) will be a committee of complaints. All

of the discussions which took place on Articles 3-4 of the
NPT are going to continue... Up to now we have been faced
with the NPT reviews every five years... this new

committee will be a kind of permanent review of the

functioning of the treaty.(91) Nevertheless British
officials regarded CAS as the main forum for easing NNA
doubts about supplier states reliability.(^2) As

British knew from experience, unpredictable, unreliable and
unreasonable suppliers only encouraged independent nuclear
programmes which increased proliferation risks.

CONCLUSION

The British role in CAS cannot be viewed in isolation from

other non-proliferation initiatives and nuclear fora in the
1970s; for example, INFCE, NSG, IPS, RFCC, MFCC, NPTRCs and
the Windscale Public Inquiry. There is a similarity in the

positions assumed and objectives pursued at all of these
events. Furthermore, defence of British commercial
interests was equated with non-proliferation objectives;
that is, desirable non-proliferation criteria such as

supplier predictability, assured supplies of nuclear
material and fuel, are also in BNFL's interest. Since
nuclear power was perceived to be vital for British energy

security it followed that this also viewpoint obtained for
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LDCs. There could be, therefore, no question of

prohibiting nuclear trade. By the early 1980s the British
considered CAS to be the best fora in which to pursue the
dual objectives of security of supply and non-

proliferation. This would involve participation of all
states not just NPT members. The best way to involve NNWS
outside the NPT, such as Brazil and India, was to encourage

them to take a constructive role in developing the
international non-proliferation regime. Refusal to provide
nuclear fuel, or exclusion from the IAEA would, in the
British view, only encourage such states to become more

hostile to the NPT and full-scope safeguards. In contrast,
CAS provided a constructive medium through which to

strengthen the international non-proliferation regime.
This appears to be the basis of British participation in
CAS.
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CHAPTER 13

CONCLUSION

During sessions of the Committee on Assurances of Supply

(CAS) in 1981 the British IAEA delegation believed that as

a first step:

The Committee could encourage the development of
more uniform, predictable and consistent nuclear
trading arrangements by drawing up a set of
"guidelines" for the conduct of international nuclear
trade that would be acceptable both to the consumers
and to suppliers, although the acceptance of such
guidelines should not require any party to the
negotiation of any future agreement or arrangement to
impose or submit to any particular condition.(1)

This statement accurately reflects both the assumptions

underlying British attitudes to nuclear proliferation and
the objectives of British non-proliferation and commercial

policies. These attitudes and policies have been shaped

primarily by three interrelated factors: the rationales

for, and objectives of, the domestic civil and military
nuclear programmes, and the experiences derived from these

programmes. Chapter 3 noted that proliferation was in

practice defined in "horizontal terms" by successive

governments. The "independent deterrent" was thus not
relevant to any consideration of the proliferation problem.

Moreover, British possession of nuclear weapons did not
affect the calculations or security decisions of other
NNWS. Consequently, British non-proliferation policy has

largely focussed on the use of, and control of, civil
nuclear technology. Despite the relationship between civil
and military nuclear technology, no British government has
considered it necessary to obstruct or prevent in principle
the export of nuclear equipment and materials.
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Well before the launch of the First Nuclear Power Programme
in 1955, it was hoped that British industry would be in a

position to export nuclear reactors, equipment and
materials. Indeed this was one of the principal reasons

for the 1955 programme. Since then export considerations
have played a major part in the formulation of British
civil nuclear policy; for instance, they were prominent

during debates over thermal reactor choice in the 1960s and
1970s. Although power reactor exports were unsuccessful, a

lucrative trade in fuels and reactor components was

established. At no time since 1952 have British

governments opposed the principle of nuclear exports on

non-proliferation grounds. However, it seems that much

greater attention, publicly at least, was devoted to the

proliferation problem by both Governments and the nuclear

industry in the 1970s; indeed, it was not until the 1980s
that a separate department devoted entirely to nuclear

issues, Nuclear Energy Department, was created in the FCO.

However, even in the 1950s British governments required
assurances that British nuclear exports were not used for

military purposes. Indeed the British argued in the 1960s
and 1970s that an adequate safeguards system would make
international nuclear trade easier because this would

assure suppliers that their exports were not used to
further military purposes.

Despite this there does not appear to be any publicly
available evidence which indicates that the long-term

proliferation implications of promoting and encouraging the

spread of nuclear technology were really considered by
Ministers or officials in the 1950s. Indeed Lord Penney,
who retired from the UKAEA as Chairman in 1967, recollects
that most of the anxieties and work on proliferation

happened after then. But it is clear that the civil-

military relationship was perfectly understood by both
officials and Ministers, or at the very least they were

aware of it. Indeed the British knew from experiments in
Australia that plutonium contaminated with PU.240, such as
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that produced in a power reactor, could be made to explode.

Furthermore, they even contemplated using "civil" plutonium
for nuclear weapons if there was a shortfall in military

production. At this time there appears to have been no

recognition of the need to maintain the separation of civil
and military nuclear programmes for non-proliferation
reasons. Britain's status as a nuclear weapon state was at
the root of this. Since proliferation was perceived in
"horizontal" rather than "vertical" terms, there was no

need to maintain an artificial separability in the domestic

programmes. For this reason Britain's position as a

nuclear weapon state, which is enshrined in the NPT, has
been a significant factor in the shaping of British
attitudes to proliferation.

The historical context of the 1955 nuclear power programme

is significant. Against a background of potential energy

shortages occasioned by a struggling coal industry, the
attractions of enhanced energy security which could be

provided by nuclear power were irresistible. Nuclear power

was considered not only necessary, but vital, for British

energy security and economic development. This standpoint
has remained remarkably resilient over the years precisely
because greater energy security has remained attractive to
successive governments. In turn it was assumed that this
was also likely to be the case for other countries,

especially in the developing world. Consequently any

acceptable non-proliferation regime should, in the British

perspecfive._, (see chapters 8, 11, 12) "maintain a right to
develop nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, under

appropriate safeguards, for economic and social

development, consistent with non-proliferation.") Such a

regime would ensure not only British commercial interests,
defence of the fuel services business, but further non-

proliferation objectives. In short, there is no

contradiction between commercial imperatives and security

requirements; on the contrary, they are, in British

thinking, mutually reinforcing. This explains the British
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CAS proposal calling for uniform, predictable and
consistent nuclear trading arrangements. These conditions
are desirable for both supplier and customer. Assurances
of supply and assurances of non-proliferation, provided by

safeguards, are complementary.

This perception appears to be founded on the recognition
that non-proliferation policies based on "technology
denial", or which in practice interfere with and threaten
states' energy policies are inherently contradictory. In
the British case US policies in the immediate post-war

period and again in the 1960s and 1970s were instrumental
in encouraging independent nuclear programmes. Sir John
Hill, one of the leading figures in the British civil

programme observes that:

Almost inevitably, if a country is refused access to
the use of technology on reasonable terms then it
will feel itself impelled to obtain what has been
refused by means of indigenous development. We have
seen this after the war, where the exclusion of
Canada from the UK/US accords on the protection of
nuclear information led to the decision by the
Canadians to develop their own reactor which we know
as CANDU. We have seen this in other fields as well.
As I have said, I feel certain that if the Western
World were to persist in a refusal to provide
reprocessing services to the less developed
countries, then this could have only one effect; that
these coun" ' " " t to develop

We have seen that the most proliferation sensitive parts of
the nuclear fuel cycle are enrichment and reprocessing
where huge quantities of separated weapons-grade fissile
material can be produced. For this reason the British
considered it important to reduce the incentives for non-

nuclear weapon states to build their own indigenous plants.

their own
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Interference with the supply of essential services for
national nuclear programmes, which US policy in the 1970s

threatened, or rather was perceived to threaten, would in
the British view only compel such states to build their own

fuel cycle facilities. The pursuit of independent nuclear

programmes outside the framework of the international non-

proliferation regime was considered a potential danger to
that regime. Consequently such an outcome should be

prevented. Even though there was no immediate risk of

weapons proliferation from such an outcome, it was better
that enrichment and reprocessing should be done in as few
states as possible, preferably the NWS. However, the NWS
would have to provide assured supplies of fuel services to
reassure potential and actual customers. Elimination, or

at least reduction, of uncertainty and unpredictability
would enhance confidence in the stability of the
international nuclear trading system and the non-

proliferation regime. Assurances of supply were thus in
the interests of both supplier and customer; for example,
it provided a stable framework for long-term planning. The
British were thus in the happy position of being able to

argue that existing export policy, which would have been

pursued anyway for sound commercial reasons, was also in
the best interests of non-proliferation. Hill noted, for

example, that provision of adequate energy supplies to all
nations around the world would be of especial importance in

assisting us to fight proliferation.(^) Civil nuclear

technology would, of course provide the adequate energy

supplies. Energy insecurity rather than provision of
nuclear materials and equipment was more likely to increase
the proliferation risks.

British perceptions and understanding of the proliferation
issue have been decisively shaped by the experiences and
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lessons of the 1950s. The British military programme

itself suggested that any medium industrially advanced
state could produce nuclear weapons if a political decision
to do so was taken. Thus the existence of a civil nuclear

programme does not necessarily give rise to a military

programme. However, the Chiefs of Staff noted in January
1946 that Britain was in no way committed to the
manufacture of atomic bombs by beginning the construction
of two piles. The decision whether to devote their output
to industrial development or to bombs could await the
actual production of fissile material in the fifth year

after pile construction had started.It would be

cheaper and more practical to build dedicated facilities
than to divert clandestinely material from a civil to a

military programme. However, the British public position
on this issue is disingenuous since, as noted in chapters 2
and 3, British governments were prepared to use the civil

programme for military purposes in extremis even though it
was recognised that this would undermine the commercial

operation and economics of civil nuclear power.

It is clear that the British have made a major contribution
to the spread of civil nuclear technology whilst

simultaneously professing an interest in non-proliferation

objectives. Nonetheless the British have played a leading
role in the evolution of the international non-

proliferation regime. This has enabled the British to play
an intermediate moderating role between the exponents of
two extremes of non-proliferation strategy: excessive and

rigorous control variously advanced by the US, Canada and

Australia, and the less interventionist commercial approach
of France, the FRG and Belgium. Equally important, the
British have tried to restore the consensus in

international trade between North and South. This approach
can be seen during the NSG, INFCE and CAS proceedings in
the 1970s and 1980s.
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Perhaps the best short summary of British attitudes to
nuclear proliferation 1952-1982 appeared, not surprisingly,
in an issue of the UKAEA's monthly bulletin almost at the
close of the period in question:

So the aim of non-proliferation and the problem of
technological and energy development are at the heart
of the political implications of international
nuclear affairs. Contrary to appearances these aims
are not opposed. Since man has never moved backwards
in the field of science, the development of weapons
will not be prevented if the countries which have now
mastered nuclear energy, stop or limit its civil
development. On the contrary, the feeling of
frustration and deprivation of energy which would
result for the excluded countries could only push
them towards developing programmes with military
objectives themselves.*°'

In other words there is no contradiction between the spread
of civil nuclear power, and the need to prevent the spread
of nuclear weapons to other states. As their own

experience in the 1940s and 1950s demonstrated, the British

knew that if an industrially advanced state was determined
to produce nuclear weapons nothing could be done to prevent
it. Instead the British thought it more practical, and a

more realisable objective, to create an international non-

proliferation regime. Five interrelated objectives were

all thought to be significant. First was the creation of
an international norm against the spread of nuclear

weapons. The second was the need to enhance energy

security by greater use of nuclear power. The third was

the need to enhance energy security by maintaining

predictable and stable supplies of nuclear fuels, equipment
and information. The fourth was the need to ensure that

ostensibly civil materials were not used for military

purposes, and to this end it was thought desirable to limit
fuel cycle plants in number consistent with the need to
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ensure secure fuel supplies for civil programmes. However,
these objectives were not allowed to compromise a fifth:
British commercial interests, specifically provision of
fuel cycle services to overseas customers. British
attitudes to nuclear proliferation, as manifested in these
five interrelated goals, have been decisively shaped by the

objectives of, rationales for, and experiences of Britain's
own civil and military nuclear programmes since 1945. It
is hoped that this thesis has shown that the confluence of
these five particular interests in the recent British

position cannot properly be understood without reference to
Britain's own nuclear history.
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